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Colorado EFt Hits Cowboys Again

LOG SHIP LOCKDOWN

lvfark Lipe sits locked to the cables ofa crane on a log export ship in the port ofLongview, WA.

jug with people driVing by and were amazed
at the positive response.

Meanwhile, the police brought in hy
draulic boltcutters, the bane of the kryp
tonite lock. When the first person's lock was
too difficult to cut, the police began cutting
the rail of the ship to which he was locked. At
that point, he unlocked himself voluntarily,
telling the officer he did not want to cauS'e
property damage. The second person also
unlocked voluntarily, sensing"that his objec
tives had been achieved. The final two had
their locks cut by police. All four protesters
came down peacefully and the police gaVe
them hot coffee.

That was probably to make up in lld
vance for the charges that ensued. The four
were booked for Interfering with Owner's
Control, a subsection of the 1919 Anarchy
and Sabotage law, a law used to persecute the
radical labor union, Industrial Workers of
the World. The Longview Four were held on
S15,000 bail apiece and may be expected to
pay up to '$50,000 in restitution fees for

wages lost. JThe historic parallels between IWW and
EF! are close. The two have similar philoso
phies .and tactics and now EF! is being perse
cuted by the same "criminal syn9icalism"
laws that were used to divide and crush the
Wobblies in the late teens and earlytwentiesn

Both groups have gained notoriety for
their anti-hierarchical organizational struc- .
ture, and they share a strategic pattern of
direct action. In fact, the IWW revived the
use of sabotage, or corporate property dam-
age, in the 20th century as a means of inflUiJ
encing bosses through their profits. This is
similar to EF!ers some~imes taking credit for _
tree-spiking and machinery damage.
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Lee Desseaux rappels offthe Denver Livestock Show buildinK- hanging a banner with three other
activists (and one cop).

darity with workers losing their jobs because
of log exports, four members of Earth First!
shackled themselves to the loadingcranes on
board the Ace Accord, an export ship in
Longview, Washington, which was heavy
with logs slated for China. After six hours of
sitting atop the 60 foot cranes, the activists
were brought down by police and Charged)
with a subsection of Washington's 1919
Sabotage and Anarchy law (9.05), Interfering

'g. with Owner's Control (9.05.070). Here's the
~ story of the action:
.:r On 7 December 1989, under cover of
~ the night and fog, four EF!ers crept aboard
); the ship and climbed four cranes used to load
~ logs onto the ship. Atop the cranes, they
g chained themselves to cables or railings with

'kryptonite bicycle locks around their necks.
Meanwhile, a support group hung ban

ners on a nearby bridge, which was soon
congested with traffic traveling between
Washington and Oregon. One banner read
"WHERE ARE WE GONNA WORK WHEN
THE TREES ARE GONE?" At daybreak, the
fou rclimbersunfurled banners reading "USA
And JAPAN: STOP THE WAR ON NATURE,"
"STOP JOB EXPORTS," "EARTH FIRST! SUP
PORTS US MILLWORKERS," and "STOP LOG
EXPORTS." The support group passed out
literature and explained the action to the
longshoremen, media and police.

The reaction from the workers was
mixed. A few protesters claim that a guy
driving a yarder tried to run them over.
There were the usual observations that EF!ers
look like a bunch of social rejects.

Though many of the longshoremen
questioned the protesters' method of ad
dressing the problem, not one worker de
fended shipping out unfiniShed wood prod
ucts. Every worker there expressed a strong
solidarity for millworkers and a strong pref
erence for exporting milled wood, rather
than raw I.ogs. One worker asked the protest
ers, "Where have you guys been? They've
been making us do this for 15 years."

A long dialogue between Earth First!ers
and longshoremen- resul'ted in a break
through. The historian from the
Longshoremen's Union invited EF!ers to a
union meeting to discuss the issues with
workers and to hear their perspective. Be
cause of the legal trouble resulting from the
action, talks will begin by mail.

After we had spent two hours of talking
with workers and media, the police arrived.
They set up a barricade and asked us to retreat
to the parking lot. The support group and
media were escorted to the property line.

Just after our removal, a third group of
25 protesters arrived with banners and a tree
costume. They stayed on the bridge interfac-

Parade spectators were at first confused, !
but we handed many of them flyers explain- ~

ing the grazing issue. The decommissioned g;
float added style by follOWing the end of the .s
parade. Thus we still got outtheanti-grazing ~

message in good fashion. -a
Wednesday night we threw a benefit

partv, complete with slide show, radical
speeches and a good band. About 250 people
came, which helped defray expenses and add
to group ·spirits.

Saturday we went to the heart of Cow
boy-dom. Over 30 EF!ers carried signs,
leafleted, and performed guerilla theater in
front of the Livestock Show coliseum. The
impact was reenforced when Lee, Todd, and
Brian of California and Michael of Colorado
hung a large banner above the coliseum
entrance proclaiming RANCHERS: KILLERS
OF WOLVES & GRIZZLIES; GRAZING =
EXTINCTION; GET THE HELL OFF OUR
WILD LANDS! The four were arrested and 
released on $100 bail each. Charges included
Disturbing The Peace and Decorating A
Public Building. The lawyers think charges
will be reduced or dropped.

Colorado. EFiers plan to do more direct
actions this year, targeting the BLM and the
Colorado Cattlemen's Association. We
won't rest until all mutants - cattle, sheep,
and ranchers - are off our public lands!

In 1988, Oregon and Washington ex
ported 4.3 billion board feet ofunmilled logs
to be processed overseas. To call public
attention to the issue and demonstrate soli-

EF!ers Revive 1919
Wobbly Laws
by Connie Firr, Portland EF!

by Mike Stabler

Denver, Colorado. The beginning of
the West. The horne of the "World's Largest
Livestock Show." The perfect place for a
showdown over public lands grazing.

In January of 1989, Earth FiIst!ers from
Colorado and other Western states con
verged on the Livestock Show to express
outrage over the continued destruction of
public land by ranchers and their livestock.
The 1989 Livestock Show actions were a big
~uccess; through the rest of 1989, we gener
ated ideas for the 1990 show on how best to
.gamer public support.

One answer was to shout our message,
"Livestock Off Public Lands!," right under
the welfare ranchers' noses. We decided to
enter a float in the opening day Livestock
Show Parade! To help ensure our entry, we
registered under the name "Nederland Old
West Society." Colorado £F!ers spent over
350 hours (and as many dollars) building the
float on a 1955 Ford flatbed truck. Starting
off as an innocuous Wild West setting, the
sides could fold down to reveal an entirely
different scene. Inside, an evil-looking cow,
sheep, and rancher were on one side of a
barbed wire fence, scowling at the trees,
grass, and wild animals on the other.

Monday,January8: Parade Day. We've
rented Old West costumes for the parade.
We've finished the float, obtained the per
mits ... we're ready!

Then something goes wrong. A parade
offlcial demands to look inside the float, and
discovers our alternate scene. The float is
pulled from the parade. Major depression
ensues ...

But wait! We shall overcome! Three
:-:-'ers take anti-grazing signs and join the
;.Jarade - right behind Ronald McDonald's
fioat! Then, two more £F!ers join the ranks-
then five more - until we have a large
procession of radicals marching the length of
the National Western Livestock Show Parade
with anti-grazing banners flying!
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RAMBLINGS
Earth First! The Radical Environ

mental Journal is published by the Earth
First! journal, Inc. and is an independently
owned newspaper within the broad Earth
First! movement. It is not the "official newS
letter" of the Earth First! movement. Entire
contents are copyrighted 1989, but we are
pleased to allow reprinting if credit is given, .
except for those articles specifically copy
righted by the author. Art and photographs
are copyrighted by the Individual artist or
photographer and permission to use must be
received from them. Earth First! is a forum
for the no-compromise environmental
movement. Responsibility rests with the
individual authors and correspondents. The
contents do not necessarily represent the
viewpoint of this newspaper, the Earth First!
movement, local Earth First! groups or indi-
vidual Earth First!ers. .

Although we do not accept the author
ityofthe hierarchical state, nothing herein Is
intended to run us afoul of its police·power.
Agents provocateurs will be dealt with by the
Grizzly Defense League on the Mirror Pla
teau.

Submissions are welcomed and should
be typed or carefully printed; double spaced,
and sent with an SASE if return is requested.
Electronic submissions are even better, ei
ther on Macintosh disks or via Econet (send
to "earthfirst"). Art or photographs (black &:
white prints preferred, color prints or slides
OK) are desirable to illustrate articles and
essays. They will be returned if requested. ~.

Please include explicit permission to reprint
slides. Due to our tight budget, no payment
is offered except for extra copies of the issue.

Earth First! is indexed In the Alternative
Press Index.

For subscriptions, merchandise orders,
donations, inquiries, general correspon
dence, Letters to the Editor, articles, photos,
etc., send to: Earth First!, POB 7, Canton, NY
13617. Phone: (315) 379-9940.

All-poetry should go t~: Art Goodtimes,
Box 1008, Telluride, CO 81435. Please in
clude SASE with submissions.
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Mark Gaffney are gaining favorable reviews,
as you'll see in our review pages. The article
we ran by George Sessions last issue is to be
part of an anthology entitled The Wildemess
Condition: Essays on Environmentand Civiliza
tion. Mark Williams has written a chapter on
civil disobedience for an upcoming.Green
book. Peter Galvin is writing a book oli old·
growth of the Southwest. Dan Conner is
progressing on his novel, despite his exact
ing duties for the EF! Legal Defense Fund.
Stephanie Mills's new book is sure to have a
receptive audience, given her popularity as a
Whole Earth Reviewer. Dave will write his
novel (presently in 'his head) soon after
publication of his Confessions, the Ecodefense
Supplement, and a book ofwilderness propos
als for North America. Not to be outdone by
her prolific (in the literary sense) husband,.
Nancy Morton will this year end herdisserta
tion - a spellbinding piece on Cardiac
Conditions of the Post-Operative Patient in
the Recumbent Position, or some such eso
teric subject. No doubt, Nursing Today, the
Journal ofImmunologyand others will soon be
vying for reprint rights on that potboiler.
David Brower's autobiography will be re
leased on Earth Day. Doug Peacock's reflec
tions on war and Grizzlies will likely soon be
a best-seller. Of course, Hayduke Lives is
available now ... and as enthrallingas we'd all
hoped! Most of these books are or soon will
be available through EF! Books or Ned Ludd
Books.

. All of which necessitates a quote from
Ed Abbey: "Ah well, many books. Of the
making of books there is no end. 1will close
by reminding myselfand others that writing,
reading, thinking are of value only when
combined with effective action. Those 1
most admire in the conservation movement
are those who act: such men as David Brower,
Paul Watson, and the legendary Bulgarian
brigand Georges Heiduk. Sentiment without
action is the ruin of the soul. One brave deed
is worth a hundred books, a thousand theo
ries, a million words."

Brave deeds we've indeed seen in the
radical environmental movement lately. In
addition to those described in this issue are
these: Hawaiian activists have maintained
their direct action campaign to save the last
tropical'lowland rainforest in the US. Bald
Mountain sage Lou Gold has continued in
spiring people throughout the country to
defend Oregon's North Kalmiopsis Roadless
Area. Dana Lyons,John Seed, Mickey Dulas,
and Syndee Brinkman have spread the EF!
message farther afield down under; a rash of
direct actions followed their wildly success
ful road show in Australia and New Zealand.

-john Davis

sabotage is being attributed to Animal lib
eration Front and Earth First! These reports
should be read skeptically. One knowledge
able EF!er in Nevada told us that this is
mostly media-hype. Ranching sabotage is
not (yet?) prevalent in Nevada, this EF!er
said, but ranchers and politicians are trying
to stir up sentiments against radical groups.
Indeed, Senator Harry Reid (D-NV) has intro
duced legislation to stiffen penalties for
sabotage offarm orranch equipment. As CM
notes, such retaliatory efforts - whether
reacting to real or only imagined acts of
monkeywrenching- suggest that ecodefen
ders are truly hindering land exploiters.

So too are some of the fledgling EF!
groups. New EF! groups in North Carolina
(see Tribal Lore last issue), Michigan (TL this
issue), and Pennsylvania (this issue) are al
ready making their presence felt. Our Bulle
tins and Tribal Lore describe some of their
actions and upcoming events. Among these
events will be rendezvous (how to make that
word plural is among the most intractable
problems facing our movement) in Ohio,
Illinois, and Central Appalachia, and events
dUring Earth Day and Week. Earth Day will
likely prove particularly fruitful for EF!
groups, as that day will affirm lessons we've
been emphasizing for years. Moreover, EF!
groups will have not oniy the 20th anniver
sary of Earth Day to commemorate, but also
the 10th anniversary of Earth First!, which
falls about this time. (A precise date would be
hard to determine, since EF! wasn't so much
founded as it was envisioned and gradually
manifested starting in the spring of 1980.)

In addition to Dave Foreman's afore
mentioned book, to be titled Confessions of
an Ecobrute, numerous others by or partly
about EF!ers and other radical environmen
talists will be published in coming months.
Ned Ludd Books will soon publish Howie
Wolke's Wildemess on the Rocks, which ex
plains why our Wilderness is limited to the
rocks. Lynn jacobs will soon finish The
Wasting of the West - a manifesto against
public lands grazing. Mary Davis has
completed From Walden Pond to Muir Woods:
An Ecologist's Guide to the US. Christoph
Manes has all but completed Green Rage:
Radical Environmentalism and the Unmaking+!!
Civilization. Various national publications
recently bid for a chapter from Christoph's
book: Atlantic Monthly lost in a close race to
Penthouse! Bill McKibben's book, The End of
Nature, which insightfully discusses the EF!
movement, is being hailed as a second Silent
Spring (except by Forbes magazine, which sees
it as a second Bambi - a supreme compli
ment to Bill!). New books by Ned' Fritz,
Judith Plant, Terry Tempest Williams, and

This issue is late.
It contains, however, important ar

ticles, with a focus on the forests of the
Northwest. Together, the Northwest forest
articles reveal a situation even more critical
than the mainstream environmental groups

. would have us believe. Unfortunately, as
Mitch Friedman explains in his article, one
of the mainstream groups, the Sierra Club,
actually supported the HatfieldlAdams
Amendment that doomed Washington and
Oregon old-growth forests to further liquida
tion.

The Sierra Club receives quite a bit of
bashing in this issue. This is partly an at
tempt to prod andcajoie the Club into boldly
wielding the immense power it could have if
it would stop equivocating. Though proba
bly all three authors herein who criticize the
Club would readily acknowledge the Club's
tremendous historical importance in the
wilderness movement, all three would
probably also agree that the Club is in need
of infiltration and radicalization. In recent
years, it has become dangerously moderate,
and seems to be falling behind grassroots
environmental groups and some other big
groups - notably The Wilderness Society
and National Audubon Society - 'in the
effort to save North America's remnant
wildlands. Grassroots wilderness propo
nents would do well to become active in local
Sierra Club groups and reform America's first
wilderness organization from the ground up.

Another mainstream group, The Nature
Conservancy, has just scored what appears to
be a great victory. TNC last month pur
chased the 320,000 acre Grays Ranch in New
Mexico's bootheeJ. TNC will likely turn the
land over to the federal government for the
establishment of an Animas National Wild
life Refuge, which will be home to more
mammal species and subspecies than any
other Refuge in the System. Amazingly, the .
Animas purchase has scarcely been noticed
by the national media. The New York Times
gave the story only about four obscure col
umn inches.

Another story of great global signifi
cance being ignored by the media is the
Morocco oil spill. The spill occurred Decem
ber 19, finally gained a little coverage janu
ary 31, released at least twice as much oil into
the ocean as the Exxon Valdez spill, threat
ened to devastate Morocco's rich coastal
habitat, and dropped out of the news. Does
anyone know what happened to Morocco's
coast and off-shore waters?

Not adequately covered in this journal
lately has been monkeywrenching news.
Indeed, some readers have inquired, "have
'we seen the end of the Ned Ludd column,
since Dave Foreman has been arrested?" To
the contrary, Dave has indeed been em
broiled in legal struggles, but the main rea-
son he presently lacks the time to compile a
lengthy Ned Ludd column each issue is that
he is writing a book to spread the radical
environmental message to a much broader
audience. Dave intends to renew. the column ~

and to publish the Ecodefense Supplement ~
after completing his bookand his affairs with ~

the FBI. So inundated has Dave been of late ~
that he has not even had time to read the E
Journal, let alone write for it. *

We do have in this issue, though, two -a
inspiring essays for Ned's column. Lester
Rhodes shows that radical direct action has
historically been important in struggles of
the oppressed, while CM shows that mon
keywrenching in the US is proving effective.
Anyone doubting the efficacy of mon
keywrenching or civil disobedience should
read these reports. We also have an article
that will help activists become more profi
cient at CD actions: Non-violence trainer
Mary Beth Nearing explains the consensus
process.

One area that CM didn't address is BLM
land. Newspapers have been running reports
about sabotage to ranches out West, which
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Dear SFBs,
Our editor, although both eminently

competent and ultimately huggable, misses
the point in his reproach of "woo-woo." The
wilderness proposals he calls for, as well.as
the unspeakable strategies for which EF! is so
famous, are "applied spirituality," Even the,
most ardent crystal smasher, trembling at

·the thought of joining hands in a circle,
recognizes the specialness-power-unique
ness (spirit) in all manifestations of nature.
These lovable redneck friends of mine are at
their best when responding to their intui
tive-instinctual-animal centers (their
spirit). The FBI, etc., seek to crush not only
illegal acts, but the intangible energy-de
light-consciousness (spirit) of our move
ment.

John desires for our journal what the
Earth requires for itself-lifeforms acting on
their awareness, spirit practiced on every
level, happily divergent elements in perfect
balance with each other. The value of diver
sity seems lost on the letter-writer Militant
Angora. If we reduced the West Coast to
activists liVing up to his rigid dress code,
there'd be no one to hold the banners or drop
off the spike-laden ecodefender. Drums,
nudity, ritual, and even reggae are empower
ing elements ofour coming together in resis
tance to the murderous system that has for
gotten how to play, how to be real.

An issue earlier, one of our heroines
called on us to abandon the "baggage" ofthe
EF! name/organization. If EF! was truly only
a slogan, we could easily abandon it the first
time it was associated with an idea we didn't
agree with. The EF! I cherish is a tribe an
extended family I am proud to be a part of,
humbly learning to accept each other's dif
ferences while reconnecting with our wild
ness and the Earth. It may very well be
cataclysm, not human intervention, that
heals the planet, but it is our shared tribal

continued on pag~4

different audiences. I can't understand why
Howie or anyone else would want to limit us.

I gotta say it - I get .the feeliI1g from
reading the Journal lately that the FBI is
winning. The dream seems to be dying
before our very eyes. The pages of this
journal don't encourage the growth of a

. movement, not any more. They are begin
ning to encourage dogma, rhetoric, narrow
ness of view, fear that the best we can hope
for is to save a little nature before it all
collapses. I'm all for saving wilderness, but
let's not lower our dream, let's not be afraid
to really be the beginning of a movement,'
which means we can't be afraid to move.
Don't push any more dogma on us. Let's use
these pages to encourage each other with
strength, freedom, creativity, humor, and all
the wildness we can muster. Maybe while
we're saving the wilderness we can save our
own wildness too.

,HOWie, please pardon the pseudonym,
but I 11 write you personally and let you know
who I am. Sign me,

- A Dangerous Woman
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mentalists on the six o'clock news. It can be
changed however, if those wild spirits, en
couraged by the example of other wild spir
its, start breaking out, and with courage and
joy in their hearts, start creating a better life
- for all of nature, induding humans. (This
is where the dogmatic EF!er labels me a
"humanitarian,'~

I've done a lot of "thoughtful" actions
in my time, but I've also done my share of
what Howie calls "juvenile" and "alienating"
actions. And I think it's sad that my own
allies can't see the benefit of some of those
actions. No, a shopping mall puke-in isn't
going to halt the "insanity of modern con
sumerism" - but it didn't alienate anyone
either, with the exception of the overly
mature activists like Howie. The folks who
did the puke-in didn't carry signs saying
Earth First! They didn't even call the media.
Simply, they were disgusted byconsumerism
and they said so. Sure, itwas gross - but Ibet
a lot of shoppers felt the same way deep
down inside (most of them didn't even no
tice). Anyway, it was just a knee-jerk reaction
to a seemingly hopeless situation and a lot of
activists got a big laugh out of it. Some also
felt encouraged to do other actions that
require courage, and there's the merit. It was,
after all, only reported on in Live Wild or Die,
so most of Howle's precious 700A! didn't even
hear of it, only other activists. . .

Howie also points out that a bunch of
naked anarchists smokingdope in the woods
isn't going to either "speed the demise of the
industrial dragon or save a besieged roadless
area." Well, maybe not, but neither is a lot of
other stuff we do. That doesn't mean there's
no benefit to it. Maybe those folks gain
encouragement, a feeling of freedom and
comaradery, communion with the wild
lands they' love and the wild hearts they
share.

What I'm trying to say is there's room
for as many different types ofactions as there
are different activists, different issues and

to have short term goals, such as lobbying
.ourpolitlcians to keep the Burr Trail unpaved
(at least some of it). We need to have me
dium term goals ofpreserving all the remain
ing roadless areas on this continent. And we
need some long term goals-like returning
human society to some semblance of san
ity-so we need the thoughtfulness of Dol
ores laChapelle and others, and we will
probably piss off a few Republicans and
"mainstream" environmentalists.

It's not the yuppie envirocreeps we need
to work with. It's the other pissed offpeople,
likeJoe Sixpack andJane Choice. We need to
listen to them and to people like Alexander
"Lefter Than Thou" Cockburn who calls us
Malthusian every chance he gets (I'mglad he
got that much right. Now if he could just
explain to people what that is.)

I want a world with lots of big wilder
ness. But not goretex-polyester wilderness. I
want working wilderness, with folks driving
bison ,herds, not RVs. I want a world of
biodiversity, with a little Neanderthal, and
some Cro-Magnon, and some Celtic, and
some Zulu, and some Anishinabe and some
Penan, and some Kayapo. En~ugh with
McReagans, Sears Morebucks, and the domi
nant denominator.

We've got a lot bigger job than just
saving a few spec~es and some backcountry.
We have to help usher in the future, a future
where it's clear that the human race is a part
of the wildness, the wilderness, the sacred~
ness of Earth (woowoooo!!!), not just some
airhead weekend visitor looking for a cool
place to mate..

-G. Gulo, Madison, WI

Letters to the editor are welcomed. Lengthy letters may be
edited for space requirement. Letters should be typed or care
fully printed and double-spaced, using only one side of a sheet
of paper. Be sure to indicate if you want your name and location .
to appear or if you wish to remain anonymous. Send letters to
POB 5871, Tucson, AZ 85703. .

Shit for Brains;
I can't stand it. Howie's dogmatic ar

ticle on "Thoughtful Radicalism" makes me
wanna puke all over again, even at the risk of
alienating someone. Don't get me wrong
I don't think he's completely wrong. His
tactics have merit and I often adhere to most
of his "rules" - when the time is right.

But to go and make an outline that
activists should follow in order to save the
MOST wilderness while alienatlngthe LEAST
people - he's totally full of shit.
. The problem lies in his fear ofdreaming:- "-
and he admits it. The most he can hope for
is that a little nature might be saved since the
rest of the world is gonna go to hell anyway.
And he doesn't even really believe that we
can accomplish that much. I .

Well, I think if Howie and all of his! .J

despairing cohorts want to put on their suits
-and ties (or cowboy hats and boots), pay for
their Exxon gas, and go out to try to reason
with that Almighty 70%- maybe beg fo'r the
life of a grizzly or two (but politely, ofcourse,
so they don't alienate any yuppies), I think
that's fine. But, why should we all do it like
that? Why would anyone want to encourage
us all to act alike?

See, there's another audience that I
prefer to try to reach. It's the audience that
I believe lies buried somewhere inside of
aimost everyone. It's the wild spirit that
most people have effectively locked away,
but is still there, somewhere. It's the roman
tic dreamer, the neanderthal who would love
to have the guts to drive off without paying
Exxon, who wishes he/she could spend the
day running naked in the woods, or fishing,
or climbing a mountain and sleeping in the
sun, it's the wild soul who would rather be
makipg love in a meadow or dancing madly
around a campfire, who would really rather
be wearing a dirty deerskin robe than a
starched white shirt and tie. I want to t~Ik to
the day-dreamer who stares out the office
window wishing for the guts to walk out and
never go back... I want to touch the person
who can be more moved by the story of
Crazy Horse than the image of a well-dressed
Environmentalist. .

Maybe I'm a fool, but I'm daring to '
. dream that it's possible to change the world., .\;'
And I don't believe that the world can or will
be changed by the unoffended Yuppie nod-
ding in agreement with the nice environ-

Dear Shit Fer Brains,
Just a few thoughts in response to the

response to the Dear SFB column in the
November 1 edition by J. Edgar Oldsmobile
from Desert Shit City: Why does this clown
want to pin Earth First!ers into a humorless
pigeonhole? Is he some kind of humorless
FBI asshole?

Alright-wilderness and biodiversity
are the prime goals ofEarth First!, and all that
other stuff is Yulewrap. But, we can be
10,000 puny individuals writing more fuck
ing bullshit complaints to the blind, igno
rant bureaucrats who look at the letters and
file them in the trash with the letters from
Auduboners and Sierrans. We can 'keep pull
ing the same tired demos and protests. We
can plod along, trying to keep five billion
people off "our" continent, and we can ig
nore all the millions of other people plod-'
ding along in each of their little social causes.

All we are right now is another min~r
blip in the social machinery of the world. As
longas we keep to ourselves we'll continue to
be a small group ofsocial misfits. We need to
be wiser than the rest of the pack. We need

Dear SFB,
Just had to comment on the "Roughed"

Grouse in Jeff Elliot's fine article in the
Samhain issue. Never seen such a bird in
these New England hills. Got plenty of
Ruffed Grouse, though.

- Dick Tionary, Holland, VT

Dear Sir:
Although I use the term "sir" loosely, I

couldn't figure out how else to address this
. letter.

Recently the enclosed sticker was found
on a corral used for CATTI.E in Bear Valley
down on the Blue, Arizona.

Either your [sic-all misspellings from
original] uneducated or stupid, either way,
you have not done your homework. First,
those grazing rights you call welfare ranch
ing sell for about $600 a cow unit. To a
rancher with 300 cows, thatsabout $180,000
just for the right to graze. Then, each year he
pays about $3,300 for grazing fees, not to
mention all the other costs for the other half
of the year. You call that WELFARE? Your
nuts. Then he has to develop waters, build
fences, fight hunters and environmental
idiots like yourself. Do you know what
percentage of those grazing fees support
education, or do you even care? Maybe your
the kind out there molesting those children
or pushing dope, in my books, your in the
same class.

I come from a long line of pioneers who
helped settle the west, while no doubt your
ancestors were eating off silver spoons in the
east. After you ruined that country, you
moved west and want to take away our tradi
tions and ruin our culture. Not without a
fight from me. It is as much a part of our
heritage to have cattle grazing the range as
see beautiful pine trees swaying in the breeze.
GO HOME YANKEE!

Ranchers are hard working people dedi
cated to away of life far beyond high profits
and so called moral causes. They average
longer days of hard work then you've proba
bly ever put in your entire life. If you suc
ceed, I hope you get the joy of paying $15 a
pound for a tough bull, like they do in China,
which, by the way is where I wish people like
you were. You don't even realize public
grazing decreases beef costs in the market.

Whatdo you propose the public do with
its grazing lands? Total wildlife habitat? Do
you think the Arizona Game and Fish will
buy grazing rights? Do you think they will
pay grazing fees. I can tell you the answer to
that i~ ~O. If ranchers are welfare grazing,
the Anzona Game and Fish are grazing
thieves. They pay nothing, no depredation,
no deprivation, no improvements. Do you
want more hunters, faces painted black,
camouflage gear, throWing beer cans and
cigarette butts out the window? Some of
them shoot a bull Elk for his head leaVing the
carcass. Do you want more infernos like the

. Gila Wilderness was last summerwhen light
ning struck. There had been no cattle grazing
and the 3-foot-high grass was like a combus
tible can. Cattle grazing serves a much more
important part of our ecological environ
ment than you flat landers have enough
sense to realize. My blood boils when I see
such an idiotic sticker circulated bysome city
organization. I wish you'd solve some of
your own problems (which are plenty) in
stead of thinking you are smart enough to
solve ours. I'm truly glad I don't have to see
whoever you are face to face because for the
first time in mylife, Iwould really be tempted
to spit in yours. .

-Emphatically yours, Bonnie B. Udall
Ed. note: While I hate to flog a dead cow, I must
note that in 1987, the US Treasury took in about
$65 million from BLMandForest Servicegrazing
fees, while spending $65 million directly on BLM
and FS ranching. Indirect expenditures onpublic
lands grazing by the two agencies run about
$100 million per year, and the total ofall tax
supported expenditures runs close to $1 billion
annually. -DT
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Dear EF!
Tom Stoddard's article in the Yule edi

tion, "The Human Horde," is a mishmash of
facts, opinions, and prejudices cloaked in an
educational format.

Aside from his nationalistic, racist,
frightened stance on immigration (Stoddard
doesn't sound like a Native American name
to me, where'd your people come from,
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continued from page 3
resistance that heals the human spirit. Real
human evolution is at a standstill outside of
the tribal, anti-industrial movements.

We are a tribe with no static dogma, and
no standard uniform. We are united by a
passion, a struggle that must precede all
social causes. I am proud of my cell-mates
this summer who joined me at the Kalmiop
sis after my "you can't meditate the world
into wellness" concert at the Rainbow Gath
ering. They benefit from a shot of radicalism
as much as we benefit by the added color of
the rainbow.

And believe me, there's nothing more
comfortable than a nice cotton skirt. Ifonly
it didn't look so funny with my cowboy hat!

-Barefoot in 40-degree weather, Lone
Wolf Circles, Reserve, NM

Sirs:
I'm often offended by your snide refer

ences to "Freddies," as if all Forest Service
employees were the enemy. You know bet
ter. Most of your information about Forest
Service misdeeds comes from inside. Many,
perhaps most, Forest Service professionals
are as angry as you are by the corruption of
the Service in the Reagan-Bush years.

This letter is prompted by Mark
Gaffney's report on the Forest Service reform
conference and his reference to "Greg De
Bonis, renegade emp10yee-activist and edi
torof Inner Voice...."

It's jeff DeBonis, not "Greg." To call
him "renegade" turns language upside
down. Arenegade is one who abandons or
turns against his faith. DeBonis is upholding
his conservation faith at no little risk.

I've peen waiting more than a year for
you to report that over a thousand "Freddies"
have joined the Association ofForest Service
Employees for Environmental Ethics. jeff
DeBonis. is the founder and President, not
just the ,editor of the Association's paper.
They have joined despite warnings of top
brass. At riskoftheir jobs and careers they are
speaking publicly, signing their names, tell
ing it like it is.

-john Perry, Winter Haven, FL

\\ OOt-J'T L. IKE
~t-Jv'I~ONMENTALlSTS"?
PUT 'eM OUT or:

WOR.. K"

ning season" as he calls it, in nearly every
chapter. Most importantly, he urges his
young readers to forsake the superficial stan
dards of what happens to please our eyes and
actively seek the hidden beauties of first
glance repulsiveness (slugs, insects, etc.). He
dedicates a whole chapter to the glories and
necessity of dead trees.

In the chapter "In the October Moon,"
Sharp takes his readers on a nighttime explo
ration of the forests. In it, he has this to say
about the times:

"Our forests by daylight are rapidly
being thinned into picnic groves; the bears
and panthers have disappeared, and by day
there is nothing to fear, nothing to give our
imaginations exercise. But the night re
mains, and if we hunger for adventure, why,
besides the night, here is the skunk; and the
two offer a pretty sure chance forexcitement.
Never to have stood face to face in a narrow
path at night with a full-grown leisurely
skunk is to have missed excitement and
suspense second only to the staring out of
countenance of a green-eyed wildcat.... If
there is any genuine adventure left for us in
this age ofsuburbs, we must be helped to it by
the dark."

I hear Sharp's words here echoing al
most perfectly the opinions of many Earth
First!ers on the intrinsic value of wilderness
(i.e., if there isn't something out there big
enough or bad enough to hurt you, then it
ain't wilderness). He goes on to say in the last
chapter that "the skunk needs a champion."
This could easily be Doug Peacock talking of
his beloved grizzlies. "We can well afford to
part with a turnip, a chicken, even with a suit
of clothes," Sharp says, "now and then, for
the sake of this wild flavor to our fenced
pastures and close-cut meadows."

I believe, like Ms. Lyons that children
can be the ~kunk's championsl and our
champions: 1 know that Sha'riJ's books can
help them along.

I'm sure his books will be hard to locate,
but it is well worth the search for those truly
interested in inspiring children to the great
task at hand.

-Shingebiss

To the editor and jasper Carlton, EF! Bio
diversity Project:

Thank you for your informative article
"Of Politics, Extinctions, and Ecological
Collapse" in the Samhain edition of EF! As
an ecologist and environmental educator, I
am always glad to see someone looking at the
"big picture." especially on a subject as
important as biodiversity.

However, looking at the "big picture" is
no excuse for getting the details wrong. I
question some of the species you listed as
being threatened by the destruction of old·
growth forests in the Pacific Northwest.
What are your references for this list? I teach
a class on old-growth forest ecology and I
have never come across any evidence that
Great B~ue Herons, American Kestrels, or
Foothil!Yellow-legged Frogs are dependent
on old-growth forests. Since at least two of
these are species that are common in other
habitats, many people are likely to catch this
error and therefore doubt the accuracy of the
rest of your article, which would be a shame.
Environmentalists, and EF!ers in particular,
should know that the industrialists are look
ing for opportunities like this to discredit us
and so we need to keep our facts straight. I
found the same kind of errors in a pamphlet
distributed by the Ancient Forest Rescue
Expedition (the EF!ers who toured the cou.n
try in a log truck to educate the general
public).

As for the other species you listed, I
cannot even find a Black-eyed Grosbeak in
my bird book; is this a recent name change?
Some of the other species you listed (hawks,
ducks, 'wrens, chickadees, and flickers) are
associated with older forests, but are proba
bly not as dependent on old growth as some
species you did not list (Oregon slender sala.
mander, Northwestern salamander, Pacific
Giant salamander, Olympic salamander,
tailed frog, northern goshawk, vaux's SWift,
pileated woodpecker, Pine grosbeak, Red tree
vole, Yew tree, and at least one species of
lungwort lichen). It is true as you said that
scientists are unsure exactly how many spe
cies are dependent on old growth forests, but
we should at least educate the public with the

continued on next page

THb..' (:rIvES ME
ANOTH'E-R.

~uMPER.. S TI C K Eo"
IDEA. ...

been trashed for profit and can now be de_
scribed in one word: ugly.

Why don't we hurt these people where
it hurts worst, in their wallets?

This idea may not be a new one, but I
know it to be effective on a small scale haVing
participated in one such activity. The presi
dent and vice president of this development
organization are now suing each other, and
they are feeling much financial pain.

Why not monkeywrench from within?
Legal and very effective if done by a few
hundred stock holders, each holding one or
two shares.

Federal law requires quarterly and an
nual reports to stockholders. The printing
and mailing of these plush reports has to be
costly and a burden on a company.

I have tried this for effect, and compa
nies 'just want no part of such stockholders,
and in many cases try to purchase the stock
back.

One woman for years has purchased
one share each in a number of companies
and devotes her time to disrupting stock
holder meetings. Why notus? Imaglnewhat
200 stockholders could do at a stockholders
meeting of that obscenity Plum Creek Log
ging and we could also further offend them
by contributing our dividends to EF!

The only real problem is to get all of us
involved. EF!, Sea Shepherd, Sierra Club,
Friends of Animals, Washington Wilderness
Coalition; etc. Combined we could have
great impact at little cost. All we need is a
coordinator to put it together and a few
dollars each. What fun!

In conclusion, today the Freddies just
sold 74 acres of first-growth trees in the
Seattle watershed despite some strong pro
tests by the city.

. -Sparks, Langley, WA

Dear EF!
Enclosed is an out-of-date press clip

ping about the local battle to save Temagami.
Contrary to the article, the battle continues
as the local Indian band (Teme Augama
Anishnabe) start two blockades tomorrow;
we are sending six more people immediately,
and more will follow in the weeks ahead.

This issue is fast becoming a major
embarrassment for our Provincial Gov't.,
particularly since the NDP leader (our 3rd
party) got arrested on the blockade. Most of
the local EF!ers-have gone up, and EF! Eastern
Canada is customizing Temagami t-shirts
with people's arrest #, the charges, a state
ment that they are "Guilty and Proud 
Earth First!," over the Smokey Chainsaw let
ter illustration (great discussion starter).

We have also begun a series of NVCD
workshops (very popular; why wait till the
dozers have started?). Recently won a fight
to stop development of some city parks
Hope things are well with the Phoenix 4.
Love to all. Earth First!

-Mike Kaulbars, EF! E. Canada
Ed. note: More info on the Temagami fight is
available from the Temagami Wilderness Soci
ety, 19 Mercer Street, Suite 307, Toronto, On
tario MSV 1H2, CANADA.

Dear shit,
In the spirit of Leslie Lyons' recent ar

ticle in Samhain, "Revolution Can Begin
With the Young," Iwould like to offer a Yule
gift suggestion. I suggest a bit of insightful
reading for our youth by Dallas Lore Sharp.

Recently, I came across an old hard
bound volume of Mr. Sharp's in the base
ment bookshelves of my hometown, St.
Vinnies. It is entitled A WATCHER IN THE
WOODS, and I was lucky enough to recover
the edition especially edited for teachers of
the 8th grade.

Mr. Sharp' was a regular contributor to
Atlantic Monthly around the turn of the
century and "n ardent naturalist. In that
same periodi<;al, the great naturalist john
Burroughs hailed A WATCHER IN THE
WOODS as being the best natural history
book ofthe times. This about a book targeted
at an 8th grade audience.

While many may believe that a natural
history text written in 1903 and aimed at
youth could be nothing more than quaint
anthropomorphic slop-over from the preVi
ous century, it is not. In spite of the Teddy
Roosevelt gunsigh'~-natural history rage that
was sweeping the country at the time, Sharp
vehemently attacks hunting, or the "gun-

MAN
A.ND "THE 5UMPE-lO:.
STIC KE-R HA.VE
E:>'ECOME- MA.JOR..

t=OR,MS Or
COMMUNICATION

MODERNS
SUNNy' SOLAR..

Tom?), I take strong exception to his charac
terizing pro-choice advocates as people who,
among other things, "oppose the birth of
grossly deformed children...."

As a midWife, feminist, pro-choice ac
tivist, and counselor to scores of women
(pro-choke and otherwise) I can say that the
pro-choice movement has no such party
line. All that being pro-choice indicates is
that the person favors the right ofwomen to
control their own reproductive decisions.
Period..

If Tom has some axe to grind about
handicapped or uneducated kids, let him do
it under his own banner, not the pro-choice
movemi:!nt's. Once again it's some full-of
himself male telling the world about women,
birth, and abortion as if he knew.

-Loren Cruden, Port Townsend, WA
P.S. I'm far more concerned about the crimi
nally insane timber barons and corporate
executives than I am about the 'Cubans. It
ain't the immigrants who are killing the
Everglades, bro.

Dear Ka-ka Noggin, aka Mr. Davis:
I have to take issue with Gary

Schiffrnjller on a couple counts in response
to his letter in the Yule issue.

First, derogatory epithets to denigrate
others who share perhaps different views can
be funny (and therefore world-challenging
and useful, viz. the column under which I
write) or insulting. I, found no humor or
good reason in Gary's letter for characteriz- .
ing Rainbows as "Rainbozos." As a Rainbow
and an Earth First!er for almost a decade, I
find the two movements not only compat
ible, but both essential for hastening a rein
habitation of this continent and a return to
the practice of the wild. The Rainbows don't
simply "fight one battle every year" (to
couch reality in the martial phraseology of
the military, as Gary does), although that is
the primarypublicconflictthat Rainbows do
engage in almost annually. Rather, the Rain
bow Gathering, for any who have attended,
challenges the whole rule of law, the very
foundations of "civilization." Here is an
event where thousands of people assemble
peaceably, without permits or passes or pay
ment, and all get fed, take care of the sick,
teach the children, live without centralized
government, learn what it's like to live close
to the earth, and have lots of fun. I can think
of few more radical actions in the face of
empire than the continuing success and
existence of the Rainbow Gatherings.

Second, while I respect the strategic
tactical choice of not challenging the Fred
dies on permits for the RRR ( I helped nego
tiate one such permit myself one year), I
must say that acquiescing to the rule of law
on this issue suggests a compromise position
and an unwillingness to challenge a system
whose laws perpetuate the destruction of
wilderness, the murder of native peoples,
and the crushing of progressive movements
all over the world. To say a refusal to partici
pate in an unconstitutional permit system is
"not worth the effort" but refusaJ" to allow
permitted loggers their bark of blood is cru
cial seems, arguably, inconsistent.

All of which is to point up the hubris of
linguistically ridiculing others, who take a
"no compromise" stance vis-a-vis the powers
that be, while wrapping oneself in the
shroud of expediency. I say Viva Rainbow!
and Viva Earth First! Let us all stand where
our hearts take us, whether in defiance of the
rapacious Caterpillar or in defiance of all
government.

And really, Gary, as I'm sure you know,
we're all bozos and mudheads and woo-woos
of one stripe or another. So rather than
calling each other names, let's give and get
respect. That's really all the Mother asks of
us.

-Art Goodtimes, Cloud Acre, CO
Ed. note: The original reference to "Rainbozos"
came in a letter from Dawn Walker, a Rainbow,
in the Samhain issue. -DT .

Pear EF!
I am a lifelong conservationist and a

recent member of EF!
I support and respect each and every

oneofyouanddowhat Icanforthe cause. At
age 71, it is not difficult to look back and
realize how much damage the land rapers
can do in one lifetime. Many places that in
my youth were lovely and natural have now

•••Letters

Dear SFB (just kidding),
. Here's a reflection by an x-mas survivor

(me) on my encounter with some relatives
over the holidays. One of the clan is a 28
year veteran civil engineer of some renown
for that bureaucratic wonder, the Forest Serv
ice (he's forg~d many a new backcountry
road in his time). Of course, I couldn't resist
broaching a few subjects with him, including
the issues of old growth forest destruction,
threats to the habitat ofthe Spotted Owl, and
whether replanting after clearcutting can
ever restore the original forest's biological
integrity. Unk's true 'Colors really showed
through; he is an Organization Man to the
bloody death (or retirement, whichever
comes first). His assertions were as if recited
from some FS policy manual directly: "Old
growth forests are untidy and a fire hazard,
and need to be cleared; clearcutting benefits
wildlife by enabling new vegetation to grow'
for forage; eventually all old growth forest on
federal lands should be cut and replanted
with fast-groWing trees so as to sustain maxi
mum economic use." As for the Spotted Owl,
he said with exasperation that "no one
knows for sure" about its habitat needs, so
why not cut away.

I don't claim to be an expert on these
subjects, but as our conversation spent its
energy, it became clear to me that as a repre
sentative of the USFS mindset, Unk's ideas·
are generally half-baked, misinformed and
exist primarily to preserve one thing: the
Organization. But heck, he's five years from
a fat, happy retirement, so why bite the hand
that feeds him? Iwas troubled by hiscompla
cency, mainly because he is' a prominent,
high-ranking Freddie quite susceptible to the
cronyism that's rampant in such bureaucra
cies. How many of his cohorts share his
views? Do we have to wait another ten years
for automatons like him to be weeded out via
retirement? Can the forests withstand an
other ten years of the FS's self-preserving
practices? Moreover, is there any reason to
hope that a younger generation of FS officials
would be more enlightened about protecting
our remaining virgin forests, or will the "new
crop" inherit the old ideologies? Stay tuned
for the next exciting episode....

-Fyodora, from Underground,
Prescott, AZ
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Log Exports

Northwest Jobs Hit the High .Seas
while exporting private timber that could
have been used in those plants." However,
the House Committee on Appropriations
explained in a February 1974 letter to the
Chiefofthe Forest service that they intended
to "·allow historic patterns of trade without·
disruption" and that the provision was tar
geted only at preventing log exports from
increasing. In light of the one billion board
feet increase between 1984 and 1988, it is
clear that the present legislation has not
been effective. (GAO Report 1989)

Although it is illegal to export logs ob
tained from public lands, it is done on a
regular basis through what is called third
party or indirect substitution. If a company
goes above their quota on log exports and is
not allowed to buy federal timber directly
from the agency for local milling, they may
still buy timber from another company that

continued from page 1
In the most famous case of the Anarchy

and Sabotage law, the only one that was
appealed to the Supreme Court, O. Kowal
chuk was prosecuted for "loosening bearing
shafts and putting grit into bearings in the .
ship building concern for which he was
employed." In related cases, seven other
Wobblies were arrested for simply being
card-carrying IWW members. Their guilt by
association was covered by subsections
9.05.030, "assemblage of anarchists," and
9.05.100, "displaying emblems of seditious
and anarchist groups," among numerous
others that serve to restrict the right to free
speech and free assembly.

Other subsections include rationales for
accepting hearsay in court and for not allow
ing accused and subpoenaed witnesses to
stand on the fifth amendment for fear ofself
incrimination. The follOWing is some hear-

The issues surrounding the export of
raw logs are complex and rife with bureauc
racy. The basic problem is that logs are
exported from private lands for huge profits
and then timber corporations demand logs
from public lands, regulated by the Forest
Service and the Bureau of Land Manage
ment, to keep local mills open. (General
Accounting Office Report, 11-7-89)

Ifthe logs were kept for processing here,
the need for timber from federal lands would
decrease. Furthermore; the present timber
wars could be somewhat defused because the
impending threat to millworkers' jobs could
be delayed.

Despite the restrictions on exporting
logs from federal lands, exports increased by
one billion board feet between 1984 and
1988. There are three common ways of
circumventing the regulations: cants, substi
tutions, and "racheting."

To avoid going over their legal limit of
raw log exports, corporations have their
workers process the logs into cants. Cants are
minimally milled, with 2-6 rough cuts on the
edges, but this still qualifies them as proc
essed.

Another method of circumventing the
law is through substitution. One kind of
substitution, replacing private timber that is
exported with federal timber marked for
local milling, is condoned by the House

.Committee on Appropriations, though its
legality is questionable. The second type of
substitution, third-party substitution, which
involves resale of legally acquired timber to
parties not allowed to buy it directly, is
condoned by a lack of regulation.

In October 1973, an appropriations
provision prohibited the export of raw tim
ber from federal lands in the Western United
States. The provision additionally "prohib
ited purchasers from using timber harvested
from federal lands in their processing plants

Lockdown .. •

can legally purchase it. The total amount of
third-party substitution was estimated by
the Forest Service to be 107 million board feet
in 1987 and 114 million board feet in 1988.
The Bureau of Land Management keeps no
records on third-party substitution from its
land.

To further complicate the problem,
these two federal land agencies regulate their
export quotas differently. The FS makes
raising export quotas beyond historical lev
els difficult. In fact, it is possible only
through company mergers. However, the
BLM is vulnerable to companies raising their
own limits through "racheting." By the
BLM's regulations, a company violates the
rules only if they exceed limits (historical
levels) of both log exports and federal pur
chases. Thus, one year, a company can buy
more federal timber while keeping exports

say testimony taken in the State v. Kowal
chuk case: "William Josh ... testified that
members ofthe organization were instructed
by them to do, in all instances, no more work
than they were compelled to do to continue
on a job, and to do such work as they did, so
far as they could, in such a manneras to cause
it to be done over again; that if they were
railwayemployees it was theirduty to lose all
freight possible, and their duty to send such
of it as they could to stations to which it was
not consigned; that if they were working in
the mills, in other industries, or in the
woods, it was their duty to let the steam in
the engines ... die down, and thereby cause
stoppages and delays in the work; to mis
place, lose, and destroy as many of the work
ing tools as possible, and generally to do
anything they could to injure property, and
'make a hole in the boss' pocket' - theobject
and purpose being to make the operation of
industries unprofitable to their owners and

constant. The next year, they increase ex- .
ports, shipping off the excess timber they
bought the previous year, while keeping
federal timber purchases at the same level as
the first year. The third year, they Increase
federal purchases again and keep exports
within the quota. Over the years, "rachet
ing" companies increase both purchase and
export volumes without a ceiling.

The regulations are further rendered
ineffective by the federal agencies' reliance
on company reports to monitor export prac
tices. The companies are not audited nor
tested to verify compliance. Violations are
only discovered if one company reports on
another company. From 1981-1989, the
BLM and FS identified 8 violations of substi
tution laws, ·but only one purchaser has been
punished significantly, and none has been
barred from timber exporting.

cause their abandonment, when they could
be seized and operated by the workers them
selves."

Current research has unturned no pre
vious cases where the subsection used
against the EFIers was used. Since no prop
ertydamage was threatened or intended, and
none occurred, their actions are hard to de
fine as sabotage. Furthermore, the action
was so disorganized, it would be hard to say
it had anarchist intent.

As if the charges brought were not ade
quate, the four received an ·addltional charge
at their arraignment hearing. This charge,
Vehicular Prowl (9A.52.0951), Is also a fel
ony. It is defined as entering any vehicle
(such as a boat) with intent to commit a
crime. It is generally used to arrest people
trying to steal car stereos.

TheLongview Fourneedmoral support, fre~
legal advice, and money. To help, pleasecontact
Portland EFt (see Directory).

continued from previous page
bestavailable scientific knowledge, and to do
this we ·need to consult With the scientific
ecologists, as Diamondback points out in his
excellent article"A Clash of the True Believ
ers" (same edition of EF!).

-Sharon Teague, Eugene, OR
ed. note: Thank you for catching ourerror on the
grosbeak. It should have read "Black-headed
Grosbeak." As for wrongly identifying species as
old-growth dependent, I don't think we did so.
Please read again the paragraph. It says certain
species are "threatened by old growth forest
destruction." It does not say those species are
old-growth-dependent. Indeed, the last line of
that paragraph says, "Scientists are unsure how
many plant and animal species are associated
with or dependent upon old growth." You are
certainly right, however, in emphasizing the need
for Us to be biologically accurate. -JD

Dear EF!
Asan organizerof the first Florida Green

Conference who was quoted disapprovingly
by Diamondback, Ph.D., in "Scientific Ecol
ogy and Deep Ecology: A Clash of the True
Believers?" (Samhain edition), I feel com
pelled to respond.

Diamondback refers to an exchange of
. correspondence with me in which he asked
why no ecologists had been invited to speak
at the conference. I replied that "I frankly do
not see the need to have professional ecolo
gists speak at a conference that is for activists~
We are haVing a panel on ecology Issues at
which ecology activists and advocates ... will
share information on ecological campaigns
and Issues in Florida. I think it much more
likely that activists rather than scientists will
impart useful information to fellow activists
and inspire them to action." Not that scien
tists don't have useful information, just that
they tend to be too technical, boring and
uninspiring when giving speeches.

Unfortunately, my judgment on this
matter was confirmed recently when I had a
marine scientist speak at a program on global
clim,ate warming. He was well-meaning but
boring and disinclined to advocate the radi
cal social change needed to stave off or at
least mitigate this one-of-many ecological
disasters.

This is not to say that all scientists are
boring and afraid of advocacy. There are
exceptions, like Dr. David Suzuki of Canada,
but such exceptions seem to be few and fur
between. As Diamondback points out, the
threat of jeopardizing their scientific credi
bility, and therefore careers, gives scientists
understandable hesitation when it comes to
advocacy.

Therefore, Diamondback, the organiz
ers of the 1st Florida Green Conference did

Folks,
American Express is offering a catalog

through their American Express Travel Re
lated Services company. In this catalog there
are 24pagesoffurcoats for women. Toll-free
number to call 1-800-528-8000; demand a
discontinuation of this "service." A person
who needs to hear from us desperately: Mr.
Steve Goldberg, c/o American Express, 200
Vesey Street, New York, NY 10285
P.S. When calling the toll-free number, tell
the operator that you would like to make a
complaint in every department. One need
not obtain an American Express card to call.

-E. Holden, Marysvill.e, MI

ear Earth First!,
I have recently undertaken an under

graduate research project under the loose
title "Deep Ecology versus ·Women." The
aim of this project is to discuss the attitudes
of the Deep Ecology towards the issues of
patriarchy and the social status of women
and their role and status in a 'deep ecological'
society. Unfortunately, relevant material for
this work is very sparse in Britain and I would
be most grateful if you could forward to me
any relevant material which you may have
published or read. I feel that this is a very
important issue which warrants considera
tion especially in the light of recent eco
feminist cr.iticisms of the 'Deep Ecology'
movement.

-Alan D. Stanley, 70 Lisson Grove,
Mutley Plain, Plymouth, Devon, England

tion of the biosphere requires some kind of
emergency transfusion to our moral senses,
the evolutionary regime ofcivilization seems
to be drifting us ever farther in the opposite
direction.

-James Irwin, Hillsboro, GA

Dear EF!,
An open letter to all Earth First!ers and

like-mInded folks. BUY LAND WITH US!!
How many times have you been

stricken with the urge to write a letter to a
land raper, take a walk in the woods, plant a
tree, spike a tree, or just weed the garden, but
were forced to go to work instead, and spend .
the money on rent? This Is the situation that·
we find ourselves in, and we think it sucks.
We want nothing more than to live in bal
ance with our ecosystem, but in order to do
this we need to "own" land. With land prices
In Vermont skyrocketing and wages remain
Ing on apredictably even keel, the time to act
is now.

!fyou relate to this situation, and would
like to trade in your worn out work-or-die
lifestyle for a life of self-determination, real
work, homesteading, and ecodefense, read
on.

We are a man and a woman livipg in
northern Vermont and saving money to buy
land. We are looking for several intelligent,
responsible, and hardworking people to join
us in bUying up a chunk of the Connecticut
River Valley, or thereabouts, We are not
looking for a communal liVing situation, but
rather a cooperative land trust. The only
requirement is a desire and active commit
ment to live an ecologically sound life. We
cling to no rigid dogma, and welcome any
replies. If you've got some cash, some
muscle, and a yen to live in Vermont, write to
us!

-Susan Dacombe and Alan Brown,
POB 144, Lyndon, vr 05849

mental program. For those seriously consid
ering joining what we call the "John Muir
Radio Network," we'll be glad to be ofwhat
ever assistance we can. !fyou want a copy of
one of our shows, send a tape to copy It on.

-The Lone Ranger and Tonto, 41953
Adelbert St., Elyria, OH 44035

Dear SFB:
Amid the recent round of debate over

personal reproductive choice and overpopu
lation, a related and possibly even more
insidious problem has generally been over
looked: mis-population. That is, what do
you get when limiting the size ofone's family
is the responsible, moral, but voluntary
course of action? A population increasingly
predisposed toward immoral, irresponsible
actions. The tragedy of the commons, In
spades-the personification of entropy.

My gut reaction is that large-scale, cos
mopolitan civilization selects as well against
reverence for Nature and other seemingly
altruistic behaviors, which formerly received
some positive survival feedback in the con
text ofthe geneticallyand sociallyclose-knlt,
ecosystem-dependent bands and tribes of
indigenous man. At a time when the protec-

Dear Editor:
A brief note to mention an educational

institute worth supporting. The Sigurd
Olson Environmental Institute, an affiliate
of Northland College (Admiral Leahy Dr.,
Ashland, Wisconsin, 54806), is promoting
an educational program "addressing the
importance ofbiological diversity in manag
ing both public and private forest lands. The
program is aimed at natural resource profes
sionals, such as corporate and government
foresters, soil scientists, wildlife managers,
and public school science teachers. Long
term objectives of the program include re
duction of habitat fragmentation and preser
vation of healthy diversity within plant and
animal communities in northern forests."
Northland also has a strong Native American
Studies department.

-Brian Carter, Concord, NH

not go "out of their way to assure that no
scientific ecologists were involved." And we
certainly don't "suggest that scientists are
the enemy." Rather, we were not aware of
any locally who were likely to impart useful
Information to activists and inspire them to
action. I'm glad there are courageous scien
tists like you who are the exception. It's
tragic for our planet that the scientific/gov
emmental/corporate establishment makes
advocacy so difficuIt and dangerous for you.

Perhaps your next EF! article could
explore how ecology activists can help shield
scientists engaged in advocacy from bureau
cratic retaliation. We need each other.

Earth First! readers may be interested to
know that the 3rd Florida Green Conference
will beheld April 6-8, 1990, near Orlando.
The f&us will be learning organizing skills.
For more information, contact Florida
Greens Clearinghouse, AFSC, 130 19th Ave
Southeast, St. Petersburg, FL33705; (813)
822-5522.

-Bob Brister

Dear editor:
We do a weekly environmental radio

show for an Ohio college station. About a
year ago we sent a letter to this journal
soliciting material for the program. I would
like to thank the many people who re
sponded and contributed to the show. I
would also like to renew the request for
material- from people everywhere. If any
one would like to send copies oftapes.or
come in and get on the show, please let us
know; we by no means r~strlctmaterial to the
conventional or mainstream Issues.

We are awa.re of only one or two other
environmental radio shows around, and
would like to encourage more. We would
appreciate hearing about any others that
exist, and trading material/notes.

Every college ratio station in this coun- .
try should have at least a weekly environ-

••Letters.



THE 1989 TIMBER COMPROMISE:
Will Environmentalists Ever Learn?

Eastside Follies
Hatfield-Adams Rider Wrecks
"Non-Owl" Forests Too

Sierra Club UnderIllined
Efforts Against Hatfield Rider

By Mitch Friedman

For the natural forests of. the Pacific
Northwest, these are desperate times. Ironi
cally, on the heels of what has been labeled
the "timber compromise" (Hatfield-Adams
Amendment), 1990 will see the heaviest
cutting in the history of public lands.

Many saw 1989 as a watershed year for
ancient forest protection. It was the year that
sweeping court injunctions were placed on
federal timber sales, that Northwest forests
were broached to the awareness of the na
tion, and that conservationists forged a great
alllance for the woods.

Why, then, do the sounds of chainsaws
drown our howls of elation? We awoke the
nation's sleeping giant of environmental
concern, only to see it yawn and roll over the
forests. Since time is short, and past errors
must be avoided in our future strategies, I
offer the folloWing. .

The "Compromise"
The Hatfield-Adams Amendment man

dates the sale of 7.6 billion board feet of
timber from Oregon and Washington Na
tionalForestsin 1989and 1990,a 100reduc
tion from previous years. The reduction is
deceiving, for these reasons: 1) Since legal
constraints limited Forest Service operations
for much of 1989, the vast majority of these
sales wll! be concentrated into just one year
(ending September 1990) - even the FS is
com~laining that it won't be able to produce
the volume. 2) The cutting level is even
higher than what the combined Forest
Service's draft forest plans' would call for. 3)
The amendment comes largely in response

.to federal injunctions brought on byenvi-

ed. note: The following is excerpted from a report
by the Oregon Natural Resources Council, 522
Southwest Fifth Ave, Portland, OR 97204.

Most Northwest conservationists know
by now that when Congress passed the Hat
field-Adams rider, it significantly increased
the 1990 timber cut level - the "allowable
sale quantity" (ASQ) - for the National
Forests and BLM lands that hold the last of
the Northern Spotted Owl's ancient
Douglas-fir forest habitat. But because lob
byists were busy defending owl habitat on
federal lands west of the Cascades in Wash
ington and Oregon, many conservationists
didn't notice that the rider also boosted the
1990 cut on the six National Forests east of
the Cascades, where the more arid Ponderosa
Pine forests do not harbor the Northern
Spotted Owl. One indication of the way FS
officials are interpreting the rider comes
from the Winema National Forest, where the
annual cut has been increased from 138
million board feet (mmbf) to 158 mmbf to
meet the rider's targets.

When tlle battle over the Hatfield
Adams rider was just beginning, the FS and
the Northwest congressional delegation
threatened to increase the ASQs for the
"non-owl" eastside forests to "make up" for
shortfalls in old growth timber sales west of
the Cascades. Conservationists' outraged
reaction to that idea prompted the North
west delegation to offer assurances that they
would "hold the eastside forests harmless"
and leave the eastside ASQ at recent levels.
When it became dear that the rider actually
set a 1990 ASQfor the six eastside forests that
is 20% higher than 1989's cut level, Nick
Ashmore, assistant to Speaker of the House
Tom Foley, claimed that the change had
been "a mistake."

Investigation has shown it was not.
Despite the promises made, both the Forest
Service's Washington, DC headquarters and
the Northwest delegation increased the cut
levels for the eastside forests. It is possible
that FS personnel were only grossly incom
petent, but it is more likely that they knew
very well that by presenting 1988's gross
timber sales as net, they were making it
possible for certain Congressmen and their
staffs to Increase the cut level on the eastside
forests by more than 100 million board feet
without appearing to change a thing. Politi
cians like Les AuCoin, who started the whole
net.and-gross number juggling game, aggra
vated the situation. Rather than correct the
agency's misleading figures, the delegation
slapped a premium of SO mll!ion board feet
on the already.inflated cut level.
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ronmental lawsuits. In other words, we fi
nally convinced the courts that the logging
level is illegally damaging, so Congress has
intervened to nullify the law. The slight
reduction is a bone tossed to passify, not
resolve. The amendment forced us to release
more than two-thirds of the roughly 140
timber sales involved in the injunction; sales
known to conflict with Spotted Owl habitat
needs.

Clearly, these aspects of the "compro
mise" were brutal assaults on the remaining
forests. Now let's look for our gains.

judicial review: The original draft of
the amendment restricted citizens' ability to
sue on environmental laws. This was later
modified to only expedite judicial review.
However, our primary suit (involVing the
above injunction) is now neutralized.
Though some claim the retention of judicial
access as a victory, it's really one step for
ward, two steps back.

old-growth protection: The amend
ment suggests the FS should avoid fragment
ing remaining large blocks of old-growth
fO,rest. The bottom line, however, is that 7.6
billion board feet will be cut. What isn't
taken from classic "ancient forest" wll! be
logged from other irreplaceable virgin
stands. As the FS Regional Forester says, of
the slated stands "95% meet somebody's
definition of spotted owl habitat."

In many areas where habitat connec~
tions at the landscape level are, at best, tenu
ous, the amendment offers no relief. It may,
in fact, increase pressure on "last hope" cor
ridors and low-elevation old-growth islands.

advisory committees: The amend
ment directed each National Forest to as
semble a 7-member citizen's advisory com-

In the moist, dense Douglas-fir forests
west of the Cascades, an average ranger dis
trict wll! sell 80-1oommbf in a year under
"normal" cut levels, twice that amount
under the Hatfield-Adams rider. They could
possibly sell almost SO mrnbf a year under a
sustainable timber program. Cutting SO
mmbf over and above prevailing levels, on
the other hand, would be destructive. In the
drier, less productive and more fragile Pon
derosa Pine and fii forests that grow east of
the big mountains, SO mmbf is roughly one
third the entire ASQ for several of the six
eastside forests, or about five percent of the
overall eastside ASQ for 1988. Cutting so
much more timber from the east side in a
single year will be devastating: at 20,000 net
board feet to the acre (a reasonable yield for
eastside forests), SO mmbf means 2500 acres
of additional clearcuts.

Even 2500 acres ofclearcuts is a drop in
the bucket, though, compared to the 52,500
acres of eastside forest that will have to be
sold in 1990 to come up with 1000 mmbf
(one billion board feet) of net timber sales 
the amount the eastside forests must sell in
FY 1990 to reach the Hatfield-Adams target.
Coming on top of a year like 1989, when
nearly 900 mrnbfwere sold and units sold up
to five years earlier were cut to feed a rising
market, the cumulative effects of the
clearcuts that will be prepared this year are
horrible to contemplate. If the individual
National Forests are forced to use FS head
quarters' bad data, it could drive sales as
much as another SO mmbf higher.

All of this comes after the Forest Service
has admitted, in the course of developing
new Forest Plans for the six eastside forests,
that it is presently overcutting in every for
est. Forthcoming Forest Plans propose ASQs
that are significantly lower than 1988's, not
to mention 1990's. Conservationists con
tend that overcutting already approached
100%, which means that eastside ASQs
should be reduced to roughly half their 1989
levels. That might even make it possible for
the government to break even on eastside
timber sales (like most National Forests,
timber sales in the eastside six usually lose
money for the taxpayer). But if the Hatfield
Adams riper is any indication ofthe direction
of future Congressional decisions on timber
issues, those much disputed Forest Plans will
be altered in appropriations committees.
ASQs will be increased, and timber produc
tion wll! continue to dominate, and deci
mate, all the other values of the Northwest's
remaining forests.

mittee of "balanced interests" to review
timber sales. These committees wll! be under
enormous pressure to rubber stamp pro
posed sales, since the high cutting level af
fords no fleXibility. On the Gifford Pinchot
NF, for example, the FS actually has less sale
volume planned than the law mandates it
sell. What options does this leave the advi
sory committee?

Congress also gave the committees
which have, not surprisingly, turned out to
be dominated by timber interests - no real
authority. They are essentially public rela
tions smoke-screens.

The amendment made no promises for
future logging reductions. It also said noth
ing about log exports or programs to assist
timber communities through the inevitable
economic transition. Score another round
for political brushfire·fighting and timber
industry arm-twisting.

Most disturbing about this disastrous
legislation is that some conservationists
publicly supported it. Writing in the Sep
tember issue of Washington Wildfire, the Si
erra Club's Mark Lawler shocked the conser
vation community by claiming that only
two groups opposed it. In actualitY, the
Sierra Club was Virtually the only organiza
tion supporting the amendment.

Sierra Club leadership even helped
write the compromise. Many think the
Club's complicity, from the so-called "Hat_
field summit" in june to the amendment's
final wording, greased the skids for the deal.
Certainly the Club's supportive statements
in press made attacking the compromise
futile.

Why would the Sierra Club undercut
the opposition of other Ancient Forest Alli
ance groups? Possibly because a hardline
position in this fractious ,issue would jeop
ardize their open-door access to Congress on '
other issues. Or perhaps their goals for
Northwest forests are lower than those of
other groups. Some even speculate their
motivation to be the glory and membership
boosting coup of settling first and claiming
victory. .

Whatever the reasons, such behavior
has led to distrust and contempt within the
Ancient Forest Alliance. The Washington
AFA has not met since summer, due to lost
faith. The. Oregon AFA is engulfed in a
decision-making power struggle between
grassroots and larger groups. Instead of

By Dale. Turner

The Hatfield-Adams "compromise"
rider highlighted some major differences
between various groups working on the old
growth issue, the most notable being a split
between Sierra Club and almost everyone
else, including the Sierra Club Legal Defense
Fund (SCLDF - pronounced "skullduff").

According to Andy Kerr of the Oregon
Natural Resources Council (ONRC), most
conservationists did not sign offon the rider.
"ONRC, Audubon, and the National Wildlife
Federation opposed it to the bloody end.
Sierra Club was working for it all along, and
obviously accepted it. The Wilderness Soci
ety decided it was all right after the fact."
SCLDF not only opposed the rider, but actu
ally hired a lobbyist to fight it because they
weren't satisfied with the lobbying efforts of
the mainstream groups.

Bill Arthur, regional staff representative
for the Sierra Club, agrees that the Club "did
participate in working out the details rather
than just oppose it on the House floor.",
FolIowing the june "Hatfield summit",
Arthur said, "we thought the basic formula
could be a workable arrangement for one
year if the details could be fleshed out."

According to Arthur, there was a "very
volatile" situation in the Northwest and it
was clear that some kind of legislation was
going to be introduced. "Our desire was to
see a one-year package to stabilize the politi.
cal situation," giving all involved more time
to work out better arrangements. He said
Sierra Club is "not satisfied with the out
come, but it's a marginally acceptable ar
rangement for a one year period."

Kerr said this was not the first time the
Sierra Club has cQme down on the other side
of a fight in the 'Northwest. "The Club's
attitude is 'Since we're going to get screwed,

cooperating on legislative proposals, fac
tions are scrambling to release their own.

At the time when unity is needed most,
we conservationists have divided ourselves,
allOWing timberbeasts to conquer. Some
how the industry can remain unified over
the contentious log export issue, but we can't
hold together on what to protect. It's an
outrage that, after the destruction of over
70% of the natural forests (and 90% of the
old-growth) of western Washington and
Oregon, any conservatiort group would take
a position other than STOP NOW.

Future Prospects
In 1990 we must regroup and amend

our strategies. I suggest a good dose a democ
racy. Those closest to the ground, from
Audubon chapters to Earth First!ers, should
decide their standards for resolution of the
issue, then articulate their positions to Con
gress, the media, and the national groups.

Grassroots groups must stay involved
through all of 1990. This may mean any
thing from lobbying to timely direct action.
It at least means monitoring the situation to
assure that the restricted agenda of one or
two groups does not undercut the strength of
the remainder of the conservation comrnu:
nity.

The overall level of logging on federal
lands should be the primary focus of these
efforts. In a recent caucus, the National
Audubon Society formed a position for re
ducing the current cut by at least 60%. The
Native Forest Council is gathering support
for its Native Forest Protection Act of 1990
[see sidebar], which eliminates, nation-wide,
any logging of previously-uncut federal for
est. Others are saying that no further logging
(exempting some thinnings) should occur
on public lands until second growth stands
- to which the cutting should be limited 
are ready. This is an historic battle.
Our behavior on the ancient forest issue may
strongly influence the environmental move
ment of the 1990s. A united front, formed
from an ecological position with national
efforts representing local goals, would en
gender hope and success. Anything else will
bear the same ,oid failures.

Mitch Friedman is a veteran Northwest EFt
activist and president of the Greater Ecosystem
Alliance.

we might as well help them do it so it's done
in a less harmful manner,''' Kerr said.
"ONRC's feeling is that if they're goin£" to
screw us, they're going to have to do it on
their own."

SCLDF's role in the fight began with
their representation of 26 plaintiff groups in
three lawsuits about listing of and manab"e
ment for ,the Spotted Owl. The suits had
sufficient impact to bring on Hatfield's rider.
(Sierra Club was a party to two of the three
suits, though the Club has not been a major
client of SCLDF in the Northwest.) Among
other things, the rider voided some court
injunctions brought on by the SCLDF suits
and limited future judicial review of timber
sales. As these elements would directly affect
on SCLDF's activities, they went beyond
their usual role in the courts and jumped
headlong into the legislative arena.

They could do that, despite the Club's
clearly different position, because SCLDF is
an entirely independent organization. Itwas
spun off from the Club about 20 years ago
and now shares only the name. According to
SCLDF's Buck Parker, "The relationship be
tween the two is essentially that of lawyer
and client."

Parker sees much of the split on this
issue as between local or grassroots organiza
tions and those that are centralized i:nd
national. He would place 5CLDF in league
with the former and said that while SCLDF
could not accept the judicial limitations of
the rider, "Other groups did support it be
cause of other provisions and because they
felt itwas politically necessary." When asked
ifSierra Club was one of those groups, Parker
would say only that "Sierra Club I think cf as
a national group and not as a regional
group." .



THE NATIONAL & NATIVE FOREST
PROTECTION ACT OF 1990

FOREST SERVICE REFORM UPDATE

[The following is the NNFPA 1990, formulated
by the Native Forest Action Council, POB 2171,
Eugene, OR 97404, and printed here slightly
condensed.]

Whereas, the Congress of the United
States of America, recognizing that less than
5% of our nation's native, virgin, and an
cient forests remain; and that over 72% of
the nat;on's forestlands are now in private
owners1:lip; and if properly managed and
operated unde"r a free enterprise systemwith
out unfair competition from subsidized
timbe! sales from public lands, are capable of
prodw::ing all of the wood products the na
tion requires for its domestic market in per
petuity;

Therefore, the Congress expressly de
clares that the forestlands now in public
ownership shall be maintained as natural,
diverse forests for their broad ecological and
environmental purposes, for the iong-term
public benefit of the nation and the earth's
biosphere, and shall not be cut OJ; converted
to tree farms.

In carrying out this mandate, the Con
gress specifically prescribes the 'follOWing
actions and mandates:
Part I - Protecting Native and
Virgin Forestlands

All federal land management agencies
are hereby directed to fully protect there
maining virgin native forestlands now in
public ownership and to prohibit any timber
sales, cutting, or salvage, from such lands,

In the November 1989 Journal ("FS
Reform: The Continuing Saga"), I reported
that events set in motio~ by last summer's
Cascade Holistic Economic Consultants
conference, "Reforming the Forest Service,"
would produce a revised draft bill fOr com
prehensive FS reform, which would then be
introduced in Congress. That prophecy
oroved to be half accurate. The revised bill
did materialize and was printed in the Octo
ber issue ofForest Watch magazine, labeled as
the National Forest Reform Act (for a copy,
call CHEC at 503-343-1092 or 652-7049).

However, no plans are currently afoot
to introduce the bill in Congress. True to
form, the various environmental organiza
tions continue to squabble over details, Le.,
the relative merits of a truly comprehensive
approach. In particular, the National Wild
life Federation has reportedly balked at the
provision in the revised bill that would reo
peal the Knutson-Vandenberg Act, because,

effective immediately.
Federal land management agencies are

directed to classify aJ?d designate, by no later
than March 1995, all native and virgin fores
tlands that comply with the specifications
set forth in the Wilderness Act of 1964, as
additions to existing Wildemess Areas or as
entirely new Wilderness Areas. The National
Park Service is directed to study and recom
mend to Congress that qualifying fores
tlands be added to existing National Parks, or
established as new National Parks and the
ParkService shall be obligated to fully protect
such lands.

For native and virgin forestlands in
public ownership unqualified for Park or
Wilderness status, the public agencies are
directed to classify the lands, regardless of
size, as National Native Forest Preserves,
National Biological Areas or National Forest
Natural Research Areas, which permit a
broad range of non-consumptive, recrea
tional, and biological uses, but prohibit any
timber harvest.
Part II - Economic Mitigation
and Worker Protection

To assure both permanent protection of
the nation's remaining native and virgin
forests and the continued availability of for
est resources for domestic requirements, the
Congress directs that no logs, merches,
cants, chips, or pulp of any kind be exported
from any lands. Exports of any wood prod
uct that has not undergone maximum proc-

incredibly, they believe the K-V Act is good
for wildlife.

Thus we are presently in a hiatus where
more education and .dialogue must occur
before a FS reform initiative can move for
ward. Recently, Randal O'Toole told me that
he hopes consensus can be achieved and a
bill introduced in Congress by early 1991.

For EF!ers who would ban all logging
from all National Forests, the present legisla
tive doldrums offers a golden opportunity to
present their case to a wider audience. Their
efforts can add momentum to a truly com
prehensive approach.

Thanks to all the EF!ers who answered
Judith Johnson 's appeal for help in building
an old-growth lobby. The response has been
very encouraging. As the lobby grows, we
become stronger on Capitol Hill, where key
legislative battles to save our forests will be
fought in the coming months.

-Mark Gaffney, Chiloquin, OR

essing by domestic labor is discouraged. A
graduated excise tax shall be instituted on
the export of all forest products, which de
creases as extent of processing increases.

Congress shall make available to the
wood-products workers and industry the
funds to assist the mandatory and inevitable
industry transition. These funds will include
forest rehabilitation jobs; workers' educa
tion, retraining, relocation, family health '
care, mortgage payment assistance, property
tax deferrals, and other assistance needed;
federally-guaranteed, long-term, low-inter
est loans to build value-added product
manufacturing facilities and to re-tool or to
close old-growth mills; tax incentives for
small, non-industrial private woodlot own
ers to manage for a sustainable timber pro
duction; directing the Forest Service and the
BLM to provide jobs in forestland rehabilita
tion, to restore biological diversity and eco
logical values.

Congress shall make available a trust for
stable payments to counties and schools to
replace the loss of expected revenues from
federal timber sales. Payments are to be
structured to create national parity in pay
ments to counties with federal lands. Such
payments shall be based on "in-lieu-ofprop
erty taxes" as if the land were privately
owned, rather than revenues based on the
extraction of irreplaceable liVing natural
resources.

To reduce the demand for wood prod
ucts to sustainable levels, Congress directs
the Secretary of Commerce to promulgate
regulations (including incentives) for paper

recycling and innovative product design for
minimizing consumption and waste of
wood products.

The FS and BLM shall identify all roads
in our federal forestlands not absolutely es
sential to the forest-wide general travel net
work. These roads shall be closed without
delay and re-vegetated by 1 January 1993.
Part III - Rehabilitation of
Multiple-Use Forestlands

The Congress directs that all public
forestlands not classified as native forest be
classified under a concept of perpetual for~s
tlands. ,Such lands shall be managed in a
manner that best restores and then retains
the original climax forest with its historic
biological composition, gene pools, species,
and age diversity. Congress further directs
that any sale of timber from such lands be on
a long-term, sustained-yield basis, with ages
not less than 300 years, that harvest quanti
ties on any logging site not exceed 2% of the
biomass per acre in anyone decade, and that
the full range of ecological and successional
attributes of a native, virgin forest be main
tained. No trees shall be cut on Class 4, 5,6,
or 7 soil sites and no risk of loss of biological
diversity shall be permitted.

Furthermore, Congress directs that no
timber sales shall be permitted that do not
fully recover the replacement and environ
mental costs to the public of such specific
sales, indiVidually and collectively, so that
the primary private-sector timberlands are
not harmed by below-cost sales of public
timber.
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Arizona 4 Are· NowS
. .

Tapes Show Political Motive Against Foreman

by Christopher Manes

The Christie Institute and the
U.S. Legal System

is the guy we need to pop to send a message.
And that's all we're really doin', and if we
don't nail this guy and we only get DaVis,
we're not sending any message he hasn't
predicted, 'cause in the Rendezvous last year
he says somebody oughta be prepared to give
his life this year and somebody oughta be
prepared to do hard time."
ANOTHER AGENT: "Oh, really?"
FAIN: "Y~ah."

ANOTHER AGENT: "They take that real
seriously?"
FAIN: "These people are dedicated,- I mean,
they just don't have any money. That's-why
the yard sale to help put together their legal
defense. Unless it's done for nothing, they
don't ... You know, it's the old sixties stuff:'
ANOTHER AGENT: "Do they have a beef
right now that they need a defense fund for?
Is this for a prospective..' . ?"
FAIN: "Ah, well, they're always doing civil
disobedience and gettin' arrested, so they
need that, and they have what they call their
Direct Action Fund where - they're always
giving money to this - and their Direct
Action Fund is strictly for illegal activities...
Ohhh. We don't need that on the tape. Hoo
boy." (turns tape machine off)

should be kept in mind. Any group that
engages in civil disobedience over a period of
time may be slapped with a RICO suit. A
politically ambitious district attorneyor slick
resource industry lawyer may claim, as in the
anti-abortion case, that the civil disobedi
ence WilS an attempt to coerce a company
from exerciSing its legal right to carry out its
lawful business.

The ultra-conservative Mountain States
Legal Foundation, formerly headed by the ('
glabrous James Watt - "the thinking man's
imbecile" - recently began the ambitious .
task of compiling information on all acts of ..
ecotage. UnWittingly MSLF is probably' i
doing a real public service since it will con·
firm just how Widespread and effective
monkeywrenching has become ,(something
radical environmentalists have long sus
pected), but its actual purpose may be to
assist in a future class action or RICO suit
against Earth First!

Fortunately, it isn't very difficult to
avoid the sting ofRICO. Groups like EF! that
haven't become organized enough to be
accountable as an entity are probably safe.
However, environmental organizations with
assets, bank accounts, some kind of identifi
able leadership and a penchant for CD
should get a copy of RICO and read it. They
should be scrupulous in keeping their dem- .
onstrations peaceful in order to get the full
protection of the First Amendment, however
effectual that remains in these dark days of
post-Reaganite winter. The appeals court in
the anti-abortionists case noted as evidence
of coercion that the protesters pushed and I
shoved patients. I believe there is a place for \
raucous, sub-violent protest (as in the dem
onstration at the Okanogan National Forest
headquarters after the 1988 RRR), but groups
that are organized and public enough to be
held accountable for their actions should be
careful about putting their imprimatur on
such protests.

Finally, RICO is a double-edged sword,
one which radical environmentalists should
pick up and use to lop off corporate heads. A
young aggressive good-looking radical envi
ronmentallawyer should immediatelybegin
research on bringiTIga civil RICO suit against
specific timber companies for their illegal
harvesting practices, exacerbat~d by their
threats and use of violence against environ
mental protesters, and by their collusion
with the Forest Service. Evidence of bribery
(which I'm sure exists) in the Forest Service
would be extremely useful in pursuing a
RICO case.

We are entering an age of guerilla law
yering when attorneys with an environ
mental conscience will play an important
role in harassing, frightening and bankrUpt
ing the lawless corporations that have seized
control of the world's ecology. Mon
keywrenchers and lawyers, unite and take
over!

Christopher Manes, a frequent contributor
to our pages, is a young aggressive good-looking I
radical environmental law student. \

CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE AND
(DIS)ORGANIZED CRIME

on material assets, but they're long on dedi
cation... (inaudible comments) ... Did ya
hear what I said in there about nuclear? She

,(Nancy Z.] goes 'shhh!' (laughter) I said,
'Well, sometimes I make mistakes,' and she
goes, 'Yeah, you gotta watch that' ... (inau
dible comments) Like I say, she won't say
anything. I didn't figure we'd ever get that
much out of her. So..."
ANOTHER AGENT: "It's hard to hear on the
tape too, so... (inaudible) ... shhh!"
FAIN: "Oh, Jesus."
ANOTHER AGENT: "Lot's of static."
FAIN: "Oh, well, You wanna give me that
film and I'll take it up there too?" .
ANOTHER AGENT: "You want to take the
tape up too to Lori [Bailey, FBI agent in
charge of the operatioil]? The one that we
have? You going to 'see her today?"
FAIN: "Yeah, I'm gonna give her all this stuff.
.. So, in actuality we probably ought to give
them their money back when this is all over
because they don't really say what it's for.
(laughter) Now they're low budget, and I
don't really look for 'em to be doin a lot of
hurtin' of people... (short exchange about
another defendant excised here) 'Cause this
[Dave F.] isn't really the guy we need to pop
- I mean in terms ofactual perpetrator. This (I

~.

:., .'

"::'.:'.'

. ::.::.
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had previously requested funds from Fore
man, but was directed to ask Z for some
moneyoutof theJournal's petty cash. Zgave
Fain $100, shushing up his attempt to talk
about "the nuclear thing."

Fain then drove off to meet with two
other FBI agents, Robin Andrews and Paul
SzczepanIak, at the nearby Burger King. He
left his body wiring running, recording a
most revealing conversation. What follows
is a verbatim transcript of the conversation
between Fain and the other agents, with a
short passage excised because it might preju
dice the case of one of the other defendants.
Fain begins bycounting the money. (In what
follows, ellipses indicate pauses in the con
versation, not deletions.)

FAIN: "Well, we got 20, 40, 60, 70, 80, 90, a
hundred."
ANOTHER AGENT: "No more?"
FAIN: "They're havin' to dig deep. All they
got was a hundred dollars."
ANOTHER AGENT: (inaudible).. :'some
sting over in Tucson. Stay with us, Mike.
(laughter) She (Nancy Z.] gave it to you?"
FAIN: "Yeah, she gave it to me. He [Dave F.]
was there, but he doesn't even mention it.
You hear him in there? Doesn't say a word.
So she just gave us a hundred dollars, which
is about what they did the first time - about
half of what we had asked for. So.. :'
ANOTHER AGENT: "Small-time operation."
FAIN: "Yeah. Real small. They use every
thing that they have for what they print up,
what they write. These people live on noth
ing. I mean, this isn't much, but for them it's
about everything they've got. They're short

[" Earlier this year a federal appeals court
Fpheld a decision that 26 anti-abortion pro
Itesters had violated RICO, the RacketeeriInfluenced and Corrupt Organizations Act of
j 1970. Although Earth First! isnota hotbed of
; support for anti-abortionists, we should take
. note of the way the federal government and

private parties are attempting to use this
powerful law to silence dissent. It is likely

! that in the near future RICO will be turned
, against ecological protesters engaged in civil
J.. disobedience. Forewarned is forearmed.

'. RICO was designed to deal with the
difficulties that arise in the prosecution of
organized crime figures, one such difficulty
being that mobsters often used their ill-got
ten gains to mount massive legal defenses
and avoid jurisdiction. To prevent this the
law gives prosecutorS the discretion of freez
ing a defendant's assets as soon as a RICO

'.... , . . . indictment is brought. The civil provisions
. '.' .' of the law also encourage private actions

"... , . against gangsters by allOWing successful
plaintiffs to get treble damages. Conviction
under RICO requires a shOWing of a "pat
tern" of racketeering, threats, extortions or
similar nefarious activities.

I leave it to legal scholars to decide
whether RICO was a good or even necessary
law. The point here is that the government
and plaintiffs knew a good thing when they
saw it. In 1985 the Supreme Court ruled that
RICO was not limited to organized crime in
its traditional form. This opened the flood-
gates of litigation against any organization
that could be characterized as showing a
pattern of criminal activity.

The expanded scope of RICO has had
both good and bad results. On the one hand,
it has allowed consumers to sue corporations
and utilities for collusion, bribery and decep-

killed. The Christie Institute alleges that tion of regulatory agencies. Last year, for
senior contra officials and a group of United instance, Suffolk County New York won a
States citizens planned the attack and that a $22.8 million judgment in a civil RICO suit
man posing as a Danish reporter, "Hansen, ". against Long Island Lighting Co. for illegally
planted the bomb for them. raising rates to help finance its ill-fated

According to the court the Institute Shoreham nuclear power plant. On the
"presented no direct evidence nor eyewit- other hand, corporations have used RICO to
ness testimony showing that Hansen was at bust unions, and the government has used it
thepressconference,letalonewhetherheset to abridge free speech by going after book-
the bomb... :' The Christic Institute states stores selling "obscene" material. Even. the
that the court is in error. The Institute has, it threat of a RICO suit is often enough to

frighten organizations into stopping their
says, more than twenty eyewitness accounts activities. It was fear of RICO charges that
ofHansen's movements, photographs, and a
videotape of him backing out of the press caused Drexel. Burnam Lambert to admit
conference. securities violptions before even going to

In order. to appeal the two rulings against trial. RICO coercion is especially successful
it, the Institute had to post a bond equal to incivilactionswherethestandardofproofis
the punitive sanctions plus estimated inter- only "the preponderance of evidence,"
est. With the help of its supporters, it did so. rather than "beyond a reasonable doubt" as
Appeals for lifting of the sanctions arid rein- in criminal cases.
statement of the case have been filed in Since RICO is a rich man's game, radical
federal appeals court in Atlanta. _ environmentalists have not had to worry

For further details contact the Christic about it. I believe the only reason the gov-
Institute 1323 North Capitol Street NW \ ernment hasn't brought such a suit is our
Washin~on, DC 20002; 202-797-.8106: J\ wel~-known penury. ~it~ quasi.radica~
from whom we received the information for environmental groups spmmng off from EF.
this article. and attaining a certain amount of (alas) re

spectability and hence funding, RICO

f\
\
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By Dale Turner

In late DecembPr, an Arizona grand jury
indicted a fifth activist on charges related to
monkeywr~nchingof a uranium mine. lise
Asplund, who was liVing with Mark Davis
prior to his arrest, was charged with two
counts of "Destruction ofan energy facility."
She was notified through her attomey on
December 20, and went voluntarily to the
Federal Courts Building in Phoenix today to
face arrest and processing.

Asplund is a single working mother
supporting two young children, yet the FBI
waited until Christmas time, seven months
after the related arrests, to get a grand jUry
indictment of her. They have been threaten
i.P.g her with arrest for much of that period,
and have threatened to take away her chil
dren, in an effort to force her participation in
their investigation of Davis. Despite that
pressure, she has remained an outspoken
environmental activist in the Prescott area.

FBI Agent Bugged Himself
In related events, the trial for the AZ 5

has been put off again; and meanwhile, evi
dence found by Dan Conner of the Legal
Defe:1Se Fund has confirmed the political
motivation of the whole investigation.

In listening to the FBI's tapes, ·they
found an instance where undercover agent
"Mike Tait," real name: Michael A. Fain,
neglected to shut off his tape recorder after
an encounter with Dave Foreman and Nancy
Zierenberg. He talked to them at theJournal
office during a Tucson EF! yard sale, and
requested moneyforan unspecified pial). He

Moonshel/ by Pegy Sue McRae

Recent court decisions against the Christie
Institute (best known for its past work in the
Karen Silkwood case) are a flagrant instance
ofthe use of the legal system to try to destroy
a public-interest group. The Institute had
charged 29 people, including Maj. Gen.
Richard Secord, with complicity in a racket
eering enterprise that, the Institute alleges,
among other crimimil acts, detonated a
bomb at a press conference in La Penca,
Nicaragua, in 1984. A "summary judgment"
delivered by a federal judge in June 1988
prevented the case from coming to trial.
Then in February 1989, at the request of the
defendants, the court levied punitive sanc·
tions of S1.2 Inillion against the Institute for
having flied suit on what the court declared
to be inadequate grounds. The Institute was
reqUired to pay the $1.2 ml1lion within a
month.

The bombing in Nicaragua was an at
tempt to assassinate contra commander,
Eden Pastora, who had refused to join his
small, Independent guerrilla force (ARDE)
with the larger contra army (FDN) supported
by the US Central Intelligence Agency. Pas
tora was not harmed but eight people were
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GRIZZLY BEAR TASK FORCE REPORT

Grizzly Roadshow Roams
Northeast.

The Grizzly Bear Task Force spent Octo
ber and November on the road, spreading
the Earth First! perspective about the Great
Bear and promoting the Earth First! Yellow
stone Wilderness Proposal. As main organ
izer and show-presenter, I must say it's a hell
of a lot of work but definitely worth it.

I did 18 shows from Virginia to Maine,
including the headquarters of the NatiOnal
Wildlife Federation in Washington, the Vir- .
ginia EF! Rendezvous, Massachusetts Insti
tute of Technology in Boston (!), three
branches of the State U. of New York, and the
Sierra Club in Columbus, Ohio. Jake Jagoff
joined me for the first few shows.

The format of the shows was a half-hour
talk followed by a multi,projector slide show
with a soundtrack then a final plea for action
and support and a question/answer session.
We distributed literature and sold posters, T
shirts and stickers to raise funds. I talked
about the importance of the Greater Yellow
stone Ecosystem, introduced the Grizzly as a
resident of the GYE, and described the plight
ofthe Grizzly in the Lower 48. See below for
specific issues and what you can do! Re
sponse was enthusiastic with up to 500
people attending shows. Thanks to all who
made this possible, especially Patoka Pete,
Louise Bowman, Barb and Gary Steele, the
EF! Foundation, the show organizers, and
Mangler and Jagoff.

-Phil Knight, Grizzly Bear Task Force

Former/Potential Grizzly
Habitat in Colorado Jeop
ardized by Forest Circus.

Colorado's San Juan Mountains con
tain some of the finest unoccupied Grizzly
Bear habitat in the Lower 48. Extensive
studies by independent Grizzly biologist
Tony Povilitis have determined that the San
Juans could support many bears. The last
known Grizzly in the Southwest was shot in
the San Juans in 1979. The East Fork of the
Sanjuan River is particularly good habitat. It
is also slated for "improvement": a huge 4
season ski resort complete with golf courses,
tennis courts, jacuzzis and neon ski geeks
riding-gondolas. The resort will abut the San
Juan Wilderness.

If the Grizzly is ever to return to Colo
rado, we must stop this resort. The Colorado
Wildlife Commission no longer opposes
talking about GriZzly reintroduction (thanks
to pressure from the Western Earth Support
Co-op). Now we must get them to drop their
opposition altogether.

The Colorado Endangered Species Act
requires that the Colorado Division of Wild
life prepare a recovery plan for the Grizzly,
butthey have not done so. The Grizzly Bear
Task Force has written Senator Tim Wirth
regarding this matter and he has requested
that the Regional Forester, Gary Cargill, pre
pare an environmental assessment on the
development. We have also written the
Supervisor of the San Juan NF and the Dep
uty Regional Director of the US Fish and

Wildlife Service (FWS). The Forest Supervi
sor bows to the Colorado Wildlife Commis
sion and their blind opposition to reintro
duction; and passes the buck to the US Fish
and Wildlife Service, whose Grizzly Bear
Recovery Plan makes no provision for Griz
zly reintroductions. FWS in turn blames the
Forest Service, stating "We act only as advi
sors to those agencies with decision author
ity for activities requiring Federal approval."
"The Forest Service (is) the responsible
agency."

Unless major changes occur, be pre
pared to join us in March or April for a
demonstration at the Regional Forest Serv
ice ottice. Construction may begin as soon
as spring of 1991. Mel\nwhile, visit the
East Fork; bring your tools. Also, write to
the decision-makers:
*Perry D. Olson, Director, Colorado Divi
sion of Wildlife, 6060 Broadway, Denver,
CO 80216
*William T. Sexton, Forest Supervisor, San
Juan NatiQ..nal Forest, 701 Camino Del Rio,
Durango, CO 80216
*John L. Spinks, Jr., Deputy Regional Di
rector, US Fish & Wildlife Service, POB
25486, Denver Federal Center, Denver, CO
80225
Demand that the reintroduction of Griz
zlies to the San Juans and elsewhere be
seriously addressed in the upcoming revi
sion of the Grizzly Bear Recovery Plan for
the US.

YELLOWSTONE:
"Nuisance" Bear Hunt Pro
posed for Yellowstone Eco
system.

The us Fish and Wild!ife Service pro
posed in October of 1989 to open a hunting
season on Grizzlies in the Greater Yellow
stone area. The idea is to issue permits to
"hunters" through a lottery for the taking of
bears labeled as dangerous and incorrigible.

.Earth First! submits that it is humans not
bears, who are dangerous and incorri~ble,
and that ifhumans are having problems with
bears, it is time for the humans to move. That
aside, this hunt idea is dangerous. It would
essentially create a "market" for "nuisance"
bears and thus an incentive to provide such
bears. The agencies involved would have
wide discretion in determining nuisance
status.

The current proposal is not being con
sidered in the context of recovery of the
Grizzly in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosys
tem or overall nationwide recovery goals.
Nor have state and federal agencies corre
lated this proposal with efforts to rerilove the
human attractants (development and associ
ated rubbish) that result in "nuisance" bears.

Public comment was due December
18, but it is still importantto write the FWS
to oppose any hunting of Grizzlies:
*Chris Servheen, Grizzly Bear Recovery
Coordinator, US Fish & Wildlife Service,
NS 312, U. of Montana, Missoula, MT
59812
Tell Servheen youwant to see reintroduc-

tion to places like the Gila/Blue, High
Vintas, Marble/Siskiyou/Kalmlopsis, and
San Juans considered seriously in the
upcoming Revised Recovery Plan for the
Grizzly.

Grease and Garbage: Heaps·
of Problems

The grease, garbage and sewage situ
ation in Yellowstone Park is a serious threat
to Grizzlies. Every majordevelopment in the
Park has its own messes, all of which are
possible attractants to these opportunistic
omnivores. Oncea Grizbecomes habituated
to human food, the best it can hope for is to
be dissuaded from its nasty habits through
aversive conditioning in the form of rubber
bullets and air horns. Relocation is more
likely and this is usually a death sentence for
the Griz. Being smart and stubborn, the bear
will likely return to the scene of the slime and
end up with a price on his/her head.

Sewage and garbage problems in the
Park include overflows and spills at sewage
pumping stations, lack of proper fencing
around sewage lagoons, improper storage of
garbage by both concessionaires and NPS
employees, failure to store garbage trucks
and "honeywagons" in bearproof enclo
sures, and dripping garbage trucks. The NPS
has made some effort to clean up these bear
attractants but much remains to be done.
The Grizzly Bear Task Force will launch a
fact-finding mission into Yellowstone next
spring and has requested a guided tour of
sewage and .garbage facilities - not your
typical tour of Yellowstone, but needed.

Write the Chief Ranger of Yellow
stone to encourage the NPS to continue
cleaning up bear attractants in the Park
and to ask that the GBTF be shown real
progress. Send us any info you find about
bear attractants in Yellowstone or sur
rounding communities (especially Cooke
City, Gardiner and West Yellowstone).
*Dan Sholly, Chief Ranger, Yellowstone
National Park, WY 82190

NORTHERN CONTI
NENTAL DIVIDE
Grizzlies "Recovered"??

The Interagency GriZzly Bear Commit
tee (lGBC) is considering a proposal to "de
list" the Grizzly in the Northern Continental
Divide Ecosystem (NCDE) of northern
Montana, where the largest population of
Grizzlies in the Lower 48 resides. Delisting
would entail removing the Grizzly from the
protection of the Endangered Species Act,
under which it is listed as Threatened, and
turning the management of the bear back
over to the State of Montana. Agency rheto
ric claims the population in the NCDE (and
in Yellowstone) to be recovered and we will
undoubtedly see a formal delisting proposal
soon.

Earth First! opposes this move. It is
politically, not biologically, motivated, as all
bear-management seems to be at the federal
level. The GBTF submits that the real reasons
for delisting are to 1) remove the restrictions
imposed by the Endangered Species Act
(ESA) on resource-extractive activities such .
as mining and logging; 2) show that the
federal government can successfully "re
cover" a species (whether actually recovered
or not) and pave the way for delisting other
species, thus weakening the ESA; 3) justify all
the money and effort the IGBC has put into
Grizzly management; and 4) boost the ca
reers of certain agency personnel. If the
NCDE delisting succeeds, Yellowstone will
be next.

There are indications that Grizzlypopu
lations in both Yellowstone and the NCDE
are increasing, even though habitat in both
areas continues to be destroyed. Independ
ent bear biologists note that populations of

Bison, Elk, deer, and perhaps other prey
species have increased in Montana in recent
years. It is postulated that this is due to the
unusually mild winters the Wild Rockies
have experienced oflate, likely a resultofthe
greenhouse effect. So the increase in Griz
zlies may be due to factors beyond the con
trol of managing agencies, factors that may
well tum around soon to further threaten
stressed Grizzly populations. Whatever the
case, habitat loss is likely to catch up with the
Grizzlies soon, especially if major die-offs of
ungulates occur, as happened in the Greater
Yellowstone Ecosystem last winter.

We cannot afford to turn management
of Grizzlies back over to state agencies; we
must maintain the legal protection of the
Endangered Species Act, however shaky it
may be. Earth First! submits that the Grizzly
should be reJisted as Endangered in the Lower
48!

POLLHAVEN: Grizzly Man
agement Canadian Style

Pollhaven, an 80-square mile area in
southern Alberta, was once part ofWaterton
Glacier International Peace Park in the
Northern Continental Divide Ecosystem.
Now it is ruled by ranchers and has become
a death-trap for Canadian and American
Grizzly Bears, thanks to the Alberta Provin
cial Government. Pollhaven borders on the
Blackfoot Indian Reservation and Glacier
Park in Montana and on Waterton Lakes
National Park in Alberta. It contains 54
square kilometers of public (Crown) land
and 26 sq km of private. In 1947 the
Pollhaven area was removed from Waterton
Pink. In 1983 it was removed from the Forest
Reserve system and placed under the Public
Lands Division as a concession to cattlemen.

Canada offers Grizzlies no legal protec
tion. Since 1982 at least 59 Grizzlies have
been removed from the NDCE Grizzly popu
lation in southern Alberta, mostly due to the
activities ofcattle graziers and the provincial
government. Cattlemen in Pollhaven re
ceive full cooperation from the Alberta For
est Service and the Fish and Wildlife Division
- this for the sake of 600 head of cattle
grazed for 4 months a year by the 42 mem
bers of the Pollhaven GraZing Association.
Brian Horejsi of Western Wildlife Environ
ments in Alberta estimates that Alberta tax
payers subsidize stockmen at $20 per year for
each cow grazed in Pollhaven. The 1988
Pollhaven plan allows unregulated killing of
Grizzlies, and proposes increased grazing,
roading, mineral production, petroleum and
natural gas exploration, and motorized rec
reation.

The 1988 wolf campaign in British
Columbia demonstrated that US activists
can have an impact on wildlife manage
ment decisions in Canada. Next summer
we can focus attention on Pollhaven with
trans-border demonstrations along the
US-Canadian Border following the 1990
RRR in Montana. Meanwhile, write to the
Alberta Minister of Forests, Lands and
Wildlife and demand an end to exploita
tion of the Pollhaven area and protection
of US and Canadian Bears. Ask that
Pollhaven be declared a Natural Area or
Wildlife Sanctuary. Send the GBTF copies
of replies.
*Honorable Leroy Fjordbotten, Minister of
Forests, Lands and Wildlife, 418 Legisla
ture Bldg, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
T5K 2B6.

SUBSCRIBE TO THE
GBTFNEWS!

Ifyou would like to receive the quarterly
GBTF newsletter, write us. Include a contri
bution to cover costs if possible. Also send
articles, artwork and information of interest
to the GBTF at POB 6151, Bozeman, MT
59715 (406) 587-3356
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Social Ecology and Deep Ecology Meet
,.'Jj

by Bill Weinberg man and Bookchin. After the arrest and 11\what we emphasize." In simple terms, he
harassment of Dave Foreman and other ! .iIIustrated how the same mindset is a threat

"The Great Debate." That's what people Earth First!ers by the FBI, an agreement was Vtp both human freedom and environmental
were calling it. for weeks in advance. The made for public dialogue with both Foreman ,sanity."Gifford Pinchot, the founder of the
meeting between "Deep Ecology" and "Su- and Bookchin on 5 November 1989 to at- US Forest Service, said that there are only two
cial Ecology" - and more specifically be- tempt to heal the split in the movement. things on Earth: people and natural re-
tween' Murray Bookchin, Social Ecology Those who anticipated fireworks were sources. Forthelikesof(NewYorkrealestate
theorist, and Dave Foreman, co-founder of disappointet-1r6OKcnln;whq spoke first, set tycoon] Donald Trump, there is only one
Earth First!, which subscribes to "Deep Ecol- the tone of ree6hciliation;-declaring that he thing on Earth: natural resources." In other
ogy" - was organized by the Learning Alli- stands "shoulder to shoulder with everyone words, seeing the Earth as merely something
ance, New York City's community and social in Earth First! who is trying to save the to be exploited leads to seeing humans in the
concerns education and organizing group. wilderness." He emphasized his own love of .....same way.

As our civilization continues to gobble wilderness. Heala Implore EPT'to5'eriously r Bookchin emphasized that the tradi-
up the planet, the environmental movement -consl<rerl'l'reqUesnnn""Ut"Wfio IS the 'us' we I ~ional left, which has raised the issues of
is still a marginal voice. Increasingly, politi- nave tosave me wlIaerneS"SfTom'!"tre:gave I domination of human by human, has failed
cians and even businessmen are paying lip an-ommous warning of were ll\ational to question the domination of "the natural
service to it, but it is still not a political force extremism can lead - a warning that is II world" by humans. Therefore, he believes,
that can, seriously contend with the en- perhaps also an explanation for Bookchin's i Marxism doesn't go far enough. But
trenched economic and political interests own concern with the lingering threat of I Bookchin feels that he must remind some
working to destroy the biosphere. And there fascism: "All my relatives in Europe are dead ! ecologists that the opposite tendency also
is the danger that as the environmental - they were slaughtered!" .But he finished I has its dangers. "lfwe don't feel compassion
movement itself becomes an entrenched his opening remarks, as he began them, with ~;for ourselves and the suffering peoples of the
political interest, carving for itself a comfort- a clear expression of solidarity. Stating that I world, how can we feel it for the natural
able niche in the prevailing power structure, !he too has been the victim of FBI harassment, Iworld? We must bring in the human equa-
it will beCome irrelevant and lose sight of its fhe declared that "we must oppose the FBI's i tion profoundly, and have respect for the
mission. . ilttempt to paint the ecology movement as I human spirit.- That is what I take from the

Hence the need for a radical environ- . terrorist. And Dave is on the front line of that left."
mental movement - one recognizing that '.question." Juxtaposed against the extremism of
there is no time left for compromise, one Foreman began by looking back at his Foreman and Bookchin, the day also in-
willing, when necessary, to take a militant own political journey which led him from cluded comments from Linda DaVidoff,
stand. active involvement to disillusionment with executive director of the Parks Council, a

This radical movement does exist, but it mainstream environmental politics. He New York City environmental advocacy
is a marginal voice even within the already spoke of how environmental organizations' group. DaVidoff's role was to highlight re-
marginal voice of environmentalism. And willingness to compromise on the issues cent environmental efforts within New York
even within this radical movement there are grew in proportion with influence and access (including the development of an environ-
bitter divisions. The one that has received to Capitol Hill. The adversarial relation mental platform and initiatives by a coali-
the most play in media (or at least the alter- waned as the environmental lobbyists and tion ofover 200 environmental and commu-
native media - The Nation, Ume Reader, etc.) politicians began to see each other as mem- nity organizations) and to offer a moderate
is between Deep Ecology and Social Ecology ,.bers of the same elite club of power brokers. perspective which Foreman and Bookchin
- between the "biocentric" philosophy ) "If you organize yourself like a corporation, could agree to disagree with. "·We live in a
which places the welfare of the wilderness you start to think like a corporation," said stable society with democratic' institutions

i~· and,th~J?lanetQ.efore that of human beings, IForeman. Foreman believes that EF!'s envi- and there is something to be said for working
~ and the "libertarian-left philosophy which ronmental extremism has helped redefine within the system," offered David~if.

sees social transformation as the key to sav- ! the terms ofthedebate. "In the early years of "We are not living with a stable soci-
ing the environment. I the Reagan administration, the Sierra Club ety," said Foreman. "Within my lifetime, the

So it is within the context of massive ; was considered extremist. They aren't any- greed will come to a head." Citing the
environmental dilemmas and the large Imore. We allow Sierra Club and other groups destruction of the Northwest forests for the
amount of time and energy that has been. I to take stronger positions yet appear more sake of a fast buck as one example of our
devoted to this Social Ecology vs. Deep Ecol- ~oderate than they did back then." short-sighted behavior which will ultimately
ogy debate that the Learning Alliance called [ Foreman expounded upon what moti- . pull the rug out from under our own eco-
togethe,r Dave Foreman and Murray r::tes him: "We may lose one-third of all r nomic infrastructure, Foreman defined Wha~
Bookchin. The Learning Alliance has worked I species in the next 20 years. This is the : he sees as his own role in the struggle.

, for years to heal the wounds within the ~greatestwave of species extinction in the 3.5 ; "Greens and bioregionalists are working on "
radical environmental movement. Last I billIon year history of planetary evolution - 1 creating the new society. I'm just trying to
spring, it held a public forum with represen- : greater than the end of the Cretaceous - due ,.f ;ave as much as possible from the dollaJ
tatives of Deep Ecologist, Social Ecologist, ltQ multmational greed." ~efore the shit hits the fan." Bookchin als~
Green, Bioregionalist, and Ecofeminist phi- If Foreman recognizes that multinational 'denied that we lIve in a stable society. "This.,\
losophies along with hundreds of partici- \/1 greed is also the monolith faced by those ~'societYiSrotten to the core, and getting more
pants from throughout the Northeast. This "1! struggling for human dignity and social jus- and more rotten, even though they keep
work continued with the invitations to Fore- ,'tice. "We have the same battle no matter ining and polishing the skin to try to hide)

(
it.. .. We have to create countervailing insti\ ,
tutions to the state and the large corpora- '1\

\ tion. We have to lean on the left libertarian '\. ,
\ tradition, but it's' alright if a few right liber- ! ,,'

\ tarians come along. We need fundamental,'
·"changes."

Panelist Jim Haughton, .of the black i

community group Harle~ Fig~t Back, hild ~"

been chosen by the Learnmg AllIance to raIse' , '
the particularly thorny issue of racism. The i;
question of racism is central to ecological
concerns, argued Haughton, yet there is very
little black participation in the ecology
movement, and there is an obvious split
between social and ecological issues in
modern politics. Haughton asked Foreman
and Bookchin how they envision bridging
this gap.

Foreman admitted that he didn't have
the answer to this question, but emphasized
that "you shouldn't let a lack of answers stop
you from acting," and gave examples of
efforts by Earth First!ers to bridge the gap,
such as cooperating with local Afro-Ameri
can groups to fight a Los Angeles toxic incin
erator. Citin! the arevalence of AIDS in
urban ghettos,BQok hiiiYwarned that geno-\

fcide is still a reality today. He sees the racial!
crisis, no less than the ecological crisis, as an 1

: indication of the need for a "new politics" 1
~ representing a radical and uncompromising
... break with the old system.

Many questions were raised, aided by
. the moderator, Paul McIssac. They weren't

all answered that day, but dialogue, rather
thaI). debate and name-calling, prevailed.

,"The very real differences in the radical
ecological movement still exist. Yet there is
very real hope for continued dialogue and
mutual support amongst all those who have
committed themselves to very real change,"
says David Levine of the Learning AUiance.
He left the participants with a challenge to
continue to ask the critical questions, but, as
importantly, to seek the answers and work
together for the solutions. "It is too easy to
bicker amongst ourselves. But our challenge
is to be of mutual support. If Bookchin and
Foreman can do it, perhaps it's time for many
others of us to move to the next step." '\ I

Audio and video cassettes of the forum 'I
are available through the Learning Alliance, :!
494 Broadway, New York, NY 10012; 212- I
226-7171. Also available is a free catalog of !J '
their programs. '

( f

Bill Weinberg is a writer in New York who ;)
is writing a book on the ecology crisis in Central j

America.

Hardrock Mining Boom Looms

TRlBA

Hardrock mining is one of the most
environmentally destructive practices on
public lands today. Yet the public has very
little control over how and where mining
takes place due to the antiquated 1872
"Right to Mine" law which favors mining
over ail other activities. The mining industry
has tenaciously defended the 1872 mining
law, and has succeeded in weakening the
Wilderness Act of 1964 by demanding that
all existing leases in designated Wilderness
be declared valid. Fortunately all undevel
oped leases expired in 1984.

Hardrock mining has given Montana
the Berkeley Pit and the largest Superfund
site in the nation, along the Clark Fork River.
Every major river drainage in the state has
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been affected negatively by hardrock min
ing, and 1320 miles of river have been pol
luted by heavy metals from mining opera
tions. Nowa new mining boom threatens to
further degrade our public lands. In Mon
tana, the Forest Service reported 246 new
plans for mines in 1988, compared to 116 in
1987. Forty-three gold mines are in the
developmen t stage, in places like the
Sweetgrass Hills (sacred to the Blackfeet),
Jardine (3 miles from Yellowstone Park and
in critical Grizzly habitat), and' Fisher and
Miller Creeks near Cooke City (already de- ,
graded by old mines but still fairly wild and
on the edge of the Absaroka-Beartooth Wil
derness).

The gold mining boom is the result of

the development ofa new extraction process
called "heap-leaching," wherein huge quan
tities of ore are processed with cyanide solu
tion to extract often minute gold deposits. It
is the massive scale of these operations that
make them profitable and extremely de
structive. The cyanide solution is spread in
shallow leach-ponds and the leachate col
lected for the concentrated gold. This solu
tion is highly toxic and spills are inevitable.
The Jardine mine threatens Bear Creek, water
supply for the town of Gardiner, trout
spawning stream, tributary of the Yellow
stone River. The Golden-Sunlight mine near
Whitehall, Montana is a massive heap-leach
operation. Two families that live nearby are
suing the company, claiming contamina
tion of their water supply, yet the mine is due
for major expansion. Cyanide contamina
tion has occurred at other mines near Lewis
town and Elkhorn.

Gold minjng is not the only boom in
progress. A huge vein of platinum and palla
dium, the only one of its kind in the US, is
being exploited on the northern edge of the
Absaroka-Beartooth Wilderness. One mine
is already in operation and another planned
for the pristine Boulder River drainage. A
platinum smelter is planned for the area and
a chrome smelter (perhaps the most heavily
polluting kinds of smelters) for Yellowstone
County.

This is just a sampling of the messes
mines have produced. Learn about hardrock
mining and watch closely as plans develop
for new mines. Watch for public hearings in
your area. Demand of your representatives
that such hearings ,be held. led. note: The
mining threat ;s also widespread in California,
Nevada and e1,sewhere.]

The Northern Plains Resource Council
provided much of the information in this
article: NPRC, 419 Stapleton Bldg, Billings,
MT 59101 (406) 248-1154.
POSTSCRIPT: Since the above was written,
details have emergt:u about the mine pro
posed for the Crown Butte/Daisy Pass area
near Cooke City. This area has a long history
of mining, but the proposed New World
Project would be' far bigger than any mine
there previously. The schedule includes 2.5
3.5 years of study, 1.5 years of mill and mine
construction, and 8-12 years of operation.

The mine would produce 1000-1500 tons per
day of ore containing gold and copper. The
mine -would actually consist of 2 open pit
mines and I underground mine, to be ac
companied by a mill, tailings pond, waste
rock dump, and "associated facilities." Land
ownership of the, proposed mine site is part
private, part pu blic (Gallatin NF). The site is
about 8 miles from Yellowstone NP and even
nearer the Absaroka-Beartooth Wilderness.
Much of it is Situation 1 Grizzly Habitat. The
headwaters of Soda Butte Creek and Clark's
Fork of the Yellowstone (proposed for Wild &:
Scenic) would be affected. Reclamation at
the 8500-10,500, foot elevations would be
nearly impossible. Seven state and federal
agencies would have jurisdiction over spe
cific parts of the project - creating manage
ment chaos.

-Phil Knight

Three Rivers EF!
Defends Rager Mtn
ed. note: The following is from the Winter Sol
stice newsletter of Three Rivers Earth First!, a
new group in the Pittsburgh area focusing its
efforts on the Timber Rattlesnake, Black Bear,
Monongahela National Forest, andRager Moun
tain. To subscribe orcontribute to the newsletter,
write: deh 'Air/e, Mall Blvd #128, Monroeville,
PA 15146.

On a dark and stormy night in 1977,
whE:n 12 inches of rain fell in a few short
hours, Laurel Run burst its dam, freeing itself
from the shackles of human engineering,
and removed 146 humans from the scene.
Now, in seeming payback, The Run, its entire
watershed, and the mountain it nourishes,
are being destroyed. Logging already under
way is to be followed by stripmining of the
entire 10,000 plus acre eastern slope of Rager
Mountain. Standing between the mountain
and certain death is a small band of moun
tain residents, Earth First!ers from Three
Rivers and Pennsylvania EF!, members of the
central Pennsylvania Audubon Society and
other environmental activists.

Rager Mountain is part of Laurel Ridge,
itself part- of the Allegheny range of the
Appalachians. It lies due north ofJohnstown



From old growth oak to hat stand (hat size 7 5/J in 30 seconds. This tree on Rager Mountain, PA, was 22S years old when marked
with blue for cutting. 11'apin' EF! Starts .

EF! Restoration Corps
In an effort to combat the dual scourges

of natural area desecration and waistline
protuberance, Wapin' Earth First! sponsored
a slew of activities in the woods in 1989.
Early in the year, we planted 400 trees and
erected a series of ORV barriers on public
'land (legally, no less). An October outing
introduced a new concept: the EF! Restora
tion Corps.

On a glorious sunny day, over 30 EF!ers
gathered to protect and regenerate a 10-acre
parcel in the Pinckney State Recreation Area.
The site had been abused illegally by ORVs
for years, denuding the land and causing
formation of large gullies in the steep glacial
hillsides. We dispatched teams into two
areas. While one group erected a set of 19
ORV barriers around a parking area, the
other began healing the scars. Several folks
staked in bales of hay to arrest further ero
sion, some spread 200 pounds of grass seed,
and others planted Red Pine seedlings, all of
which were supplied by the park director. By
day's end, we'd planted 1000 trees"and what
had been a huge sandy blowout became a
regenerating forest grove.

A recent check of the site found the
barriers in place, the grass sprouting, and the
trees green and full of life. While a laudable
beginning, the day's work has caused us to
more closely examine the concept ofauthen
tic site restoration.

Red Pine and rye grass are not the native
species for the site, but were used for several
reasons. First, the area was so badly scarred,
steep and sandy that nothing had grown
there for years; none of the adjacent native
species (Quaking Aspen, Red Oak, Shagbark
Hickory, grasses) had been able to colonize
the site. Red Pine is native to both Michigan
peninsulas, but was not originally found this
far south. It is, however, "characteristic of
well-drained, dry, highly acidic soils of out
wash plains and gravelly ridges ... [and) not
competitive with hardwoods on the better
(heavier textured) soils .. ." (Barnes and
Wagner, Michigan Trees). We hope that the
Red Pines will stabilize the soil so that the
hardwoods can then migrate and take over.
Second, it is very difficult to obtain native
species of trees and other plants, especially in
the fall. Most nurseries specialize in the more
exotic species, and even the state nursery's
list of what it makes available is half foreign
species, including the Autumn Olive, Widely
recognized by naturalists and botanists as
the scourge of the planet. Third, it was the
end of World Rainforest Week and we
wanted to capitalize on the energies the
events had initiated. ,Fourth, as mentioned
earlier, the trees and grass seed were provided
free by an over-worked, well-meaning but
uneducated (in the ways of biodiversity) park
director who has now been primed to let us
do so'me more accurate projects in the future.

Something is usually better than noth
ing, but true restoration is best. This is a
learning process for all involved, and much
more needs to be researched and applied. We
are seeking other parcels of damaged land,
private or public, for which we will, to the
bestofourabilities, determine what is appro
priate (and available) for the particular area.
Over $200 has already been raised for tree
planting around Earth Day.

EF!ers are often portrayed as 'gruff,
macho sweathogs who care mostly about
who's paying for the next case of beer. As in
Alaska with the oil spill cleanup, EF!ers can

continued on page 12
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obese director, Rod Sallee. An endangered
Indiana Bat commanded that the forest be
left alone. Amidst recorded sounds ofchain
saws, logging skidders, and falling trees,
EFIers stated that Sallee was too fat and lazy
to go out in the Shawnee to see its destruc
tion.

Hagerty as~ed the demonstrators to
select a representative so he could meet one
on one and hear EFI'scomplaints. The EF!ers
refused, stating they were tired ofbeing lied
to.

Hagerty asked the protesters to leave,
when the chanting became too loud. Illinois
state police positioned themselves in cars
across the street and a trooper was in the
lobby. Finally the protesters moved peace
fully outside, where they attacked a chain
saw and encouraged passing motorists to
honk for the Shawnee.

An EF!er explained to a local TV station
crew that EFI will escalate its defense of the
Shawnee. A reporter asked if that meant
spiking trees. The EF!er replied, "No', we
don't do that; but we're not responsible for
the actions of individuals in their own com
munities."

WHAT YOU CAN DO: Plan to come to
the April Fools Midregion Rendezvous in the
Shawnee NF, March 30-Aprill. For informa
tion, contact John at 618-939-3697, or Orin
at '314-257-2437; or write Big River EF!, POB
189, Pacific, MO 63069.

-Orin Langelle, Big River EF!

So far, all of Allegany's battles have been
non-violent and, for the most part, success
ful.

On December 13, the siting
commission's technical team, attempting to
perform a "walkover" or pre-characteriza
tion study to narrow choices to a final
ground, was flushed from the wooded Allen
site and then encircled by 100 people on the
Old State Road. The protesters, trained in
civil disobedience, anticipated mass arrest
but, after 4 hours in the frigid air, rejoiced to
learn that the only charge to be levied would
apply against the team whose members tres
passed on farmland not included on the site.

On January 16, the state returned for a
"walkover" at Caneadea. Human barricades
at critical intersections to the site rejected the
commission team, escorted by the local
sheriff's department, 4 times. In its last
approach, the team had the assistance of
state police. Eight protesters were arrested
for disorderly conduct before police ac
knowledged the futility of their own action.
Hundreds of Allegany representatives were
waiting in defense. Two days later, in a
similar action involVing hundreds at the
West Almond site, 31 protesters were ar
rested for disorderly conduct in obstructing
nuclear progress. Though the radiation dele
gation promises to return again and again, so
far in 1990 it has yet,to step closer than half
a mile from these sites on Allegany's sacred
ground.

-Walt Franklin, Rexville, NY

EF! Surprises Forest Service
on Pearl Harbor Day

On December 7, Earth First! staged an
attack at the Shawnee National Forest Head
quarters in Harrisburg, lllinois. Protesters
from Big River EF! and Southern lIlinols EFI
demanded an' immediate moratorium on
timber cutting in the Shawnee National
Forest.

The protesters, some dressed as animals
or trees, met with newly appointed Shawnee
NF public relations man, Tom Hagerty. One
demonstrator, dressed as a fat pig in a suit,
demanded a job.application to replace the

Allegany Thwarts Nuke
Purveyors

Since January 1989, the residents and
neighbors of Allegany County, New York
have been fighting against nuclear power
and its waste. When Allegany learned that '"
New York's LLRW ["Low" Level Radioactive ~

Waste] Siting Commission had pegged it as j
one of 10 potential areas for 11 nuclear waste c:

dump, 5000 disparate but united individuals 25
jammed a public hearing at the Belfast Cen- 1i'
tral School to tell commission members, ~
"We don't make it; we don't use it; we don't -a
want itl/l A fat pig in a suit demands to fill out a job

Countless meetings, rallies, marches, application for Shawnee NF director Rod
etc., followed this auspicious plunge into Sallee's position. The pig insisted it had all
eco-political awareness. Being poor, Repub- the qualifications for the job. "Just look at
lican and rural in New York is no reason to me,' it squealed.
accept the industry's demand for a sacrificial
victim, says Allegany County. Early in the
process, Allegany challenged the constitu
tionality of a federal mandate requiring that
the states wash the dirty laundry of the nuke
business. It initiated state and federal court
proceedings and called for a halt to the siting
process. It has lobbied, and begun talks with
citizen groups in other states. It has engaged
in massive acts of civil disobedience....

In September 1989, Allegany learned
that, in th,e state radiation game, itcontained
3 of 5 final sites for consideration. Cortland
County held the other 2. The elimination
procedure that Identified nuke sites brought
the region's determination to a fever pitch.

jurisdiction in this matter, let alone investi
gate the logging. The DER recently a passed
,regulation that would keep the cutting 75
feet from any waterway on private lands,
thus at least preserving the forest canopy
along the creeks. But the state legislature,
responding to the cries of the logging indus
try, has moved to prevent the publication of
this new regulation, and without publica
tion the regulation has not the force of law.
Consequently, public protest to make the
story known is the only legal route open to
those wanting to save Rager Mountain.

WHAT YOU CAN DO: Go walk Rager
Mountain; know what you're fighting for
and you'll fight better. I conduct tours there
every Sunday, from pristine ecosystems to
clearcuts. Come to a meetingofthe Commit
tee to Preserve Rager, every Sunday at 4 PM,
and learn how to help. We need people to do
library research, contactvarious government
officials, document violations of environ
mental laws, and generally provide moral
support for the mountain residents who are
the real heroes and heroines of this battle.

Epilogue: After the above was written,
Three Rivers EF! blitzed a PA Fish Commis
sion public hearing to speak in defense of the
native Brook Trout of Laurel Run and to
insist that the Commission take action to
defend Laurel Run from logging and
stripmining. We also raised the issue of the
Commission's role in managing the Timber
Rattlesnake for extinction.

As a result of Andrew Weisburd's in
volvement with the Committee to Preserve
Rager Mountain, a central Pennsylvania EF!
group is only a motion away. We've received
numerous inquiries from Journal readers in
eastern Pennsylvania. Unfortuna·tely many
of these were lost in a recent household
disaster. So if you want to get active in EF!
and you're east of Harrisburg, write to PAEFI,
c/o deh'Airte, 322 MalrBlvd #128, Monroev
ille, PA 15146.

and south of Rt.22 in west-central Pennsyl
vania. Laurel Run starts on the east face of
Rager Mountain and flows along its lower
slopes, emptying into the Conemaugh River
in Johnstown. The east face of Rager has an
extensive network of feeder creeks emanat
ing from hollows below the ridge.

A climax hardwood forest dominates
the slope, primarilyoakand beech ranging in
age from 150-300 years old. Hemlock and
Mountain Laurel grow densely along the
waterways. Mountain Laurel is also found
along the sandstone formations dotting the
mountainside. Rager is home to the Timber
Rattlesnake, hawks, Turkey Vulture, Ring
necked Pheasant [an exotic species in North
America], Brook Trout (na'tive to PA), Black
Bear, Coyote, Eastern Woodrat, and possibly
Eastern Cougar, along with many other fine
folks.

In the aftermath of the 1977 flood, the
Johnstown Water Authority, owner of the
dam and watershed, sold its 4000 acre hold
ing to the Lyme Timber Company of New
Hampshire. The mineral rights, formerly the
property of Beth Energy (a subsidiary of
Bethlehem Steel) were reportedly sold to
Lyme Timber very recently. Lyme has con
tracted PA coal baron Martin Bearer to ex
tract the coal. Test hole drilling on the
mountain has already been completed by
one of his companies.

Any time now, the application may be
filed for permission to strip all or any portion
of Rager. The Committee to Preserve Rager
Mountain will oppose this application
within the administrative channels of DER
(Department of Environmental Resources),
and into the courts if necessary. The com
mittee is also about to file its own petition
with DER, asking that the Laurel Run Water
shed be declared unsuitable for stripmining.
With the preparations for this battle well in
hand, attention is now turning to the log
ging which is destroying the fabric of life on
Rager Mountain as you read this.

DER has promulgated regulations that
ought to be brought to bear on the logging
and on the proposed strip mine; the regula
tions apply to both public and private land,
and Rager includes both. On Rager
Mountain's southwest slope is a 2000 acre
parcel of State Forest. Rager Mountain's east
face south of the Laurel Run watershed in
cludes 4000-6000 acres held in public trust
by theJohnstown Water Authority; this land
constitutes the Red Run watershed. Much of
the ridge top is held by People's Natural Gas,
which stores natural gas in an "imperme
able" layer deep within/below the moun
tain. The remainder of the land is privately
held (on the east face, by the mountain's
human residents).

When Lyme Timber bought the land,
they promised to manage for sustainable
cutting of oak. Logging in the first few years
reflected this objective. However, over the
past few years logging has become indis
criminate. Along with one major clearcut
there are numerous new cuts that insult the
idea of selective/sustainable timber cutting.
In a forest dominated by old oaks, every old
oak is being cut. Oak slabs left over from
milling are being used to fill up the creeks,
allOWing machinery to pass. Sawdust and
mud are flOWing into and silting up the
streams.

The damage being done to the streams
may be in violation of the regulations of the
DERand the PA Fish Commission. However,
as of now, no agency is willing to admit



Los Angeles activists block the entrance to a Georgia-Pacific lumber yard.

Tribal Lore
continued from page 11
demonstrate "how things should be done,"
and in so doing more directly feel a part of
the mother that keeps us.

-Bob Treemore, Wapin' EF!

L.A. EF! Ruins
Georgia-Pacific Lunch Hour

On 12 December 1989, members of Los
Angeles Earth First! and the Rainforest Ac·
tion Network descended on a Georgia-Pacific
timber yard in the San Fernando Valley, to
protest that company's use of hardwoods,
from tropical rainforests.

Activists stood with banners stretched
across the entrance to the mill yard, stopping
most truck traffic for the noon hour. One
trucker, however, who hailed from Chino,
site of a well-known southern California
institution for the criminally dangerous,
chose to run the blockade (slowly), pushing
some valiant demonstrators into the yard.
This group fought another losing battle
against technology, finding they were un·
able to stop the truck by standing and push
ing against it.

The demonstrators were qUickly sur
rounded by angry GP employees, unsettled
by the demon masks and near-nude mud
and-straw attire sported by some of the pro
testers. One GP yard hand held a crowbar;
another flashed a running chainsaw at the
group, then began yelling about abortion
and the rights' of unborn babies, who, he
reasoned, couldn't enjoy the forests whether
they were preserved or not.

The tree-huggers were able to disengage
from the tree-cutters without further inci
dent, and the group dispatched just as L.A.'s
finest rolled up to issue arrest warnings.
Many said they would return to engender
further dyspepsia during future lunch breaks
at GP.

-Mark Williams, L.A. EF!

L.A. EF! Waxes Theatrical
At noon on December 22, EF! held an

emergency demonstration for the Headwa
ters Forest at Maxxam Corp. 's offices in Los
Angeles on the corner of Wilshire and
Westwood, a few blocks from the alleged
heaviest traffic for motor vehicles in the
world. Maxxam plans to cut much of this
old-growth Coast Redwood forest, southeast
of Eureka in Humboldt County, very soon
[see TL piece on CA initiatives below]. Dur
ing the protest, Peter Bralver and Mark An
drews were chained to the doors to shut

/ down the front of the building, while 40-50
i f other EF!ers occupied the steps. Bralver,
! I wearing a semi-mathematically inscribed
: . Coyote mask, claimed to' rin-
1 j, of ere' 'Iderness as t e
\,t ~while Andrews, a ph' osopher

f; and actiVIst wearing the mask of a turncoat
i corporate demon, lectured the crowd and

~. media. Finally, on camera, Coyote un
• I masked and miraculously stepped from his

chains, and Andrews unmasked to be cut
loose with bolt cutters by kneeling police.
Across the street, the Oxy Petroleum build
ing seemed to cower from the winter thun
der.

L.A. EF! has been active on other fronts
as well recently. We held a protest at a Geor
gia-Pacific timber yard [see above]; led a hike
in the northern Santa Monicas; infiltrated
Hollywood movie-making; started a street
theater group; assisted in illegal picnicking
operations in Renahsance garb to protect
land from condemnation for development;
and began planning a Los Angeles EF! ren
dezvous and Earth Day events.

-Stalking Yuccaskins, L.A.EF!

Yellowstone Park Log Haul
Canceled!

James Ridenour, National Park Service
Director, has denied permission for Brand S
Lumber of Livingston, Montana to run log
ging trucks through Yellowstone 'Park, thus
upholding a law banning commercial truck-
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ing in Yellowstone. Brand S appealed the
decision, but Ridenour did not change his
mind. Readers may wish to thank Ridenour
for this uncommonly good decision: NPS
DirectorJames Ridenour, Interior Dept, 18th
& C Sts, DC 20240.

Missile Destruction
Befouls Colorado Air

As a result of efforts by Senator Tim
Worth (D-CO), the US Army will spend up to
$12.5 million in the next 2 years studying
how to destroy missiles without polluting
the air. Meanwhile, it will use its current
harmful method to dispose of Pershings
under the Intermediate-range Nuclear Forces
(INF) Treaty, in Pueblo, Colorado, and east
Texas - burning the solid rocket fuel in the
open air and then crushing the missiles. Ross
Vincent of the Rocky Mountain Chapter of
the Sierra Club, whiCh fought this burn pro
cedure, says the propellant is "legally a haz
ardous waste and that better and safer meth
ods [are] available and should be required."
Funding for the study, which was attached to
the Defense DepartmentAppropriations Bill,
depends on the department reporting to
Congress by spring on how it will spend the
money. Would that the DOD had to explain
all its appropriations!

-Mary Davis, Georgetown, KY

FBI Uses Familiar Tactics
Against Peace Movement v

The (aI/owing report is condensed (rom a
mailing o( the Alan Thomson De(ense Fund
dated June 19, but received in October. For
further details, contact the (und at 163 Third
Ave, Suite 108, NYC 10003; 212-979-7389.

Earlier this year the FBI arrested the
Reverend Alan Thomson, executive director
of the National Council of American-Soviet
Friendship. He is accused of not haVing
reported $17,000 that he deposited in
NCASF's bank account 2 years ago. Support
ers of Thomson, who have created the Alan
Thomson Defense Fund, charge that the
arrest is part of an attempt to discredit and '
intimidate the peace movement and to help
end the relaxation of East-West tensions.

The NCASF promotes friendship be
tween the United States and the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics by means of cul
tural exchanges, visits of Americans to the
USSR, and distribution of educational mate
rials'. It has an office in New York, but is
composed of autonomous local groups.

Authorities have opposed NCASF for
years. In 1953, for example, the US Attorney
General characterized it as subversive; and in
1986 a State Department report to Congress
charged that the NCASF is controlled by the
USSR.

One of the FBI's agents, Barbara
Makuch, became a leader at the local level, in
Buffalo, and at the national level. She tried
to steer NCASF activities in a direction help
ful to the FBI and secretly recorded conversa
tions she had with Thomson in person and
by phone. The FBI has in its possession at
least 76 reels of relevant tapes, ·but has al
lowed Thomson's lawyers access to only a
few of them. All this should sound familiar
to those follOWing the Arizona Four case.

-Mary Davis

Colorado Wilderness
and the Senate Race

Senator Bill Armstrong, who has so far
successfully blocked the Colorado National
Forest wilderness bill, is planning to retire
and this offers a chance to achieve protection
for some of the Southern Rockies' remaining
wildlands. Representative Hank Brow.n is
running unopposed for the Republican
nomination to fill Armstrong's seat, and is
raising an enormous war chest. He is gener
ally anti-wilderness and is a vociferot's oppo
nent of the South Platte River's remaining
undammed stretch at Two Forks (he is pro
dam).

On the Democratic side, neither Repre
sentative Ben Nighthorse Campbell nor
Repres~ntativeSkaggs decided to run for the
Senate. This is fortunate in the case of

Campbell, a rancher who aggressively repre
sents his bovine constituency, but a shame
in the case of Skaggs, a moderate environ
mentalist who would have been a strong
candidate.

Neither of the two declared Democratic
candidates, Buie Seawell and Carlos Lucero,
have held public'office before. Both Seawell,
a party functionary, and Lucero, a lawyer,
support Senator Wirth's wilderness bill.
Both oppose Two Forks dam, though Seawell
initially supported it.

Both Democrats support destruction of
the Animas River with a giant dam, though
Lucero is probably less likely than Seawell to
legislatively overturn a possible court ruling
blocking the dam (the Animas River is criti
cal habitat for three Endangered fish). Nei
ther will commit to supporting reserved
water rights for a future BLM wilderness bill.
Though the concept of reserved water rights
for Wilderness has been upheld by a federal
court, without legislative support low-lying
Wildernesses could be drained for agricul
ture or urban metastasis.

Lucero wants to introduce environ
mental issues into US foreign trade and lend
ing policies. He cites cheap imports of rain
forest beef as one area that needs changing.
Overall, Lucero would likely be a strong
environmentalist (albeit, by the ecocidal
standards of the US Senate).

Josie Heath, a Boulder County Commis
sioner, has an excellent environmental rec
ord. She is the onlyelected Democrat consid
ering a Senate bid. Like Seawell and Lucero,
she supports the Wirth bill and opposes Two'
Forks dam. She has promoted county land
purchases to prevent development and has
voted to restrict development in flood
plains. She has supported bicycle paths in
Boulder as an alternative to cars, and she
personally commutes by bus. She tried to get
leghold traps banned in Boulder County, but
was overruled by the state Division of Wild
life. Heath is a life member ofthe Sierra Club,
and, probably has the strongest personal
commitment to wilderness of all the Senate
candidates.

Unfortunately, Republican Representa
tive Brown has the upper hand in early
publicity and fund raising. His current con
gressional seat also gives him an edge. He has
refused to endorse the minuscule Wirth wil
derness bill, and if elected will likely con
tinue Armstrong's, obstructionism until the
acreage is reduced even further and an anti
water rights guarantee is written to cover a
future BLM wilderness bill. In short, any
Democrat would be better than Brown;
Heath'W9u1d be the best advocate for natural
diversity.

In other Colorado wilderness news, this
November a giant bear track was found by an
outfitter in the San Juan Mountains, raising
hopes that Grizzlies still hang on there.
Meanwhile, logging preparatory for con
struction of the East Fork ski resort has
started in prime Sanjuan Griz habitat. The
successful monkeywrenching in Bowen
Gulch, however, may just be the visible tip of
the proverbial iceberg, as reports have sur
faced of damage to Denver Water Board
diversion equipment in the Frasier River
Valley and of more tree spikings. Where
those crafty mechanics and carpenter help
ers will strike next, you just never know.

-Michael Robinson, COEF!

National Day of Outrage
Against Oil

Exxon's massacre of many of Alaska's
southern coastal ecosystems was not un
precedented. Almost every day, oil spills on
land, seas, and rivers further unravel Earth's
tapestry of life. A recent spill off Morocco's
Atlantic coastline may well dwarf the de
struction in Prince William Sound; and last
year's pipeline rupture in the Yampa River of
Colorado has apparently caused a 90% cent
decline in the spawning success of the Colo
rado Humpback Chub: the Yampa is consid
ered the best habitat of this Endangered
species.

The oil industry also destroys wilder
ness through drilling. Massive equipment
and roads are required to test for the presence
of oil, and if it is discovered, permanent
industrial installations displace wildlife.
Currently, in the US drilling threatens thou
sands of milE:s of coastline, the coastal plain
of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, and
the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem, to name
just a few places. In Ecuador, drilling threat
ens a rainforest national park.

Oil production also has social impacts
that reverberate through the natural World.
In South Yemen, oil revenues have allowed
former tribesmen to satiate their desire for
symbols of potency by paying enormous
sums to poachers killlrig the last rhinocer
oses for their horns. The several wars and
frequent Israeli military maneuvers in the oil
rich Sinai Peninsula have had tremendous
impacts on the fqrmer desert bridge (before
the Suez Canal was built) between Asia and
Africa.

And while wildlife habitats die 'sud-

denly from spills and the invasion of oil
extracting equipment, petroleum-induced
climatic change requires that plants and
animals adapt to new habitat that simply is
not available. The oil economy's destruc
tiveness is a "positive feedback" system, a
death noose that tightens as its victims
struggle. '

Meanwhile, most environmentalists
assure the public that piecemeal reform is
sufficient - that no drastic personal change
is necessary. Amory LOVins, the energy
savings guru, is quoted in the Sierra Club's
glossy as saying, "We don't have to be('ome
vegetarians and ride bicycles to save the
Earth." He's wrong, Not only do we have to
become vegetarians (at least while meat is
produced the way it is currently) and ride
bicycles, we have to break down the entire
system that produces bicycles - industrial
ism, which is based on oil.

, But first things first: No new areas
,should be entered for oil production. Cars
should be taxed or bombed off the streets,

, whichever seems most effective, and govern
ment and citizens should prepare to be
weaned completely from oil within a reason
able time, say by the end of the century. On
March 23, the day before the anniversary of
the Exxon Valdez oil spill, Earth First! will
make these and other unrealistic demands.
We will alert the public that Exxon, though
thoroughly evil, is no worse than Mobil or

, Conoco or any other oil company. And we
will draw the connections between the vari
ous ways oil destroys the natural world.

Actions for the National Day ofOutrage
Against Oil can range from blockades ofdrill
sites and refineries to memorials at spill sites,
from pickets at gas stations to civil disobedi
ence at company headquarters. Groups in
Alaska and Canada, as well as the mainland
US, plan actions. If you want to participate,
please contact me at Box 12243, Boulder, CO
80303. I'll send you a press packet and will
coordinate media. Let's once again set the
agenda by speaking the ecological truth.

-Michael Robinson

ed. note: the(allowing(ew Tribal Lorepieces are
adapted (rom newsletters or alerts by some o(the
bettergrassroots groups in the country. For more
information on these issues, write the addresses
given.

Resort
Threatens Adirondacks

ed. note: The (allowing is adapted from an
action alert sent outby The Adirondack Council,
POB D-2, Elizabethtown, NY 12932-0640. It
concerns a developmentproposed for the shore or
Lake Placid, in northeastern Adirondack Park.

The Gleneagles developers are attempt
ing to steamroll their application through
the permit-approval process. The developers
are waging a public relations campaign to
convince local residents that the project will
put their village-and the restoftheAdiron
dacks - in the international spotlight. Your
letter to the Adirondack Park Agency (APA),
the state-level zoningauthority nowevaluat
ing the Gleneagles application, can help stop
it.

The project would include a 301-room
hotel, 316 condos, cottages and townhouses,
plus the subdivision of 689 acres of open
space land into 108 building lots around a
new golf course. The development would
permanently degrade the open-space
around Lake Placid. This lovely, open land
scape adjoins and buffers publicly-owned
Forest Preserve land, protected as "forever
wild" by the State Constitution. Approval of
this project would likely start a chain reac
tion of other big resort developments. Adi
rondack Park could soon be full of Lake
Tahoes, Vails, Aspens, Stowes, Killingtons
and other upscale, environmentally destruc
tive, resorts.

Write: Robert C Glennon, Ex. Dir.,
APA, Ray Brook, NY 12977

Virginia EF! Confronts
Assorted Atrocities

, RICH HOLE WILDERNESS AREA
The newly designated Rich Hole Wil

derness faces several potentially devastating
problems:

1. Firewood cutting - Since Hurricane
Hugo created abundant downfall in the Rich
Hole Wilderness, several local landowners
have been gathering firewood within the
Wilderness. The Forest Service is doing noth
ing to prevent this,

2. BARC powerlines - The signs mark
ing the boundary for the Rich Hole Wilder-

. ness were put up before a Wilderness Plan
was drafted. The marked Wilderness follows
Rt. 633 on its northe'rn boundary. BARC
powerlines are in places 100-200 feet behind
the Wilderness signs. This summer BARC
brought their private contractors into the
area with chainsaws, chippers, and bushhogs
and cleared this section of their powerline.
The FS must have forgotten to tell BARC that
motorized equipment is prohibited in a
Wilderness Area.



Wolf Action Group, the new musical rage in Spokane, WA, wandered the downtown streets on
Nov. 20 as part of the National WolfDay. The wolves and their groupies sang, danced and got
lots ofsignatures on a petition calling for the USFWS to stop killing wolves and to start a recovery
program.

3. Trails - Hurricane Hugo blew trees
down on 2-3 miles ofdesignated trails within
Rich Hole Wilderness. The FS is proposing to
clear these trails.

4. No management plan - The Rich
Hole Wilderness Citizens Committee had to
rush to submit a management plan so that it
could be approved by the Forest Supervisor's
office by August. Yet as of November 1989,
the plan has not been approved. Various
local FS employees have said that they can't
protect the Wilderness Areas until the man
agement plans have been approved by the
supervisor's office. The FS seems to want to
let local landowners tear apart the Wilder
ness Areas before approving the manage
ment plans.

WHAT YOU CAN DO: Write the fol
lowIng to protest the above abuses:
*James River District Ranger William Le
ichter, 313 S. Monroe Ave, Covington, VA
24426
*George Washington NF Supervisor's Of
fice, Harrison Plaza, POB 233, Harri
sonburg, VA 22801

ROUGH MOUNTAIN WILDERNESS
From the Rich Hole Wilderness, stand

ing atop Mill Mountain, you can look across
the Padd's Creek Valley and see the Rough
Mountain Wilderness. Rough Mountain
suffers from illegal CSX firetrails, ATVs, and
harassment of Eastern Cougars.

1. CSX firetrails - The Forest Service
supposedly has written special use permits for
all who use the federal lands for profit.
However, the FS allows the CSX railroad to
maintain - by means of chainsaws, trucks,
and bulldozers - firetrails in Rough Mtn
Wilderness even though there is no written
agreement for the trails.

2. ATVs - ATVers have been running
Rough Mtn for the last 10 years and will
continue to do so until the federal govern
ment stops them. The FS has failed to arrest
or write citations for ATVers in the Wilder
ness.

3. Cougar harassment - Word is that
recently after a Cougar sighting on Rough
Mtn was reported, a Virginia Game and In
land Fisheries biologist and US Fish and
Wildlife Service biologist trapped the Cougar
out. Despite continual reports of Cougar in
the Rough Mtn area since the area was
settled, the federal government continues to
say the Eastern Cougar was extirpated from
Virginia in 1881. This prevents the govern
ment from haVing to protect the Eastern
Cougar under the Endangered Species Act.

To help fight these abuses of Rough
Mountain Wilderness, send letters of pro
test to:
*Warm Springs District Ranger Victor
Gaines, Rt.2, Box 30, Hot Springs, VA
24445 .
*George Washington NF Supervisor's Of
fice, address above

CALIFORNIA TIMBER SALE
Crickett and Larry Hammond have

waged a long battle to stop the California
Timber Sale, arguing that the cumulative
effects on Bratton's Run watershed of this
sale and the Annie, Cold Sulfer Springs, and
Nixon Road Timber Sales should be consid
ered. All appeals of the sale have been re
jected. However, the White-fringed Prairie
Orchid and other rare and Endangered
plants have recently been found within the
timber sale area.

POND RIDGE
The Mill Mountain Timber Sale has

been delayed uniil the new George Washing
ton NF Forest Plan has been approved. This
should take at least two years. For a petition
to make Pond Ridge an addition to the Rich
Hole Wilderness and to stop the Mill Mtn
Timber Sale, write Brenda Vest.

Fo'r more information on these issues, write
CrickettHammond, Rt.l, Box 70-A, Goshen, VA
24439; orBrenda Vest, POB 40, Goshen 24439.

-Virginia Highland EFt News, POB 40,
Goshen 24439

Florida Incinerators May Be
Poisoning Panthers

According to Florida Today (10·26.89),
biologists recently discovered a potentially
lethal amount of mercury in a dead Florida
Panther, and are conducting studies to see if
the problem is Widespread. John Oberheu of
the US Fish and Wildlife Service reported
that the liver of a female Panther that died of
unknown causes in Everglades National Park
in August contained toxic levels of mercury.
Tissue analysis showed 98-110 parts per
million of mercury - far above the mini
mum lethal level for humans, and Panthers
are generally smaller than humans, with
adults weighing 60-130 pounds. A study of
a community ofJapanese fishermen in 1957
showed that they were dying from ingesting
2-70 parts per million ofmercury in contami
nated fish.

Biologists fear that mercury may be
passing through tr.e food "chain" - starting
with fish - and up to Panthers. Mercury
bioaccumulates: It concentrates as it goes up
the food chain, and Panthers are at the top
trophic level.

The Florida Panther, an Endangered
species, is now one of the rarest mammals in
the world. Only 25-50 wild Panthers survive
in Florida, apparently all in the southern part
of the state, and their reproductive rate is
extremely low.

In Florida, municipal incinerators are
thought to be the largest source of mercury
pollution, annually spewing an estimated
20,582 pounds ofmercury vapor into the air.
Florida has five such incinerators, operated
by Dade, Hillsborough, Pinellas and Bay
Counties, plus the city of Tampa. All the
plants have pollution control devices called
"electrostatic precipitators" designed to col
lect ash particles, but these have no effect on
gases such as mercury vapor. The state does
not routinely monitor the plants for mercury
emissions.

-Waste Not #75 (10-26-89) a publica
tion of Work On Waste (WOW), 82 Judson,
Canton, NY 13617; 315-379-9200
ed. note: If you're fighting an incinerator, con
tact WOW. They've already helped stop hun
dreds of incinerators.

We've heard rumors that the Fish & Wild
life Service is considering attempting to capture
all Florida Panthers surviving in the wild and
instituting a captive Panther breeding program.
FWS can expect fierce opposition from radical
environmentalists should it make such at at
tempt.-JD

Rockets to Replace Rare
Hawaiian Wildlife

Kailua-Kona, the Big Island ofHawaii, is
threatened by the proposed Rocket Launch
Facility at Ka'u. This facility would have
numerous negative repercussions for Ha
waii:

Aluminum oxide released in rocket
exhaust (the space shuttle releases 150 tons
per launch) would endanger the health of
Hawaiians. Launches would also release
hydrogen chloride (HCl, a pungent, water
soluble gas), which would combine with
water and return to earth as hydrochloric
acid - acid rain. Acid rain causes toxic
metals bound in the soil to be leached into
groundwater.

The rockets would also disturb sea life
and damage subtidal areas and estuarine
lagoons. Sediments and chemicaldischarges
would contaminate nearby waters.

Sandy beaches near the site proposed
for the facility are probable nesting areas of
the Green Sea Turtle (Chelonia mydas, a
Threatened species) and the Hawksbill Sea
Turtle (Eretmochelys imbricata, an Endan
gered species). Turtles are herbivores and
graze on marine algae. Changes in water
temperature and salinity could affe·ct the
algae and thus the turtles. Night lights, sand
compaction and extraction, and increased
beach activity would also impact turtles.

The Hoonoua wetland would be
harmed. Present in this wetland are feder
ally-listed Endangered birds, including
Hawaiian Duck or Koloa (Anas wyvil/iana),
Hawaiian Gallinule or 'Alae-'ula (Gallinula
chloropus sandvicensis), Hawaiian Coot or
'Alae Ke'oke'o (Fulica americana alai), and
Black-necked Stilt or Neo (Himantopus mexi
canus knudsem).

Endangered mammals in the affected
area include the Hawaiian Bat or .'ope'ape'a
(Lasiurus cinereus semotus) and the Hump
back Whale (Megaptera novaengliae). The
Humpback Whale breeding season is from
November to June. They congregate in wa
ters of 100 fathoms or less. Theyare attracted
to the banks and secluded bays along the
Hawaii coast. The South Point area of the Big
Island has a resident pod of Humpbacks.
Whales are sensitive to noise.

Tall grasses characterize most of the
area, with few trees present. Small crevices
where water is often avail~ble support more
diverse vegetation. Plants federally listed as
Endangered that may be present at the
Kahilipali site include Sesbama tomentosa
and Portulaca hawaiinensis.

Please tell the politicians you don't
want rockets in Hawaii!
*Senators Donald Riegle and Ernest
Hollings, both at Senate, Washington, DC
20510
*Representatives Bill Nelson and Robert
Roe, both at House of Representatives, DC
20515
*President Bush, The White House, 1600
Pennsylvania Ave NW, DC 20500

-Citizens With Space Concerns, 74
5617 Pawai Place, #102, Kailua-Kona, HI
96740

Klamath Falls Opposes
Klamath River

The City of Klamath Falls, in southwest
ern Oregon, has proposed another version of
its Salt Caves hydroelectric project for the
last f~ee-flowingstretch of the Klamath River
- this, despite Oregon voters haVing made
the Upper Klamath part of the Oregon Scenic
Waterways System by passing the Oregon
Rivers Initiative. The latest scheme, dubbed

"Salt IV," was proposed by the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) as a "no dam
alternative." In fact, it'sa no riveraltemative.
The project would divert most of the
Klamath's water into a canal and destroy
crucial trout habitat.

Meanwhile, the US Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) has released a draft Wild
& Scenic River Study for a 20 mile stretch of
the Upper Klamath along the California/
Oregon border. The study concluded that 15
miles of the upper Klamath would be a
"worthy addition" to the National Wild and
Scenic Rivers System. The'5 mile stretch
above the JC Boyle powerhouse was not
found suitable. Wild & Scenic designation
would prohibit any hydroelectric develop
ment on the Upper Klamath. However, the
river must be designated Wild & Scenic be
fore FERC grants a power license for the Salt
Caves project, or it may be too late. (Wilder
ness Record, 12-89, California Wilderness
Coalition, 2655 Portage Bay East, Suite 5,
Davis, CA 95616)

Three earlier versions of the Salt Caves
dam were rejected. The "no dam" proposal is
a clever last-ditch attempt to drain the wild
river into the pockets of a few developers.
The City of Klamath Falls must start con
struction of any Salt Caves hydroelectric
project by 1 May 1990, or the $250,000,000
raised for the project will have to be returned
to the bondholders. It would be difficult to
refinance a Salt Caves project.

HOW YOU CAN HELP: 1) Write
Oregon's US representatives and senators:
Representatives Les AuCoin, Bob Smith,
Ron Wyden, Peter DeFazio, Denny Smith,
all at US House of Representatives, Wash
ington, DC 20515; and senators Mark
Hatfield and Bob Packwood, Senate, DC
20510. If the Klamath River is drain,ed, it
will be because the Oregon congressional
delegation failed to act. The best way to
ensure no Salt Caves project is ever built is
to include the Upper Klamath in the Na
tional Wild and Scenic Rivers System. 2)
Write Governor Neil Goldschmidt, 254
State Capitol, Salem, OR 97310. Underthe·
federal Wild & Scenic Rivers Act, the gov
ernor may ask the Secretary ofthe Interior
to include the Klamath, a state-protected
river, in the National Wild & Scenic Rivers
System. Ask the governor to make a for·
mal request now.

-;-Oregon Natural Resources Council,
Yeon Bldg, Suite 1050, 522 Southwest Fifth
Ave, Portland, OR 97204

FS Plans to Grind Grider
A coalition of northern California con

servation and community organizations has
filed a complaint in federal court to halt
logging and road-building within the Grider
Creek drainage of the Klamath National
Forest near the Oregon border in northern
California. The complaint, filed in the East
ern District of the Ninth Circuit US Court,
claims that Robert Rice, Forest Service super
visor of the Klamath National Forest, vio
lated federal law and Forest Service regula
tions in deciding to sell four timber sales in
tne roadless portion of Grider Creek, a tribu
tary of the Klamath River. The local organi
zations, which include Marble Mountain
Audubon Society, Salmon River Concerned
Citizens, Klamath River Concerned Citizens,
and Klamath Forest Alliance, are being repre
sented in the case by the Natural Resources
Defense Council.

The present loggingproposal was devel
oped after the 1987 Klamath Fires burned
through 7283 acres of the Grider watershed.
Contrary to FS claims that 90% of the trees to
be logged are fire killed, most of the trees
marked for cutting are green and vigorous.
Felice Pace of Marble Mountain Audubon
says the Grider burn was a dassic example of
an old-growth fire. "In most of the Grider
Fire Area only the understory and weaker or

diseased larger trees were killed ... in some of
the stands marked for cutting, you can't tell
a fire has been there."

Under Forest Service regulations imti
tuted last year, the plan to log the area has
been exempted from administrative appeal.
Use of the exemption has forced local groups
to go directly to court to halt the illegal log
sales.

Since the fires of 1987, record numbers
of logs have been cut on the Klamath Forest
and sent to nearby lumber mills. Log sales
during 1988 and 1989 have been about 150%
ofwhat the FS says can be sustained over the
long term. Local conservation groups, the
timber industry, and the FS had reached an
agreement allOWing salvage logging in the
Salmon River Area of the Klamath Forest to
proceed qUickly while protecting streamside
areas and anadromous fisheries. "But
Grider's different," said Peter Brucker of
Salmon River Concerned Citizens; "here the
Forest Servicewants to destroy one ofour few'
remaining watersheds under the pretence of
fire damage."

Susan Terrence of Klamath River Con
cemed Citizens points out that Grider Creek
has one of the few significant runs of wild
salmon and Steelhead remaining in the Kla
math Basin. Klamath Concerned Citizer.s is
one of several groups advocating "wild wa·
tersheds for wild fish" as a key part of the
Klamath River Restoration Program.

The legal responsil?ility of the FS to
insure that native wildlife survive over the
long term will be a key aspect of the Grider
court case. The Klamath Forest Alliance
advocates corridors to connect lands re
served for wildlife, to prevent isolation of
wildlife populations. Grider Creek has been
identified as one of these corridors. Much of
the Klamath Forest has already been roaded
and clearcut. Biologists believe some species
cannot survive in second growth forests.
Pace warned, "The Ancient Forests of the
West Coast are 90% gone, and if we don't
stop cutting soon we're going to lose the
wolverine, fisher, pine marten and a lot of
other critters."

Citing a document released in Novem
ber that lists Klamath NF logging plans for
1990 and 1991, Pace claimed FS officials
want to liqUidate the area's last remaining
Ancient Forests. "Grider is just part of the
problem. If someone doesn't stop them, the
Forest Service will destroy Ukonom Creek,
Dillon Creek, Clear Creek ..."

The groups who filed the suit want the
FS to plan timber sales in areas that already
have roads and clearcuts. They will continue
to challenge timber sales in the last pristine
watersheds and those that would damage
fisheries and wildlife values.

Lawyers for the groups have asked the
Forest Service to delay Grider timber sales
long enough for a federal judge to hear argu
ments on the merits of their case. If the FS
refuses, the groups will ask a federal judge to
block the sales.

For more information, contact Felice
Pace, Marble Mtn Audubon Society, POB
820, Etna, CA 96027; 916-467-5405.

Preservationist Initiatives
Filed in California

Californians will likely have the oppor
tunity to vote on two state initiatives this
year that would help preserve the state's
dWindling habitat. The California Wildlife
Protection Initiative already has enough sig
natures to qualify for the June ballot; the
Forest and Wildlife Protection Initiative
likely soon will have enough for the Novem
ber ballot.

On November 13 the California Wild.
life Protection Committee turned in more
than 600,000 signatures to qualify the Wild
life Protection Initiative for the June ballot.

continued on page 14
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continued from page 11
If passed, the Wildlife Initiative would pur
chase and protect rare, Threatened, and
Endangered species habitat; deer and Moun
tain Lion habitat (particularly oak wood
lands); salmon and trout spawning grounds;
riparian habitat; and, habitat corridors. It
would also provide money for habitat resto
ration. Thus, the California Farm Bureau
Federation, the California Cattleman's Asso
ciation, and the National Rifle Association
are fighting this initiative.

For more information on the Wildlife Ini
tiative, write CA Wildlife Protection Committee,
90912thSt, Suite 203, Sacramento, CA 95814.

On October 18, Forests Forever, a coali
tion of forest activists, submitted the Forest
and Wildlife Protection Initiative and Bond
Act to the state Attorney General's office, the
first step in putting the measure on the
November 1990 California ballot. The initia
tive includes a bond issue to gradually buy
California's most significant privately-held
old-growth stands. Ifapproved by the state's
voters, the initiative would also require sus
tained yield planning for all logging opera
tions; eliminate corporate domination ofthe
State Board of Forestry; and request that
Congress ban the export of whole unproc
essed logs t9 other countries, a tactic an
increasing number of timber corporations
use to avoid paying union wages and follow
ing US environrtlental regulations. After the
proposed initiative is reviewed by the Attor
ney General's office, its supporters must
gather 600,000 signatures to qualify it for the
1990 ballot.

Meanwhile, the Coast Redwoods that
North Coast Earth First! groups and EPIC
(Environmental Protection Information
Center) have been defending remain in peril.
Pacific Lumber (Maxxam) plans to cut 560
acres of Headwaters Forest - at 3000 acres,
the largest unprotected virgin Coast Red
wood forest in the world, with trees up to
2000 years old. EPIC's president, Cecelia
Lanman, warned, "Theywantto rip the heart
out of Headwaters Forest before California's
voters have a chance to save this irreplace
able biological treasure." Headwaters Forest
is 15 miles south of Eureka in Humboldt
County. It is slated for purchase by the Forest
and Wildlife Protection Initiative.

EF!WAG Hugs Gums
ed. note: Shortly before our deadline, we

received an urgent call from Australia. It seems
. Australia's Earth First! Women's Action Group
has been leading a series ofblockades and tree
hugging actions to save the remnant rainforests
ofEast Gippsland; some ofthe women have been
arrested and atleast was one injured by a logging
truck. These forests are being c1ear(elled to
produce wood chips for export to Japan.

The East Gippsland of far eastern Victo
ria, Australia, comprises about 4% of this
state's area. It contains 1432 native vascular
plant species, many of which are rare. It is
the most species rich part of the state.

East Gippsland also contains many rare
and endangered animal species. The habitat
needed by arboreal marsupials such as the
Yellow-bellied Glider and the Feather-tailed
Glider doesn't begin to form in eucalyptus
trees until they're at least 100 years old. For
example, Eucalyptus cypettocarpa, or Moun
tain Grey Gum, and Eucalyptus obliqua, or
Messmate Stringybark, begin developing
hollows when between 110 and 140 years
old.

The Powerful Owls require an area of
250,000 hecta'res to ensure species survival.
They will soon lose this minimum area if
logging continues.

The most endangered animal in this
area Is the Long-footed Potoroo (Potorous
longipes), a small grey wallaby. All small
macropods are extremely susceptible to ex
tinction. The two reserves established for
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Pacific Lumber, a company once
praised by conservationists as a sustained
yield operator providing cradle-to-grave se
curity for its employees in the company
town of Scotia, was bought by corporate
raider Charles Hurwitz's Maxxam Corpora
tion in 1985. Hurwitz has accelerated the
rate of logging to payoff the $750,000,000
junk bond debt he used to buy the company.
Pacific Lumber cut 1000 acres of old-growth
in 1989.

Since 1987, EPIC's many lawsuits to
halt Pacific Lumber's cutting of virgin forest
stands have postponed logging in some of
the stands. North Coast EF! groups have held
many direct actions to defend the stands.

For more information on the Forest Initia
tive, write Forests Forever, 106 W Standley,
Ukiah, CA 95482.

Coyotes Attack YNP Tourists
Across country skier on the Mystic Falls

ski trial near Old Faithful Geyser in Yellow
stone National Park was repeatedly attacked
by a Coyote and later treated for puncture
wounds. According to YNP public affairs
officerJoan Anzelmo, this was the latest in a
series of incidents of Coyotes shOWing in
creased aggression toward humans in the
Old Faithful area. "We've had two recent
incidents of coyote-human interactions at
Old Faithful. A boy was bumped by a coyote
as he exited the Biscuit Basin visitor's center,
and a coyote jumped over a woman's lap as
she was watching the eruption of Old Faith
ful."

The latest victim, after being bitten on
the head and arms, beat the Coyote uncon
scious with his ski, then skied back to the Old
Faithful Lodge. He was then airlifted to a
hospital in Bozeman, Montana. Anzelmo
speculated the a.ttack was related to problems
caused by tourists feeding the Coyotes in the
Old Faithful area. "The coyotes have become
habituated to humans, to the point where
they expect the handouts. We're in the
process of deciding which of these problem
coyotes can be relocated to other areas and
which must be destroyed." Tourists have
reported contacts with a Coyote with an
injured eye, which might account for the
aggressive attack.

Coincidentally, a research team from
the Wildlife Research Institute of the Univer
sity of Idaho has been studying Coyotes in
northern parts of Yellowstone Park. They

this wallaby's protection are hopelessly in
adequate.

East Gippsland contains Vlctorla's'last
remnants of virgin forest, yet the state gov
ernment promotes logging and graZing
throughout the region, even in National
Parks. National Estate areas are nominally
protected by the Commonwealth (of Austra
lia) government.

We must force the commonwealth to
enact legislation and fully protect the
National Estate areas. This issue is urgent:
The logging will destroy the East
Gippsland forests by the end of the sum
mer (winter in the Northern Hemisphere)
if we don't stop it. Please telegraph or
write to Prime Minister R.J.L. Hawke,
Parliament House, Canberra, ACT, 2600,
AUSTRALIA. Please send copies to Earth
First! Women's Action Group, PO Box 256,
Mitcham 3132, Victoria, AUSTRALIA.

-Marianne Heynemann, EF!WAG
contact

Queensland Company
Blasts Bat Cave

EF! reported in a past issue on the
threats to the Mt. Etna Caves In Queensland,
Australia. Australian Greenies have em
ployed direct action in desperate attempts to
save these caves and their rare fauna.

Defeat has overtaken the bat defenders
who kept the Central Queensland Cement
Company at bay by occupying the caves
targeted by the company for limestone de-

have moved their operations to the Old
Faithful area to help Park officials study the
problem animals.

-Michael Lewis, Valdez, AK

Geothermal Project
Threatens Alvord Desert

Anadarko Petroleum Corp., a Texas oil
company, last October confirmed an under
ground geothermal reservoir beneath the
Alvord Desert in southeastern Oregon. The
company will conduct more tests to deter
mine the feasibility of building a plant to
harness the energy. Drilling 1479 feet down,
the company found waterat a temperature of
305 degrees F. (Corvallis Gazette-Times, 1-10
90)

The Alvord Desert includes some of the
wildest country in the lower 48. (The Big
Outside) Unfortunately, it is in a particularly
negligent BLM district, and Anadarko is a
particularly irresponsible corporation. Thus
monitoring of this situation is critical.
(Ecodefense)

Alaska Board Promotes
Wolf Shooting

The Alaska Board of Game (AKBG) last
November effectively doubled the area
where aerial "Land and Shoot" wolf hunting
is allowed. The Board also voted to allow
"subsistence" hunters to use airplanes to
hunt wolves in National Park Preserves.
National Park Service offiCials want to close
Park and Preserve lands to land and shoot
hunting, but state officials claim that the
federal officials are acting out of their juris
diction. (Management decisions concerning
big game are supposedly made at the state
level.) State officials are threatening fiscal
constraints on the Alaska NPS regional office
should they proceed with plans to close NPS
lands to land and shoot.

Please write the following officials
and urge them to proceed with their plans
to ban land and shoot hunting in NPS
units:
*NPS Director Ridenour, Interior Dept,
Washington, DC 20240
·Alaska Regional Director, NPS, 2525
Gambell St, Anchorage, AK 99503.
. -Tom Skeele, Wolf Action Network
coordinator

posits. On the 'very day that a hearing was
scheduled to save Mount Etna's Speaking
Tube Cave, the Cement Company demol
ished it. The company rejected the study by
the Queensland National Parks and Wildlife
Service and used stall tactics in the courts to
use up conservationists' resources, then blew
up Speaking Tube Cave.

This was an over-wintering and mater
nity cave for Ghost Bats, used by pregnant
bats when the temperature falls. The main
reason these rare bats survive on Mt. Etna is
because of the diversity ofcaves available for
different needs.

ACTION: Protest to the Premier of
Queensland and urge him to stop further
destruction of Mt. Etna caves. Write: Pre
mier Michael Ahem, Parliament House,
Brisbane, Queensland, 4000, AUSTRALIA.

-Animal Welfare Institute Quarterly
(summer 89), POB 3650, DC 20007 .

Letters Needed to Stop Pol
ish Nuke

We of the Franciscanian Ecological
Movement, a Polish environmental group,
are campaigning to stop the construction of
the nuclear power plant at Zarnowiec near
Gdansk in Poland. We fear that our action
may not succeed because of the existence of
a powerful nuclear lobby. We need immedi
ate help!

In the present ~ituation the Polish gov
ernment is very sensitive to Western public
opinion and to the pressure of Western.
governments. You can support our efforts by
sending the letter below to your President or
Prime Minister or MP, by haVing it published
in your national press, and by sending it to
the Polish government.

President (Prime Minister, MP ...):
Ithas been brought to myattention that

the construction of the nuclear power plant
at Zarnowiec hear Gdansk is a cause of deep
anxiety in Polish society. Doubts have been
expressed: the situation of the plant on a
tectonic fault and above deposits of natural
gas; the outdated design of the reactor (VVER
type) and lack of a containment structure;
and the careless construction.

I appeal to you to pressure the Polish
authorities to stop the construction of this
plant:

Sincerely ...

WER Editor
Praises Julian Simon

Who among us has not perused the
Whole Earth Catalog, CoEvolution Quarterly, or
its current successor, Whole Earth Review, in
our quest for a more ecocentric existence?
Although many concluded that CoEvolution
took a decided downturn when it merged
with the Whole Earth Software Review in 1985,
nevertheless, it continues to publish many
fascinating articles on fur out topics not
available elsewhere.

In the winter 1989 edition, however,
the editors of WER sunk to a hitherto unwit
nessed low when they published two pieces
laudingJulian Simon's The Ultimate Resource,
one by their current editor, Kevin Kelly,
entitled "ApocalypseJuggernaut, Goodbye."
It is hard to be brief in describing how dan
gerous Simon's theories are, or how appall
ing it is that WER should praise them, but I
will try.

Julian Simon essentially endorses the
ancient Maoist doctrine that people are "the
ultimate resource" - albeit with a new capi
talist twist, that there is no overpopulation
problem, and that the more humans we
have, the more minds we will have to solve
all the problems that large numbers of
humans invariably create. Simon's position
was enthusiastically embraced by the Reagan
White House, and Simon helped formulate
the US "full speed ahead on population
growth" doctrine which was presented at the
UN conference on population in 1984 and
culminated in the US cutting off funding for
international family planning efforts. With
his metaphysical views on the ability of
human technological ingenuity to extend
limited "resources" infinitely, Julian Simon
is the antithesis of a deep ecologist.

Write Whole Earth Review at 27 Gate
Five Rd, Sausalito, CA 94965, and ask them
why they run such anti-Earth propaganda.
Suggest that, until they come to their senses,
they change their name again, this time to
"The Whole Pronatalist and Technocracy
Review."

-Bill McCormick, Charlottesville, VA.

Send to:
·President Bush, The White House, Wash
ington, DC 20500
·Prime Minister of Poland T. Mazowiecki
AI. Ujazdowskie, 1/3 00-583 Warsaw,
POLAND
"the organizers of the action: Francis
canian Ecological Movement, Walowa 28
80-855 Gdansk, POLAND

Sarawak Update
In September 1989, 117 natives were

arrested in Sarawak, Malaysia, for blockading
logging roads. Multinational timber compa
nies are clearing this Southeast Asian rain
forest for exports to Japan. The arrests took
place in the Baram, Limbang, and Belaga
divisions ofSarawak. Some of those detained
were women; never before had the State of
Sarawak arrested women for blockading.

On 29 September, the 87 Penans who
were arrested in the Baram area appeared in
court and were charged under Section 90B of
the Forest Ordinance which makes obstruct
ing logging roads an offense. All pleaded not
guilty. The court agreed to release the ac
cused if they would produce a surety each,
but they all decided to remain in prison.
Many of those arrested said that logging has
destroyed their homes and diminished their
sources of food, medicine and water. Staying
in prison would ensure that they could get
some food, they said. In late November, all
117 were released.

The September arrests resulted from the
blockades set up simultaneously on 10 Sep
tember by various native groups in Sarawak,
including the Penans, Kelabits and Muruts.
The blockades were guarded at each site by
scores of women, men and children to pre
vent lorries from taking logs out of the forest.
The police and forest department officials
dismantled those blockades they could find.

Meanwhile, in October, 25 Penan ar
rested dUring blockades last January finally
went to trial. All were acqUitted.

'Government officials have blamed
Sahabat Alam Malaysia (SAM, Friends of the
Earth Malaysia) for instigating the block
ades. The arrests have received minimum
coverage In local newspapers: International
coverage Is urgently needed.

-SAM, 43 Salween Rd, 10500 Penang,
MALAYSIA; and World Rainforest Report,
Rainforest Action Network, 301 Broadway,
Suite A, SF, CA 94133
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Jean Drescher, known for her drawing which adorned
the cover of the Grizzly Bear Tabloid, has donated full
color, 20" by 24" lithographs of this wolf to help the Wolf
Action Network. For a donation of one hundred dollars
or more, you will receive a print while providing a major
contribution to the Network's efforts for reintroduction
a!1d/or protection of wolf populations all across North .
America.

Tuna free planet! Send us _ x 1000 (at $12.00 per 1000)

NAME: _
ADDRESS: _
CITY/STATE/ZIP: _

Copy and mail to:
EARTH F!RST! OCEAN-DOLPHIN TASK FORCE
P.O. BOX 77062
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107-7062

EF! Wolf Action Network
POB 6733, Bozeman, MT 59771

Truth in labeling begins at home!
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KalmlopsIs EF! POB 1444
Cave Junction, OR 97523

PENNSYLVANIA
Antoinette Owlnga
842 Library Ave. Carnegie. PA 15106

Tom "Bigfoot" Byers 1075 Steuben St. #2
PIttsburgh, PA 15220 (412)921-8269

Geeskaenh c/o Johnson RR1 Box 280
Barker Rd., Tully NY 13159 (315)696-6199

OHIO
Ohio Valley EF!
Brian &; Theresa Hagemann
529 Riddle Rd. Cincinnati. OH 45220

Clint Holley III 28410 S. Bridge Clr.
Westlake, OH 44145 (216)892·7891

OKLAHOMA
Lynette 5erzlcorn 914 South Pittsburg,
Tulsa, OK 74112 (918) 834-1759

OREGON
Desert Dog 1245 NW Newport
Bend, OR 97701 (503)388-8927

NEW YORK
Gary Bennett 127 Vassar St
Rochester, NY 14607 (716)461-0797

MARYLAND
Leonard). Kerpelman 2403 W. Roge"
Baltimore, MD 21209 (301)367.8855

MASSACHUSETTS
Atllcus Finch 358 Dorchester St. #3
Boston, MA 02127-2735 (617)268-3751

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Lawrence H. St.Laurent Jr.
POB 14-Annex Concord, NH 03301

Andrew Power 1874 Commonwealth Ave. #7
Brighton, M.A 02135

MICHIGAN
Manln Leverenz 3553 David K. St.
Waterford, MI 48095 (313)623·9433

MINNESOTA
john Petroskas 471 Frontler
701 Fulton SE Minneapolis, MN 55455·0399

Herb Simon 1007 E. Sixth, Holden, MO 64040
(816) 732-6400 (w) 732-4954 (h)

NEBRASKA
David Langston 839 S. 15th
Lincoln, NE 68508

MISSOURI
Sue Skidmore 1364 S. Plaza
Springfield, MO 65804 (417)882-2947

David Hafer c/o Orzlnachson
POB 65 LeWisburg, PA 17837
(717)523·:n07

TENNESSEE
Kim Pilarski Thrner 2015 Ford Lane
Knoxville, TN 37920 (615) 577-1257

TEXAS
William Larson 9122 Oak Downs Road
San Antonio, TX 78230 (512)342-2520

VIRGINIA
Larry Hollsh 410 Ridgeview Apt>.
Blacksburg, VA 24060 (703)951·9155

Seattle EF!/Washlngton EF!'
George Draffan
POB 95316 Seattle, WA 98145

Okanogan Highlands EF!
POB 361 Republic, WA 99166

Olympic Peninsula EF!
Robin McMlIIan
POB 368 Port Townsend, WA 98368

Shuksan EF!
Tony Van Gessel
POB 773, Bell1ngham, WA 98227

Southwestern WA EF!
Rory Bowman
POB 202 Vancouver, WA 98666-0202

Walla Walla WA EF!
Environmental House Whitman College
Walla Walla, WA 99362 (509)527.5378

WILD ROCKIES EF! '
Jake jagoff POB 7891 Missoula, MT 59807

LOCAL
CONTACTS

LOUISIANA
ARKLATEX EF!·
c/o Eddie W. Hand 504 W. louisiana ~4

Ruston, LA 71270 (318)251·2580

Pan c/o 1507 Edgevale Rd.
Fort PIerce, FL 34982 (305)466-0833

HAWAII
Greenpeace Hawall POB 10909
Hllo, HI 96721 (808)935-0770

INDIANA
B.Y.R.D. 101 Crawford St. #308
Terre Haute, IN 47807

KANSAS
Mountain Yarrow 214 Neosho
Emporia, KS 66801 (316)342-1621

Yellowstone EF!
Randall Restless Box 6151
Bozeman, MT 59715 (406)587-3356

WyomlngEF!
655 North Cedar laramie, WY 82070

ALASKA
Eric Holle POB 1324 Haines, AK 99827

Don Yockey Rt. I, Box 906
Soldier, KS 66540 (913)834-2431

CALIFORNIA
Dakota Sid ClIfford POB 637
Cedar RIdge, CA 95924 (916)273-7186

louis EIIseo 5579 Medea Valley Dr.
Agoura HIlIs, CA 91301 (818)991-4769

C.T. White 1959 Lake Blvd. #242
Davis, CA 95616

Wind River 260 Ashley Ave. #15
Wood1and, CA 95695 (916)668-1409

DELAWARE/MARYLAND
Greg DeCowsky Upper Shore Ecology Center
POB 71 Georgetown, MD 21930
(301)275-8091

FLORIDA
Black RhIno Vegetarian Soc.
MaVynee O. Betsch

. Rt3, Box 292 American Beach, FL 32034

USUAL DISGUSTING PLEA FOR MONEY
The Earth First! movement runs on your financial support. We don't
need as much as other groups since we are grassroots, volunteer, de
centralized and have low overhead. Moreover, you get to select
where your hard-earned money goes. Don't send your contribu-

. tions to this newspaper, send them directly to one of these hard
working groups:
*Earth First! Foundation, POB 1683 Corvallis, OR 97339 (contribu
tions to the Foundation are tax-deductible)
*Arizona Earth First!, POB 3412, Tucson, AZ 85722
*Bay Area Earth First!, POB 83, Canyon, CA 94516 .
*EF! Biodiversity Project, Jasper Carlton, 2365 Willard Road, Park2
ersburg, WV 26101-9269 (Contributions to the EF! Foundation ear
marked for the Biodiversity Project are tax-deductible.)
*EF! Ocean-Dolphin Task Force POB 77062 San Francisco, CA
94107-7062
*Colorado Earth First!, Box 1166, Boulder, CO 80306
*Florida Earth First!, 6820 SW 78th St., Gainesville, FL 32608
*Grazing Task Force, POB 5784, Tucson, AZ 85703
*Humboldt County Earth First!, POB 34, Garberville, CA 95440
*Los Angeles Earth First!, POB 4381, North Hollywood, CA 91607
*Midwest Headwaters Earth First!, POB 516, Stevens Point, WI
54481
*New Mexico Earth First!, 456 Amado St, Santa Fe, NM 87501
*Nomadic Action Group, POB 210, Canyon, CA 94516
~Ohio Earth First!, POB 91, Greencamp, OH 43322
*PAW (Preserve Appalachian Wilderness), POB 36, Jefferson, NH
03583
*Portland Earth First!, POB 13765, Portland, OR 97213
*Santa Cruz Earth First!, POB 344, Santa Cruz, CA95061
*Southern Willamette Earth First!, POB 10384, Eugene, OR 97440
*Texas Earth First!, POB7292, University Station, Austin, TX 78713
*Virginians for Wilderness, Route 1, Box 250, Staunton, VA 24401
*Washington Earth First!, POB 2962, Bellingham, WA 98227
*Wild Rockies Earth First!, c/o 834 Sherwood, Missoula, MT 59802
*Wolf Action Network, HCR 79, POB 1046, Crowley Reservoir, CA
93546
*Yellowstone Earth First!, Box 6151, Bozeman, MT 59715

This fundraising appeal is placed as a service to the Earth
First! movement. THANK you for your support!.

TEXAS EARTH FIRST! '
Christi Stevens POB 7292 University Station
Austin, TX 78713 (512) 320-0413

Appalachian EF! *
Ernie Reed Box 309
Nellysford, VA 22958 (804)361-9036

Virginia Highlands EF! *
c/o Brenda Vest POB 40 Goshen, VA 24439

East Texas EF!
Dave Burkart RI. 3, Box 114
Cleveland, TX 77327 (713)592-7664

VERMONTEF!
Erik Sohiberg M1, Box 80-A
East Corinth, VT 05040 (802)439-6266

VIRGINIA/OC EARlB FIRST!
Robert F. Mueller Rt. 1 Box 250
Staunton, VA 24401 (703)885-6983

EF! Siskiyou
Bobcat POB 212
Wl1llams, OR 97544 (503) 846-7342

Oberlln EF! c/o Bill Fleig
OCMR Box 874 Oberlin, OH 44074
(216)775-5588

OREGON EARTH FIRST!
Portland EF!
POB 13765 Portland, OR 97213
(503)235-0642

Southern illinois EF!
POB 1059 Edwardsville, IL 62026-1059
(618)692·3246

UVAEF!
Ellis 142 Webb, Station #2
University of Virginia
CharlottsvIlle, VA 22904-0030

WASHINGTON EARTH FIRST! GROUPS

Big Bend EF! '
Mike Schoelen POB 20582
Thllahassee, FL 32316 (904)224-6782 .

HAWAII EARTH FIRST!
c/o Paul Faulstich 1777 East-West Rd.
Honolulu, HI 96848

Cheetwoot EF!.
POB 10147 Olympia, WA 98502

OHIO EARTH FIRST!
Scioto River Group Steve Moore POB 91
Greencamp, OH 43322 (614)528-2517

Black Swamp EF! OHIO S.E.C.T.
Rick B. Van landingham III c/o Office of
Student Actlvilles, Student Union Rm 3518
UnIversity of Toledo, 2801 W. Bancroft 5t.
Toledo, OH 43606

Ganges Wilson Drawer W
Thos, NM 87571 (505)758-4899

Upper RIo Grande EF!
Gary Schiffmlller POB 8659
Santa Fe, NM 87504 (505)984-1428

NEW YORK EARTH FIRST!
Finger Lakes EF!
Caren Smiley
POB 101 Ithaca, NY 14851

Colorado Springs EF!
528-C N. Telon 5t.
Colorado Springs, CO 80903 (719)473-8164

FLORIDA EARTH FIRST! '
POB 13864 Gainesvllle, FL 32604
(904)371-8166

IOWA EARTH FIRST!
Thllgrass Prairie EF! Hal Rowe
722 Westwlnds DL #3
Iowa City, IA 52246 (319)354-6674

MAINE EARTH FIRST!
Gary Lawless Gulf of Maine Books
61 Main St. BrunsWick, ME 04011
(207)729-5083

MASSACHUSETfS
Connectlcutt Valley EF!*
POB 324 Rowe, MA 01367 (413)339-4216

MICHIGAN
Wapln'
Bob Treemore 3575 Junior Dr.
PInckney, MI 48169 (313)878-3805

MIDWEST HEADWATERS EF!
Hank Bruse 235 Travis Drive
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494 (715)423-5636

Paul Rechten 7405 Shields Rd.
Harvard, IL 60033 (815)943-4178

Long Island EF!
PO Box 812, Hunllngton, NY 11743
(516) 424-6499

NORTH CAROLINA EARlB FIRST! *
Blue Ridge Earth First!
Bob Cargile/Val Muehlhausen
61 Church St. #202 Asheville, NC 28801

Chicago EF!
POB 6424 Evanston, IL 60204
(312)281-0599 - Gina

Kansas Clly EF!
Mark Swanholm
POB 10213 Kansas City, MO 64111

NEW MEXICO EARTH FIRST!
Brad Lagorlo' 2405 Meadow Rd SW
Albuquerque, NM 87105 (505)873-0299

Columbia Plateau EF!
Brian Barry 222 N. 29th
Yakima, WA 98902 (509)452-8074

Twin CIties EF!
Kurt Seaberg 2208 16th Av. S. #2
Minneapolis, MN 55404 (612)722-5022

MISSOURI EARlB FIRST!
The Gateway EF! Tribe POB 1961
51. louis, MO 63118 (314)752-5011

Big RIver EF! POB 189 Pacific, MO 63039
Orin Langelle (314)257-2437
A. Woodtree (314)776-3390

. Southern Wlllamette EF!
Barry Martin/Karen Wood POB 10384
Eugene, OR 97440 (503) 726-4738

PENNSYLVANIA EF!
Three Rivers EF!rrnEES! c/o deh'Alrte
322 Mall Blvd. #128 Monroeville, PA 15146
(412)795-2542

Eastern Sierra EF!
Sally Miller POB 22 Lee Vining, CA 93541
(619)647-6411

Sonoma County EF!
Pam Davis POB 7544
Santa Rasa, CA 95407 (707)523-1229

leslIe 5ellgren, 10631 N. 15th Way #6
Phoenix, AZ 85020
(602)395-0655

CALIFORNIA EARlB FIRST! GROUPS

laytonville EF!
POB 372 laytonville, CA 95454
(707)984-8263

Cheryl Bashaw CU Box 7893
Flagstaff, AZ 86011 (602)523-3909dx

Orange Counry EF!
POB 28318 Santa Ana, CA 92799
(714)494-6349(Henry)

Santa Barbarallsia VIsta EF! 6639 Abrego
Goleta, CA 93117 (805)685-0183

South Humboldt EF!
Darryl Cherney &; Greg KIng c/o POB 34
Garnerville, CA 95440 (707)247-3320

ALASKAEF!
Michael Lewls POB 501 Valdez, AK 99686
(907)835-5205

ARIZONA EARTH FIRST! '
Julia Swanson POB 3412 Thcson, AZ 85722
(602)792-2690

LA Rainforest Action Committee
POB 34427 Los Angeles, CA 90034
(213)839-4247

NORTHCOAST CALIFORNIA EF! GROUPS
Northcoast CalIfornia EF! *
POB 368 Bayside, CA 95524
Larry Evans (707)826-7501
Bill Devall (707)677·3914

UkIah EF!
Judi Barl 106 West Standley
Ukiah, CA 95470 (707)485-0478
Betty Ball (707)468-1660

SAN DIEGO EARTH FIRST! *
Claude Mathis POB 311
Encinitas, CA 92024 (619)942-8069

SAN FRANCISCO BAY EF! '
Karen PIckett POB 83 Canyon, CA 94516
(415)376-7329

LOCAL
GROUPS

American River EF!
POB 80S Georgetown, CA 95634
(916)333-1715

LOS ANGELES EARTH FIRST!
POB 4381 North Hollywood, CA 91617
(818)905-0583 (805)499-7183

SOUTH SWEDEN EF!
R. "Rldgerascal" Wlerlnga, Dalslundsvagen 82,
5-232 51 Akarp Sweden ph: (040) 46 18 63

SCOTLAND
Grant Collie c/o 11 Forth St. EdInburgh,
Scotland UK

Fearghuis McKay 4 York Rd. EcIInburgh,
Scotland, UK

Daniel Barron &; Brian Gaffney POB 411233
San Francisco, CA 94141 (415)824-3841

Chico EF!
Michele Miller POB 5625 Chico, CA 95927
(916)894-7362

Santa Cruz EF! *
Karen DeBraal POB 344
Santa Cruz, Ca 95061 (408)425-8094

South Bay EF!
RIck Bernardi POB 20803
San Jose, CA 95160 (408)927-0274

COLORADO EARlB FIRST! *
Walkabout Newsletter
POB 1166 Boulder, CO 80306

Michael Robinson POB 12243
Boulder, CO 80303

Wilderness Defense!
POB 460101 Smoky Hill 5tallon
Aurora, CO 80015

Scott Sala 1141 Emerson St.
Denver, CO 80203 (303)831-6093

NATIONAL EF!

EF! OCEAN-DOLPHIN TASK FORCE
POB 77062
San Franclsco,CA 94107-7062

EF! RAINFOREST ACTION
Bay Area Earth First! POB 83
Canyon, CA 94516 (415)376-7329

EF! REDWOOD ACTION TEAM (RAn
Greg KIng POB 1031 Redway, CA 95560

EF! WOLF ACI10N NETWORK'
Tom Skeele POB 6733 Bozeman, MT 59771
(406)587·3356

PAW (pRESERVE APPALACHIAN WILDERNESS)
jamle Sayen RFD I, Box 530
N. Stratford, NH 03590 (603)636-2952

Tucson Olflce
Nancy Zierenberg, merchandising
Dale Thrner, assistant editor
POB 5871 Tucson, AZ 85703
(602)622-1371

EF! CONSENSUS TRAINING
MB Nearing U41 WolfCreek, OR 97497

Marianne Heynemann
PO Box 256 Mitchem, 3132 Australla

EF! ALASKA TASK FORCE
POB 1019 San Raphael, CA 94915
(415) 824-3841

EF! BIODIVERSITY PROJECT
jasper Carlton 2365 WlIIard Road
Parkersburg, WV 26101-9269
(304)428-5405

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Paul Warson POB 48446
Vancouver, BC V7X 1A2 Canada
(604)688.SEAL

Boreal Owl
Box 1053 Kamloops, BC Canada V2C 6HZ

ONTARIO
Eastern Canada EF!
Mike Kaulbars POB 4612, Station E
Ottawa, ONT K15 5B6 Canada

Road Closure &; Northern Rockies Coordinator
Keith Hammer POB 2072
Kalispell, MT 59903 (406)755- i379

EF! DIRECT ACI10N FUND
Mike Roselle POB 210 Canyon, CA 94516
(415)376-7329

EARTH FIRST! FOUNDATION
POB 1683 Corval1Is, OR 97339

EF! GENETIC ALERT
POB 20 Piercy, CA 95467

EF! GRAZING TASK FORCE
POB 5784 Thcson, AZ 85703

EF! GRIZZLY BEAR TASK FORCE
POB 6151 Bozeman, MT 59715

EF! INDEPENDENT ORGANIZER
Roger Featherstone Box DB
Bisbee, AZ 85603 (602)624-3196

EARTH FIRST! JOURNAL
Canton Office
Krl.s Sommerville, business manager
John DaVis, editor
POB 7 Canton, NY 13617
(315 )379-9940

AUSTRALIA
john Seed
Rainforest Information Centre
POB 368, Lismore
New South Wales 2480 Australia
phone: 066-21-85-05

INTERNATIONAL
EF! GROUPS

CANADA

GERMANY
Cynical Tormentors
Redderwed 23
2090 Wlnsen- Roedorf
Federal Republlc of Germany

POLAND
A. Janusz Korbel ul. Magi 21/3
43-300 Blelsko-Blala Poland
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KENYA
Environmental Liaison Centre (International)
POB 72461 Nairobi, Kenya
(254-2)24770/340849/336989

MEXICO
Eco-Solar Ave. Eugenia 1510 Col. Narvarte
Mexico 03020 D.F. Mexico

The Earth First! Directory lists the contact points for the inter
national Earth First! movement. It is divided into four sections: 1)
National EF!.offices in the United States; 2) International contacts;
3) Active EF! Chapters or Groups; and 4) Contact persons where
there is asyet rio active EF! group. Ifyou are interested in becoming
active with the Earth First! movement, reach the folks listed for your
area.

Earth First! The Radical Environmental Journal is an independent
entity within the international Earth First! movement, and is not
the newsletter of the Earth First! movement. It does, however,
provide a forum for Earth First!ers around the world. This directory
is provided as a service to independent EF! groups. Ifyou would like
to be listed as a contact or as a group, PLEASE contact Bob Kaspar
(305 N. Sixth St., Madison, WI 53704 (608)241-9426). Please send
address changes or corrections to him also. If you do not have a
phone number listed, please send it to him. Bob acts as coordinator
for local EF! groups for the EF! movement.

LOCAL NEWSLETTERS: Addresses marked with a "*" produce
either an Earth First! newsletter or regular mailings for their area or
issue. Contact them directly to receive their newsletter or otherwise
be on their mailing list.

Earth First! .Directory



April
2 Atlanta, GA
5 Chapel Hill, NC
8-12New York state
14-17 New England States
18 Boston, MA
20-22 Washington, DC

'24-25 Colurrtbus, OH
25-27 Indiana
28-29 Chicago, IL
30 Iowa City, IA

May 3 Kansas City, MO
4 Oskaloosa, KS
5 Wichita, KS
7 Boulder, CO
9 Grand junction, CO
11 Salt Lake City, UT
13 Missoula, MT
14-16 Seattle, WA

Earth Day Wall Street Action. Next April
22, people across the United States will be
celebrating the twentieth anniversary of the
original Earth Day, a major turning point in
the emergence of the environmental move
ment. Activis ts all across the U.S. have begun
planning for Earth Day, in an effort that
promises to involve huge numbers of people
of all walks of life. However, the official
national organizing committee for Earth
Day 1990 is thoroughly dominated by politi
cians, media figures, and the heads of the
large Washington, DC based environmental
groups. Rumors of corporate funding
abound. It is unlikely that such an effort will,
by itself, raise either the underlying causes of
environmental destruction, nor the essential
connections between ecological and social
needs.

To address this situation, Greens in New
England and across the country, the Youth
Greens, Left Greens and others have initiated
a campaign to Radicalize Earth Day. We are
encouraging a wide variety ofevents to illus
trate connections, build multi-issue coali
tions, and address underlying causes. This
effort will culminate in a major direct action
to Shut Down Wall Street for a day, which
will probably be held on the Monday follow·
ing Earth Day.

Planning for the Earth Day Wall Street
Action is already involVing people from a
wide spectrum of ecology, peace, and social
justice organizations, including the Clam
shell Alliance, anti-toxics activists from Ver
mont and Maine, The Burlington, VT Peace
and Justice Coalition and Stop the Slaughter
Coalition, the Amis/es de la Terre of Quebec,
Colorado's Rocky Mountain Peace Center,
and the Vermont All-Species Project, as well
as Green groups from all across the country.

Organizations can sign on as endorsers
of the action, serve as a local contact for
organizing in your own region, or become
co-sponsors of the action and. participate
fully in meetings of the Coordinating Coun
cil.

For more information, contact: EARTH
DAy WALL STREET ACTION, PO Box 93,
Plainfield, VT 05667

San Diego, CA
julian, CA
Tucson, AZ
Oracle, AZ
Bisbee, AZ
Prescott, AZ
Albuquerque, NM
Santa Fe, NM
Taos, NM

A CALL FROM THE WILD An inspirational
show ofentertainment bysinger/songwriter,
Joanne Rand and author/activist, Mavis
Muller. Acombined concert, slide-show and
dramatic presentation about Wild
Alaska ...to benefit the Alaska Recovery
Coalition's efforts to heal Alaska from the
Exxon Valdez oil spill. Corne listen to the
Earth through slides, soliloquy and song!
tour schedule:
Feb. 14 'Arcata, CA

16 Garberville, CA
17 Mendocino/Fort Bragg
18 Ukiah, CA
19 Sonoma, CA
22 Berkely, CA
23 San Francisco, CA
24 Santa Cruz, CA
25 San jose, CA
26 San Luis Obispo, CA
27 Solana Beach, CA

March
1
2
4
5
6
7
10
11
13

SOUTHWEST OLD-GROWTH BOOK.
Friends of the Owls is publishing a book on
Southwestern old-growth forests and is seek
ing high quality black & white and color
photos (with negatives) ofold-growth forests
in Arizona, New Mexico, west Texas, south
ern Utah and southern Colorado. Credit for
photos will be given in the book: 'All 'Old
growth systems, including riparian, pinyon
juniper, Ponderosa Pine, mixed-conifer and
spruce-fir, are desired. Also pictures of Spot
ted Owls, Goshawks, Pileated Woodpeckers,
Black Bears, and other Southwest forest crit
ters are needed. For more information, write
Peter Galvin, 220 Grove Ave, Prescott, AZ
86301 or call jim Hobson at 505-255-4089.

ANCIENT FOREST RESCUE EXPEDITION
(tentative itinerary)
March

10 Bellingham, WA
12-18 California
20 Tucson, AZ
22 Santa Fe, NM
24 Austin, TX
27 Little R1xk, AR
29 New Orleans, LA

Utah
Colorado
Lincoln, NE
Iowa City, IA
Illinois,& Indiana

Madison, WI '
Whitewater, WI
Montana
Washington

Traverse City, MI
Illinois, Minnesota and

OHIO RIVER RENDEZVOUS. The first Ohio
River Rendezvous will be held May 25-28 in
the Wayne National Forest in southeast
Ohio. Ohio EF! and PORCUPINE (Prospect
Ohio Radical Coalition for the Unlimited
Protection of the Inhabitants of Northameri
can Ecosystems) are sponsoring the gather
ing. If interested in helpingor willing to hold
a workshop or supply music, contact Steve
Moore, POB9I, Green Camp, OH 43322.
Look for details next issue'.

GABEF! DEMONSTRATION AND STRAT
EGY SESSION. At 1 PM on March 3, Greater
Adirondack Bioregion EF!ers will gather at
The Green (town park) on Main Street in
Lake Placid to protest the proposed Glene
agles condominium development (see Tribal
Lore). Following the demonstration,
GABEF!ers will further discuss their Adiron
dacks Wilderness Proposal, due for comple
tion in April. Please bring signs, costumes,
maps. Ifweather is disagreeable, protest will
be held 1 week later.

GREEN FIRETOURS. Two new "Green Fire"
road-shows are planned for 1990. Both will
be unique, but similar in style to the fall 1989
Green Fire tour. They will again include
Dakota Sid Clifford and Roger Featherstone.
In addition, the spring tour will feature the
talented 13-year old bass player, Travers Clif
ford, Sid's son. The spring tour will run from
March 15 to May 1or so and will focus on the
northern half of the country (maybe even
Canada). The fall tour will run from Septem
ber 15 to November 1and will hit the south
ern half of the country. For a brochure with
more details write: Green Fire tour, Box DB, '
Bisbee, AZ 85603; or call (602) 624-3196.

Rough Schedule:
March

i
15-16
17-20
21
22

~ 23·26
March 26 - April 5

10 miles south of Ml.1r(i1 sbo New England
on route 127 y ro 6-7 Ohio

11
12-21

Wisconsin
22
23
26-28
29-30

May 1-3 Oregon

EF! BULLETINS

CENTRAL APPALACHIAN RENDEZVOUS.
EF! will hold its 5th Central Appalachian
Rendezvous on May4-6. The location will be
the Hammond homestead (same as our fall
1989 rendezvous). Directions and map are
given in the Mabon 1989 issue (p.17). For
information call the Hammonds at 703-997
0055 or Bob Mueller at 703-885-6983.

An APRIL FOOLS MIDREGION RENDEZ
VOUS will occur Friday, March 30th thru
Sunday April 1st in the Shawnee National
Forest in southern Illinois. It will be close to
Pomona, Illinois (ten miles south ,of
Muphysboro off of route 127). ,

Corne join us and get lost in the spirit of
the hardwoods for general merriment. semi
nars and workshops, discussions on regional
and local strategies, and an EF! action (? you
decide) to wrap up the weekend.

Be prepared to pack your stuff in for
primitive camping. If you need more info,
can help with anything, or would like to hold
your own workshop, please letus know. Call
john (618) 939-3697 or Orin (314) 257-2437;
or write: Big River EF!, PO Box 18,9, Pacific,
MO 63069. Ifyou get loston the way, callJoe
or jackie at the Pomona General Store (618)
893-2997.

1990 ROUND RIVERRENDEZVOUS;july9
15; Montana; details forthcoming. Persons
wanting to perform during the Rally,July 13
14, should contact The Ecology Center, c/o
Jakejagoff, 137 EMain, Missoula, MT 59802.

CAPITALIST
CIVILIZATION

STINKS!
EARTH FIRST!

. P.Q lJox 64:U, F.lIOnSIt:m II. 6f)2()4

NO JAILS for WHALESI
STOP THE KIDNAPERS!

EARTH FIRSTI 0 P. O. Box 6424, Evanston IL 60204 BIODIVERSITY BUMPERSTICKERS

Bumperstickers: $1 each
20 for $15 / 100 & up 50 cents each

Silent Agitators: 3 for $1
45 for $10 / 100 & up 20 cents each

Please add 50 cents postage!

BUMPERSTICKERS.
& SILENT AGITATORS!'

on permanent crack'n 'peel paper! ,

CmCAGO EARTH FIRST!
P. O. Box 6424, Evanston lI.-60204

SAVE THE SHAWNEE
NATIONAL FORESTI

ILLINOIS' ONLY SURVIVING WILDERNESS!
ILLlN91S EARTH FIRST! • ~. O. BO:J: 6424, Evanston 1'1. 60204

--SAVE AMERICAN
ECOSYSTEMS

-,EARTH FIRST! BIODIVERSITY PROJECT

Only $1.50 each. Additional contributions will help us build a
needed species and ecosystem legal defense fund.

Earth First! Biodiversity Project
2365 Willard Road

Parkersburg, WV 26101

REBEL AGAINST
ILLINOiS
EARTH FIRSTI

P. a Box 6414
£vamfDft lL 6QZ(U

No eo",proml$e '" INj",," ofMOlMr £:trfbl

LET THERE BE

WOLVES!

'Ncu/dn'r YOU like a nice unpoisoned
planet to live on?

SAVE THE SHAWNEE
NATIONAL FOREST!
IUINO/S"ONlY SURVIVING WILDERNESS!

Aemem_
Only 't'OU Can PIW*'It

CIMt CutlI

NO
MORE
MALLS!

BEWARE!
THIS PRODUCT KILLS WEEDS.

IT ALSO KILLS
TREES, BIRDSt

DOGS & PEOPLI:!

,STOP THE SLAUGHTER!

I)

JUST SAY NO
TO CEMENT!
LONG LIVE

WILDERNESS!

DOWN WITH ALL HIGH-RISES!
OUT WITH ALL MALLS!

DREAM BACK THE FORESTS
AND PRAIRIESI

All Power to the Wild!

• MR.,!.~,..~,~"~~.!,!,

LIE,S!
NOTHING BUT
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I. River of No Return 13. Great Rift 25. French Ck-Patrick Butte
2. Selway-Bitterroot 14. Great Rift-Wapi 26. Needles
3. RNR South 15. Raven's Eye Il. Red Mountain
4. Allan Mountain 16. Borah Peak 28. Peace Rock
5. Sawtooths 17. King Mountain 29. Owyhee Canyons
6. Soldier Mts-Ume Ck 18. Pahsimerol 30. Bruneau-Jarbidge
7. White Clouds-Boulders 19. North Lemhis 31. Jacks Creek
8. Pioneer Mountains 20. Diamond Peak 32. Bechler-Pitchstone
9. Great Burn 21. West Big Hole 33. Palisades
10.Big Horn-Weltas 22. Italian Peaks 34. Garns Mountain
11. Mallard-Larkins 23. Hells Canyon 35. Bear Creek
12. Selkirks 24. Secesh River . 36.'·Stump Creek

Full descriptions ofthese foodless areas can be found in The Big Outside.

forested ridges, qmyons, isolated peaks and
occasional plateaus - such as the expansive
Yellowstone-like rolling highland in the
RNR's Chamberlain Basin - wild rivers de
fine the ecosystem.

East of the core ecosystem but within
the wilderness complex is a land of rugged
north-south mountain ranges and interven
ing arid to semi-arid valleys. The basin and
range topography of east-central Idaho's
Lost River and Lemhi Ranges is reminiscent
of Nevada. The rugged Beaverhead (geo
graphically but not geologically a southern
extention of the Bitterroots) and Anaconda
Pintlar Ranges form the Continental Divide
east and northeast respectively of the
Lemh·is; these ranges, along with the East
and West Pioneers, surround southwest
Montana's high and lonely Big Hole Valley.
All of these ranges are still primarily wild,
and the Big Hole River (which is accessible by
road) is a nationally famous trout stream
threatened by ongOing and proposed log
ging in the surrounding mountains.

Various other "fringe areas" are outside
the core WMRE but within the wilderness
complex. In south-central Idaho, recent
basaltic lava flows (some under 1000 years
old) have created an unusual volcanic wil
derness. The black expanse of young lava
rock lies upon Idaho's "high desert," but the
"Kapukas" belie the term 'desert'. Kapukas
(an Indian word) are areas surrounded by
young lava rock that, for one reason or an
other, escaped the most recent lava flows.
Because they are islands surrounded by miles
of relatively barren rock, many Kapukas have
never been grazed by domestic livestock.
They s.upport a rich flora ofsagebrush, native
grasses, and native forbs. During spring,
Kapukas are· po'sitively lush. That's why
many ecologists consider "sagebrush
steppe" to be a more accurate description of
the so-called "high deserts" of southern
Idaho. Where desert exists here, it has been
created by livestock.

As mentioned, the Sawtooths consist of
batholith rock but are severed from the core
Ecosystem by a paved highway. Other
wildlands on the Boise, Sawtooth and Challis
National Forests can likewise be considered
part of the WMRE and are definitely impor
tant components of the complex. The Sol
dier Mountains, Smokey Mountains (which
are an unbroken extension of the protected
Sawtooth Wilderness), Pioneer Mountains,
and Boulder-White Cloud Mountains (the
largest entirely unprotected National Forest
wilderness remaining in the lower 48) are
sizable wildernesses in south-central Idaho.

Hell's Canyon of the Snake River, the
deepest river-carved gorge in North America
(over 7000 feet deep in places) forms the
Idaho/Oregon border west of the core Wild
Mountain River Ecosystem; and northeast
Oregon's Wallowa Mountains, known for
the rugged Eagle Cap Wilderness, form the
western extremity of the Wild Mountain
River Complex. This little-known region, an
important ecosystem in its own right, is
among the most endangered in the US. Both
the Eagle Cap and the Hell's Canyon Na
tional Recreation Area contain spectacular
protected high country and precipitous
canyon slopes, and ecologically critical low
and mid slopes under assault by Forest Serv
ice loggers. On the Idaho side, the Seven
Devils are a glaciated escarpment rising over
a mile and half above the Snake.

The northern part of WMRC is in many
ways similar to the ridge and canyon topog
raphy of the core Ecosystem. In fact, the
northernmost big Roadless Areas, Mallard
Larkins and the Great Burn, are partially
underlain by Idaho Batholith granite. This
region, though, is sundered from areas south
by US Highway 12, and tends to be wetter
than the RNRand most ofthe Selway-Bitter
root. Indeed, some ofthe canyons and slopes
are downright soggy and· contain disjunct
Pacific Coast vegetation. Old-growth Pa
cific-type rainforests still survive in scattered
remote valleys that escaped the great fires of
1910 and 1919, and have escaped the for
estry professionalsof the 1980s ... so far.

Climate and Biota: WMRC is so large
and topographically varied that any biotic
description can only be understood within
the context of its tremendous climatic diver
sity. Replete with 7000 foot deep gorges,
12,000 foot high peaks, rivers approaching
sea level, and mile-plus high plateaus, this
landscape has an astonishing array of tem
perate and subalpine climates.

"COol-temperate" conveys its general
feel, but many areas within the complex defy
that description. The lower canyons of the
Salmon's Middle and Main Forks and Hell's
Canyon of the Snake are hotter in summer
than the latter's namesake, and remarkably
mild and snow-free in winter, for such north-
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areas, Pleistocene glaciers created rugged
alpine landscapes of cirques, horns, arretes,
cols, tarns, moraines, and u-shaped canyons.
A few small remnant glaciers still cling to
high north and east facing basins. The
Sawtooths, just south of the core ecosystem,
are renowned for their alpine glacial-carved
scenery. Within the core ecosystem the Big·
hom Crags include some exceptionally rug
ged glaciated terrain.

Despite these isolated bastions ofclassic
rock and ice wilderness, most of the Wild
Mountain River Ecosystem is a land of high
forested ridges roughly representing the
remnant batholith plateau surface. Older
sedimentary rocks overlying the granites,
diorites, quartzites and other batholith rocks
have gen'erally eroded away, leaVing the
easily-eroded batholith to form the country
bedrock, the parent material for the ecosys
tem. In a few places, though, slowly eroding
Precambrian sediments still top the granite.
The old batholith surface is sliced by hun
dreds of steep, mostly forested canyons.
Generally, above 5000·6000 feet the can
yons were glaciated and are U shaped re
minders that the Pleistocene Epoch may yet
return. The lower canyons, though, are V
shaped and often unnervingly steep and
rocky. Geologists now believe that most of
the erosion - which created today's preCipi
tous batholith landscape - occurred during
the Pleistocene, the last 2 million years.

WMRC is a region of wild rivers. The
Middle and Main Forks of the Salmon are
here. Along the western edge of the batho
lith is the Salmon's South Fork, a river that
has been badly abused by Forest Service log.
ging and roadbuilding. The Selway, Lochsa,
and North Fork of the Clearwater also drain
the region. The Salmon (both forks) and
Selway gorges are over a mile deep in places
and these three rivers are Internationally
known for wilderness whitewater float trips.
Many tributary canyons in central Idaho
contain streams that would be considered
rivers elsewhere. Kelly Creek (a tributary of
the Clearwater's North Fork), in the pro
posed Great Burn Wilderness, is one such.
Thus, though most of the WMRE consists of

WILD MOUNTAIN RIVER. ECOSYSTEM
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The Land: The core of the Wild Moun
tain River Complex may be called the "Wild
Mountain River Ecosystem," WMRE. The
WMRE Is defined by the Idaho Batholith, a
granitic intrusion 60-90 million years old
that forms the bedrock for most of the RNR,
Selway-Bitterroot, and Sawtooth Wilder
nesses, as well as a number of other roadless
areas in central Idaho and extreme western
Montana.. The WMRE includes most of the
batholith, but is also defined by a perimeter
of paved highways. The Magruder Corridor
Road is the only road crossing the ecosystem.
In a few places such as the Bitterroot Range,
Selway Crags, Bighorn Crags, and Sawtooths,
the batholith rocks were uplifted well be·
yond the general batholith surface. In these

• Boise

Idaho. In fact, it sprawls out of the state
known more for potatoes than for wilderness
into western Montana and northeast Ore
gon. WMRC is a large part of the bioregion
known as the "Wild Rockies" - the Rocky ~

.Mountain highlands and valleys of north
west Wyoming, western Montana, Idaho,
the northeastern portions of Oregon and
Washington, and the Canadian Rockies.
(The recently-formed Alliance for the Wild
Rockies is functioning as a bioregional
umbrella group for wildlands protection
here.)

The Wild Mountain River Complex
lacks the obvious appeal of Glacier National
Park's soaring peaks, Yellowstone's geysers
and visible game herds, and Utah's kaleido
scope rocks. If one accepts the traditional
concepts of beauty or scenery, WMRC is less
spectacular than the better known wilder
ness complexes. The traditional European
concept of natural beauty flounders in the
rubble and pines of central Idaho. Lands
resembling the Swiss Alps or pastoral woo
dlot·flecked humanscapes are conspicuously
absent. For the most part, so are the unusual
"natural curiosities" that often lead to pater
nalistic protection. WMRC is simply big,
wild, rugged and full oflife. Most important,
it's a place where evolution, particularly in
populations of large vertebrates, still has a
chance to carry on.

by Howie Wolke

The lone mountain wanderer slowly
meandered across the subalpine meadow. He
crossed a talus slope of angular lichen-cov·
ered granite boulders and then paused in the
thin shade of an Alpine Larch. His intense
brown eyes scanned the slope above, and
then he marched directly to the summit,
where a few wind·blasted larches and White·
bark Pines clung to the rocky soils on their
respective northeast and southwest facing
exposures.

The mountaineer was in the heart of
central Idaho's "Wild Mountain River Coun
try." But from this peak along the Salmon
Selway divide, no rivers could be seen. In
stead, the wanderer gazed upon a 360 degree
horizon dominated byconifer forest - by far
the largest remaining tract of unlogged vir
gin forest in the contiguous United States.

On this July afternoon, the forest
sprawled beneath building thunderheads.
Amidst the slowly moving cloud shadows,
the tributary canyons to the Salmon and
Selway cut through the high ridges and pla
teaus, but the canyons were so deep, so far
below this isolated summit, that only their
uppermost reaches were within view. The
lower canyons appeared only as mysterious
gaps in the black and green forest thousands
of feet below.

No matter. The climber had little inter
est in the low countryor its rivers. He reveled
in the coolness of the subalpine forest. He
thrived along talus slopes beneath the high
est open ridges and in the beargrass (a lily,
not a grass) where erosion had worked hard
granite to rich moist "pocket meadows." The
lone wanderer could melt at will 'into the
closed canopy forest of Englemann Spruce,
Subalpine Fir, Douglas-fir, and Lodgepole
Pine that clothed the mid and upper slopes of
this wilderness. The infernal main canyon
bottoms 7000 feet below his perch, where in
some places summer temperatures occasion
ally soared beyond 100 degrees, were beyond
his realm. He avoided the lush temperate
.forested canyon of the Selway almost as
thoroughly as he avoided the open Ponder
osa Pine parklands of the Salmon River
breaks. He stayed high, cool and usually
well-fed.

Despite one of the most impressive
views of unbroken mountain forest in the
world, the climber remained on the summit
only briefly. The Wolverine then gracefully
descended into the forest, the green blanket
of mystery that covers much of the least
known, least understood big wilderness
complex in America.

Wild Mountain River Country. The
sheer size and wildness of this landscape
dwarfs all other wildlands in the contiguous
48 states. The heart of Wild Mountain River
Country (WMRC) is central Idaho's Frank
Church River of No Return Wilderness, gen
erally known simply as the River of No Re
turn, or RNR. At 2.3 million acres the RNR is
the biggest officially protected landscape in
the United States south of Alaska. But that
figure understates the extent of the WMRC.
Contiguous roadless lands, including the
Gospel Hump Wilderness, bring the "Big
Wild" to over 3.1 ,million acres in a single
unroaded tract, the biggest roadless tract in
the contiguous US. The RNR is separated
from the 1.8 million acre Selway-Bitterroot
Wilderness tract (this figure incJudes the 1.3
million acre design~ted Selway-Bitterroot
Wilderness plus.about a half million acres of
unprotected contiguous de facto wilderness)
only by a primarily dirt road across the
MagruderCorridor. Additional wild country
surrounds these two great wildernesses atthe
heart of WMRC.

The area ocassionally known as the
"Central Idaho Wilderness Complex" Is,
arguably, the largest remaining complex of
temperate zone Wildlands on Earth. By the
term 'complex', I mean a geographic region
that Includes some developments - in this
case, a few towns, ranches, roads, and rural
dwellings - but consists primarily of large
blocks ofdesignated and de facto wilderness,
with wilderness units in close proximity and
separated mainly by semi-wild habitats.
South of Alaska, the Greater Yellowstone
Ecosystem Is the best-known wilderness
complex in the US. Montana's Northern
Continental Divide Ecosystem, which in·
cludes Glacier National Park and the Bob
Miushall/Scapegoat/Great Bear Wilderness
unit, and the Canyon Country of southern
Utah are also largewilderness complexes; but
Wild Mountain River Country dwarfs them
all. "Wild Mountain River Country" and
"Wild Mountain River Complex" are names
I prefer to "Central Idaho Wilderness Com
plex" because the wildness that dominates
the region extends well beyond central
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em Hemlock In the wet north, occur mainly
In moist canyon bottoms and on north and
east facing slopes where. the natural fire cycle
is one of many centuries or even millennia.
On the other hand, in the relatively dry
canyons of the Salmon River's Middle and
Main Forks, splendid old-growth park.like
stands of Ponderosa Pine mixed with scat
tered Douglas-fir are actually maintained by
frequent wildfires (intervals of 20-30 years or
less) that fall to kill the big old thick-barked
trees, while maintaining an open relatively
brush-free understory. 'Thus we see two
opposing ecologic-al "strategies" for coping
with fire. The thin-barked Lodgepoles and
larches are easily killed by fire, but reproduce
profusely in its wake. Indeed, Lodgepole
Pine in WMRC tends to have serotinous
cones; that is, they <Zan only open and spread
seed if fire breaks the resinous bonds that
bind the scales. The thick-barked Pondero·
sas and Douglas-firs, in contrast, simply sur
vive the fires and carry on.

Therefore, random but somewhat pre
dictable (in time) catastrophic events (fire,
Wind, avalanches, native insects, etc.), super
imposed upon a rugged landscape of sudden
changes in aspect, have created a rich mosaic
of forest stands in varying stages of ecologi
cal succession. Fire is, by far, the most
important agent of change.

Unlike the soggy coastal forests ofwest
ern Washington, British Columbia and
southeast Alaska, old-growth stands proba
bly always comprised less than half of the
post-Pleistocene forest in WMRC. (Old
growth forests are not necessarily climax
stands; old-growth has more to do with for·
est structure than with species composition.
Successional forests can reach an old-growth
condition long before they reach a climax
with regard to species composition. Most
research on old-growth habitat to date has
dealt with the coastal Northwest forests. We
still know little about old-growth ecology
and extent in other bioregions including
WMRC and the Northern Rockies in gen
eral.) Old-growth standsoccurred-and still
do, mostly in protected areas - as important
but scattered components In a continuum of
conifer forest successional' ecosystems.
That's why the terms 'old growth' and 'virgin
forest' are n,>t synonomous. Virgin forests
are those that have never been logged or
otherwise disturbed by modern humans. In
the Rockies, most virgin forests are succes
sional forests, born in fire. Therefore, virtu
ally all forests In an old-growth condition are
virgin, but not all virgin forests are old-
growth. .

Nonetheless, throughout the Rockies
(as elsewhere in the US) mature, old-growth,
and expansive unbroken forests in general
are becoming increasingly rare due to exten
sive and expensive new logging and

continued on page 20
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necessary for the wilds of central Idaho.
Bison once thrived in the high open

steppes of WMRC's eastern fringe. Tney've
been replaced by cattle. Moo. To the north,
historic evidence places Woodland Caribou
as far south as the the north rim of the main
Salmon River Canyon: Although a small
herd still survives in extreme northern
Idaho's Selkirk Mountains (and is being
augmented with Canadian Caribou trans
plants), restoration efforts are needed to re
turn this majestic antlered symbol of the
north woods to more of its native historic
habitat, including much of the Selway-Bit
terroot Wilderness.

Peregrine Falcons once thrived, but are
now extremely rare, in the WMRC. More
research is needed to determine the historic
range of the Common Loon an,d Trumpeter
Swan in WMRC. Both are, for all practical
purposes, absent today. Similar research is
needed to locate the entire historic range of
the Bison in this region, and also to confirm
the former presence of the Black-footed Fer
ret in the open country along the eastern
fringe.

In days of old, anadromous salmon
spawned in WMRC's rivers and streams by
countless millions. Grizzlies, Bald Eagles,
Osprey and a wide array of other predators
annually feasted on this aquatic banquet.
But during the brief instant of biological
disaster we call the 20th century, a series of
massive cement plugs have thwarted rivers
and ravaged the ecologyof the entire Colum
bia River Basin. Today, Chinook Salmon and
Steelhead (ocean-going Rainbow Trout) still
"run" to spawning beds in many of WMRC's
streams, but their truncated numbers are but
a faint reminder of a rich and teeming past.
Although recent studies in the Selway-Bitter
root affirm the quality ofexisting habitat for
a possible Grizzly reintroduction program,
the Wild Mountain River Ecosystem cannot
be restored to a semblance of its former
health without major restoration of native
fisheries. This en~ails tearing down the
darns.·

Castle Peak in the White Clouds roadless area.

Forest Ecology: Wild Mountain River
Country's forests are the product of a long
history of lightning-ignited wildfires. Be
cause summers are dry here, frequent July
and August thunderstorms have created a
varied mosaic of forest types. This mosaic is
most evident in the expansive continuous.
forest of the core ecosystem. Ridgetops and
other fire-prone habitats are often clothed
with Lodgepole Pine forests that bum repeat·
edly, never attaining a climax condition.. In
the western and northern parts ofthe ecosys
tem, Western Larch plays a similar post-fire
ecological role, usually on wetter sites, but
sometimes mixed with Lodgepole Pine. Old
growth and "climax" forests of spruce, fir,.
Douglas-fir, and Western Red Cedar-West-

Animals: The Wild Mountain River
Ecosystem probably has the healthiest Puma
(Mountain Lion) population remaining in
the US. Elk, Moose, Mule and White-tailed
Deer, Bighorn Sheep, and Mountain Goat are
all abundant in variqus parts of the core
ecosystem. Perhaps the most significant
habitat is the expansive coniferous forest of
the core ecosystem, where rare (in the US)
mammals such as Lynx, Wolverine, Fisher,
Marten, and Mink still thrive. The WMRC is
a stronghold for deep forest species such as
Northern Flying Squirrel. Temperate climate
species such as River Otter, Bobcat, Raccoon,
Striped Skunk and Badger thrive at the lower
elevations, particularly in the river canyons
where native grasslands and brushlands are
interspersed with stands of Ponderosa Pine
and Douglas-fir. Other mammals common
here are Coyote, Red Fox, Mountain Cotton
tail, and Snowshoe Hare. Black Bear are
abundant throughout most of the forested
mountains of the complex. In the sagebrush
steppes outside the core ecosystem,
Whitetail Jackrabbit and Pronghorn "ante
lope" speed across the high open valleys.

Because of the spectacular ecosystem
diversity, avifauna is particularly varied. In
their respective habitats, Ruffed Grouse
(thickets), Blue Grouse (montane forest),
Spruce Grouse (subalpine forest), and even a
few rare Columbia Sharptail Grouse (broken
grass-and shrublands) all inhabit this region.
Varied Thrush, Vaux's SWift, Winter Wren,
Pileated Woodpecker and Chestnut-backed
Chickadee thrive in the dense, mature and
old-growth PaCific-type forests in the north.
Boreal Owl, Northern Goshawk, and Golden
Eagle grace remote cliffs and forests. Ravens
are ubiquitous, and Bald Eagles are increas
ing. HarleqUin Ducks, rare throughout most
of their range, still thrive in remote moun·
tain streams. The Chuckar and Ring-necked
Pheasant - both exotic species - inhabit
arid rocky and agricultural habitats, respec
tively.

In short, the biota of WMRC is a unique
mixture of species characteristic of the
northern boreal forest, the Pacific Northwest
rainforest, 'the Rocky Mountains, and the
Great Basin. Hence the internationally sig
nificant natural diversityof this little-known
region.

Missing Links: A few Grizzly Bears and
Gray Wolves occasionally wander through
the WMRE, but no viable populations re
main. Although the federal government is
reqUired by the Endangered Species Act to
promote the recovery of these and other
Threatened and Endangered species, bureau
crats unrealistically insist that natural in
migration will occur from distant popula
tions. Park Service biologists admit that a
wolf reintroduction program in Yellowstone
is the only way to restore a viable population
ofwolves there, but the government is play
ing ostrich regarding wolves and Grizzlies in
WMRC. Because of heavy development,
including an Interstate Highway corridor,
that severs the WMRC from Grizzly and wolf
populations in Canada and in Montana's
Northern Continental Divide Ecosystem,
reintroduction programs for both species are

Alpine tundra is uncommon in the
Wild Mountain River Complex, primarily
because the f~w summits high enough for it
tend to consist qf steep hard granitic rocks
that do not easily erode to stable soil. There
are, however, a few areas of true alpine tun
dra. For example, well developed tundra
ecosystems thrive atop some isolated Arctic
like plateaus in the Lernhis.

At any given location in the WMRC,
plant communities tend to change abruptly.
For instance, at my home on Montana's
West Fork of the Bitterroot, open stands of
Ponderosa Pine characterize south and west
facing slopes, while dense stands of Douglas
fir dominate the wetterand cooler north and
east facing aspects. Engelmann Spruce gF->WS

in frost pockets along streams, and there ?re·
also smatterings of Lodgepole Pine and
Quaking Aspen. In the drier country to the
south, sagebrush steppe-conifer ecotones are
particu'arly abrupt where opposing slopes
rise from canyon bottoms and fall from ridge
crests. In the foothills of the Lemhis, Lost
Rivers, and southern Bitterroots, Curled
Mountain Mahogany (not a mahogany, but
a member of the rose family) thickets soften
the transition from grassland to forest. Al
though mountainous regions are generally
characterized by frequent and abrupt
changes in biotic communities, and by a
wide variety of communities, this ecosystem
diversity is particularly impressive in the
Wild Mountain River Complex - in partdue
to its ruggedness, and in part to its sprawling
vulnerability to different air masses and cli
matic influences.

em latitudes. Yet within sight of these can
yon depths are the mid~levationmontane
forests, characterized by cool to 'cold snowy
winters and warm dry summers. "Cool.
temperate" describes these forests very welL
At higher elevations, the subalpine spruce-fir
forests are cold in winter, cool in summer,
and collect prodigious quantities of now. In
the subalpine zone, snow can fall any day of
the year. The eastern basin and range fringe
of WMRC has a drier, sunnier, more conti
nental climate than the rest of the complex.
The Lemhi, Birch Creek, Lost River, Pahsim
eroy, and Big Hole Valleys are cool and dry,
with long Windy winters. Throughout the
wilderness complex, summers tend to be dry,
autumn long and beautiful, and, except for
the eastern fringe, winters cloudy and moist.
May and june uSllally bring substantial pre
cipitation throughout the region. Except
where local topography creares anomalies,
WMRC has an ii1.creasing moisture gradient
from south to north, and from east to west.
But in this diverse land, anomalies are corn
man.

For instance, Stanley Basin, Idaho, is a
6000 foot high mountain valley rimmed by
the Sawtooth, Salmon River, White Cloud
and Boulder Ranges. Stanley probably has
colder winters than anywhere else in the
conterminous states, though confirmation
of this would be difficult because it has no
official US Weather Service station. Ambient
air temperatures colder than -65 degrees
Fahrenheit have been recorded there more
than once. Radiational cooling and cold air
drainage from the surrounding highlands
can create a double whammy in Stanley that
makes Nome look warm. Warm days in
Stanley are about as rare as Dan Quayle's wit.
Winters are only slightly less Siberian in
Montana's Big Hole; yet just over the Conti
nental Divide to the west and north, tem
peratures in the Bitterroot River drainage
rarely fall below -25 degrees F. This is because
as one moves north and west in WMRC, wet
and mild Pacific air moderates winter tem
peratures, but dramatically increases winter
precipitation. Along the crest of the main
Bitterroot Range annual precipitation, most
falling as winter snow, approaches 100
inches! The northern Bitterroot crest in the
proposed Great Burn Wilderness is even
wetter. Yet barely 150 miles to the south,
Challis, ID, averages a mere 7" of annual
precipitation, about the same as Phoenix,
Arizona. In the Pahsimeroy Valley (between
the Lost River and Lemhi Ranges) \'l'inters are
frigid but sunny; while along the Selway,
Lochsa, and North Fork of the Clearwater
Rivers, Pacific drizzle slides down the West
ern Red Cedar trunks to the sopping snow
pack of frequent Pacific Northwest winter
thaws. In these Pacific Northwest forests,
temperatures rarely fall below zero, even in
January.

Obviously, then, WMRC is a mosaic
land, especially in winter when arctic air
invades from the northeast, often clashing
with the moist but mild "Pacific Express."
Superimpose the varied landscape upon
these general patterns and the result is a
wilderness complex of tremendous climatic
and ecological diversity.

Biotic Communities: Sagebr!Jsh
steppe ("cow desert") is the characteristic
flora of the south and of the eastern fringe
valleys. Mixed Rocky Mountain conifers
cloak most of the core ecosystem, and an
array of disjunct Pacific Northwest species
inhabits moist pockets to the north.
Douglas-fir is the dominant tree species in
WMRC's montane (mid-elevation temper
ate) forests. Grand Fir, Western Red Cedar,
and even a few Western White Pine add
diversity to the montane forest as one moves
west and north. Western Hemlock thrives in
the wettest climates of the northern fringe of
the wilderness complex. Throughout most
ofthe region, Ponderosa Pine is an important
component ofthe montane forest, especially
in relatively warm dry habitats where it fre
quently forms pure open stands. Scattered
grasslands, occasionally mixed with sage·
brush, occur throughout much of the com
plex on dry south and west·facing slopes at
low elevations. Seral, post-fire forests of
Lodgepole Pine and Western Larch (the lat·
ter in wetter habitats) are often extensive,
and thrive in both the montane and lower
subalpine zones. The cold snowy subalpine
forest is dominated by Engelmann Spruce,
Subalpine Fir, Whitebark Pine (on high dry
slopes), and Alpine (sometimes called "sub
alpine") Larch. Alpine Larch occurs in
WMRC onlynorth ofthe mainSalmon River,
and usually. in the highest, coldest rocky
basins. On the high wet slopes of the Great
Burn Roadless Area, old-growth stands of
Mountain Hemlock form an unusual- and
threatened - subalpine ecosystem.
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Politics and Threats: Idaho Senator
Jim McClure and Oregon Senator Mark Hat
field are two of the most venomous timber
industry pimps ever to pollute Senate seats
with their flatulence. Idaho's other Senator,
Steve ("We shoot spotted owls at our bor
der") Symms, is even more "itriolic in his
anti-environmental fanaticism, but fortu
nately he is inept. Hatfield and McClure are
not. Montana's Western District Congres
sional Representative, Pat Williams, is no
environmentalist, but the other yahoos.
"representing" the WMRC bioregion make
him look good by comparison. Fortunately
neither Montana nor Idaho has yet had a
post RARE II Wilderness bill. McClure's dis
mal proposal for Idaho, supported by Gover
nor Cecil Andrus, would release nearly 8
million acres ofde facto wilderness, mandate
an obscene level ofovercutting on the Idaho
Panhandle National Forest, and instruct the
Forest Service to survey anything resembling
a road in existing designated Wilderness and
then recommend to Congress which Wilder
ness lands should be de-classified! This is the
worst so-called Wilderness bill ever intro
duced, and because of that it probably will
fail.

Nonetheless, clearcutting and road
building are rampant on unprotected Na
tional Forest lands in WMRC. Although new
entry into RARE II areas is still illegal due to
past RARE II lawsuits, many roadless lands
weren't inventoried in RARE II (a 'million
acres on the Beaverhead Forest, for instance;
this includes vulnerable wildlands in the Big
Hole) and are being clearcut rapidly. More-

continued on next page
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roadbuilding. Therefore, deep forest, mature
forest, and old-growth dependent species are
also being depleted. The Wild Mountain
River Ecosystem, replete with Old-growth
and successional forests in an unbroken
continuum, is one of our last bastions of
habitat for uncommon deep forest and old
growth dependent species, as well as for
wilderness-dependent species such as Harle
quin Duck and Wolverine. In other words,
there's still hope for true forest evolution in
WMRC, but only if we reverse today's trend
of destruction.

ronmentalists should be fighting the contin
ued fragmentation of wildlands all along the
Great Divide.

It's time to stop breaking connections
- and start replacing them. Time to recog
nize the foolishness of state borders and
protect whole ecosystems. Time to reach
hands across the hills, minds across the
mountains, and keep the connections wild
and alive.

WHAT YOU CAN DO: 1) Write your
congressional delegation (Senate, DC
20510; House, DC 20515). Tell them to
oppose Senator McClure's anti-wilderness
bill, S 371. Urge them to support a bi
oregional approach to wildlands preserva
tion in Idaho and Montana; that is, protec
tion for all 16 million acres of roadless
Forest Service lands in Montana and
Idaho. Advocate a Montana, Idaho Na
tional Interest Lands Preservation Act
(MINILPA) preserving 16 million acres of
wilderness. 2) Support the groups work
ing for the Wild Rockies as a bioregiol1:
Americans for Wilderness Coalition, Box
4784, Missoula, MT 59806;AIliance for
the Wild Rockies, Box 8731, Missoula
59807; and Wild Rockies EF! (see Direc-
tory). '

-The Wild River Rambler, an errant
Freddie

function Peak in the North Lemhi roadless area.

in its Wilderness proposal. Most of the
additional acreage is in big game winter
range.

Lacking the rugged alpine peaks of the
main Bitterroot Range, AMRA is an area of
high forested ridges, subalpine meadows,
and steep canyons. Elevations vary from
about 4000 feet along the West Fork Bitter
root River to 9154 feet atop Allan Mountain.

Vegetation is similar to that of the sur
rounding areas, with dense stands of spruce,
fir, and Douglas-fir interspersed with south
sloping meadows and Ponderosa Pine par
klands. Understory varies from beargrass
and huckleberries to grasses and sagebrush.

Animals in the area include Black Bear,
Martin, Fisher, Mountain Lion, Bobcat, Elk,
Mule Deer, Moose, Mountain Goat, and Pil
eated Woodpecker. The area is a Gray Wolf
dispersal corridor for the Wolf Recovery
Plan. .

AMRA's primary biological importance
is as a connection between biological prov
inces (the wilds of central ID and the Conti
nental Divide wilds ofwestern M1). It is a key
link in the Wild Rockies wilderness chain.

AMRA is surrounded an,d threatened by
clearcutting. Indeed the roadless area is
defined by roads and c1earcuts; it is an island
of habitat. The two large lumber mills in
nearby Darby, MT, Stolze-Conner and Darby
Lumber, can mill almost three times the
Bitterroot Forest "annual allowable sale
quantity" of 24.1 million board feet. In
1989, Friends of the Bitterroot, a grassroots
environmental gioup~ filed appeals on two
proposed timber sales in AMRA.

The Bitterroot National Forest is plan
ning a 15 year reduction of 18,000 of the
102,000 roadless acres on the Forest. The
Bitterroot managers have issued an EIS on
the sales with a FONSI (Finding OfNo Signifi
cant Impact). Friends of the Bitterroot, Wild
Allan Mtn, Ravalli County Fish and Wildlife
Association, and Trout Unlimited Bitterroot
Chapter have officially disagreed. Their
appeals, together with the appeal on the
nearby Tolan Creek timber sale, have practi
cally shut down the Bitterroot Forest. Nego
tiations with the Forest Service have begun.
The FS has violated agreed upon guidelines
by letting additional timber industry repre
sentatives into the meetings. This is the type
of abuse of process that leads individuals to
consider direct action.

Not being considered in the present
process is a greater vision of the connected
ness of the Wild Rockies. While the Friends
of the Bitterroot are looking past the FS into
the cumulative impacts on the AMRA, envi-

Related to the problem of caches is the
problem of inholdings in the RNR: Some
hunting outfitters own permanent hunting
lodges and airstrips within the RNR Wilder
ness. They actually fly in their clients and
proviae them with modern accommoda
tions. Needless to say, lodges, airstrips, and
machines do not belong in a Wilderness
Area..

The "pack it in - pack it out" prin
ciple is criticalto the integrity ofthe entire
National Wilderness Preservation System.
If outfitters in the RNR are permitted to
cache supplies for their clients, outfitters
everywhere Will want to do the same. So
also is the purchase of RNR inholdings
critical to the Wilderness System. Please
write Chief Robertson and tell him to
forbid caches, permanent structures, and
airstrips in Wilderness Areas: Forest Serv
ice Chief F. Dale Robertson, Interior Dept,
18th & C Sts, Washington, DC 20240.
Write yourcongresspersons with the same
message, and uEge them to appropriate
money to purchase RNR inholdings. Ask
your friends to write letters too.

In the current debate over the future of '"
these connecting wildlands, the location of ~
the state boundary is proving unfortunate. '"
Senator McClure ofIdaho has proposed.anti- ~
wilderness legislation thilt would open most .s
ofIdaho's roadless lands to development and ~

gut the Wilderness Act. Montana's congres- -a
sional delegation has failed to propose
worthwhile Wilderness designation, and has
been especially weak on the wildlands
shared by the two states. Logging and road
ing are further fragmenting the border
wildlands as the Forest Service invites devel
opment in the name ofcommunity stability.

Contiguous with the RNR Wilderness is
the Blue Joint Wilderness Study Area - half
of which is planned for timber manage ment
by the Bitterroot National Forest.. Outside
the areas in the BlueJoint drainage currently
planned for "timber harvest," a large mining
company, Pegasus, has filed over 100 claims.

Immediately east of Lost Trail Pass the
Anderso:il Mountain Roadless Area is slated
for timber harvest. The Salmon National
Forest management prescription for the area
includes "meeting anadromous fish species
habitat needs and producing high timber
outputs." That's like protecting wetlands by
filling in the swamp. The Salmon NF "pri
mary cutting prescription" for the area is
"regeneration by clearcut." They claim that
"clearcuts ... will not damage the water re
source," and that "we do not clearcut be
cause it is the most efficient method of pro
ducing logs - we clearcut because it is the
best way to produce a new stand of trees and/
or accomplish multiple use goals."

Central to the controversy over the
wildlands shared by Idaho and Montana is
the Allan Mountain Roadless Area (AMRA).
The 153,000 acre area (as inventoried by the
FS) fills almost the entire gap between Lost
Trail Pass and the River of No Return Wilder
ness. Wild Allan Mountain, a local support
group, has identified 164,000 roadless acres

manent structures. The Idaho Outfitters and
GuidesAssociation appealed the plan. Forest
Service Chief Max Peterson denied the ap
peal, then retired shortly thereafter. Eleven
outfitters filed suit in federal court.

Current FS Chief Dale Robertson did
notagree with Peterson's eatlierdecision and
secretly agreed out-of-court to establish a
task force to review the policy. The task force
was established in 1988. After interviewing
many people (including outfitters) and
making 2 trips into the RNR, they reported to
Robertson on 19 December 1988 and reaf
firmed the validity of the "pack it in - pack

.it out" policy for all Wildernesses.
Robertson rejected the task force recom

mendation. On 20 April 1989 he authorized
continued storage of eqUipment during an
interim trial period while FS field personnel
worked with the outfitters with the long
term objective "to promote the use of light
weight, portable eqUipment that can be
taken in and out of the wilderness at the
beginning and end of the use season." He
promised to evaluate the results and make a
final decision after the 1989 season.
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Mention the Idaho Connection and
Kamikaze level kayakers think of a surf wave
on the Snake River, purveyors of pre-pack
aged potatoes think of frozen french fries,
and Montana motorists consider a mountain
pass between the two states. The Idaho
connection to which this article refers is a
biological one in the vicinity of one of those
mountain passes.

Lost Trail Pass, a little less than half way
along the Montana-Idaho border from
Wyoming to Canada, is where the connec
tion is made. Here the mountains of central
Idaho and the mountains of the Continental
Divide are continuous. From Yellowstone
National Park to Lost Trail Pass, the Conti
nental Divide is the states' boundary. Then
the Continental Divide turns east and north
into Montana while the Bitterroot Divide
runs west and then north around the Bitter
root watershed.

Lost Trail Pass was so named by Lewis·
and Clark. The choosing of divides at Lost
Trail Pas~ historically has been the subject of
much conjecture. Apparently, the survey
party set out to place the boundary between
Montana and Idaho along the Continental
Divide but took a wrong tum and followed
the Bitterroot Divide instead. At Lost Trail
Pass, the Divides change direction, the rivers
change direction, and now local conserva
tionists are trying to make the Forest Service
change d~ection.

Central Idaho, where wild rivers carve
canyons through the granite of the Idaho
Batholith, contains the largest roadless area
- the River of No Return Wilderness and
contiguous de facto wilderness - left in the
continental United States-even larger than
any roadless area in the Greater Yellowstone
Ecosystem or the Northern Continental
Divide Ecosystem. Along the Continental
Divide are unprotected wildlands serving as
biological corridors between the large
wildlands.'

A few outfitters in the Frank Church
River of No Return Wilderness in Idaho are
fighting to gain a special exception for their
clients to the "pack it in - pack it out" policy
in National Forest Wildernesses. They want
the right to cache equipment and supplies at
campsites. This issue first emerged soon after
the 1964 Wilderness Act passed. Canoe
outfitters in the Boundary Waters Canoe
Area Wilderness in Minnesota wanted to
cache supplies to ease the pain of difficult
portages. The Forest Service determined that
maintenance of caches is illegal under the
Wilderness Act. Accordingly, thief Ed Cliff
established the "pack it in - pack it out"
policy in 1965. It has applied equally to all
Wilderness users. The BWCA outfitters ac
cepted the decision and Wilderness outfit
ters throughout the nation have successfully
operated without caches for many years.

Before the RNR Wilderness was estab
lished in 1980, outfitters had used caches
there. The Forest Service, with full public
involvement, completed the Management
Plan for this new Wilderness in 1985. It
requIred phased removal of caches and per-
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BIODIVERSITY REPORTS
Yellowstone Bison
Slaughter: Part II

Last winter, 569 Yellowstone National
Park Bison were shot by "sport" hunters on
winter range just north of the Park. This
January through March, the Montana De
partment of Fish, Wildlife, and Parks
(MFWP) hopes to have hunters kill an addi
tional 100-200 animals. This would com
plete herd reduction by 70% - from 'about
900 to 200-300 individuals. If the planned
hunt outside the Park results in too few dead
Bison this winter (the animals might not exit
the Park, particularly if weather conditions
stay mild), the National Park Service (NPS)
may conduct a management kill within the
Park itself.

The Bison killing program results from
an "interim management" accord between
MFWP, NPS, and the US Forest Service (FS) on
behalf of the Montana cattle industry. Citi
zens who contact these agencies in opposi
tion to the slaughter receive a brochure (il
lustrated with silhouettes of Buffalo, pre
sumably marching to their deaths) explain-'
ing how this is all part of "managing a na
tional heritage." (MFWP officials prefer the
term 'harvest to 'slaughter', reasoning per
haps that Buffalo slaying by the modem day
Bill Cody is more like plucking cucumbers
than annihilating wildlife). The brochure
invites the public to provide comments on a
final "management plan," which will be
completed'after most of the Bison have been
killed.

The agencies say the Bison slaughter is
necessary to protect domestic cattle from
brucellosis, a disease that affects cattle by
causing sterility, fetal loss, and weak new
born calves. Over 50% of Yellowstone's
Bison are said to harbor Brucella abortus, the
bacterium that can cause the disease. K.L.
Cool, MFWP director, summarized his
agency's views during a recent kill-the-bison
lobbying trip to Washington DC with Robert
Barbee, Yellowstone Park Superintendent.
"If the bison leave the Park," explained Cool,
"they are fair game .,. we're faced with a
threat to our own livestock industry. The
animals are not welcome in Montana."

Prior to the 1980s, Bison seldom trav
eled beyond the Park, with the exception of

a few bulls. This changed when some cow
calf groups discovered lower elevation habi
tat along the Yellowstone River. By 1984 the
herd as a whole expanded its winter range
north across the Park boundary. (The origi
nal herd in the area was exterminated about
a century ago.)

What alternative is there to killing the
Bison? Federal and state agencies should
secure enough rangeland along the Park's
northern boundary to fully protect Bison
and other Park wildlife. This could be done
through land acquisition and private land
easements. In the meantime, the brucellosis
threat could be controlled through frequent
testing of cattle that come into contact with
Bison and by screening all cattle that are
shipped from the Yellowstone River Valley.
(This would involve about 800 cattle be
tween Yankee Jim Canyon and the Park
boundary.) If any cattle did contract the
disease, they could be killed or quarantined.
(Brucellosis recently occurred in cattle near
Dubois, Wyoming. The animals were sent to
an out-of-state quarantine feedlot and
slaughtered.) Finally, the cattle in the area
can be vaccinated against the disease, with a
vaccine believed to be about 70-90% effec
tive. The cost ofsuch a program could be met '
through a modest increase in theunreasona
bly low fees that stockmen pay for grazing
livestock on public lands throughout the
West.

With s~ch efforts, few cattle are likely to
be lost to brucellosis. In fact, though the
disease has been transmitted experimentally
from Bison to cattle, there is no documented
case of this happening in the wild. More
over, no evidence has been found of infec
tious discharge (placental membranes,
fluids, dead fetuses, etc.) from Bison in the
area. Fetal loss from brucellosis in Yellow
stone Bison may actually be uncommon, as
the herd seems to have developed some resis
tance to it through the process of natural
selection. (There is a peculiar lack of infor
mation on the transinissibility and effects qf
brucellosis in Yellowstone Bison.)

The Montana livestock industry and
MFWP are not likely to adopt a brucellosis
risk management program, even though
they cannot expect zero risk (brucellosis
occurs also in Elk over much of the Yellow-

stone area). They aim to keep livestock
interests above those ofYellowstone wildlife.
The hysteria over brucellosis is like the hys
teria over theGray Wolf (which hysteria, also
caused by ranchers, has blocked Endangered
Species Act restoration of that species).

The Bison killing on the northern range
is further undermining the natural integrity
of the Greater Yellowstone .Ecosystem.
(Other factors include excessive Park devel
opment, use of rubber bullets on bears, ex
panded winter use of the Park by snowmobil
ers, and increased road-building and logging
on National Forests adjacent to the Park.)
The Park's northern Bison herd is being
decimated precisely when it should be natu
rally expanding with new foraging opportu
n ities created by recent fires. Awide range of
wildlife, including Grizzly Bear, Black Bear,
Coyote, Golden Eagle, raven, crow, and
Black-billed Magpie, are being impacted
since they depend on Bison as carrion or
prey. '

The NPS has once again sold out on its
responsibility to preserve natural processes
in Yellowstone National Park. Caving in to
political pressure, it has sanctioned the
removal of the very wildlife it is assigned to
protect.

WHAT YOU CAN DO: 1) Urge Presi
dent Bush (The White House, Washington,
DC 20500; 202-456-1414) to haltthe slaugh
ter of Yellowstone's Bison. Urge him to have
the Interior Secretary secure winter range
land for Bison and other Park wildlife in the
Yellowstone River valley through land acqui
sition and/or private land easements. Pro
pose that, as an interim measure, federal and
state agencies develop a livestock screening
program to control the risk of brucellosis in
cattle near Yellowstone Park. 2) Contact
Wayne Pacelle, 850 Siigo Ave, Suite LL 2,
Silver Spring, MD 20910; 301-585-2591 for
information on direct actions to prevent the
killing of Bison this February and March.

-Dr. Tony Povilitis, Senior Scientist,
Humane Society of the US
ed. note: Letter writers may also wish to empha
size that cows should not be aI/owed on public
lands; removal ofcows from BLM and FS lands
north ofYNP would largely eliminate the excuse
for killing Bison.

ME Caribou Program Plans
Expansion

The Maine Caribou TransplantProgram
has announced that it will receive 75 Cari
bou from Newfoundland over the next 3
years This program should be renamed the
Maine Caribou Assassination Program. It is
modeled on General Westmoreland's "send
more bodies" Vietnam strategy - keep
throWing the bodies in there and eventually
something will survive and win. Caribou
have died at every step of the process. They
have died from bad drugs and stress during
capture. They have died dUring transport.
TItey have died in the pens in Orono. Early
this summer 12 of the 17 calves died in the
pens, many from a "mysterious illness."
Adults in the pens have died from brain
worm. Of the 12 Caribou released into
Baxter State Park last summer, 10 are now
dead. It is time to come to the defense of the
individual Caribou, and to speak out against
this project.

The Maine Caribou Transplant Corpo
ration is a "group ofprivate individuals inter
ested in restoring Caribou to' the state." It
remains unclear whether or not these private
individuals are actually interested in restor
ing a large mammal for hunters. The project
is "by design a scientific experimentto evalu
ate the feasibility and practicality of rees
tablishing caribou to Maine." This is a pri
vate group, subject to political whim and
public opinion. They have waged a public
campaign for funding, giving names to indi
vidual Caribou (now deceased in many
cases) and having public viewing days of
these supposedly wild animals in their pens
at the UniversitY- of Maine in Orono. It
would probably be better for the Caribou if
this were a federal project, not subject to
local politics, and run by people with experi
ence in Caribou biology, as with the Caribou
reintroduction project in Idaho, where the
Caribou have federal protection (and a very
low mortality rate for the project). Habitat
suitability studies should be done before
receiving shipments of kidnapped Caribou.

Another shadow over Maine's program
seems to be the paper companies, who don't
want Caribou on their lands, especially if
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over, illegal sales slip by conservationists.
The timber industry is also ravaging its own
forestlands. And even in already roaded
areas, overcutting is rampant, damaging
fragile watersheds and converting the fauna
to one dominated by the same weedy species
common in civilized places throughout
America. Although overcutting has been the
norm in WMRC since the early 1950s, the
pace has accelerated under Reagan and Bush,
and under a recent timber industry policy to
abandon sustained yield on private lands in
order to "liqUidate" its "assets" (the forest).

Other threats to WMRC include mining
around the edges of the Idaho Batholith, a
contact zone where mineralization is com
mon. Mining, much of it open pit mining,
has already destroyed lands within (in "cher
rystem" exclusions) and adjacent to the
RNR, and is a constant threat to this fragile
land. Both mining and logging, along with
the new roads that accompany them, en
courage the spread of exotic plants such as
Spotted Knapweed, an aggressive native of
Eurasia that is displacing native grasslands in
the canyons of the Selway, Salmon, and
Snake. Spotted Knapweed is an immediate
threat to ,the main Salmon River Canyon in
the RNR Wilderness.

Development in WMRC not only de
grades watersheds and impoverishes gene
pools, it also opens the door for more road
hunters, poachers, ORVs; illegal dumping
and other uncontrolled dispersed forms of
wildland destruction. The ongoing rape of
this unknown treasure is as though we al
lowed Yellowstone to be c1earcut, the Grand
Canyon to be dammed, or (in purely human
terms) the last existing tape of a Hank Wil
liams Sr. ballad to be dubbed over by a punk
rock or a rap "tune." Unfortunately, the
threats to WMRC are the threats to wilder
ness throughout our continent. WMRC is a
large microcosm of our public wildlands,
throughout which an extraction-based ap
proach to management prevails.

One of the most alarming facets of the
modem conservation movement in America
is its failure to prioritize WMRC for protec
tion and restoration. For example, although
some 700,000 acres of unprotected National
Forest roadless lands are contiguous to the
designated RNR Wilderness, most conserva
tion groups in Idaho propose less than 10%

of those lands for Wilderness. Whereas the
Greater Yellowstone Coalition and the
Southern Utah Wilderness Alliance have
been formed to try to save the biotic whole
ness of their respective bioregions, no such
holistic effort has been made for the wilds of
central Idaho and beyond. Unless wilderness
activists can recognize, promote, defend,
and restore it, the Big Wild won't be for long.

A MQDEST PROPOSAL
1. Designate the entire Wild Mountain River
Complex an "International Temperate Zone
Evolution Reserve." Within this area all
public lands shall be protected with no addi
tional development allowed. Livestock shall
be removed from all public lands. ,
2. Designate as Wilderness all roadless lands
in the Reserve.
3. Close the Magruder Corridor Road to reu
nite the River of No Return and Selway
Bitterroot Wildernesses, "creating" a single
core Wilderness unit of 5 million acres.
Restore the road to its former condition leav
ing a packtrail for foot or horse access.
4. Outiaw all mineral exploration and devel
opment within the entire Reserve.
5. Restore to a natural condition all logged,
mined, and otherwise degraded public lands
within the core ecosystem.
6. Restore wilderness on public lands where
closure of logging roads, replanting of badly
eroded areas, and protective management
could easily and inexpensively result in wil
derness recovery. Although the entire Re
serve should be studied for wilderness resto
ration projects, several locations are obvious:
"'The Mallard Larkins, Great bum, Meadow
Creek, and Bighorn Wietas Roadless Areas
could be reunited to form a million acre
wilderness at the northern end ofthe WMRC
simply by closing and reclaiming logging
roads that provide access for below-cost
timber sales. The area is uninhabited and
most of it is public land.
**The Magruder Corridor Right of Way couId
easily be restored to a wilderness condition
(see #3 above).
**AlI "cherrystem" intrusions into the RNR
Wilderness could be closed and restored.
**Abused areas on the Payette National For
est, particularly in the drainage of the
Salmon River's South Fork, could be restored
by means of road closures and replanting.

**A few cherrystem and peripheral road clo
sure/restoration projects would result in a
700,000 acre Boulder-White Clouds Wilder
ness.
7. Reintroduce all extirpated native fauna.
8. Empower an independent body of conser
vation biologists (e.g., Paul Ehrlich, Michael
Soule, Bruce Wilcox) to preside over the
reserve. The commission would locate po
tential wilderness restoration projects and be
empowered to carry out such projects. The
commission would have full regulatory
power to police all actions of federal agencies

• and individuals on public lands within the
Reserve. •

Summary: The Wild Mountain River
Complex provides a unique opportunity to
protect in a relatively natural condition a
large region of..extraordinarily diverse wil
derness and semi-wilderness habitats. The
proposed "International Temperate Zone
Evolution Reserve" would consist of a pris
tine wilderness core and an outlying buffer
zone of smaller wildernesses, semi-wild for
est and rangelands, and scattered human
habitations. Because the entire WMRC is
either sparsely populated or uninhabited by
humans, enactment of the proposal would
dislocate nobody, and would allow existing
human activities compatible with the gener
ally wild nature of the region to continue.

All of America's remaining big wilder
ness complexes - including the Northern
Cascades of Washington, Florida's Ever
glades-Big Cypress Region, the Canyon
Country of southern Utah, the Greater Yel
lowstone Ecosystem, and New York's Adi
rondacks - are in trouble. Although each
wilderness complex is unique in terms of its
politics, land ownership patterns, and ecol
ogy, it is time to recognize the big wilderness'
complexes as our last hope for the continued
evolution of native ecosystems and all their

. components, particularly large vertebrates.
Conservationists must place special empha
sis on these special places, and act. This
proposal for an International Temperate
Zone Evolution Reserve for Wild Mountain
River Country could serve as a useful model,
from which similar proposals for other wil
derness complexes could be adapted.

The WMRC is the largest North Ameri
can wilderness' complex south of Canada.

However, as with all the temperate world's
remaining wild regions, it faces ongOing
despoliation. Although humanity's war
against nature has escalated during the 20th
century, we've waged this war for at least two
millennia. Our challenge is nothing less
than to reverse the tide of modern human
history; that is, to choose life and continued
evolution over destruction and impoverish
ment. TIlere is no better place to begin than
in the wilds of central Idaho.
WHAT YOU CAN DO
1. Write your representatives in Congress
(senators, US Senate, Washington, DC
20510; representative, House of Represen
tatives, DC 20515) and infonn them that
ALL remaining wildlands should be pro
tected. Tell them to cease funding ALL
roadbuilding and logging programs on
our public lands.
2. Write them again and emphasize the
need to protect our remaining big wilder
ness complexes. Tell them what a wilder
ness complex is.
3. Write them yet again and tell them that
anti-wilderness extremists like Jim
McClure, Mark Hatfield, Steve Symms,
Conrad Bums and Ron Marlenee should
not be allowed to dictate the future of our
wildest remaining region, the Wild Rock
ies of northwest Wyoming, Idaho, Mon
tana, northeast. Oregon, and northeast
Washington. Tell them you wantWMRC,
in particular, protected.
4. Develop and advance proposals such as
this one for our remaining big wilderness
complexes.
5. Join and support (with action and
money) no-nonsense conservation groups
wo.rking to protect wilderness, particu
larly those utilizing a bioregional ap
proach.
6. Read Ecodefense and' vacation fre
quently in WMRC. Get on the mailing list
for one or more National Forests or BLM
Districts in WMRC; this will proVide the
needed infonnation to locate your vaca
tion activities.

EFt co-founderHowie Wolke is a backcoun
try guide based in Montana. He has nearly
completed his book Wilderness On The Rocks,
to be published by Ned Ludd Books.
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continued from page 21
they beCome'federally protected. There is
also the questioI;l of containment. The pens
at Orono, where the Caribou have much
human contact, are like a zoo. Direct releases,
should 'Je considered, with minimal hum;Jn
contact. The brainworm, carried by White
tailed Deer, is another consideration. This is
part of the reason Maine lost its Caribou.
They are dying from brainworm both in the
pens at Orono (which brings up the question
of how they got it) and in the wild in Baxter.

We need to respect the rights of the
individual animals. To quote the columnist
William Clark: "The caribou-moving project
puzzles me. The sponsors are supposed to be
animal lovers. The ciaim is questionable. If
they love caribou, whydon'tthey leave them
alone? The caribou, as far as ! know, are
perfectly happy up there in the Maritime
Provinces. "

Now they plan to, bring down 75
more, to add to those still alive in Baxter
and the pens. It is time for us to take action
and change this program. We need to
write letters supporting the listing of
Woodland Caribou in Maine as an Endan
gered species under the federal Endan
gered Species Act: "Regional Director, US
Fish and Wildlife Service, One Gateway
Center, Suite 700, Newton Comer, MA
02158
·representative, US House of Representa
tives, Washington, DC 20515 ·senators,
Senate, DC 20510
We should also write to Newfoundland to
question their participation in this pro
gram:
·Jim Kelland, Minister, Dept of Environ
ment and Lands, StJohns, Newfoundland,
Canada
We need to 'involve animal rights groups.
We need to raise public consciousness
with letters to the editor, and demonstra
tions at the pens, at the entrance to Baxter,
and in Newfoundland when they attempt
to bring more Caribou. We need to speak
out for the Caribou, and eitherchange this
program of pain and death, or end it'as a
failed experiment.

-Gary Lawless, Gulf ofMaine EF!

Arizonans Ponder Lobo
Recovery Strategies

On the National Day of Action for the
Wolf, 'i'ucson and Phoenix Earth First!ers
hosted a shOWing of a US Fish and Wildlife
Service (FWS) slide show on the Mexican
Wolf [Canis lupus baileyii, a subspecies of
Gray Wolf]. It was suggested then that activ
ists "adopt" a wolf reintroduction area, as
Wilderness Study Areas have been
"adopted." Arizona EF!ers were also asked to
write Governor Mofford to support a wildlife
advocate for Arizona Game and Fish Com
missioner. The Commission largely controls
the future of the wolf in Arizona. We have
also worked on repeal of the stock-killer
statutes that allow ranchers to kill wolves, as
well as Mountain Lions and Black Bears.
Repeal of the'tock-killer statutes must pre
cede wolf reintroduction.

Many believe we need to focus on rein
troducing the captive wolf population as
soon as possible. Several mammalogists who
spoke with us believe that the only impedi
ments to successful wolf recovery are politi
cal. However, biologist Dennis Parker said
that the genetic base of the captive-bred
Mexican Wolves is an inadequate founda
tion upon which to build a viable popula
tion. He said that since wild Mexican Wolves
still persist in Mexico, efforts for the wolf
should first focus on preserving wHd ones.

Both arguments have merit. It's more
difficult to reintroduce a species once extir
pated than to prevent it from being extir
pated; but how do we help the Lobo in
another country? Parker says the most effec
tive way to save the wild Lobo is through
livestock compensation programs. The EF!
response is that livestock don't belongon the
land in the first place, so why compensate?
Yet everi in this country, a compensation
program will bea key element ofal1y reintro
duction program. Another suggestion is a
"debt-for-nature" swap or other means of
securing wolf habitat.

Others support a strong emphasis on
public education in the US to prevent Ari
zona from passing a state law, as did Texas,
prohibiting wolf reintroduction. FWS's
Mexican Wolf slide show, copies of which
are available from the Phoenix and Al
buquerque offices, has a tepid script but
contains good information. £Flers in the
Southwest should consider showing it. A
Wolf Symposium Will be held at Arizona
State University, Tempe, AZ, March 23-24.
The conference will explore the folklore,
natural historyand current status of the wolf
throughout its range in North America.
Keynote speaker will be David Mech. For
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This Red Wolf in the Birmingham Zoo, AL, is part of the USFWS captive breeding program.

ures at se<;uring sites, FWS hosted a series of
public forums in Dare County to assuage
residents' misgivings regarding Red Wolves.
Fortunately, the area has no significant live
stock industry - traditionally one of the
major opponents of wolves. But, conces
sions were made: trappers still operate'
within the confines of the Refuge, as do
hunters with their deer-chasing dogs. So far,
these interests have remained friendly to C.
rufus.

Red Wolves are shy, nonaggressive crea
tures. Theyare also highly social, associating
in packs usually consisting of 5-12 individu
als. The alpha pair tend to be monogamous.
Disruption of the family strains each wolf's
capacity to adapt. In areas where natural
associations' of wolves have undergone se
vere stress, resulting in loss ofsocial structure
and mates, the Red Wolf has often turned to
the Coyote in a desperat~ attempt to procre
ate. Thus, it is imperative that the Red
Wolves ofAlligator River establish a healthy,
reproductively competent social hierarchy
within their nmge in order to resist a further
nexus with Coyotes, which are moving into
North Carolina. The "hybrid. swarm" so
prevalent in much of the Red Wolf's old
range must not occur in Dare County.

FWS estimates that to "maintain ge
netic variation and retard genetic drift
within the species, it is likely that 200 to 250
red wolves will have to be continually main
tained in captivity,"(7) They hope to put
another 200 in the wild, but space is limited.
Like so much of America, the Southeast is
undergoing rapid development; public lands
are scarce. Alligator River NWR, with its
120,000 acreS, is estimated to have a carrying
capacity of up to 25 wolves.(8) Where to
locate other recovery efforts is an ongOing
problem as bottomlands, marshes, and other
coastal wetlands succumb to the designs of
man.

The Red Woif, though smaller and per
haps more humble than its more celebrated
kin, the Gray Wolf, is likewise one of
America's great symbols of the wild. Ma
ligned for centuries, the only hope for Canis
rufusresides in the hands ofthose who nearly
relegated it to extinction: Homo sapiens.

WHAT YOU CAN DO: Americans, ask
to receive FWS "Red Wolf Newsletter," Tell
FWS that you support the Red Wolf recovery
program. Ask your elected officials to sup
port land acquisition bills to enlarge public
lands that might be used for reintroduction.
Emphasize that wolves need land! Southern
ers, research and evaluate potential sites for
wolf reintroduction. Start by asking the
National Park Service what plan they have to
acquire or expand NPS managed lands in
your area. Alabamians, the Mobile-Tensas
bottomlands are a distinct possibility for Red
Wolf habitat. Encourage Alabama's Depart
ment of Conservation (and Fish & Wildlife)
to promote Red Woif recovery plans for this
region.

'*Fish & Wildlife Service, Asheville Field Of
fice, 100 Otis St, Rm 224, Asheville, NC
28801.
*Alabama Dept. of Conservation & Natural
Resources, 64 N. Union St., Montgomery, AL
36130
*representative, US House of Representa
tives, Washington, DC 20515
·senators, Senate, DC 20510
*NPS Director James Ridenour, Interior
Dept., DC 20240

-Ned Mudd Jr., POB 130411, Birming
ham, AL 35213
RED WOLF FOOTNOTES
1. US Fish & Wildlife Service; Red Wolf
Management Series, Technical Report #3, A
History ofCanis rufus and Its Recovery Poten
tial; FWS, 100 Otis St, Asheville, NC 28801.
Note: Much has been said about Red Wolves
being a cross breed of C. lupus X C. latrans
(Lawrence & Bossert, 1967). Recent taxo
nomic studies discount the crossbreed hy
pothesis. See FWS Red Wolf Management
Series Technical Report #5, "Red Wolf Tax
onomy, A Review," by Warren Parker; FWS,
Asheville. '
2. Nowak, R.M. 1972; The mysterious woif of
the South; Natural History 81:5 1-52, 74-77.
3. Mech, David 1. The Wolf, The Ecology and
Behavior ofan Endangered Species; 1970; U of
MN Press.
4. FWS Red Wolf Technical Report #3, p.7.
5. Ibid.
6. Nowak.
7. Red Wolf Technical Report #3, p.14.
8. "Wildlife in North Carolina," 9-89; NC
Wildlife Resources Commission, 512 N Salis
bury St, Archdale Bldg, Raleigh, NC 27611;
p.23.

rufus. Of these three, only gregoryi remains;
the others are considered extinct.

As in other parts of the country, early
settlers to the Southeast brought with them
a fear and hatred of wolves. This prejudice,
bred in Europe, easily translated over to the
Red Wolf even though C. rUfuS is considera
bly smaller than its cousin, the Gray Wolf. In
an effort to safeguard livestock (and perhaps
their Protestant souls), wolves were hunted
,extensively throughout their range, with
bounties beginning as early as 1695 in South
Carolina.(2) Subsequent centuries witnessed
increased killing of all predators in the
South. Concurrently, Southerners began
cutting the great forests of the region, reduc
ing the habitats of the Red Wolf and its prey.'
Thus, by the early 20th century, only
remnant populations of Red Wolves re
mained. Then came Canis latrans - Coyote.

Wolves and Coyotes usually don't mix.
David Mech, celebrated wolf biologist, has
noted that Coyotes essentially vanished
from Lake Superior's Isle Royale after Gray
Wolves became established ther!! ppst 195f.
Coyotes did not inhabit the southeastern US
until wolves, either Grayor Red, declined.(3)
But as the Red Wolf fell to persecution, habi
tat destruction, and loss of prey species, C.
latrans managed to assert its presence and its
genes into the life of C. rufus. Thus, by mid
20th century, many of the remaining Red
Wolves harbored Coyote lineage, further
diminishing the chance of C. rufus surviving
as a species. By the early 1970s, the Red Wolf
roamed (genetically intact) only in parts of
southeastern Texas and southwestern Lou
isiana: still hunted by man; still faced with
encroachment by Coyote. In 1973, the US
Fish and Wildlife Service stepped in.

With the discovery that "hybrid
swarms" of Coyote/Red Woif populations
existed in the aforementioned area, FWS
chose to remove all,remaining Red Wolves
from the wild to begin a captive breeding
program. The long-range goal of the project
was to return C. rufus to the wild. Froma pool
ofover 400 animals, only 40 were certified as
"probable red wolves," Eventually 17 re
mained.(4)

Altogether removed from the wild, C.
rufus underwent an intensive breeding pro
gram in association with the Point Defiance
Zoo in Tacoma, Washington. Fifteen years
later, FWS calls the project "the most success
ful endangered species captive effort in the
United States,"(5)

After a few quasi-productive attempts at
reintroducing C. rufus on several islands
within the National Wildlife Refuge System,
the need for a large mainland Red Wolf
sanctuary became apparent. Being seasonal
travelers, Red Wolves need more space than
coastal islands offer. Nowak reports that
some packs can inhabit territories ofup to 40
miles in dlameter.(6)

In the mid-1980s, with the help of the
North Carolina Nature Conservancy, FWS
procured some 120,000 'acres of bottomland
from PC\ldential Insurance Company in Dare
County, North Carolina. This land is now
the Alligator River National Wildlife Refuge,
and site of the Red Wolf's reintroduction to
the wild. In 1986, 4 pairs of Red Wolves
arrived at the site to be acclimated to the area
and its native prey. Eventually, 12 Red
Wolves were released'into the Refuge. Only
half of them still survive.

Members of the Red Wolf Recovery
Team concur that many potential recovery
locations cannot be utilized due to negative
reactions from a public that still fears wolves
running amok. To avoid repeating past fail-

details, contact PAWS, 1413 EDobbiness Rd,
Phoenix, AZ 85040.

Meanwhile, I'm putting together a
package of information for those who would
like to adopt a reintroduction area. (With
some modification, it may also serve New
Mexico and west Texas.) I'm looking for a
few good "adopters." Qualifications are a
willingness to ask agency representatives a
lot of'questions, and at least a one year
commitment. Adopters should contact me
(see Directory), and try to attend the Wolf
Symposium. Adopters will work with and/or
harass land managers to support wolf rein
troduction in the development of resource
management plans.

We will be watching Arizona Game and
Fish Department (AGFD) closely as they
explore wolf reintroduction. Neither they
nor the AGF Cormnission have made any
commitment to reintroduce the wolf.
They've made any possibility of reintroduc
tion contingent upon a process beginning
with an attitude survey. The survey was to
have been mailed in December to individu
als from the Arizona Cattlegrowers Associa
tion, Defenders of Wildlife, a hunter group,
AGFD staff, and the public. We must de
mand that the survey results be disseminated
to the public and the Commission proceed to
the next step, which is a request to US Fish
and Wildlife Service for money to evaluate
potential reintroduction sites.

Onotherfronts, New Mexico EF!'s Wolf
Action Group (WAG) recently filed a 60-day
intent to sue FWS over their lack of implem
entation ofwolf recovery. It's clear that FWS
regional director Michael Spear is impeding
wolf recovery. For instance, he has stated in
writing that implementation of-the Endan
gered Species Act for Arizoha's wolves de
pends on, first, evidence of public support in
AGFD's attitude survey; and, second, sup
port from Arizona's congressional delega
tion. These are political, not biological
considerations, and thus he is violating the
ESA. Others are also considering suing FWS
for their lack of action on behalf of the wolf.

-Julia Swanson, AZEF!

Return of the Red Wolf
Canis rufus, the Red Woif, is one of the

most endangered carnivores in the world.
Once roaming the entire southeastern
United States, C. rufus has been relegated to
a few locations in the wild administered by
the US Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS). The
fate of the Red Wolf is anybody's guess.
What with haVing to dodge cars, Coyotes,
and Alligators, it is a wonder that America is
still graced with this ancient species.

The Red Woif most likely evolved from
a common ancestor with the Coyote, its
origins dating back to the Pleistocene. Cur
rent theory holds that "the primitive stock of
small wolves in the New World entered Eura
sia where they eventually gave rise to what
we now know as the gray wolf(Canis lupus)."
(Nowak) During the early period of canid
evolution in North America, 'the Coyote and
Red Wolfemerged as 'separate species, giving
the Red Wolf the honored distinction of
being the "only North American wolfto have
evolved entirely in the New World."(I)

Separating into three subspecies, Red
Wolves secured a territory ranging from
central Texas through the Ozark-Ouachita
uplands, into southern Illinois and Ohio,
most of Kentucky, parts of Virginia, the
Carolinas, Florida, and all of the deep South.
These subspecies have been identified as C.
rufus floridanus, C. rufus gregoryi, and C. rufus

" " "Biod,iversity



FLORAL LEGACIES OF THE MEGAFAUNA

HOW ~IVERSARE CLEARED IN THEJUNGLE

R.F. Mueller is a former NASA scientistand
present Virginia EFt contact.

The small carnivores, the Raccoon, the
Opossum, skunks, and foxes, have increased
in numbers to where theycontribute signifi
cantly to the decline of many birds and other
prey. Also it is likely that some endemic
plants have been brought to extinction by
the overabundant deer which leave high
browse lines on trees in many areas. The sum
of these effects is genetic deterioration, loss.
of species diversity and general environ
mental degradation. What began as perhaps
a "normal" ecosystem transformation at the
end of the Pleistocene has turned to perva
sive decline heading toward collapse.

We can't bring back the thorn-molding
megafauna but we can and must bring back
the assemblage of wolves, Panthers, Wolver
ines and 'large raptorial birds that form the
peak of the trophic pyramid and are needed
to balance the system. We must also try to
bring back the large ungulates, the Elk and
Bison, to reclaim their important niches.
More than an atavistic wish, this restoration
of the rightful heirs to the land is an ecologi
cal imperative that is gaining credence with ,
each passing day as our dependence on na
ture and ecosystems becomes more evident.

plantation. You say Great, here's the go
money, there's just one thing: I've heard
other businessmen have lost on deals as a
sweet as this because the locals resented
them - robbed their materials and made off
with their goods. Any chance that will
happen to me? Any hostile people on the
Auchyako River?

Your investment specialist says he'll
find out and hangs up. The minute he's off
with you he's on the line with South America
saying, Don't make me look bad here. Any
hostiles on that river?

And the men in South America who
picked the location say We don't know.
We'll ask the local general.

And the local general, stuck way out in
the middle of the jungle, says he'll have a
party go check. After all, ifa foreign Investor
lost moneyJn the area he was sent to be in
charge of, it would look bad for him and who
knows where they'd send him next?

So the local general calls together a
squ)ld of men and tells them to head up the
Auchyako River to look for hostiles who
might steal the international financier's
things, a financier who will bring money
into the area. And in the backwaters of the
South American· jungle, money is a rare
commodity indeed and can rpake a man
something of a god.

The squad takes their little peque-peques,
their motorized canoes, and heads up the
river looking for hostiles, whom of course
they don't know how to identify. And when
they come on a little clearing with a little
jungle hut built on stilts on the bank of the
river, a fisherman's house or an Indian's
house, they are too embarrassed to admit
that they have no way of knOWing whether
the people who live there are hostiles or not.
But they do know that if they say the people
living there are not hostiles, and the people
then steal something belonging to the inter
national financier, things will not go well for
them. So they take lunch with the people,
and when they've finished lunch and still
can't 'decide whether or not the people qual.
ify as hostiles, they just want to leave but
they can't afford to leave possible hostiles
there on the river so when they say Thank
you for the lunch and the chica, the corn
beer, they shoot the fisherman or the Indian
and his family and toss the bodies into the
brush where the myriad of carnivores who
live in the "jungle will finish them off fast;
That way, if it turns out the people weren't
hostiles, there will be no evidence they killed
them. And if they were hostiles, well it's best
it's done.

And when they've spent the two days or
two weeks it takes' to eliminate possible
hostiles on the river, the three or four or five
families liVing there, they report back to the
local general, who proudly reports back to
the men who found the land who in turn call
the investment specialist who calls you
straight away with the good news that No,
there are no hostiles on the river.

There will, of course, be blood on all of
your Brazil nuts.

Peter Gorman is a free-lance writer whose
recently articles include the cover story, on psy
chedelics and religion, in the January 1990 issue
ofHigh Times.

megafauna. An example of a fruit may be
that of the thorn-bearing Osage Orange
(Maclura pomifera), which is at present con
sumed by horses but not bycattle, and would
probably have also appealed to Pleistocene
horses and other megafauna (Gus Mueller,
personal communication). Even form and
growth habits of trees and bushes were
probably sensitive to influences of the great
browsers.

The thorn plants we see today are
graphic reminders of how much the planet
has lost since the Pleistocene. They are
messengers from the grand age ofwilderness
that for some unknown reason underwent a
transformation at the beginning of the Holo
cene but still retained its ecological integrity
until European man began to destroy it. The
megafauna1 browsers can be regarded as
predatorsofa type, albeit ofplants. Liketheir
legacy of thorny plants, existing ecosystems
are part of the preexisting complex ofpreda
tor-prey relationships. Although the most
important large predators of the Holocene
have been extirpated in the Eastern US, the
"ghosts" of these predators haunt us by the
wild characteristics we so admire in their
remaining prey fauna - the: fleetness of the
deer and the craftiness and stealth of smaller
herbivores and carnivores that were hunted
by them. The absence of the large carnivores
has thrown these ecosystems out of balance.

tion of people who stand in the way of
progress, indigenous people and mestizos
alike. It is incidental killing, necessary to
protect the capital of overseas investors,
most of whom have no idea of the havoc
they are promoting. Which doesn't make it
any less real.

What I mean is this: Let's say you're a
New York businessman and you decide to
open a small Brazil nut plantation down in
the jungle. You contact a South American
investment specialist who knows whom to
contact about good land for that sort of
plantation.

The investment specialist calls his
friends in South America and they decide on
where you ought to get your land. Let's say
it's a small river, the Auchyako, which means'
Indian River. They get back to the invest
ment speCialist, who gets back to you and
says he has just the place for a Brazil nut

hours, 16,200 football fields' worth of rain
forest went.down forever.

A 7-point earthquake preempted the
first World Series game to be played in San
Francisco in 27 years, severing the bridge
conneCting the cities of the two competing
teams. During the half-time of the next
Super Bowl game, a football field's worth of

. rainforest should be trucked in on semi
trailer flatbeds like floats in the Tournament
of Roses parade and assembled on the Super
Bowl field. Then the football field should be
blasted by four converging drum and bugle
corps with flamethrowers "while panthers
leap and parrots fly screaming Into the
stands full of fans, and the second halfof the
game Should be played on the charred
stubble.

The Earth is trying to tell us something.
Butwe're too glued to the soap opera/sitcom!
footballgame/gameshow/top-40 of Nature
eclipsing human self-importance to hear.

-Jeff Poniewaz, Milwaukee eco-poet

by Peter Gorman

The history of South America has been
one of continuous exploitation since it was
discovered by Europeans nearly 500 years
ago. The destruction of its lands and the
decimation of its peoples in pursuit ofprofit
is one of the worst examples of base human
behavior imaginable. Fortunately, during
the past 20 years enough attention from
global watchdog groups has been focused on
the continent that the genocide and enslave
ment of its indig~nous peoples has largely
been stopped:

Deep in the interior of Amazonia,
however, the slaughtercontinues and little is
ever heard about it because it is not big
genocide, not international politics geno
cide. The killing isn't genocide at all, seman
ticists would argue, since it isn't directed at a
particular group - it's simply the elimina-

Rainforest Destruction·
for the Masses

Play the famous tape of the reporter
describing the burning of the Hindenburg,
and then magnify it in proportion to all the
acres of densely-packed life called rainforest
destroyed per day, and you'll hear how the
rainforest disaster should be announced to
oblivious mankind. An entire species being
killed - and certainlya million species being
killed - is a greater loss to the Earth than 7
individuals of a species being killed aboard a
space-shuttle, or 36 aboard a dirigible.

The rainforests are vanishing at the rate
ofa football field per second! In the course of
an average football telecast - about 2 1/2
hours, including half-time and time-outs
(there are no time-outs in the rainforest
massacre) - 9000 football fields' worth of
rainforest have been torn and/or burned
from the face ofthe Earth. They should flash
that statistic on the scoreboard during the
Super Bowl!

Super Bowl 88 was stretched out so
more millions could be made on commer
cials for cars, fastfood burgers and the Army.
While Denver went down 42-10 In 4 1/2

nents of the great mixed deciduous forest
would have been exposed to heavy browsing
only at forest edges since forest interior
habitat would not have been favored by the
megafauna. Finally, many plants may not
have adequate .genetic resources to evolve
thorns.

Clearly, the hawthorns, Honey Locust,
and other heavily-thorned plants are relics of

. another time and most significantly of a
fauna long vanished. This fauna became
extinct approximately 10,000-11,000 years
ago, a time span apparently sufficiently short
for the thorns to persist. There simply have
not been enough generations of trees since
the Pleistocene to breed. out a feature so
beneficial when the large browsers were
around. Also there is probably some residual
benefit in the thorns since they do slow even
small browsers. However, the thorns repre
sent a considerable investment in energy
and nutrients and one would expect them to
gradually disappear or be replaced by smaller
thorns.

Very likely, thorns are not the only
persisting relics of the megafauna. They are
simply the most·visible. There may be a host
of chemical repellants that are specific for
mastodon, ground sloth, and othetmegafau.
nal browsing niches and have not yet van
ished. The same may be said of fruit and
seeds designed -to be dispersed by the

by R.F. Mueller

All is concentered in a life intense
Where not a beam, nor air nor leaf is
Lost

-Byron

Wander from the sea coast to the Appa
lachian crest - indeed almost anywhere in
the Eastern US - and you will meet a familiar
tribe - the hawthorns. Although most
concentrated in Eastern North America, with
more than 100 species, the genus Crataegus is
found throughout the north temperate zone
and on many mountain ranges in the south
ern part of the continent. Small trees, or
frequently only bush-sized, the hawthorns
catch our eye with their hedge-shaped arbo
real forms, heavy autumn crops of conspicu- .
ously-colored fruit and, above all, their for
midable armament of long, sharp thorns.

The thorns of hawthorns are clearly
intended to fend off browsers, who find both
leaves and fruit highly desirable. Other
plants in the rose family, of which the haw
thorn genus is a member, are similarly de
sired. But what do the thorns fend off?
Almost the only native browser in the East
ern United States in modem times, and for
that matter dUring the entire Holocene Ep
och, is and was the White-tailed Deer. The
only otherbrowser, the Moose, was confined
to northern bog areas, and though Elk and
Bison were present in the historical period,
they are primarily grazers. Smaller browsers
such as deer, and domestic goats, are not
stopped by large thorns since they easily
reach between them. These thorns, which in
the Cockspur Hawthorn (Crataegus crusgalli)
reach 5 inches in length, were evolved to
protect the plant from large browsers.

To find these large browsers we must
look in the fossil record, back 12,000-15,000
years dUring 'the Late Pleistocene, when an
impressive megafauna ranged the land.
According to John Guilday (Quaternary Ex
tinctions, A Prehistoric Revolution, Paul S Mar
tin and Richard GKlein editors, UofAZ Press,
1984) these large browsers included the
Mastodon (Mamut americanum), Jefferson
Ground Sloth (Megalonyx jeffersom), Harlans
Ground Sloth (Glossotherium harlani'), and
the Stag Moose (Cervalces scottI). In addition
two mammoths (Mamuthus) and a horse
(Equs complicatus) probably browsed some.
Other browsers larger than the Whitetail
included a tapir, a large peccary, and Cari
bou.

The browsing habits of these larger
animals must have been quite different from
those of the delicate-muzzled deer. It seems
likely thatthey would have broken offwhole
branches or engulfed entire branch ends,
stripping off the leaves and small twigs, as
existing elephants do. Feeding leaf by leaf as
deer and goats do would not have satisfied
their enormous intake requirements. With
these aggressive browsers the long thorns
would have been the perfect counterpoise to
maintain a balance between the eaters and
the eaten. The hawthorns even went so far as
to protect themselves from possible assaults
on their nutritious inner bark by evolving
"monkey puzzles" of large complex thorn
growths on their trunks.

If thorns were so effective in deterring
browsers, why didn't more of the hundreds
ofother tree species in North America evolve
them? The answer to this is complex and
probably will never be completely known.
However, as indicated previously, many
members of the rose family seem to be par
ticularly attractive to browsers. Also it is
likely that many other species found it more
economical to invest their energy and nutri
ents in chemical defenses.

Several other members of the rose fam
ily do have thorns for defense. An example
is the Wild Crab Apple (Pyrus coronaria)
which is almost as well defended as the
hawthorns. Another is the Wild Plum,
though its thorns are less impressive. Addi
tionally, thorns are prevalent in the legume
family. In the Eastern US, the thorny leg
'umes include the Black Locust (Robinia pseu
doacacia) and the Honey Locust (Gleditsia
tricanthos). The latter has impressive thorns
on both branches and trunk.

Another factor governing the develop
ment of thorn protection is habitat. Evi
dence indjcates that, by and large, the
megafauna occupied open savannas and
spruce-pine-shrub parkland rather than
deep forests. This open country would
probably also have been the preferred loca
tion of hawthorns, crab apples, plums, and
locusts because all are intolerant of shade
and today are more at home in forest edges
and clearings than in deep woods. Atpresent
we can see hawthorns flourishing in open
ings of montane Red Spruce forests of the
high Alleghenies, a habitat that approaches
that inferred for the Pleistocene mastodon.
Species of maple, oak, and other compo-
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Steps to a Consensus Decision

BLOCK

center. The people in the outerhub listen but
refrain from comment unless essential, and
then through their spokesperson. These
spokespersons can be formally empOwered
to make binding decisions for their affinity
groups, or may operate under an agreemeQt
to return to the small group with a proposal
for consensus. This latter necessitates one
more round of the spokes to get agreement
from all the groups.

Key Roles in Consensus
Facilitator - encourages an orderly

discussion, bearing in mind the steps in the
consensus process. The facilitator calls on
hands in the order they are raised, and helps
to refocus on proposals. The facilitator stops
time wasting behaviors, such as interrupting
or rambling, and is respectful but firm. Flexi
bility is allowed according to personal style
and group needs under different circum
stances.

Beware that the facilitator's seat tends
to take on power. You can help minimize
this by addressing the entire group, not the
facilitator. While facilitators must be ser
vants of the group and should not be in
volved in discussions, there is a provision
should they need to comment. They must
formally and physically "Step Aside," briefly
comment, and then "Step Back" to demon
strate that they are of the circle, with equal
standing. In the same vein, facilitators must
not recap the discussion, lest their com
ments take on more value than deserved.
Rotate the facilitator's role among every
body.

Co-facilitator- is a good role by which
to learn·a new skill, working with the facili
tator to monitor the group process and keep
track of hands. The co-facilitator takes over
if the fadlitator needs a break or steps aside
to comment.

Timekeeper - helps keep the group
within the agreed upon time frame and stick
Ing to priorities set· in the agenda.' The
timekeeper can give a half-time, and a 3
minute warning before indicating time is up.

Notetaker - keeps record of proposals
agreed on (more for ongoing meetings than
actions); records the next meeting time and
place arid keeps any contact lists generated.
On an action the notetaker keeps a record of
everyone arrested.

Vibeswatcher - also called the Snake,
this person only surfaces if the group runs '
into emotional weather: tension between or
among participants, bad feelings after a deci
sion, etc.

For tactical and practical reasons, all
these roles must be rotated. The more skills
we gain as individuals, the stronger the
group becomes. No one should be irreplace
able, and no one should be easily identified
as a mover and shaker by the authorities. In
consensus we're all movers and shakers!

Leadership Is a role that at times needs
to be filled. It is a role an individual can step
into and outof. Itis important to be sensitive
to times when leadership is essential to help'
the group move forward, and other times
when an experienced person can step out of
the role to allow an inexperienced person to
practice a new skill.

FOCUS
?RCLE 55 FAILURE

Hand Signals
A Hand Up means "call on me please,"

and can be relaxed as soon as the facilitator
catches your eye and acknowledges that you
have a place in line. This signal must be

STAND ASIDECON5Et'JoV6

L
/~

timing, site, target, logistics and the image
you want to create for the media. Resist the
temptation to spend time on the specifics
until yqu have reached a decision.

10. Process Evaluation: Stress accom-"
plishments and positives, but also bring out
problems to avoid in the future. This is not
meant to be another discussion, but a brief
look at our group process to increase our .
effectiveness in using the process.

Suggestions for Effective
Meetings /

Begin a meeting with introductions.
We need to know each otherto develop trust.
Use intros to discover why people are present
and what they think about a particular ques
tion. Define the question and write it on the
agenda to help people stick to it.

Formulate the agenda and rank the
items (don't spend much time here), and
assign a time limit to each one. Start with a
positive item or one that can be dealt with
qUickly to get warmed up. Larger items
should be broken down where possible.

Take breaks for stretching or treats, or
try a Semantics Break - a qUick agenda item
to bring up objectionable language, be it

. sexist, racist, anthropocentric, or violent.
Announcements should go at the end.

People tend to deal with them much more
qUickly when they are tired and ready to go
home than at the beginning.

. Evaluate your use of the process: brain
storm a list of pros and cons. Don't evaluate
the evaluations (all are entitled to their feel
ings). The evaluation also provides a sense
of closure; or sing or do whatever suits your
group. Evaluation will naturally occur in
small groups after any discussion, and this is
good.

The same applies to actions. This de
briefing Is most effective when done imme
diately after the action with the entire group.
It helps clarify events, and sharing a few
laughs can relieve tensions.

The psychological tone of the meeting
can have great Impacts. This caribe set by the
group, by tradition, or by the loudest person..
Do participants feel welcomed to express
their feelings? (For example, "I feel an ego
clash between you two;" or "I am concerned
about our safety on this blockade if the
media is not called.") Is joking and haVing
fun allowed? The psychological climate can
also be affected by the physical comfort of
the group. This becomes especiallY evident
on blockades in inclement weather and as
people get tired.

-Discussion Techniques
. A Go-Around is used to begin an issue
that has no obvious beginning, or that may
be emotionally charged. Simply go around
the circle, giving everyone an opportunity to
speak. Pass if you don't have a comment or
would be repeating one already expressed.
Passing a smooth stone or other object when
each spe~ker is finished saves time on the
transition between speakers.

A Brainstorm is a fast and fun way to
narrow down a big issue, or start from scratch
on a new agenda item. You'll need a black
board, a notetaker and ,a timekeeper. Allow
only about 5 minutes, and consider using
this between long and/or difficult agenda
items to break things up. Without evaluat
ing any ideas, fire words or phrases'as fast as
the notetaker can write them down. Be
creative; laugh a lot. When you have twenty
or forty ideas, stop and choose one or two to
discuss.

Small Group Discussions can be used to
allow more speakfug time for each person on
touchy issues. Randomly break up and
spend a specified amount of time in small
groups. Then regroup, and have each small
group report back with a synopsis to begin a
full circle discussion.

Very large groups (50-5000) wanting to
do civil disobedience can use a similar
Spokeswheel technique to coordinate many
affinity groups into.a cohesive act of CD.
Two concentric circles are formed with the
affinity groups in the outer hub, and the
representatives of each affinity group in the

Problems in Consensus
Many people have a bad experience

with process. Failur,es are the fault of the
group or the facilitator, not the process itself.
For example any single person, if she or he
can solicit power from the group, can mao
nipulate the group to meet her or his own
agenda. If one person is allowed to fill one
role exclusively, that person can amass
power and manipulate the group. Be wary of
facilitators who express opinions in discus
sions.

As a group you must call "bullshit" on
such behavior and insist that the individual
participate in the process or exclude them
selves from the group. "Bullshit" is a seldom
used but essential process call. Times to use
this call are obvious, and include untruths,
unwillingness to confront personal behavior
issues, power tripping, taking group atten
tion or resources for personal gain, stepping
ahead of the group and making decisions for
the group, or even speaking for the group
without haVingbeen formally empowered to
do so by the group.

This is a group of people you choose to
work with for a specific purpose; no tenet
says you must work with everyone who
shows up. Don't waste your valuable time
trying to solve problems not related to your
goals.

Perhaps the most deleterious problem is
long meetings. Time is like money: you will
use as much as you have. Individuals must
monitor comments for both frequency and
content: "Is this germain, or is it 'me first'?"
And the group must monitor itself. Begin
and end on time; use a timekeeper to priori.
tize and move through the agenda. Diver·
gent goals, too large a group, or uncomfort
able physical conditions can slow a decision
down. In the case of direct action, a 3 hour
decision the night before can· be accom·
plished in 30 minutes, or even 3 minutes
once the action is in progress. Know when to
call a discussion off.

We use civil disobedience to attack
power structures In hopes of a more demo
cratic system. To be consistent we must, in
our group process, question our own power
structures and dominating relationships.
Consensus works best for people who truly
believe in the superior intelligence of the
"group mind," and are willing to change a
little along t~e way in order to incorporate
new ways of being exemplified by the con
sensus process and nonviolence.

POINT OF INFORMATiON
- PERTINENT FKT

Steps in the Consensus
Process

1. Introductions
2. Issue is raised: Why are we here,

together, now?
3. Questions - to clarify the Issue, and

make sure we are all discussing the same idea.
4. Discussion: Bring out all options,

pros and cons; establish points of disagree
ment as well as common ground. Any con
cerns should be brought up now (e.g., "I'm
concerned that we won't be allowed access to
the Forest Supervisor if we storm the build
ing.'')

5. Proposal: Do not begin a meeting or
discussion with a proposal. It must be a
product of a group discussion, and should
reflect the best ideas, as well as the concerns
raised.

6. Friendly amendments: Discuss the
proposal to make sure everyone shares the
same understanding. Amendments may be
added at this time.

7. Rearticulate (amended) proposal and
Test for Consensus: As a preliminary to a
formal request for consensus ask for any
concerns or reservations, offering one last.
chance to amend the proposal rather than
attempt consensus and fail due to a concern
not adequately addressed.

8. Formal Consensus: Ask for group
consensus and use hand signals to i~dicate

agreement. Congratulate yourselves!
9. Details: Decide upon the details of

CALL ON ME

Elements of Consensus'
The Consensus Process was formalized

by the Feminist movement in an effort to
replace Robert's Rules of Order and the ex
pectation that one person leads while the
rest obey. Consensus seeks to involve all
participants in the discussion and synthesize
their best ideas into a proposal. Everyone has
the opportunity to speak. Everyone has veto
power. All these factors combine to em
power people so they are more committed to
the decision and the work necessary to carry
it to fruition. This is especially essential in
civil disobedience, since during "actions"we
may put ourselves at significant risk and will
want everyone's deepest commitment.

The element most critical to successful
consensus process is shared goals. People of
diverse backgrounds, life-styles and interests
can work In consensus if they share goals.
When the goal ofWilderness is kept firmly in
mind, personal goals and attachments are
kept in perspective. People must acknowl
edge that the life and goals of the group are
more important than anyone person or any
one decision. The Consensus Decision
Making Process is different from "building
consensus" between two opposing groups
negotiating on an issue.

In time, as people gainexperience work
ing with the process and grow to know and
care about each other, a sense ofcommunity
develops. ShOWing up at the agreed upon
meeting time, sharing responsibility, and
listening carefully are examples of behaviors
that display respect for the others. With
mutual respect and trust comes the ability to
critique each other on more and more per
sonal levels and we can begin to help each
other grow as individuals. This improves
group dynamics dramatically and increases
our collective power.

11).e circle" format is important both
practically and symbolically. Sitting in a
circle allows everyone to see and hear every·
one else, as well as monitor the emotional
weather. (How is everyone doing? Are we all
attentive, or have we lost people due to bad
feelings or poor communication?) Our
commitment to work toward our goal as a
group will move us to interruptthe process to
bring a disenchanted individual back into
the discussion. This does not mean an Earth
First! meeting Is the place to work out per
sonal problems, but if something in the dis
cussion causes someone to check out emo
tionally, the group should try to learn what
the problem is and alleviate it.

The circle visually demonstrates our
equality. No one person is leading; rather we
all create proposals and enact solutions to
gether. Individuals must learn to offer their
strengths and consciously sit back some
times to give others room to share their
strengths or practice new skills.

The circle demonstrates our unity,
group strength, and equality to onlookers, be
they workers, decision-makers, lawenforce
ment officials or the public. We present a
united, active, committed front.

Active listening is essential to good
process. Body language and eye contact
indicate active participation when you are
not speaking. So that everyone feels that
their comments are being heard, only one
person may speakat a time. Interruptions are
not acceptable. Side conversations must be
redirected, either to be continued as part of
the group meeting or to be removed from the
circle.

T/:1e Consensus Process of Decision
Making offers a method for quickdecision
making which can be used by a variety of
groups. Hand signals and a chronological
approach to discussions provide time-saving
techniques. The circular format promotes
democracy and encourages people to take
part in the decision, so that the product is
something they support. The process em
powers people to be leaders and to share
responsibility.

by Mary Beth Nearing

j
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The Columbian Legacy:
We'd Better Start Preparing Now

recognizably different from a Single-Finger
raised to indicate a "point of information."

A point of information should not be
confused with a strong personal opinion. It
is used to add a pertinent fact or new data to
the current comment. This slightly different
hand signal lets the facilitator know to call
on you immediately so that information
may be added to what is being said.

The "silent cheer" is indicated by Two
Hands Up Fingers Wiggling ["twinkling"!].
This shows agreement for the idea being
expressed without taking the time to be
called on and speak. This feels silly at first;
but try it, you '11 like it.

The "focus" or "process" signal is Two
Hands Raised Facing Each Other. This indl~

cates a lack of, or need for, focus; also known
as a "process failure." Aprocess failure could
be two people talking at once, noise, or
anything disrupting concentration.

Thumbs Up indicates "agreement" with
a proposal. If everyone's thumb goes up, we
have consensus.

Thumb To The Side indicates that an'
individual wishes to "stand aside" from the
decision. The person's concerns were not
adequately addressed in the discussion and
resulting proposal. The person will allow the
decision to be made but will not participate
in the project. It is best to avoid this situ-
ation. "

Thumbs Down is a "block" ofconsensus
- a definite no. One of the techniques that
empowers everyone is the block, or veto.
This would indicate a moral stand and'would
keep the whole group from proceeding. Like
the "stand aside," this would have come up
in the discussion, so it should not be a sur
prise. It should be very rare. If it comes up
often for a person, she or he needs to ques
tion if her or his goals match the group's.

SILENT CHEER

Conclusion
The consensus process will not suit

everyone. However, when people share
goals, learn the techniques and believe in the
group, the process becomes organic and can
flow qUickly. Currently, there are corpora
tions, boards of directors, churches and col
leges being run byconsensus. The consensus
process has been used in civil disobedience
actions with up to 1200 peopleagreeing! The
essential openness, personal critiques, mu
tual support and group evaluations help us
grow as individuals even as we keep up the
fight!

Mary Beth Nearing is an EF! Nonviolent
CD Trainer (seeDirectory) who has been arrested
during numerous actions in the Northwest.

by Kirkpatrick Sale

The official hullabaloo will not begin
for another two years, but it is not too early
to startworryingaboutitnow. Because it will
be one of the most hyped-up, decked-out
celebrations of patriotism, pride and privi
lege in this age already so well endowed with
ceremonies of the grotesque, it behooves us
to be ready to puncture its balloons, deny Its
propaganda and offer truths in place of
myths.

The Quincentennial Celebrations ofthe
"discovery" of America by Christopher Co·
lumbus will feature a world's fair in Sevilla,
the Olympics in Barcelona, tall ships and
fireworks in New York and San Francisco
harbors, special state affairs in every Latin
American country butParaguay, and enough
conferences, speeches, displays, parades,
boat races, festivals, stamp issues, and statue
unveilings to reach from one side of the
Atlantic to the other: All this, even though it
was not really a discovery (since there were
already 100 million people living in the New
World who haa discovered it long before,
and since even some Europeans had landed
there 700 years earlier); it was not America
(which name was not coined until 1507 and
not common until the 17th century), and
the man's name, at the time was Cristobal
Colon, "Columbus" being a much later
Latinlsm fancied by the English.

This "discovery" was an extremely
important event, and its anniversary de
serves world-wide attention. Not, however,
because it celebrates the genius of European
exploration, or the indomitable spirit of
Western culture, or the opening up of the
world to rationalism and science and prog
ress, or the process by which civilization was
brought half-way around the world, or the
act that led to the creation of the United
States ofAmerica. Those reasons are all perni
cious.

Rather, because it offers us the occasion
to question the entire matter of European
expansion and colonialism. What better,
time to examine the deleterious conse·
quences of its five centuries of worldwide
domination and draw attention to the ca
lamitous effects it has had on the original
people of these continents and the natural
world theycherished? These 500 years putus
in a unique position to confront the realiza
tion of what the results have been of a na
ture-hating culture destroying a nature-lov
ing culture.

Columbus was in many ways a perfect
representative of the culture of Europe, and
thus a perfect symbol ofwhat itwas and what
it sent forth. A restless, rootless man, he
never knew a home, never had a sense of
place - after a childhood in (probably)
Genoa, he went to sea for a decade, then
hopped from Lisbon to the Madeiras to Palos
to Cordova and on and on. He was deeply,
and at times quite dementedly, religious,
convinced of the imminent end of the earth
and his special mission to take Christianity
to all the heathens of the world and to take
back from them their gold so that he might
spend it on armies to recapture Jerusalem,
He was thoroughly Eurocentric, .never for a
moment doubting that he, or Spain, had the
right to find, acquire, exploit, and dominate
any part of the world.

He was a man of Europe, especially of
the early-modern Europe then starting to

take shape. It was a morbid and death. ,
centered subcontinent, still wracked by
plague, war, disease and famine; a troubled
and disillusioned subcontinent, with a
church corrupt from the local high-living
voluptuary priest up to the murderous and
venal voluptuary pope, and a loss of faith so
profound it would lead to schism and the
Reformation in a few decades; a violent and
largely heartless subcontinent, where tor
tures and killings were the stuff of everyday
life and the murders of ordinary folk, in
autos-da-fe in the south and wltch-bumings
In the north, were the stuff of every village
square.

It was also a land fashioning the central
tenets of the culture It was about to launch
on the world: humanism, for example, and
the Renaissance belief that man (sic) was the
measure of all things and (but for angels) the
highest and best of God's creatures; rational
ism, and the Western Idea that processes of
the brain can explain the world; materialism,
and the concept that the accumulation of
objects and the wherewithal to purchase
them was blessed and divine (for the earth's
treasures were put there by God for the pleas
ure and enrichment of those who could take
them first and fastest); and nationalism, and
the proposition that the hierarchical, patri
archal state was the proper and inevitable
instrument by which the few should as
semble, and the many submit to, power.

How sad that it was this culture that
"discovered," and thereby conquered and
destroyed, the world. How much better it
would have been if it had stayeq at home and
spentits prodigious energies trying to resolve
its own pathologies rather than haVing them
set on fleets of armed caravels to be sent
across the oceans.

Columbus landed somewhere in the
Antilles in October 1492 and spent the next
3 months exploring a land more beautiful
than he could have imagined. Ofone setting
he wrote:
Large and very green trees, and great lagoons,
around which the trees stand in marvelous
groves. The singingofsmall birds is so sweet that
no one could ever wish to leave this place. Rocks
ofpa"ots darken the sun and there is a marvel
ous varietyoflarge and small birds very different
from our own ...

Within a year Columbus and a massive
contingent of Spanish settlers had begun to
change all that as the trees were cut down to
make rancheros for imported cattle and sheep
and soon plantations for sugar and cotton.
Pigs, goats and horses were allowed to roani
freely, and as a result destroyed forage,
trampled native farmlands, and made savan
nahs bare. Placer and ore mining silted and
diverted rivers and denuded mountains.
Within a decade the face ofEspaniola (and to
a lesser extentJamaica and Cuba) was wholly
transformed, and the once-beautiful land
ravaged.

'Once begun, the process had no end. It
would be carried to the mainlands, south
and north, across to the other ocean, and it
would leave virtually nothing unchanged in
its path.

Columbus also wrote of the people he
encountered, a people subsequently named
the Taino, who had achieved in the Carib
bean one of the most idyllic societies then on
Earth - one of remarkable stability and
peace, abundance without labor and social
harmony. He said: '

They are so affectionate and have so little
greed and are in all ways so amenable that I
assure your Highnesses, that there is in my
opinion no betterpeople and no better land in the
world. They love their neighbors as themselves
and their way ofspeaking is the sweetest in the
world ...

Within a year Columbus had estab
lished a regime that wrought horrible mas
sacres upon these people, enslaving those it
did not kill, terrorizing those it did not en
slave. Several thousand were shipped off to
Europe, Inaugurating a trans-Atlantic slave
trade that would eventually stamp Europe's
ugliest mark on three innocent continents.
Many thousands more succumbed to Euro
pean diseases to which they had developed
no immunity. Not a few chose suicide.

The population of the Caribbean in
1492 is now thought to have been 7-8 mil
lion, largely on on Espanlola. Within a
decade there were fewer than a million,
within another decade a quarter of that; by
the middle of the 16th century, the Talno
were extinct.

That process, too, had no end. It would
be carried to the mainlands, across to the
other ocean, and even beyond, and would
achieve the effective equivalent of genocide.

That is our Columbian heritage, the
past that the US honored by making its
official national symbol Columbia and
marking every October 12 as an official na
tional holiday, the legacy that will once
more be celebrated in 1992. It behooves us to
come to understand that heritage, and try to
assure that all our fellow citizens understand
it too.

That is the only way we will ever start to
shake off this awful thing called Western
culture which has now, inevitably, brought
the world to the brink of ecocide. The only
way that we will ever come round to opening
ourselves up to the cultuI'l;!, as near as we can
construct it, ofthe people native to this land.

Kirkpatrick Sale is a bioregional writer{rom
the Hudson Valley. He is the authorofDwellers
in the Land and other books. This article
appeared in aslightly longerversion in Raise The
Stakes. (See the note on RTS in the book reviews
ofthis issue.)

LOADED LANGUAGE and LOGGING
1 used to say "girls" when referring to

women. Use of the word 'girl' in reference to
a woman infuriated my wife, who continu
ously reminded me that the term 'girl' had a
host of values attached it, including a sub
liminal message of immaturity when used to
describe an adult female and thus the infer
ence that the individual was perhaps less
capable. Certainly that was not my intent,
but my wife's criticism was quite correct.

In a similar manner we use many value
laden words in describing natural resources.
For example, foresters often refer to trees past
the age of maximum wood production as
"overmature." However, to many people,
including most foresters, the word 'overma
ture' has many other connotations as well,
including that such a forest is declining in
health. An overmature forest is one skidding
toward "decadence"-another favorite term
of foresters. Both "overmature" and "deca
dent" are economic, more than biological,
descriptions. Again, intended or not, these
terms carry a host of implied values, which,
biologically speaklng,- are inaccurate.

Recent research by forest scientists has
shown that the time a tree is alive represents

only a small fraction 'of its ecological "life"
and, cons~uently, of its total biological
value. Some scientists even suggest that a
dead tree is more ecologically valuable than
a live one. In terms of the forest ecosystem,
there is no such thing as a "decadent" forest.
To an ecologist, a "healthy" forest is one that
has dead and dying trees. A timber stand
"cleaned up by foresters" is a sick forest. This
is an entirelydifferent view ofthe forest than
is implied by the terms 'overmature' and
'decadent'.

A st"nd of dead and dying trees per
forms many ecological functions absent in a
younger stand. The abundant snags in older
tree stands are homes for cavity nesting
birds. Many cavity nesting bird speCies feed
on insects. Studies have shown that preda
tion by birds can reduce insect populations
to one-fifteenth those ofcontrol areas where
birds are excluded. By removing dead trees,
we may increase insect populations and
cause 'what we inaccurately call an "epi
demic." In a natural forest, more dead trees
would result in more insect eating birds,
which would in turn help regulate insect
numbers. When we log a stand with an

abundance of dead or dying trees' on the
assumption that we are protecting the forest,
we may in fact be removing some of the
forest's own defenses.

Similarly, we almost universally speak
of fires "destroying" the forest. Yet most
ecologists would dispute headlines pro
claiming so many acres "destroyed" or
"damaged" by fires; rather, they might talk
about how a fire has "created" age class
diversity or "new wildlife habitat." Even
these terms are value-laden, however, show
ing how inadequate our language may be for
describing such ecological events. It's hard
to avoid saying the fires"destroyed" so many
acres - even if you are conscious of the
values hidden in that terminology.

Terminology influences how we per
ceive Issues. It also affects how we allot funds
on public land. Since we view dying trees as
a disaster, we spend huge sums of money to
keep forests free of disease, insects, fires and
other natural agents which our language and
foresters tell us are "destroying" the forest.
We frequently spend more protecting the
trees than they are ultimately worth as tim
ber, even as we destroy the ecological proc-

esses that ultimately preserve the forest eco
system. The forest is not destroyed by fire,
blowdown, insects or disease; only the trees'
value for timber production.

We need to purge value-laden terms
from our vocabulary, or at least use them
more accurately. Foresters know a little - a
very little - about how to grow trees for
timber production; they (and the rest of us)
know almost nothing about how a forest
grows. A forest is more than trees. It is the
interrelationships between trees, soils, wa
ter, insects, fungi, fire, other wildlife and a
host of other influences which most of us
don't even know exist.

It is not the forest that is "overmature"
and "decadent"; rather it is the underlying
assumptions and values engendered by such
words. Given what we know about the
compleXity of forest ecosystems, such value
laden words should be "clearcut" from our
vocabulary. Perhaps as more women choose
careers as foresters they will begin to change
the way the "boys" who have dominated
forestry think about language and will influ
ence the way we view forests.

-George Wuerthner
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Brower on the Sierra Club

The Politics of Environmental Compromise

July 13, 1989
From: David R. Brower, 40 Stevenson Ave., Berkeley, CA 94708
To: Doug Scott, Conservation Director
Sierra Club, 730 Polk St., San Francisco, CA 94109
Re: The Sierra Club and Compromise

ed. note: David Brower wrote this historically important letter following the Sierra Club's
annual summer· conference, at which Dave Brower and Dave Foreman were invited
speakers. Speaking to thegathered dignitaries and activists, both Browerand Foreman urged'
the Club to stop compromising. After their speeches drew overwhelming approval from the
audience, Doug Scottgave a speech rebutting the Daves. Readers wanting to know more of
the history David Brower sketches herein will enjoy his autobiography, For Earth's Sake:
The Life and Times of David Brower, to be released by Peregrine Smith Books on Earth
Day 1990, and thereafter to be available from EFt Books.

David Brower

continued on page 28

So the glass is half full.
It is also more than half empty, and

there's a plugable hole that will remain open
unless the club gets its courage up. Dave
Foreman's question is the one we cannot
dodge. The club didn't create that wilder·
ness. It helped, more than most I am sure, to
draw a line around part of it. So we added
sixty-nine million to the number of acres
within that line, most of them in Alaska,
where all we had to overcome was one
Congressman and two Senators (someone
else's judgment, spoken to me). Meanwhile,
twice that number of acres, land that might
have been preserved as real wilderness, wild.
ness that did exist, have been lost perma
nently. They slipped through the cracks in
the Forest Service and BLM floors. The club
had other major campaigns to contend with.
No books, no film, little in Sie"a. No video.

I don't know which number to accept
about how much ancient forest we have left,
or how long it will last at the present acceler
ating rate of ecologically illiterate clearcut
ting. What I think is the best argument is
being ignored by those who think compro
mise is essential in the real world of decision
makers. This argument could reach even
.Senator Hatfield and still leave him a friend
in other critical matters if the club really
tried.

That argument, simply stated, Is that
whatever ancient forest is left, and however
long it will last, the end is imminent. Re
sponsible leaders - of the U.S. Timber Serv
ice, of logging corporations, of forestry
schools, and of the Sierra Club - must
demand that people move to their fallback
position now.

What will they do by 1995 or 2000
when the ancient forests are gone and the
successors of]ames Watt covet what is left in
the national parks? Then it is too late.

The fallback position should be:
(1) Stop the export of any but maximum
value-added wood products.
(2) Raise prices as necessary to supply wood
products from lesser forests and to fund
massive recycling.
(3) At public expense, train displaced people
dependent upon ancient-forest jobs for ca·
reers with a future.
(4) At public expense, restore derelict forest
land, but not with monocultures.
(5) Establish Oregon Volcanic Cascades Na
tional Park; let the National Park Service
protect what the Forest Service refuses to.
(6) Add the Glacier Peak Wilderness to the
North Cascades National Park.
(7) Place all other ancient forests, including
all giant sequoias in national forests, in a
biosphere reserve, with a moratorium on any
impairment pending a five-year study,
modeled on the Outdoor Recreation Re
sources Review, on how best to protect what
would take' from five to thirty centuries to
replace.

Sierra Club must stiffen, organize, and
fight to require that this program begin now.
We need the equivalent of the club's and
FOE's Oust-Watt petitions, publicized with
full-page ads, segments in 60 Minutes, 20-20,
Charles Kuralt, Bill Moyers, Dave Foreman
on The Tonight show, and feature videos for
VCR owners to buy, copy, and disseminate,
all with the help ofotherorganizations, with
Sie"a holding off on auto and Chevron ads
and giving major space to the effort, plus a
mass-market paperback and Sierra Club
Save-the-Ancient-Forests traveling vans.
This needs to be a major campaign, and ifthe
club's addiction to priorities gets in the way,
send such an addiction out to whoever can
treat it.

not exist, nor does the pair proposed for Sun
Desert. Somehow the club was nowhere on
this. Friends of the Earth, refusing to com
promise, came up with the numbers 'that
blocked the three reactors. And now, in part
thanks to those numbers, and the bold pre
dictions by Jim Harding, the first Rancho
Seco has been voted out of action.

The Sierra Club favored the Peripheral
Canal, a potential disaster for San Francisco
Bay and the Delta. FOE opposed the club's
proposed compromise and rescued northern
California. Happily, the next time around,
the club's Bay Chapter joined Earth Island in
successful opposition to the "son of the Pe
ripheral Canal." In the early years Brock
Evans thought we had to accept a nuclear
alternative to the proposed High Hells Can
yon dam. We didn't. Mike McCloskey
thought it impossible to block the decision
makers' determination to buUd the proposed
Rampart dam on the Yukon. I didn't com
promise. Neither dam is there. We stuck to
our guns and found lots of help. The board
scolded me for sending Phil Hyde and Paul
Brooks to the Yukon; they were key to saving
it. The board scolded me for spending $3500
from my discretionary fund to get them
there. The board also scolded me for helping.
David Sive stay on the milestone Storm King
battle, which I think would otherwise have
been dropped. The help cost $.1500.

The club folded on the proposed Mam
moth Pass highway. Ike Livermore didn't,
and the road isn't there. The club folded on
the superb Jeffrey pine (orest at Deadman
Summit, and on the preservation of the Kern
Plateau, and we lost both. The club was
about to accede to the decision makers of the
Forest Service and ski business in the battle
for the San Gorgonio wilderness. I did a Paul
Revere act most of one winter night, the
board stiffened, and the wilderness is still
there. We forced different decisions. The
board was ready to fold on the Disney"pro
posal for Mineral King. So was 1. Martin
Litton wasn't, and saved the day. I forgot
how to play Paul Revere and Glen Canyon
isn't there.

The Sierra Club compromised enough
to lose its best antinuclear group. The club
has compromised enough to be of little force
or effect in slOWing the arms race. The club
was asked to act four years ago about envi
ronmental concerns in Nicaragua, but has
remained silent. The club backed away from
saving the California condorin the wild. The
club did not join in the fightto block the new
San Onofre reactors (a failure ofwhich, quite
possibly, could make Southern California
uninhabitable). The club so misjudges the
arms' race that it discourages the San Diego
Chapter from protesting in Nevada, as ifsuch
a global problem must be left exclusively to
the Toiyabe Chapter. The national club, and
Sierra Club California, seem to think that the
inexcusable charring of giant sequoias in
Sequoia National Park and the terminal iso
lation of giant sequoias of Sequoia National

'Forest, and the monocultural plantations
being planted around them, is the province
of the Kern-Kaweah chapter and severe
damage continues. The dub thinks that
stopping the charring of sequoias in
Yosemite is the business of the Tehipite
Chapter, and the damage continues. The
club has not recognized that prescribed
burning can be conducted properly, as in the
Calaveras Grove, where the State has pro
tected giant sequoias without defacing
them.

The Club is so eager to appear reason
able that it goes soft, undercuts the strong
grassroots efforts of chapters, groups, and
other organizations - as if the new profes
sionalization and prioritization requires
rampant tenderization. I go along with Ray
Dasmann, when he speaks of those who
want to appear reasonable to the Fortune 500
and allies, and who therefore go to lunches,
or to other lengths, to demonstrate their
credibility, access, insiderness, and reason
able strategy. Ray says it is a union between
Bambi and Godzilla.

Then I get to the crisis of the ancient
forests and the club's role that ino faltering
that SCLDF [Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund
ed.] had to come to .the rescue of the trees by
hiring a lobbyist. And I think of the rude
treatment of Dave Foreman, a club invited
speaker whom the assembly audience had
admired for his courage, courage which gives
the club a field to be bolder in, which the club
should be grateful for.

Yes, the club has saved millions ofacres
of wilderness, thousands of acres of ancient
forests, thousands (or millions?) of acres of
desert, and other very self-satisfying num
bers. The club saved them, that is, long
enough to let later generations keep saving
them if they can - unless they opt for
compromise.

wanted two dams in the Grand provided
Reclamation first build silt-retainingdams in
Glen Canyon and on the Little Colorado,
construct nice tourist facilities for flat-water
boating on the reservoirs, and slightly en
large Grand Canyon National Park. Bestor
again. He had the directors trying to please
the decision makers in the Bureau of Recla
mation. I fell for it for a year, then climbed
back up, as did the board. I didn't fall at all
in Dinosaur. I stayed out of the compromise
business and persuaded the club to stay out.

There are no dams in Dinosaur or in the
Grand Canyon. If! had followe9 what is now
your advice there would be two dams in
each.

So I was pretty good, right? No. Because
I became a wimp, somehow, and let the
board compromise on Glen Canyon. The
decision makers put the dam there, and we
could have stopped them had we refused to
compromise and simply stood up for our
own club policy. Instead we pleased the
decision makers.

The board compromised on Diablo.
There are two reactors there. Itcompromised
again at Bodega Head - a compromise vio
latingclub policy. Dick Leonard said, "That's
our policy but we're not going to do any
thingabout it," and we didn't. There's a hole
in Bodega Head, but not a reactor on it 
thanks to Dave Pesonen, who would not
compromise, and had to leave club employ
because he wouldn't.

There is massive scenic vandalismalong
the Tioga Road, perpetrated by the decision
makers of the National Park Service, because
the club compromised. We could have
stopped that destruction. There is a highway
to Copper Creek in Kings Canyon for the
same reason. It could have remained entirely
a wilderness national park if the board had
stood firm.

The Alaska pipeline, bad though it is, is
not so bad as it would have been. Four
organizations joined and won a lawsuit but
lost in Congress byone vote - Spiro Agnew's
tie breaker - a law that authorized the pipe
line and denied opponents the NEPA rem- .
edy. The pipe might not be there at all, and
the Valdez spill avoided, had the Sierra Club
not backed out of the suit, in order to play
Alaska State politics. If the club had lent its
preponderant weight, we might well have
got the Canadian railroad alternative - or a
program of energy conservation under way
much sooner, a big enough program to
remove financial feasibility from the pipe-
line. .

The second Rancho Seco reactor does

Thistle by Peggy Sue McRae

Dear Doug:
At the Sierra Club's International As

sembly here in Ann Arbor you listened to my
"rhetoric" and I listened to your advice about
the real world of decision making. Perhaps
we're even.. We are not, however, in agree
ment. Neither of us has yet been persuaded
by the other, especially on the Sierra Club's
role in compromise. So under my new phi
losophy I need to try to find out where you
are coming from and what drives you. Or
what drove you away from where you
seemed to be coming from when I first knew
you. Answers to both these questions may
emerge better from long discussions than
from an exchange of letters. I think answers
are needed. Perhaps what follows will stimu
late some.

My thesis is that compromise is often
necessarybut that itought not originatewith
the Sierra Club. We are to hold fast to what
we believe is right, fight for it, and find allies
and adduce all possible arguments for our
cause. If we cannot find enough vigor in us
or them to win, then let someone else pro
pose the compromise. We thereupon work
hard to coax it our way. We become a
nucleus around which the strongest force
can build and function.

For a specific example, take the pro
posed Grand Canyon dams. You alluded to
them but missed the point in doing so. We
said we'd accept no dams. People knew what
we stood for and gathered around. Ifwe had
said (or thought) we'd accept one, but not
two, clarity would have vanished from our
deeds and faces. People would have seen that
we were just arguing about how much rape,
not opposing it. They would have gathered
elsewhere if at all.

In 1938 the Sierra Club would have
given in to Forest Service decision makers
about the Kings Canyon High Sierra had
Secretary Harold Ickes' not come out to
stiffen the board's resolve. With a film
(mine), a book (Ansel's), a brochure
(Colby's), and a lot ofBulletin articles (many
authors), we got a national park - in spite of
opposition by the National Parks Associa
tion, The Wilderness Society, Forest Service,
and California State Chamber of Commerce.
We then had only 3000 members and World
War II was under way. (I was working half
time for the club at $75 per month.)

The Sierra Club wanted to compromise
on the Colorado in 1949. First, Dinosaur was
just "sagebrush country" not worth fighting
for. Then Bestor Robinson proposed that we
go for one dam (Split Mountain), not two, a
suggestion happily abandoned. The club
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can also lead to a resolution. ing this holocaust will take much more than
Monkeywrenching is just a term for a preserving a few wilderness areas and stop-

form of resistance to ecological terror; it is ping a few development projects. It will take ~,

not, as Foreman would have us believe, a more than individual action.
codified way of life akin to chivalry. The Wide-scale global atmospheric changes
term itself may not be in need of a new are now occurring and will soon affect every
definition. It can still be done in many aspect ofeach life on this planet, whether we
dlffe~t ways, some of which are entirely choose to participate in the deadly process or
legal.'{f monkeywrenching Is defined as just not. Cooperation between all sectors of
knoclcihgoffan occasional bulldozeror spik- society and every region on Earth is now
ing an occasional tree while the wholesale more than ever essential to planetary sur·
destruction of the planet continues un- vivaI. The rapid growth of ecological move·
abated, can you really call that strategic ments around the world offers some hope
while deriding a non-violent protest as that this can somehow be achieved. The
merely symbolicl-> odds may not be in our favor, but our sur-

Craz Horse could '1 soldiers in battle vival, and the survival ofourplanet, depends
buthecou n'tsto them from coming ac on it.
s e leve he understood this, an I hope other Earth Firsters will not be·
~w you don't always fight just to win. come dispirited by the recent wave of repres-
Sometimes you fight in order to survive; and sion, but will see this as an opportunity to
other times you fight just because you think address some of the root causes of the envi-
it's the rlghtthing to do. Although you don't ronmental crisis, and see how theyare linked
get to make the odds, the choice to fight, who to the present distribution of wealth and
to fight and how to fight is yours alone. No power.
one can take that away from you. Another issue I want to bring up is the

Many Earth First!ers seem to blame the Earth First!Journal itself. For sometime now
_whole human race for the current ecological there has been a lot of discussion about the
crisis. I don't understand this collective direction and qualityofthepaperamongthe
conspiracy of the consumer theory that grassroots. Opinions vary from people who
seems to say that we are all equally respon- think it has been takenoverbymutantAryan
sible for the destruction of the planet. There Nazi's, that John Davis is from another
is a reason that you can't buy a daily newspa- planet, to people who simply think it isn't as
per made of recycled fiber or a quart of fresh funny or as inspiring as it used to be. And,
carrot juice in a returnable jar. There is a although I was very grateful that Tom Skeele
conspiracy, but I doubt that consumers have had brought up some ofthese concerns in his
had much to do with it. The plastics plant recent meeting withJohn in New York, Iwas
that exploded last month in Louisiana kill- very disappointed bYJohn's purely defensive
ing hundreds of workers because of un- reaction to the friendly criticism tPat Tom
trained, poorly paid and understaffed work offered.
crews is owned by the same group of poison- The response from the Journal seemed
ers that has bribed and swindled and coerced to be that the criticisms are not based on any
people across this country to prevent com- sound reasoning. John continued by stating
munities from passing recycling laws. they that not only will there be no changes in the
also drilloffour coasts and Invade ourwilder- Joumal, but the focus in the future will be
ness areas. They also corrupt our political even narrower. He complained that they
process. They have names like EXXON, weren't gettingcontributions offunnymate.
DuPont and Louisiana-Pacific. Wecan'tsave rial. To cap It off, he referred to Howle
the wilds without confronting them. And I Wolke's Grizzly Den essay, which repeats
don't think we can do it without making many of the sentiments of Foreman's earlier
alliances with all the other people who are Around the Campfire piece, by saying it
victimized at each stage of this evil process, "says what needs to be said."
from land rights activists fighting the extrac· I'm sorry, but I think that both Dave's
tion industries to the suburban housewives and Howle's pieces are irrelevant to the dis-
fighting the toxic wastes that end up in all of .cussion about the Journal. To my knowl-
our air and water. edge, pot smoking hippies and shoplifting

We may be, as Foreman says, a sOcietyo~ anarchists have never been a problem at
laws, and probably always have been. But Earth First! demonstrations, nor has anyone
the legitimacy of a law lies not in how it shown any noticeable lack of thoughtful-
conforms to existing codes or documents, ness. Does Howie really believe that people
but how it conforms to your own moral actually "dress like punks and hippies?" In
values system. YOU nave me ngnt to Olsre'/rmost or tne l'aC1IlC Normwest, people wouta
gard any law that comes in direct conflict think that Howie "dressed like a cowboy,"
with principles you hold as inviolable. You but certainly they would not send him home
may indeed have a responSibility to make from a demonstration to change.clothes
sound moral choices, but certainly no one because he was scaring hippies away. Even
can make them for you. I would not be so image conscious Greenpeace doesn'ttell you
qUick to condemn a shoplifter or a pot how to dress for a demonstration. And has
smoker for getting busted on the way to a he really ever tried to get a noted biologist to
protest or a legislative hearing so longas they come to an Earth First! action where he or she
took full responsibility for their actions. To might be beaten up or arrested? And has he
some, getting high can be a direct action ever tried to organize a demonstration with-
against mind control. out the help of a few dope smokin' hippies?

Our strategy should be to try and build I can't believe that Dave and Howie are
a movement of active people that can relate now worried about alienating potential sup-
to the words Earth First! on a deep and porters. I think for them to advise others on
personal level - people who want to be how not to alienate possible supporters is a
active. We must be organized and reach out little hypocritical in light of statements that
to others who share our goals. Movements they have both made recently. We have
can be organized and still be decentralized; received more damaging criticism and lost
they can be spiritual and still be pragmatic. more support from people whom we should
They can be dead serious and still be fun. be working with from statements they have
Indeed they have to be all that and more if made than from anyone within Earth First!.
they want to be successful. I am wary of a Dave has still not responded directly to his
tendency by some in our movement toward critics on issues such as illegal immigration
weeding out those elements that don't con- and the politics of the Ethiopian famine.
form to rigid thinking. Maybe better he should spend some time

The key to our strength will not be our doing this than using space in the Journal to
diversity so much as our integrity. Diversity attack Earth Firsters he sees as straying from
alone is meaningless. Respecting each other the party line.
and working together will be the key to Alienation is noteven an issue here. I've
successful movement building. Isolatingthe always felt it was more important to say what
opposition and confronting them directly you think rather than temper your words to
will be the key to reaching our goals. Tryingj{ appeal to the broadest audience. The ques-
to isolate people within our own movement, tion is not so much being able to say any-
as Forem.an s~ems to be doing .by his relent- thin~you want, but in sticking to the issues.
less labelmg, IS counterproductive and does a Talking down to people you see as hippies
disservice not only to those he is trying to and pondering whether or not AIDS has any
discredit, but to him and the whole move- positive benefits might be speaking your
ment as well. mind, but it sure the hell isn't going to make

I don't think Earth First! has really it any easier to organize a movement.
changed much. For the individual it will It is no wonder that many grassroots
continue to be risky to openly support or Earth First! activists are increasingly seeing
participate in the Earth First! movement. It the Journal staff as an entrenched, isolated
will also be risky not participating in what bureaucracy that has little connection to the
could be the last chance to save the Earth. movement at large. Davis's editorial seems
Today it is Widely understood that the Earth' to confirm that when he states that if we
will cease,to support complex forms of life don't like the waythings are, we can start our
like ourselves ifdrastic changes are not made own newspaper. This was similar to
soon. As more people become involved, it Foreman's reaction when we came under
will be more important than ever for move- criticism for his by now well-known position
ments like ours that support ecological as on immigration. Nevermindaddressingthe
well as social democracy to be heard above charges or opening up a dialogue, just man
the din of an increasingly cautious environ- the barricades.
mental movement that doesn't want to rock While today's Journal seems to feel it
the boat. has every right to run things however it sees

Now is notthe time to hang upour pearl fit because it is a separate entity within the
handled monkeywrenches, but a time to broadermovement, in my mind, this was not
recommit ourselves to dropping them in the always so. At the second annual Round River
gears of the appropriate machinery. Revers- continued on page 28
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ment? The answer lies in how you view the
present. Is it a crisis, or is it an opportunity?

It doesn't matter if you're into CIV

v
'

disobedience, monkeywrenching or square
dancing, the most important consideration
is to maintain personal control and self re
spect. When we decide to confront th
powers that be, we can maintain some con
trol by assessing and accepting the risks
involved, and by taking the necess;iry steps
to minimize our exposure to the unexpected.
This is our personal responsibility, but being
cautious or pragmatic as opposed to impul
sive or foolhardy has little to do with it. Risks
are often necessary and unavoidable, and we
cannot begin to quantify, much less elimi- .
nate, the risk involved in challenging the
system. At some pointwe have to acceptthis.
I know people who think putting their name
on the Earth First! mailing list is a foolish risk.
Whatever risks we take, we accept the conse
quences.

I studied avalanches back in the days
when 1aspired to become a back-country ski
ranger. My instructor once told me that if I
wanted to be completely sure that a slope
wouldn't slide,and bury me if I tried to ski
down it, I should stay the hell off of it.
Nobody goes skiing in the back-country
without coming to grips with the possibility
ofa disaster. In some cases we jump into the
chute even though we don't know what will
happen to us. We accept a higher risk factor
because of the rewards offered.

A friend of mine died unexPectedly
several summers ago when he slipped and
fell from a glacier in the Grand Tetons. I
remember my inability to see or feel it as a
tragedy. This was because I knew he lived to
climb mountains, and that the risk of falling

~as an accepted part of mountaineering. So
~hen I hear of a person being arrested for

ecotage, I don't want to see that as a tragic or
negative event. I want to see it as an affirma
tion that there is a· struggle, that there is a
movement, and that t\tere are people who
are willing to take riS~They are raising the
stakes. They deserve our support, but notour
pity. The last thing they would want Is for us
to back off now because they have fallen
victim to the police state. Many people who
have been jailed will testify that you are not
out of the movement when you are behind
bars, you are sometimes at the very center.

I am not arguing that the risks we now
face for fighting back should be accepted as
normal. We need to challenge the hypocrisy
of a legal system that is exemplified by the
Orwellian Department ofJustice and the FBI.
Is it now too risky to advocate wilderness? Is
the state, in trying to isolate us .from the
mainstream, seeking to cast us as a threat to
society in order to maintain their control? If
so, don't we have to challenge the whole
system, or at least the parts of it that. threaten
us with extinction by holding both us and
a~captive.

"'-It is us and them. And we often know
who they are. The enemies ofwilderness are
also the enemies offreedom and democracy.
Theywant to keep women and certain ethnic
groups in the underclass This is the same
powerful elite that forcefully establishes
large monocultural plantations for chemi·
cally dependant, soil depleting agribusiness
on the ancestral lands of El Salvador,,((:om.

(

plalning .about the illegal aliens flooding
into our country without examining the
causes ofpoverty in Central America and the
deadly results of US military intervention is
inexcusable. \If we don't address the causes

G
nd insteadbiame the victims, we risk being

no different than the racist white South Afrl-

any'.
~hileI too believe wilderness is the key

to the survival of this planet, I think that the
reasons for the bulldozer up inSilver Creek or
the oil rig up in the Badger-Two Medicine
just might be closely linked to the lack of
control we have over our own lives and our
own communities. And much of this power
lessness Is due to the relentless efforts of an
elite, aggressive, and authoritarian ~vern
ment backed by a corrupt legal syste~ They
control the industrial output of this country
just as Ceaucescu once controlled the indus
trial output of Rumania. So we know who
they are, just as the Salvadoran insurgent
knows whohis enemyis. Martin Luther King
Jr. might have offered that ifyou have polari
zation below, you need to bring it up to the
surface and see if it can stand the scrutiny of
broad daylight. That does not necessarily
lead us directly into creating Ayatollahs and
Hitlers, as Foreman seems to be suggesting. It

(parts of this article are reprinted from LIVE
WILD OR DIE #2.)

Lately we've all had to examine where
we are. Not just because we were infiltrated
and set up by the feds, but because most ofus
sense that things are somehow different
now, that they can never really be the same
again. We have made some sort of transition
from being the "new kid on the block" to a
recognizable institution, one that can now
be singled out as a target for repression.

In the early days of Earth First!, we were
the ones who picked the targets. Confronta
tions were done on our terms. We could
always C1isappear into the background and
pick up our lives just where we left off. Now
it is not so easy to blend in. Some of us are
being harassed in our communities, some
have even fled to new locations under threat
of violence. Anybody surprised? I didn't
think so.

I was pondering all this lately while
reading Dave Foreman's last installments of
Around The Campfire and Dear Ned Ludd
(EF!, November 1989) I felt compelled to

II

respond because I strongly disagree with this
whole notion Dave is laying down: that you

>. have to conform to society· to be an effective
• wilderness activist, or that you can't be a

casual monkeywrencher. He seems to be
saying CD and monkeywrenchlng are some
how different from each other and'are done
by different kinds of people.

And what's all this talk about obeying
laws? Avoiding illegal drugs? Simon and
Garfunkel? Give me a break! Are guarding
against becoming a "jail junkie" who "hun
gers for excitement" or a monkeywrencher
who Is "captivated by the Intoxication of
destroying machines" and the dangers of
falling into a "delirium" reallyburning issues
for us to be considering at this time?Q've
never known a jail junkie or a delirious
monkeywrencher. It doesn't sound like
anybody I have met in Earth First! But I have
met· various people who have done one or
more of the actions Foreman describes. I
consider them all responsible people who
each have som~',hing important to contrib
ute~

Hell, I've been arrested more times than
most Earth First!ers that I know, including
two times in the last three months: at the
World Bank's annual meeting for protesting
their funding of mega dams and genocide,
and for protesting US backing of the murder
ous dictatorship in El Salvador. Yet I also get
a thrill from the sound of several people
spiking trees in unison deep in the old
growth forests. I even get a warm fuzzy
feeling when I lick a stamp to send offa letter
to my representative In Congress. .Those
feelings are good, but they have never been
the motivation for action in and of them
selves. Enjoying those feelings doesn't nec
essarily make you a junkie. .

I have seen and heard a lot lately about
how we are supposed to act now that the FBI
is watching us, and how we should walk a
straight line or become more secretive. I
remember when the Yippies were being infil
trated during the 1972 Democratic and Re·
publican national conventions. The saying
then was that infiltrating the Yippies was like
infiltrating a marshmallow. We had no
perimeter to defend, everyone just naturally
looked out for each other without much
secrecy. Infiltration never was a successful
tactic with the Yippies, and neither should it
be with Earth First!

That we are now targets for campaigns
by the government is a testimony to our
effectiveness. It means we are getting
people's attention. There is now political
hay to be made by dealing with the Earth
First! "problem." As we are stereotyped and
vilified, others see us as eco-warriors. We
started out declaring that we would saywhat
needed to be said no matter what the politi
cal realities. Now that the heat Is on, should
we change?

We are ourselves responsible for the
way we are seen by the public. We deliber
ately served up a tough Image of Earth First!
to the mass media. Even in its distorted and
inflated state, we have accomplished much
ofwhat we have tried to achieve to this end.
We are the environmental extremists that
everyone now uses as a reference point. The
question that remains Is: Are we still in
control? Have we been involuntarily trans
formed by what has happened to us, or are
we now making deliberate and conscious
adjustments to the ever changing situation
as we advance the struggle to build a move·



Ah, the start of a new decade! The last
decade of this century and perhaps the last
decade oframpant destruction byman. Let's
help make it so.

At the start of every year it's proper to
talk about goals, resolutions and all that. I
don't usually, but since this is the decade of
the environment, I'll stoop to it.

Like any good American should, I spent
the New Year's holiday in Mexico. Went for
a walk one day out on a sand spit that (during
low tide) connects an island with the main
land. It was a nice warm day, wind moving
the tide in just right. Sea-birds wheeled in
the air. The sand was covered with shells. As
I walked, collecting shells' for a lady friend
back state-side; it occurred to me how mean
ingless we humans really are in the grand
scheme of things. In the vast timelessness of
sea meeting desert '- a landscape that is still
a lot of Mexico - it's hard to worry about
humans ruining the planet. We'll leave our
mark (ugly to be sure) and then either we'll
clean it up or Mother Earth will have to do it.
Either way, the tide will still hit the beach
every morning.

ing on the paper as it covered the beginnings
of the movement, and as it moved from Ely
to Chico, California and then later on to
Tucson, Arizona. My original vision of the
Journal was as an organizing tool to help link
up new people with the rest ofthe Earth First!
movement. I saw it as a call to action as well
as a vehicle for expressing diverse points of I
view on the nature of ecological activism.
Over the last few years, however, I have
grown more and more disappointed with the
general editorial direction of the Journal. I
haven't distributed any copies to potential
supporters since the summer of 1985, when \
it became clear to me that the Journal's
editors were not nearly as interested' in or
ganizing a radicle ecology movement as they
were in puttingout a thinly disguised journal
on environmental ethics.

I have heard many comments on the
Journal's long, often boring articles on phi
losophy, and conservation Oiology, on the
grey pages full of small type, the dark photos
and the drab layout and those line drawings
of wildlife (which would be better better
suited for a local Audubon newsletter); it has
long since ceased to be the type of publica
tion that I would give to someone who knew
little or nothing about Earth First! It still has
lots of good writing, but you really have to
wade through a lot jibber-jabber.

My reason for writing this long dia
tribe was because I wanted to raise some
Issues. These are but a few ofmy thoughts on
the issues that I feel we should tackle in the
1990s.

-Mike Roselle, Box 83, Canyon CA
(415) 843-8243

Then the reality of being back in the
states. Truck's broke, I'm not far from it,
planet's going to hell in a hand basket, lady
friend is a lady friend no longer and I've got
this pile of shells sitting on the floor of my
office! Nice decade, and it's only just started!
When I'm in a bind I usually look at the past.

I looked first at the anti-nuke move
ment of the 1970s: Other than a few plants
stopped here and there (mostly in the Mid
west), and things slowed down for a while,
the anti-nuke movement didn't really ac
complish much. In fact, no movement since
the civil rights movement has really made
much "progress." Why? Because they spent
too much time bitching and not enough
time doing. I remember meetings in the mid
70s when 75 people would spend more than
two hours to decide if "ne" should be used in
press work instead of "he" or "she". You
can't get anything done that way. One of the
things that attracted me to the EF! move
ment was that folks remembered the past
enough to avoid that pitfall.

Well folks, we are approaching that pit
fast. We've only a few months before spring
starts and with it another season's work. We
need to be planning so we are in the forests
when spring hits, not
arguing about who is or isn't in Earth First!.

There will probably be several meetings
before spring that will pull together experi
enced activists to "chart our course." Al
though we all hate meetings, there is impor
tant work- that needs attending to. Those
who can add a constructive voice to these
"circles" should attend. Let's hug at the
door, battle out where we are going (agree to
disagree or whatever), hug again when we
leave, and then head for trees, the cactus, the
sea. Action is what we need, not reaction!

As the environment unravels more and
more quiCkly, more and more people will
jump on the environmental bandwagon.
This is great. But, "To thine own be true."
Don't let yourself be pulled more directions
than you want to go. Don't be afraid to say
no to issues that others are working on and
that dilute your time for wilderness. No one
can do a great job on many different issues at
once. It's the activist's dilemma.

We need new ideas on ways to bring
money into the movement. Being media
darlings presently, we should be able to find
sources for funding outside the movement,
and we need to use all we have for directly
saving wilderness. Right now, mo'vement
monetary resources are low.

And now a little horn tooting: Dakota
Sid Clifford and I will lead spring and fall
Green Fire tours this year (see Bulletins this
issue). For information, write: Green Fire
tour, Box DB, Bisbee, AZ 85603. Or call
(602) 624-3196.

Roger Featherstone

. .Roadkill.
continued from page 27

• Rendezvous, a meeting was held of the so
. called "Earth First! circle," and among the
many issues discussed was the Earth First!
newsletter. At the time, the newsletter was a
small, low budget affair whose primary func
tion was to keep the relatively few Earth First!
activists in touch with each other. Those
assembled, including myself, agreed that the·
newsletter should be expanded into a tabloid
format in order to reach a wider audience.
Pete Dustard was chosen as the new editor,
replacing Susan Morgan, and the new Jour
nal office was set up at Ken Sanders' house in '
Salt Lake City. It was here that theJournal as
most of us know it came into being. It
reflected the spontaneity, the outrage,the
sense of humor and the irreverence of the
people who were involved. While nottaking
itself too seriously, it still concentrated on
the issues.

I was heavily involved in those early
days of the Journal in Salt Lake City. I took
out the paper's first bulk mail permit in
Jackson, Wyoming, where the paper was
mailed out un,til the entire operation was
later moved to' Ely, Nevada. This move, by
the Way, came about after a particularlyriasty
disagreement between Pete Dustard and the
rest of the circle over whether to continue
running the Dear Ned Ludd column. The
dispute was settled when Dustard resigned
and Dave Foreman and 'Bart Koehler took
over as co-editors. The paper was eventually
incorporated asa business for the purposes of
keeping paperwor~ to a minimum. Since
then the Journal has gone on to become an
important part of Earth First!. .

I have had many happy moments work-
Sincerely, Dave.

**World refugee population has swol
len from 9.9 million in 1984 to 14.4 million
in 1988 and is expected to continue rising as
ecologic and economic deterioration
spurred by overpopulation accelerates in
Third World countries. President Bush,
paying off political debts to the far right, in
August 1989 denied funds to the UN Popula
tion Fund and forbad federal assistance to
terminate unwanted pregnancies.

**Tropical forests are distributed among
70 developing nations, but three - Brazil,
Indonesia and Zaire - contain nearly half
the total. These three nations have higher
than average birth rates, exerting strong
political pressure for exploitation of these
forests. . .

**The Supreme Court's recent anti
choice decision has set off the greatest cycle
of repressive birth control legislation in 50
years. Some of the more zealous want to
outlaw all advertising of contraceptive de
vices. Becoming a member of one of the
freedom of choice organizations is an effec
tive way to fight such repression.

**Some idea of what real overpopula
tion means can be understood by comparing
the delta region ofLouisiana, which contains
45,177 square miles, and the delta region of
Bangladesh, which contains 55,598 square
miles. The former has a population of
4,500,000 and the latter 104,000,000. Lou
isiana has a population growth rate of 1.1%
and Bangladesh 2.7%.

**Califomia is experiencipg what is
thought to be the highest growth rate in any
state's history. It is fueled by large numbers
of immigrants from Latin America and Asia,
and the high birth rates among these jmmi
grants.

**The Population Reference Bureau
reports world population rising faster than
previously projected. It was 5 billion in 1987,
passed 5.1 billion in 1988, and is expected to
pass 6 billion in 1998.

**Barber Conable, World Bank Presi
dent, is distressed that despite the "magni
tude and severity" of rapid population
growth, the US has decreased contributions,
from $290 to $200 million, to alleviate popu
lation problems.

-Tom Stoddard

retrace steps to the last known landmark,
and proceed from there on a different course.

Has the club leadership lost its way?
Remember the members' response to the two
Daves. Standing ovations. Again and again
members have asked me to"tell it like it is to
the club," based on what I have learned in
,fifty-one years of fighting what Muir fought
for. You can see from this letter how much
I held back in my Ann Arbor talk.

You too received a standing ovation.
How much did that applause come from
your telling it like you thought they'd like to
hear it? You told them how good they are,
and what they ought to do next week to
empower themselves. But you told only five
hundred listeners out of the five hundred
thousand members. Isn't this something Si
erra should long since have proVided the
background on, monthly, not bimonthly, if
the club is to exert its strength on issues so
important? How much applause was linked
to your talk being the final one in a great
conference?

Do you feel as confident as you sounded
that you are doing everything right and need
no new ideas? Can you tell this alleged
what's-his-name-reincarnate, what has
driven you from the damn-the-torpedoes
man you were for the Alaska Coalition? Did
you like the splendid idea of the Chico
Mendes award, or Mike McCloskey's bold
move to get people to vote environmentally
with their dollars? You didn't say so. At a
time like this, before the club's international
assembly, should you appear to believe that
existing strategies are adequate? Perhaps I
wasn't listening carefully enough.

In any event, I am troubled for you and
the club - troubled enough 'to write a letter
like this, with copies to people I think care
and may want to let you know.

Incidentally, I'd like to see our ex
change in my autobiography if you think it
can help. People might understand several
current problems better, instead of haVing to
rely on what the book on the club history has
muddied so' badly, as opposed to what you
reported in the Sierra Club: A Guide.

I know we agree on many things 
especially that the Earth's present brief ten
ants are indeed the last who will have the
opportunity to know wildness as we have
known it, unless we pass it on. Perhaps you
will also agree with the Alwyn Rhys quote
Amory Lovins dug up, with a new twist:
When you have reached the edge of the
abyss, the only progressive move you can
make is to tum around and step forward.

You have made great contributions,
and I know there are greater to come.

**A frequent suggestion to solve the
us's illegal immigrant problem is to have a
national photo-identity card system. Those
who prize individual liberty may lose it be
cause of this menacing problem. And while
not all nations with effective identity sys
tems are repressive dictatorships, all repres
sive dictatorships do want effective identity
systems.

**Secondary and tertiary effects of
human population often go unnoticed or
unrecorded. British scientists Peter Churcher
and John Lawton studied cats' effects on
wildlife. By extrapolation they estimated
that Britain's 5 million house cats annually

'. kill about 70 million small animals.
**Those attempting to stop voluntary

abortions, self-styled Right to Lifers, have the
rallying cry, "Adoption not abortion." Of
the 1,500,000 unwanted pregnancies that
are carried to term, less than 2% are adopted.
The remainder are kept by single mothers,
most of whom are unfit for parenthood.
Another 1,500,000 unwanted pregnancies
result in abortions; the birth of these addi
tional unwanted children would placea stag
gering burden on the environment, social
welfare system and taxpayers.

**Population growth in the US is more
devastating than anywhere else on Earth. We
comprise 5% of the world population yet
consume 33% of all resources. ,One Ameri
can consumes total products equal to 100
Bangladeshlans. We use up to 4 times as
much water per capita as Europeans.

Brower ...
continued from page 26

We need another David Simons, but
Springfield, Oregon, cannot be expected to
produce another. The Sierra Club must find
one, discard its hubris, learn anew how to ~
listen, abandon its obsolete conventional
wisdom (a redundant term), and get a move
on. As I said while leaVing on May 3, 1969,

. Nice Nelly won't get the job. done.
David Simons came up with the bold

idea of an Oregon Volcanic Cascades Na
tional Park, an idea that died with him.
Where is, the innovative courage he had?
Imagine, ifyou will, how reformed the Forest
Service would have become had the club
picked up that ball. It didn't. The kind of
people who had been Muir's opponents, the
proliferating Disciples of Pinchot, can now
perceive that the club is willing to compro
mise, and thus propose a scheme that hardly
delays the rate of cutting and eviscerates our
hard-won ability to litigate when the govern
ment becomes irresponsible.

That, at least, is the way I read it, as do
many people in other organizations under
cut by the Sierra Club. Yes, the club can thus
preserve access, remain an insider, be cred
ible, and appear reasonable in the world of
decisions. But what has the club lost for the
world? Thousands, perhaps millions of
endangered species. Those are the plants and
animals not yet identified, but up for sacri
fice if the club lets those priceless ancient
forests vanish, while the board and staff
deliberate, so often behind closed doors,
about priorities and black bottom lines.

Then there's the matter of SCCOPE's
[Sierra Club Committee On Political Education
- ed.) backing away from its most important
function - exerting the major influence it
should in all conscience have found means
to exert in the presidential election. Cer-

, tainly the club could have found a way to do
so without troubling funders, and die-hard
Republicans need to be troubled - about

, their party's environmental record. I hope
you remember the reaction of the audience

. ,to my remark, "Thank George Bush for say-
, .: ,"ing he is an environmentalist, and thank

him again when he becomes one." You liked
it well enough to repeat it. The Sierra Club
members liked it both times. But where was
the club leadership when it had a chance to
give the country someone better to thank?
Think how lonely Bill Reilly must now feel!

Perhaps you can understand why some
people are contemplating full-page ads
wondering what has become of]ohn Muir's
Sierra Club, and asking me about it. I fully
expect anothercomputer message fromJohn
Muir (via his hacker), threateningonce again
to resign as founder of the Sierra Club.

In my mountaineering days I learned
that when one is lost, one must stay calm,
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Products for a Healthy Planet?
(The following is written in response to

a Bulletin in the last issue of Earth First!
which gave a plug for "Seventh Generation,
a socially responsible, Vermont-based com
pany, offering a catalog of environmentally
safe products.")

As the 20th anniversary of Earth Day
approaches, and a rising concern for the
planet's health rumbles across the land, new
businesses will sprout from the compost of
such consciousness. All of these businesses
will claim to "benefit" the environment in
some particular way, and some of them just
might, though benefiting the environment
is an entirely different matter from simply
not harfillng it. Claims of environmentally
"healthy" products or services, however,
should not lift a business above scrutiny by
consumers, especially those of us who con
sider ourselves radical environmentalists.

One of the newest businesses to begin
surfing the wave of environmental con
sciousness is Seventh Generation, formed in
1988 and located in South Burlington, Ver
mont. According to their catalog, the com
pany was born "out of the frustration of idly
standing by while the environment rapidly
deteriorated around us." They go on to say
"It's a unique and delightful experience to
have our success hinge on how well we help
you, our customers, clean up the planet!"
That is a strong and somewhat arrogant,
misleading claim. Only a portion of their
success hinges on helping their customers

clean up the planet. Part of their success
depends on dirtying up the planet, such as
relying on the production of electricity
(including solar) for their offices and ware
house, reliance on a notoriously dirty system
of fossil-fuel based transportation to deliver
their products, and the production of several
products that even George Bush would claim
the planet can do without. Bu t Iwill begin on
the bright side of their business: toilet paper.

Seventh Generation sells a 2-ply toilet
paper made from 100% recycled paper. I
know of few people who have given up toilet
paper for a more environmentally respon
sible alternative (fresh snow, leftover pan
cakes; but that's another column); and it is a
fact that every ton of recycled paper saves 17
trees, 7000 gallons of water and 4100 kilo
watt hours of the dreaded juice. Seventh
Generation is one of only a few sources for
recycled toilet paper that keeps my visits to
the outhouse less of a planetary burden.

One ofour most easily changed habits is
accepting a new bag each time we buy some
thing from a store. Among the most offen
sive companies in this department is "Ames"
of New England, which offers only plastic
bags and insists on bagging even the tiniest
of purchases, unless you are aggressive in
re.fusing the bag. Seventh Generation offers
reusable cotton string bags which gracefully
solve the problem.

But will someone please tell me how a
"solar keychain" contributes to a healthy

planet ("Tired of searching for your keyhole
in the dark?" says the catalog)? And what
about a solar-powered "house number" that
burns brightly all night ("Don't make your
friends guess where you live.")? Do nylon·
"Cool Caps," complete with a tiny battery
and solar-powered fan above your forehead,
really help the planet. They are superfluous
junk on an already cluttered planet.

Seventh Generation is also sel!inga trip
to the rainforests of Costa Rica: "Come see
for yourself the incredible beauty and diver
sity that's atrisk." How does flying in a jet for
several thousand miles, and then driving
around for a few hundred more, contribute.
to a healthy planet? We cannot have it illl.
Seventh Generation is basically selling us the
status quo in a different set of clothes, rather
than promoting the kind of radical lifestyle
changes necessary to really help the planet.
Energy-efficient lightbulbs ($18) and toilet
dams are not a part of the solution, but
rather, only a less harmful part of the prob
lem. These are not worthy of the claim
"products for a healthy planet." The typeof
changes needed to insure the biodiversity
and viability of the planet will not be as
painless as Seventh Generation and the rest
of us would like. It means learning to live
again without electricity, not just changing
lightbulbs. (Even in the Northeast, many
towns have only had electricity since the
1930s or 40s.) It means using a composting
toilet, not just a toilet dam. It means walking

to your nearest forest, not flying to Cosi~

Rica.
Most of us have been guilty at one time

or another of being overly convinced of the
sanctity of our cause, certain that what we
are doing is right, and all we are doing is all
that can be done. Seventh Generation's cata
log displays that flavor: "As a group we try to
be as environmentally conscious as possible.
We recycle the office trash, conserve water in
the bathrooms with toilet dams...." They
should be praised for displaying more con
cern than most American companies, but
they should remember that they could
achieve a lot more good, with a lot less. They
are a long way from being "as environmen
tally conscious as possible." During the next
seven generations, I suspect that the true
"products for a healthy planet" will be pro
duced and consumed locally, and discovered
by word of mouth rather than colorful cata
logs.

-Robert Streeter, Derby Line, VT

The Norwegian Roots ofDeep Ecology
by Dolores laChapelle

Amidst the growing proliferation of
terms such as 'deepecology', 'ecosophy', and
'ecophilosophy' and confusion about what
they mean, there's a danger of becoming so
academic that these terms are no longer
useful for the earth. Perhaps it is time to dig
down to the roots of these terms. They are
intertwined with the work of a Norwegian,
Sigmund Kvaloy, who is relatively unknown
in this country. In addition to being a
philosopher and environmental activist, he
is a farmer, musician, airplane mechanic,
artist, mountaineer and member of a Hima
layan sherpa clan. He explains that the
Norwegian soul "was a soul of rivers and
waterfalls and deep fiords." Norway was
industrialized later than the rest of Europe.
"A green movement started way back in the
1930s, giving the Norwegian labour move
ment a special flavor. Halfofits popl\lar basis
was small farmers and fishermen, not indus
trial workers."

Kvaloy's diverse background led him to
enter the philosophy department of the
University of Oslo "to find out about double
personalities, but to my disappointment, no
such idea was on the curriculum." He soon
found himself deeply within the "Norwe
gian ecopolitical tradition." He explains, "If
you vividly feel that the roof may cave in any
moment, it's just not possible to sit still at an
institute of philosophy, analyzing some
Greek concepts presupposing the world to
stand still. So, in 1969 onJune 24, a group of
friends met and founded what we later called
the Ecopolitical Ring of Cooperative Action 
the RING, for short."

He tells of their first action in 1970:
"Our aim was to stop the hydro-electrocu
tion of the Mardola Water Fall- the highest
in the world when the springtime thawingof
snow in the mountains makes it plunge 2000
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feet in one leap into the forested valleybythe
Eikesdal Lake." They used steel chains to
anchor themselves to the rocks so the police
could not move them. A 70 year old farmer
made the chains from old cow anchors.

Those who were mountaineers used
drill pitons and sat on them so the police
could not reach them. The Mardola action
became famous and was covered in the New
York Times and Der Spiegel. People came to
help them from France, America, and Hol
land. Kvaloy says, "We lost the waterfall but
we started a movement..~through these prac
tical actions we worked on a new philosophy
of man-in-nature. From 1969 we called our
way of thinking eco-philosophy ." Out of this
context Arne Naess developed his thinking,
which in this country came to be called deep
ecology.

I first met Arne Naess in 1977, while I
was working on my book Earth Wisdom, at a
gathering in Claremont, California, to begin
the "New Natural Philosophy': program.
Before Naess arrived from Scandinavia, Joe
Meeker told me the story of Arne hanging
from pitons so they would not darn a water
fall. When Arne arrived I asked him about
the story and since he only smiled I pre
sumed it was true and put it in Earth Wisdom
. Later I got a letter from Kvaloy saying this
story about Arne was a fable. I referred to it
briefly again in my latest book, Sacred Land,
so, finally, Kvaloy wrote me the whole story
in a letter which just reached me this Septem
ber. I quote below from the letter because it
gives remarkable insight into the whole
matter.

"Arne never took part in the planning
and execution of the Mardola Water Fall
action, and there has never been any 'Arne
Naess' famous cliff exploit. Arne had been a
great inspiration to us - especially through
his work on Gandhi, but he did not show up
(as we had wanted him to) when the time
came to start the ecophilosophy seminar in
1969, so 1had to start it alone. That's how we
started using the designation 'ecophiloso
phy', and when Arne started working on his
book a year later and wanted us to change to
'ec,?sophy', we in the Eco-philosophy group
refused, since we had spent a year publicising
'ecophilosophy' - since we wanted to oc
cupy that word before the academic commu
nity picked it up (as we knew they would) as
a name for a value-neutral piscipline - and
because we wanted to keep 'philo' (love) for
our strivings. Well, anyway Arne's part in
the Mardola action came when he and his
wife, Sir! and daughter, Lotte answered our
call and came up to the mountains at the end
of the fifth week of the action and joined us
in a last sit-in in front of the bulldozers,
before we were all carried away by the police.
It took about five minutes. Of course we
appreciated that very much, because we were
very few at the time but it just shows how

• •

modern mass media - and our society 
works, when the photo of Arne getting car
ried away by two policemen flew around the
world, while nothing like that happened to
the local farmers, who were actually the
important strugglers in that conflict. It was

. the first time that we succeeded in carrying
out a large-scale action with intimate coop
eration between local farmers defending
their own place and environmentalists from
the cities - that was just fantastic, and an
enormously consequential inspiration to
Norwegian/Scandinavian ecopolitics!"

Kvaloy says the media and our society
wants "stars" while they always worked as a
group. "That's why the jazz band and the
square-rigged fishing boat were our sym
bois." Near the end of a talk Kvaloy gave for
the British Schl,lmacher Society, printed in
1984 in Resurgence, he explains the impor
tance of these symbols:

Psychologists in this Industrial Growth
Society always stress the importance of
building one individual identity; "all success
is based. on the possibility of defining one
and only one personality structure as a skele
ton for the healthy and sane individual."
Actually, Kvaloy tells us, "we can conceive of
a human being as a being who at birth is like
a very complex root system which is trying
not to fix a permanent personality structure,
but to grow a multiplicity of personalities."

Our civilization wants us to be control
lable "elementary particles" so we can be
used as interchangeable bricks in the pyrami
dal systems where the leaders are at the top.
Yet we have "the capacity and even an urge
to create a whole society of
personalities...given us by nature to cope
creatively with a. vast variety of
situations...Going into it deeply you should
discover that you are psychically invulner
able because you no longer have just one
single personality with its specific
vulnerability....And you'll accept all kinds of
people, because you ·find them in your own
inner society...And finding all the elements
of nature within, your feeling for the earth's
ecosphere will be lifted to a new level."

According to Kvaloy, among the more
rewarding places to look for healthymultiple
personality structures are semi-nomadic
societies, because they are made up ofpeople
who live two or more parallel lives. On the
Norwegian coast until about 70 years ago,
the people were "stationary in one placewith
their farms and neighbours and then every
winter for three months they left home on a
sailing vessel to go fishing at the Lofoten
Islands far away to the north. They often had
very rough weather,. and this little, open,
square-rigged viking type boat wasn't easy to
handle. But they were masters at It, and the
only way they could manage, was through
total mutual integration. The six ,of them,
together with the boat and its rigging, be
came like one orga.nism.

"These men in the tiny nutshell of a
boat - 40-50 feet long, riding the storm, had
actually lost their egos in that situation. One
of the part-personalities of each man com
bined with the similar one in each of the

others, producing - with the boat, the
waves and the wind - an over-individual,
organically functioning form."

He's not talking about split personality
but about a "radical utilization of an
enormous potential for complex, deep inter
penetration, an urge we all have from child
hood, but which we are not permitted to
follow in our society. And the clinging to
isolated individuality, a hardening of the
membrane, is the root of suffering. IGS Is a
society demanding that we close up our
membranes, so that we may be used as bricks
in the pyramid."

Kvaloy uses his own life as an example:
"I exist in several geographical places at the
same time because personality is defined
through participation which is not confined
to one spot. Right now, one of my part
personalities is speaking here at Bristol Uni
versity, another is working the farm in Tron
delag, Middle Norway. The activity that
defines one member of my personality group
goes on there, where it is partly carried on
through the activity of my son and Tashi, a
Sherpa and by some of our neighbours as
well." Another part "is still active in The
Plow-Furrow, the remote Himalayan valley.
That's because I've spent so much time there,
taken an active part in village life, been
adopted with my family into three Sherpa
clans." .

He concludes: "If this sort of person
structure...was cultivated as the dominant
paradigm - there would not be any suffering
in the Buddhist sense, because there would
not be any individual to inflict suffering
upon. Activity does not suffer. Activity does
not die, as long as there's someone to carry it
on. Nirvana in Buddhism is not Heaven or a
state to be achieved after physical death;
instead, Nirvana is our way of life from that
moment when we are liberated completely
from the prison of the individual struggling
to hold on to his individuality. And Nirvana
means.. .to be free to swing, as partaker in the
cosmic jazz band."

Kvaloy's concept of multiple personali
ties is an integral part of most traditional
primitive cultures and is furthered by cele·
brating seasonal rituals. In the month of
February we have the remnants of the an
cient Roman Lupercalia and the Feast of
Lights, celebrated with lighted torches and
fires to welcome the return of the goddess
from the underworld and the rebirth of na
ture in spring. In Celtic countries, we h~ve

the sacred fire of St. Bride or Bridget. T~se
festivals later became the Carnivals held just
before Lent where masks and dancing allow
all aspects of the personality to be expressed.

Such rituals help keep our membranes
open so that we can no longer be used as
"bricks in the pyramid" of power for this
Industrial Growth Society.

For Sigmund Kvaloy's complete essay,
"Complexity and Time: Breaking the
Pyramid's Reign" write Wayofthe Mountain
Center, POB542,Silverton, C081433. $3.45
(including postage). It is also reprinted onp.
319 of Sacred Land, Sacred Sex .
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DEAR NED LUDD
DEAR NED LUDD is a regular feature in Earth First! for
discussion of creative means of effective defense against
the forces of industrial totalitarianism. Neither the Earth
First! movement nor the staff of Earth First! necessarily
encourage anyone to do any of the things discussed ill"
DE~ NED LUDD.

An Appraisal of
Monkeywrenching

eM is a widelypublished writerandscholar
whose career dictates anonymity:'

byCM

Our duty is to destroy billboards.
-Doc Sarvis

Over the past year or so, a number of
groups and individual activists associated

. with Earth First! have distanced themselves
from the radical environmental banner, os
tensiblyover the issue ofecotage. Theyargue
that they can more effectively inform and
influence the public if they don't have to
bear the spike-ridden cross of vindicating
this controversial practice. There is no point
in disputing this reasoning. The field of
environmental activism is broad enough to
let each plow his or her own plot (though
some of us would rather put the farm out of
business and encourage natural succession).
No one is quarreling with the goal of inform
ing the American public on the environ
mental cataclysm now taking place, and
doing so without getting bogged down in
arguments about property rights, law and
order, and violence, if this is possible.

Nevertheless the fact that mon
keywrenching looms so large in these con
siderations calls for an appraisal of its effec
tiveness, a report card to compare with less
direct methods ofexpressing environmental
discontent.

The controversy over monkeywrench
ing is nothing new. In 1982 the editor of
Earth First! (then the mildly named Earth
First! Newsletter) resigned over EF!'s sympa
thetic coverage of monkeywrenching. Gary
Snyder, an early supporter of EF!, also criti
cized ecotage. Over the years disputes ,have
flared up intermittently dUring particular

\

campaigns between those committed to civil
disobedience and those using ecotage. The
controversy is likely to stay with us until

.... industrial society crashes to the ground and
happily makes the question moot.

Meanwhile, it's fair to ask: what has
monkeywrenching accomplished? The an-
swer is, a great deal more than is obvious.

Oddly enough until recently no one,
either in government or industry, has kept
track of the cost of ecotage. The Forest
Service, always on the cutting edge of leth
argy, simply lumped ecotage incidents with
vandalism and other crimes. The timber
industry, already beset by insurance prob
lems because of its shameful safety record,
was reluctant to give the insurance compa
nies another category of risk for raising rates.
All this is changing. The Forest Service law
enforcement division in Washington is over
hauling its reporting methods, and they
expect this will allow a more accurate ac
counting of ecotage. Moreover many Forest
supervisors are now going back and reevalu
ating reports of "vandalism" to see if envi
ronmental motives were involved. Accord
ing to Eco-Media Toronto there are also a half
dozen "Pinkerton-like" private groups start
ing to monitorecotage, as well as to infiltrate
radical environmental groups. One of these,
the ultra-<:onservative Mountain States Legal
Foundation (once headed by the glabrously
messianic James Watt), is now in the ambi
tious process of cataloguing all incidents of
monkeywrenching nationwide, with the
stated purpose of informing the public and
the rumored aim of bringing a class-action
suit against Earth First!

Bad accounting aside, reliable estimates
do exist for the cost of ecotage to the indus
tr'fes and government agencies now in con
trol of our public lands. A forest policy

@
alyst for the Association of Oregon Log

gers and its unintentionally self-defining,
alter ego Prevent Ecological Sabotage Today

i-PEST - estimates that the average mon-:I keywrenching incident causes S60,000 in
f damages, including equipment loss and
c downtime (but not law enforcement investi

gation and insurance). This accords with
what most newspaper accounts, Forest Serv
ice special agents, and ecoteurs say. In a
typical incident last Labor Day weekend, for
example, an International 15 bulldozer and
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two skidders were siltated and mangled, submitted several draft bills. Never satisfied who, for different reasons probably, would
i causing S45,000 in property damage plus with halfway measures at repression, also like to get back at the ar~ary powers
J about S15,000 in downtime. According to a McClure has continued to clamor for even that dominate their lives. ~gardless o~
. timber industryspokesmatJ., an average tree- more strident legislation. Last June, US sentiments pro and con, by its very contro,

. i spiking incident costs about S15,000 assum- Representative Pashayan of California spon- versial nature, ecotage makes biodiversi ' a:
,.f ing the spikes are found and removed, or, sored a bill that calls for 20 years in prison rna er 0 pu e. t takes

more likely nowadays, marked with tape to and a S100,000 fint;' for repeat offenders. seenunglyobscure envlronmentarISsues out
'i allow loggers to cut around them (thus many FollOWing the lead of this rogues' gallery, of the dark of scientific calculations into the

small nails placed in a helix pattern around Oregon passed its own anti-spiking act last limelight of individual passion and commit-
i the tree are more effective than a few large session. ment. Even when the media distorts it by

" .. ones). The above estimate also includes the All this legislative activity costs money. emphasizing,its unlawfulness rather than its
value of the wood in the larger stumps the Lawyers write these bills. Consultants and motives; it has been, like civil disobedience"

,~loggers have to leave to avoid the spikes. The researchers are usually involved. A small, an important element in the broader cam.' J,
cost goes up astronomically if a spike hits a uncomplicated bill like the foregoing, there- paign to rally public opposition to wild~-:..-',';

bandsaw in the mill, as several did last sum- fore, may cost S50,000 before getting to a ness destruction. For instance, in news CO,11-"·',...
mer in southern Oregon. Though the timber committee of Congress or of a state legisla- erage of the old-growth controversy, ~-~~_.
industry is loath to talk about it, one timber ture, where it will probably (4 to 1 odds subjectofecotage inevitablycomes up, along-
industry spokesman called this a "monthly" against any given bill) languish and die. with civil disobedience, and it's clear th~r/>

occurrence. The saws themselves typically '(:(1 Taking all this into consideration, eco-~ activism attracted the coverage in the first7
cost SI5OO-5OO0. A damaged saw can be ~ tage in the United States today is probably place.
changed in an hour or so (assuming a re- I)J costing government and industry S20-25 This is what monkeywrenching is doing
placement is on hand). The big expense million annually. This represents money right now. Whether it should be doing more
comes if the saw shatters and shrapnel flies , industry was not able to use to deforest or less or something different is another
into the head-rig. Head-rig repairs can cost ::I.~j public lands, sink oil wells in the backcoun- topic. Unquestionably it has over the past 10
S20,000. ~~'I try, invest in more destructive eqUipment, years revolutionized the way public lands

I The actual cost of an average mon- "';;:;1 influence politicians with campaign contri- policy is made in this country. It has upset
jkeywrenching incident climbs to well over.i~~! butions.... It represents money the FS was the unhealthy modus vivendi that had devel-
Sloo,ooo when you figure in police investi- "", 1 not able to use to build new roads, or hide oped among industry, moderate environ-
gation, private security, insurance hikes, and 1:, '\ deficit sales, or hire more sub-brutal special mental groups and the governmentagencies
the fatuous .efforts of groups like the Moun-'· \ ,agents. in charge ofourwild1ands. No longercan the
tain States Legal Foundation (whose lawyers, ' People argue that corporations can Forest Service or BLM act like a band of
if they follow the usual practice of double simply pass this cost'on to their customers medieval forestmeisters without fearing the
billing, will run up an account of over half a and continue their destructive practices. bad publicity (a bureaucrat's one' unforgiv-
million dollars on this public-spirited proj- Since no market is completely elastic, this able sin) of a tree-spike or a de-flagging. The
ect, subsidized in part by taxpayers, since the isn't entirely accurate. But even if it is sub- timber industry is now criticizing the FS for
Foundation has tax exempt status - which stantially true, a higher cost for wood prod- not acting even more one-sidedly for the
should be challenged in court!). When you ucts will ineVitably mean that fewer wood corporations' interest. The mainstream \ \
consider the typical monkeywrenching inci- products are bought - according to the vast environmental organizations are beginning !N
dent probably costs the ecoteur no more and sublime free-market paradigm we are all to be embarrassed into addressing issues ~.ll'

: than Sloo and a night's sleep, this is a re- withering under - which is ultimately the their profess'ionalleaders would never have
markably cost-effective way to register one's poin t. Sometimes, moreover, mon- broached ifleft to their own devices (martini 1.
disapproval of present resour,ce indu~try, '7 keywrenching as an economic weapon is &tass,-three-piece suit, and half a loaf).

i practices. ~"'o.\ ,>' -: ',. ",:~~c'r' p. c.v~"J;i£r" completely effective: When in 1985 ecoteurs What monkeywrenching isn't doing is
How much monkeyWienchmg is hap- firebombed the S250J)OO wood-chipper in l' hurting people, despite its media image.

pening? Again, until recently no one was Hawaii which was grinding rainforest into Whether ecotage is "violent" in itself is an
keeping count~ccordingto industry and fuel for sugar mills (without a permit and in ethical question best left to an individual's
Forest Service officials in southern Oregon, violation of a court order), the company own conscience. The ethical rationales for
there were "dozens" of reported incidents went bankrupt. ecotage have been thoroughly discussed by
last summer alone, and most of these can be Thus if the sole purpose of ecotage is to)J ~ others, so I won't repeat them..1~utitisaJacti(l.
tallied from newspaper accountS)As already make an adverse financial impact on govern-"K that ther~ has. nEt, b~~l1.one authen,ticatetl . !\'.
mentioned, however, the timBer industry ment agencies and their resource industry~:t- ~entlf1"whiclu~£.Qtageca.used.~i,gnlfic.ant. 1"

often avoids reporting sabotage or lies about clientele, it must be judged a success. This is\V~~injuryTC?~.!p~x:s.~£: The case inevitably re- "
the cause of the damage so as to keep their true even if it is looked at in isolation from a 11/1' porfeaas tFie' evil fruit of ecotage is the \
insurance com~aniesin the dark (their natu- larger strategy involving civil disobedience, \)' infamous spike that seriously injured a Lou-
ral element). (Timber industry spokesmen legal remedies and public outreach. When isiana Pacific millworker in northern Califor-
suggestthat 1out of every 2 monkeywrench- the woodsy Leroy Watson (any relation to nia two years ago. There is, however, no
ing incidents goes unreported)According to Paul?) first brought tree-spiking to the atten- evidence monkeywrenchers were involved.
Forest Service agents in region5~, tion of Earth First! in these very pages in On the contrary, ecoteurs would have noti-
at least a dozen tree-spikin s occurrea in 1981, he probably had no idea it would ever fied the company, and no notification was

eir' . ear. Thesetendnotto become the headache to CEOs and Forest given. It's possible that a disgruntled LP
get into the papers since monkeywrenchers supervisors it now represents. employee - and there are many of them -
realized a while back that once the incident Monkeywrenching has also accom- put the spike in; or that LP itself did to get
reaches the media the Forest Service will st.op (( plished other aims. In. at. least ~c~~~...l~J( publicity, which it certainly got, often of the
at nothing to go through with the sale in F~ietl¥-witbdiiw;i::imili~~alesafterj. most exaggerated kind (I talked with a
order to show that it is in control of the learnip.g..t,!.J.£L\YJ:F...mUs,~.There are proba- woman whQ said the spike killed 5 people).
public lands. And, of course, this estimate bly more such recisions;' the FS refuses to Or, ironically, as one newspaper suggested, a
doesn't include incidents on private and elaborate on the subject. Now that the risk of radical Republican whose libertarianism was
state land, which, as the Maxxam battle ecotage is publicly known, we can also specu- outraged by logging near his property line
indicates, are significant in California.LiP late that timber company CEOs are taking may have done it. How many bad motives
Washington monkeywrenching is so rife the cost of ecotage into consideration when can dance on the head of this problematical
that special agent Ben Hull simplywon'ttalk a sale of old-growth or other controversial spike? No one knows.
about it. Several years ago, Hull did a survey· ecological matter comes before the board. Jay Hair, executive director of the Na-
of Forest supervisors across the nation to get Failure to do so could get them' in trouble tional Wildlife Federation, once said he
an estimate of how common mon- with their stockholders. The ability .of couldn't tell the difference between destroy-
keywrenching is. He has refused to release monkeywrenching to intimidate and un- ing a river and destroying a bulldozer.
the information, despite demands by envi- nerve the bureaucratic and the. plutocratic Blessed with a more conventional sense of
ronmentalists under the Freedom of Infor- mind cannot be measured but likely is sig- values, ecoteurs can, and as the record indi-

.mation Act. He admits he doesn't want to nificant. ' cates, they have also fastidiously respected
give ecoteurs the satisfaction of knOWing l Where ecotage'isn't saving biologicaU the difference. between destroying property
how much havoc they're caUSing> diversity directly, it is at least makin bial and hurting innocent people.

Admittedly Oregon, northern Califor- diversit an issue. , an erefore be an This isn't to say ecotage is a pariacea, or
nia and Washington are "hot spots" with an Important part 0 a larger campaign. ahe that we don't need other people doing other
unusual amount of ecotage. However, the radical environmental message, whether things. No one knows for sure what it will
number of such hot spots itself is increasing: concerning old-growth or dolphins, would take to save the natural world from the jug-
Montana, Wyoming, Arizona, Alaska, New not be receiving the widespread coverage itis gernaut of industrialism. But one thing is
Mexico, Idaho. Moreover there are many today were it not for the "publicity value" of sure: if we fail and the fragile web of the
"hidden:" costs associated with ecotage, in • monkeywrenching. Most ofthe coverage EF! biosphere unravels, it will not be because
particular legislative action. For instance, has received over the years - in Esquire, The there were too many ecoteurs pounding
the anti-tree spiking rider in the 1988 Drug AmicusJournal, The Nation, local newspapers, spikes into trees, burning bulldozers and
Act (18 USCA Sec. 1864) came about only etc. - has concentrated on ecotage, often making the guilty squirm.
after a long process in which the Forest favorably or at least without overt con-
Service, at the behest of that champion of demnation) Monkeywrenching seems to
deforestation, Senator McClure of Idaho, strike a cord with many modern Americans



RADICAL ENVIRONMENTALISM:

CARRYING ONA VENERABLE TRADITION
By Lester Rhodes

Nighttime became the ally ofthe under
ground as law enforcement pressure in
creased. Talk at home and in public was
shrouded in code words to protect vital infor
mation from eavesdropping. As suspicion
increased throughoutthe country, one activ
ist posed as an ornithologist to obtain seem
ingly innocent freedom of movement. Even
experienced tracking dogs had trouble ap
prehending radicals who walked in marshes
and streams and used bags of pepper to
obscure their scent trails.

These loosely organized but highly
skilled lawbreakers were the center of much
controversy in the mid-19th century. The
system they fought was slavery, and their
lawless endeavor was the now famous
"Underground Railroad."

Viewed within the context of industrial
civilization, the dominant global culture
with its "linear" concept of time, the Under
ground Railroad becomes merely an episode
of history (itselfan oversimplified and much
abused discipline). When an older concept
of time is employed, namely the "cyclical"
time of our prehistoric tribal past, the illegal
acts of the abolitionists 'become part of the
continuum of human progress. The highest
measure of this progress is the expansion of
inalienable rights, once held by a privileged
few and now expanding to include all with
whom we share this planet.

It is Widely acknowledged that progres
sive social movements begin with small
numbers and modest means, but often over
looked is the way major steps were taken, and
obstacles overcome, by the actions of a few.
The movement toward American independ
ence was largely initiated by a small nucleus
calling themselves "The Loyal Nine."
Though their securityprecautions preventeq
the keeping of written records that would
provide us a detailed history, we know that
these successfulagitators later were joined by
men of influence and expanded to become
the Sons of Liberty. How different would
history be if these few men had not broken

the law successfully and evaded the legal
consequences?

Similarly, the movement for women's
suffrage was old and moribund when a small
number of radicals descended on Washing
ton DC to force the issue. In the face of
World War I patriotic fervor and national
unity behind President Woodrow. Wilson,
these determined women began to picket the
White House. While a picket line may seem
a tame fOfm of protest today, at the time it
was considered extremist and unpatriotic
and was soundly condemned even by the
mainline advocates of the women's right to
vote. Picketers were repeatedly assaulted by
mobs of men, often aided by the police.
Many were arrested, tried, and sentenced to
brutal hardship at the county workhouse.
An angry and vindictive judiciary refused to
heed their many appeals.

Despite the harassment and condemna
tion, it took little more than a year of this
embarrassing protest to force Congress and
the President to concede the women's right
to vote - more than had been accomplished
by decades of polite advocacy. The largest
turnout for aWhite House protest was only
41 women!

Perhaps the most informative historical
precedent for the radical environmeritalist
and ecoteur is the struggle to end slavery.
Blacks were considered a sub-human re
source to be exploited for economic gain,
possessed of no legal rights, and subject to
the whims and cruelties of their lawful
owners. While anti-slavery sentiment had
long festered in the American conscience,
the prevailing view was that national
strength and unity had to come first.

Despite a hostile poli tical enviromnE;!nt,
small numbers of resolute abolitionists be
gan to inspire tremendous fear among
slaveholders. The prominent American
Anti-Slavery society worked through the
turbulent 1830s and 40s with a mere 13
employees. William Lloyd Garrison's fiery
newspaper, The Liberator, provoked a south
ern backlash far out of proportion to its
circulation of under 3000.

art by Bob Cremins

In addition to these outspoken organi
zations and publications, there existed a
parallel clandestine movement of both ind'e
pendent and loosely-affiliated activists who
assumed the greatest risks and stirred the
most violent anger of pro-slavers - the
Underground Railroad. While some opera
tives took to the field, traveling throughout
the slave states and inciting slaves to run
away, others kept safehouses called "sta
tions" that passed the runaway slaves along
a multitude of secret routes leading to the
north and safety.

Because the illegal aidingand encourag
ing of runaway slaves constituted theft and
destruction of private property, the moder
ate majoritY of abolitionists denounced the
underground. The men and women of the
Underground Railroad, never numbering
more than an estimated 3000 black and
white, aIded many thousands of slaves in
their flight to freedom. Still, this constituted
a minuscule fraction of the total slave popu
lation and was never a significant direct
threat to the economics of slavery. Despite
their small numbers and isolation from the
mainstream, the underground came to sym
bolize the fight against slavery.

Slaveholders responded to this sabotage
of their industry in ways that should sound
familiar to anyone reading today's news.
Though they were only 3% of the southern
population, with a direct economic impact
on only a quarter of white southerners, the
slave owners possessed the political musCle
typical of any entrenched industry.

Stirred by dire warnings of lost jobs, a
majority of northerners supported the
largely working class mobs that attacked and
murdered abolitionists and blacks. These
rioters were often aided by police and led by
prominent politicians and businessmen,
many of whom feared a loss of southern
trade if the abolitionists were not curbed.
When the .prominent abolitionist publisher
Elijah Lovejoy was murdered bya racist mob,
the attorney general of Massachusetts
praised the crime. At least one pro-slavery
riot leader' was elected to the US Congress,
and another became attorney general ofNew
York and later the chief justice of that state's
supreme court.

While the legal system in the north
turned a blind eye to justice, southern grand
juries refused to indict slavers illegally smug
gling new slaves in from Africa, and placed
rewards on the heads of prominent aboli
tionists - "wanted dead or alive."

With slavery protected by the US
Constitution, new laws like the Fugitive
Slave Act were readily approved to deter the
Underground Railroad. Many underground
workers were given lengthy prison sen
tences, often after being ensnared by under
cover agents dispatched to ferret out the
secret networks. The Postmaster General
allowed local postmasters to illegally destroy
abolitionist literature sent through the
mails.

These massive attempts at private and
governmental repression ultimately failed to
stem the tide, as the anti-slavery movement
gradually began to sway northern public
opinion. US marshalls seeking to arrest
runaway slaves were increasingly met by
growing crowds that would forcefully free
the prisoners. When the Supreme Court
upheld the FUgitive Slave Act and ordered
Dred Scott back into slavery, the resentment
it stirred created a victory for the movement.

Though progress gradually came, the
pace of reform was too slow to avert the
increasing violence. Territories facing state
hood became bloody battlegrounds. John
Brown, long pursued by marshalls for his
Underground Railroad work, gathered a
small band offollowers and tried to triggeran
armed rebellion by slaves. Ironically, had he
succeeded, the deaths of white slaveholders
at the hands of black slaves might have set
back the cause of abolition. Instead, his
failure, trial, execution and martyrdom elec
trified the"conflict. Though newly elected
president Abraham Lincoln supported the
Fugitive Slave Act and called only for the
gradual elimination of slavery in the next
century, southerners continued to overreact
and finally triggered a bloody civil war.

Does this present us with a dire histori
cal portent? Certainly the decades of envi
ronmental reform that began with the
"conservation" movement have failed to
halt the spreading destruction ofecosystems
both in. the US and abroad. Moreover, the
early stages of violence against reformers are
abundantly evident:
*Mountain Gorilla researcher Dian Fossey,
notorious for heJ radical anti-poaching ef
forts, is murdered in her jungle home.

_ *Greenpeace photographer Fernando Pereira
is killed in a bombing attack by the French
foreign intelligence service DGSE.

*Brazilian rubber tapper and environmental
ist Chico Mendes is assassinated by cattle
ranchers.

While the above incidents received at
tention in the world press, Cultural Survival,
an international organization advocating
the rights of indigenous people, estimates
that "more than one person per day has died
while attempting to prevent the invasion
and destruction of the world's tropical for
ests; many more have been arrested, perse
cuted or forced to flee their forest homes."
British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher
has labeled environmentalists the "enemy
within." The Brazilian military brands them
"subversives," a serious charge coming from
the creators of the original Esquadrao da
Marte or "Death Squad."

If the crisis is allowed to worsen, even
changes in the law may not prevent the
spread of violence. Already, dozens have
died in Kenya in a hit-and-run guerilla war
between elephant poachers and game war
dens. Closer to home, a poacher whos,e
leghold traps killed eagles as well as furbear
ers was convicted of only manslaughter in
the murders of two Idaho game wardens
whom he "finished off" with single shots to
the head. According to a statistical study of
violent attacks, the gameofficer has the most
dangerous law enforcement job in America.

The current double standard in law
enforcement, particularly in the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, reads like a history
lesson. FBI agents sat in Oliver North's office
listening to the paper shredder devour evi
dence in the next room. A disgruntled for
mer agent reported that his supervisors de
liberately dragged their feet in investigations
of abortion clinic bombings. The FBI put at

.least one undercover agent inside Earth First!
but did not give similar treatment to violent
neo-Nazi groups that murdered several
people, including policemen.

Federal lawmakers have passed a law
against tree-spiking, and one Congressman
advocates logging 100 acres of Wilderness
for every acre ofspiked trees. This is reminis
cent of the Gestapo murders of innocent
civilians in reprisal for successful attacks by
the Resistance, whom they likewise labeled
"terrorists."

Clearly, the radical environmentalist
and monkeywrencher is the inheritor of a
tradition that includes the Sons of Liberty
and the Underground Railroad. Their law
breaking is the philosophical opposite of
contemporary organizations like the anti
abortion Operation Rescue and others.
These are male-dominated groups seeking to
erode women's rights, end birth control, and
revert to 19th century morality when abor
tion was first seen as a threat to the white
race. It is essential to distinguish between
movements that promote social evolution
and the expansion of the ethic of inalienable
rights, and those retrogressive organizations
like the Ku Klux Klan and Nazi Party who
seek to deprive others of their rights and
return society to a time of privileged elites.

In addition to those making spurious
comparisons between ecotage and terrorism
(we are saboteurs, not terrorists), and those

. likening monkeywrenching to anti-progres
sive protest, is the largest group of critics,
who state categorically that lawbreaking is
never justified, regardless of the causes or
goals. These well-meaning folks are ignorant
of their own history, and oblivious to the
present. Today, the legal system itself has
subverted lawful protest by a number of
means. So-called "hunter harassment" laws
threaten fines and imprisonment for the
exercise of free speech in the mountains and
forests. Lawful protesters increasingly find
that friends, families and employers are in
timidated by FBI agents asking questions.
And across the nation, lawsuits are being

.used to intimidate citizens who speak out. A
farmer in West Virginia was hit with a
$200,000 libel suit after reporting pollution
from a nearby coal mine. A letter to the
editor protesting a develoPlllent brought a
$3 million suit from the developer. AMichi
gan woman had her home seized and faces
$500,000 penaltie~ for criticizing the seizure
of pound animals for research labs. The
primate-torturers of an Austrian pharmaceu
tical firm received $100,000 from an insur
ance company in a case that another defen
dant took to court and won. And even a
courtroom victory in such instances comes
only after great anxiety and expense,

Ifpolice are society's first line of defense
against terrorism, then the tree-spiker, labo
ratory animal liberator and bulldozer
wrecker might well be the last line ofdefense.
They are society's safety valve, courageous in
their assumption of great personal risk, un
'swerving in their aversion to violence, and
dedicated to life and justice.
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ed. note: Some special praise regarding the
following review is warranted. The review origi
nally appeared in the fall 89 issue ofRaise The
Stakes (right above an announcement on behalf
of the Arizona 4). RTS is the Planet Drum
Review, a quarterly offering thought-provoking
and eminently relevant writing on bioregional
topics. PlanetDrum Foundation is on the cutting
edge ofthe bioregional movement. To join, send
S15 to PlanetDrum, POB 31251, San Francisco,
CA 94131. The New Catalyst, co-edited by
Judith Plant, editor ofthe book below, is also an
excellent bioregional publication. To subscribe,
send S15 (SlO ifin Canada) to New Catalyst,
POB 99, Lillooet, BC, CANADA VOK 1va. The
reviewer, long-time EF!er Stephanie Mills, has
herselfrecently completed a book, which is avail
able from EF! books. The publisher of Judith
Plant's book, New Society Publishers, has a long
list of important new paradigm books. New
Society levies on itself a Green Tax, giving a
percent of its income to environmental causes.
Recent recipients include Preserve Appalachian
Wilderness.
HEALING THE WOUNDS: The Promise of
Ecofeminism, edited by judith Plant; New
Society Publishers, POB 582, Santa Cruz, CA
95061; $12.95 + $1.75 postage.

Lots of bioregionalists, radical ecolo
gists, gosh, a few environmentalists, have
arrived at radical analyses of industrialism,
capitalism, the market system - even civili
zation its own self. Meanwhile their wives or
spouses are still doing 80% of the housework
and 100% of the thinking about the house
work. Ecofeminism asserts, among other
things, that in these cases the analysis has
not been carried far enough. Eco-radicalism
that depends on sexism - putting the great
man's face out front, while the female part
ner organizes the child care and washes the
tin cans for the recycling center - is radic
liberalism at its most hypocritical.

What is ecofeminism exactly? Even
after avidly reading judith Plant's excellent
anthology, Healing the Wounds, I am still not
exactly sure. The articles are mostlyexposi
tory, some brilliantly so, and there are stories

and poems that illuminate the spirit of
ecofeminism. The theories are not homoge
neous, but symphonic. Ecofeminism is both
a politics and a manner of seeing. It is only
partly about insisting that ecological activ
ism not be one more "radical" movement
that wants to change everything but the
status of women.

More importantly, ecofeminism ap
pears to be a form of truth-speaking by con
fronting hierarchy in all its guises, including
customs and habits that enshrine male privi
lege. If there is a commonality inthis collec
tion it is the convictionthat the emperor has

no clothes: that the emperor's delusion, and
pandering to the emperor's delusion, are
lethal. Ecofeminism is adamantly rooted in
the evidence of the senses. So a clearcut is a
clearcut and not a harvest, and the fact that
"man may work from sun to sun but
woman's work is never done" is oppression,
not just an interesting facet of culture. In
short, the Dominant Paradigm is the Big Lie.
And when, as from reading a work like this,
you are pushed outside the lie, you wonder
how on Earth you managed to organize your
denial so tightly.

Healing the Wounds is more about what
women can and must do collectively for the
planet and, by extension, for themselves,
than it is an attempt to argue the point with
Daddy. It describes how women singly and
in groups have located their power to work
with and protect liVing systems. Dorothy
Dinnerstein, in her keynote piece (which
may seem cryptic to those unfamiliar with
her entire thesis as developed in her book The
Mermaid and the Minotaur), says what women
must do in relationship to men is to quit
carrying their feelings; quit enabling men to
treat matter (including mater) as Other and
lesser. According to Dinnerstein, women
must withdraw their complicity in the psy
chology of destruction. So if the goal of
bioregionalism is to develop sustainable
culture in place, ecofeminism is essential.

The book is divided into four inter
leaved sections and addresses the meaningof
ecofeminism, its politics, spirituality, and

influences on community. The authors one
would expect to see in such an anthology
Ynestra King, Charlene Spretnak, joanna
Macy and Starhawk - are quite present and
acquit themselves well. Less well known
writers and activists (to me at least) such as
Ellen Bass, Pamela Philipose, Rachel Bagby,
Dale Colleen Hamilton, and Helen Forsey,
enrich the mix.

FollOWing an introduction by Petra
Kelly, Healing begins to explore the meaning
with "Split Culture," a magisterial survey by
Susan Griffin of the psychodynamics of
Earthrape arid war. Elsewhere in Part One,
Sharon Doubiago contributes almost the
only touch of humor by wittily excoriating
macho deep ecologists, and in "The Univer
sal Mode," Corinne Kumar D'Souza mounts
a sweeping critique of development theory.

Part Two suggests that ecofeminist poli
tics is oriented entirely around organic proc
ess and objectives rather than ideology.
Vananda Shiva's piece is a good paradigm
shifter, delaminating the double-speak of
development. Anne Cameron, author of The
Daughters ofCopper Woman, rightly snarls at
us well-meaning ecologists for wanting to
talk about it yet a little while longer, and
shrieks at us to Act, haVing analyzed every
situation under the rubric cui bono? Marti
Kheel's piece on the extirpation of holistic
healing - the arrogation of the official fran
chise to"do medicine by a professional elite
illustrates perfectly the politics and beliefs
that ecofeminism seeks to move beyond.

THE DEEP ECOLOGY SOUNDTRACK, Part XVII: New Works
by Lone Wolf Circles

Warrior of the Earth, Cecelia Ostrow, $9
In the Ancient Trees, Bill Oliver, $15
Wreckin' Ball, Glen Waldeck, $10
Nuclear Dioxin Queen, Greg Keeler, $10
They Sure Don't Make Hippies ..., Darryl
Cherney, $9
For the Kalmiopsis, Kelly Cranston, $9
All prices postpaid from EF! Music.

From the moment of Our movement's
inebriate ("drunken, exhilarating, excited")
inception, through both gro\ting pains and
growing opposition, we have been a tribe
characterized less by our philosophies and
strategems than by ineffable spunk, humor,
and ... music!

Musica Desperados. Music as zen
master's bamboo switch wresting our atten
tion from petty distraction. Music as a
monkeywrench in the gears of the mind,
halting process long enough for the com
plete and dramatic reinhabitation of our
primal bodies. Music that pulls traps from
the snow, pulls the drain-plug of destructive
civilization's gil pan, pulls the rug from
under the compromising lobbyists bargain
ing with the forces ofannihilation. Music as
the sensuous touch of deep ecology, as the
Earth's sacred heartbeat, and the joyous
surge empowering her few defenders.

The earliest Earth First!ers were prodded
and cajoled by the cowboy minstrelsy of co
founder Johnny Sagebrush, soon joined by
the selfless troubadours we know as the EF!
bards. Songs of wit and tears, echoingon the
mountain rock of rendezvous sites, arming
the hearts of activists on the front-lines of
the struggle.

. In 16 installments of the Soundtrack
we've traced the evolution of ecologically
relevant music, the lyrics of which serve as
springboards for the discussion of environ
mental awareness and direct action. After a
lengthy hiatus, we return to look at the many
new releases of 1989.
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Some of the earliest roadshows featured
the emotive, feather-like songs of cecelia
Ostrow. Warrior ofthe Earth is her strongest
gift to us yet. Her still-sweet voice has more
muscle, the lyrics are more assertive, with the
soft confidence of a mother Cougar's steps.
Songs that touch the Earth, leaVing behind
tracks that suggest a way of being, a direction
to travel.
I walked down by the riverbank, where the moss
grows on the stones
Coolgreen waterrunnin'overmyhands, beneath
the roots the shadows beckon me.
I thought about the' whiteness of this tangled
river shore,
Reaching up like fingers to the rocky cliffs above,
Guarded for the elk and eagle for a million years
- where did they go?
Oh, somewhere in this forest roams the spirit of
the bear,
Mountain lion, mountain linger faintly on the
air.
Oh, come back ... from the place you've gone.
Take me back.

-from the haunting "Eagle Creek"
We hear the calls ofthe vanishing feath

ered-ones in "Bird Song." The credo for the
apocalyptic '80s: "Tune-in. Take a stand."
Hearing the pleas of the forests, really listen
ing, we must then act.
The forest is our own true love, so we will stand
beside her now,
Until the jails are overflowing ...
We climbed upon that new-cut logging road,
We joined our hands and sang our songs,
and for a moment the truth was in the word,
for a moment we stopped the bulldozers.

-"The Blockade Song"
Resistance in the face of seemingly in

surmountable odds fills us with joy, the ec
stasy of right living. Like sunlight in ocean
spray, "My Soul is Dancing."

For years the way to tell an EF! campfire
was the toot-stomping, face-playing antics of
Bill Oliver. He performs tunes Dana tells us
"even the FBI's kids could love." Tne title cut

of his latest tape, In These Ancient Trees, is the
most beautiful and touching piece he's ever
recorded.

Bill was then joined by vaudevillian
Glen Waldeck, proving madness is conta
gious. On Glen's first release, Wreckin' Bali,
he frolics about, no doubt acted out in the
gestures you have to see to appreciate.

Country music got a new bend with the
'likes of Dakota Sid, evoking both sobs and
laughter, towing around a synthesized band
on a leash and a parrot in a cage. The
ultimate twist was English professor Greg
Keeler, his shameless lyrics rolling out like
grit-edged rockslides or turds from a Yellow
stone Buffalo. He has perverted every aspect
of the Western myth, the dominant ptarmi
gan, the self-absorbed environmentalist.
Meet his latest production, Nuclear Dioxin
Queen.

The lead guitar is scorching, the speCial
effects potent without being overwhelming.
Greg lampoons the New Age Cowboy, chas
ing fads to escape himself; sings an Irish ditty
of underwear and a failed laundromat ro
mance. His remix of "Bad Science Fiction"
mates a vampire .accent to the "organs of
Hell," while "Manly Men" shafts"the macho
hunters we grew, up honoring.

Humor was uptempo'd with the debut
of one of our most exuberant balladeers, the
cuddly Dana Lyons, and the caustic sing
alongs of the Earth warrior, Darryl Cherney.

Darryl is a psychedelic mushroom, a
Coyote, a teacher-guru-buffoon who,shares
songs and jail cells with his Northwest com
patriots. His often made-up-on-the-spot
lyrics defuse violence while they stiffen resis- '
tance. His love for the Earth spreads not as if
by tardy osmosis, but as ifby electric current
- excitement, commitment, fun.

His 89 release, demands we "Free The
Dead" from their lead-lined boxes, stop off
shore drillingbefore "We'reAll Dead Ducks,"
"Knockin' On Extinction's Door." Reacting
to Howie Wolke's aV,ersion to "long-hairs"

invading EF!, Darryl composed this, the title
song: ,
Once there were some hippies, living 'mongst the
trees,
Pickin' flowers, smokin' joints, hair down to
.their knees.
Then one day they woke up toa nastychainsaw's
roar.
A logging crew was cutting down the public land
next door.
Now our hippies were not happy with Mother
Nature goin' down.
They called their local congressman and some
bureaucrats in town.
Our hippies words weren'theeded, but they swore
they would prevail.
So they boughtsomeStanley hammers and some
16 penny nails ...
No, they sure don't make hippies like they used
to.
They used to speak of peace, but now they
practice what they preach ...
No, hippies don't take no shit anymore.

I remember our early embarrassed gigs,
the first heartfelt recordings ofour minstrel s
with-a-mission. I am reminded'again of the
EF! technique for musicianship - "go for it!"

. - reviewing Kelly Cranston's first attempt,
FortheKalmiopsis. Like the buiUlerusingrock
in "All ofStone, " we seek to create something
that will outlast our brief incarnations. Re
sponding to the plight of the endangered
ones, to the howls o,fthe wild. From"Freethe
Wolf":
Full moon is rising over the desert plain
Night spirits waiting for its lonely call again ..
It's up to you. It's up to me.

Loose Lip Circles, known to jazz as "Felo
nious Monk, II spends his time out ofjail walking
barefoot on stickers and composing Goddess
poems for reluctant anarchists. For a complete
collection oftheSound!rack, send S5 forpostage
and handling to Box 652, Reverse, NM 87830.



Ecofeministspirituality, like the politics
and meaning of ecofeminism, is diverse as
Nature, and undogmatic -eco-menical, as it
were. The prose in Part Three begins with a
sage and warm piece by poet Deena Metzger
who, if I read her aright, is weaving together
practices ranging from kabalah to vipassana
meditation in a rich and daring plea for a
balance between goddess and god. Theolo
gian Rosemary Radford Ruether does a lucid,
scholarly job of grappling with the tricky
logic on the way "Toward an Ecological
Feminist Theory of Nature." She is daz
zlingly intellectual, a woman besting male
theologians in a much more important dis
cussion than debating the correct angle of
knee on which to approach the 01' gaseous
vertebrate.

In a tour-de-force of different ilk, Dol
ores LaChapelle surveys the whole span of
human experience from early evolution to
the roots of the Tao to the ecological under
standing ofsex and procreation possessed by
hunter-gatherer peoples. ,(Indeed,
laChapelle's is the most sensitive and salient
address of the human overpopulation prob
lem ever, an intelligent and responsible grab
at that thistle.)

Radha Bhatt's article providing a
Gandhian perspective on non-violent earth·
saving actions taken by Indian women vil
lagers in the Himalayan foothills is a real
cause for hope; it details courageous, creative
and appropriate local response to some civ
ilizational problems afflicting the people of
the third world. This and the several other
eye-opening articles about the impact of
third world development are among the
most substantive in Healing. Because women
in less industrialized cultures bear almost the
entire burden of natural provision - from
gathering wood to hauling water - grandi
ose development schemes invariablydisrupt
not only watersheds but subsistence lifeways
and benefit mainly the egos and bank ac
counts of educated male elites. There it is
most obvious that civilization's exploitation
of women and the Earth is seamless abuse.
Yet, it Is in these cultures that women and
men have taken remarkably effective group
actions to protect their livelihoods - which
they 1qlow stem from ecology, not the econ
omy.

Part Four begins to describe ecofeminist
community with a powerful poem by Ursula
Le Guin. In "The Subjective Side of Power,"
Sharon Howell and Margo Adair surgically
disclose the inner structure of dominance,
moving the reader closer to the place where
the discomforts of compliance outweigh the
discomforts of rebellion. There's also a good
piece by Caroline Estes on consensus decl-

sion-making and the sturdiness of the deci·
sions it produces.

Judith Plant's attention to and respect
for the native people of her region secured
for the anthology two of its strongest pieces:
testimony by Gwaganad, a Haida woman,
and an interview with Marie Wilson, a
member of the Gitksan-Wet'suwet'en
people. Plant also contributes a collection of
vignettes depicting life in the intentional
community in British Columbia where she
lives, and highlights the community's learn
ing along the boundary between native and
natural. Plant's pensees derived from her
recent experience and early background all
depict ecofeminism as lived.

Although some ofthe pieces in the book
do stress the analogy between women as life
givers and nurturers and the Earth as nur
turer of all, the reasoning of ecofeminism is
not derived as much from this mystique as
from women's and Earth's status as Other
and their shared plight of exploitation.
Arguing that the habit of exploitation is
indivisible and must be relinqUished is an
uphill fight in a civilization that by its very
nature mines the Earth and most of the
human species. How shall we live? How
shall we think? Won't any convenient as
sumptions remain? _

Because sexism is a reality that not
many men dare perceive, and which if per
ceived, moves almost no men to take per
sonal or collective action to change, I have
the premonition that the male readership of
Healing the Wounds will be smaller than it
should be.

Yet Healing is a fair challenge to men
and a grail for women. As the stakes escalate
to the survival of life itself, everything's got
to go into the pot - privilege, identity,
intellectual pride, individualism, emotional
dependency, comfort, limited agendas, the
works. And the best we can hope for is to stay
in'the game long enough to get the change
started right, this fiercely urgent labor of
generations.

Reviewed by Stephanie Mills.

CLEARCUTTING: ACrime Against Nature,
by Edward C. Fritz; 1989; Eakin Press; 145pp.
& 30 color plates; Forward by Barry Flamm,
Chief Forester, The Wilderness Society;
$14.95 hb.

This book does to clearcutting what
clearcutting does to a forest - exposes it, rips
the ground from under it, devastates it.
Instead of chainsaws and bulldozers, the
author uses photographs, cartoons, descrip
tions and analyses.

After 14 years in court and the forests,
from coast to coast, Edward Fritz lays

clearcutting bare. With the same tools, he
portrays the ecologically superior way to log
- selection management.

Pungent words and phrases, like "gene
ocide" and "a butcher who uses only a meat
ax," give the reader a rousing good time. The
book also serves as a mind tool for convinc
ing the nation that we need to end
clearcutting now, to save our public forests.
No matter how much anger one feels against
clearcutting, this book will increase the out
rage, and make it easier to spread the fury to
others whose letters to congresspersons are
essential to end the forest crime wave.

In simple language the book compares
ev~n-age management (clearcutting and its
variants) with selection management, ecol
ogically and economically. It includes rela
tive effect on global warming: even-age
wipes out carbon-storage capaCity of a stand
for years. Using Forest Service reports, it
shows that selection excels even-age in cost
efficiency.

When people see how harmful clearcut
tingis, they ask, "Whydoes the Forest Service
do it?" Citing forest economist Randal
O'Toole, the author gives the answer: An
archaic law never intended for this purpose,.
the Knutson-Vandenberg Act, enables the
bureaucracy to pad its budget heavily by
using artificial regeneration. Even-aged log
gers generally use artificial regeneration, the
most destructive part of the process. In
contrast, selection managers rely upon natu
ral regeneration, thereby saving major ex
penses. The bureaucracy is little concerned
with saving costs. Under K-V, the FS can pad
its budget every bit as much when a timber
sale loses money as when it makes money.

Fritz stops short of advocating a total
ban on clearcutting. Most foresters, even
those who prefer the selection system, insist
on not taking the tool of clearcutting from
any of their fellow foresters, even those who
use it exclusively. As Fritz puts it, I'ln its
wholesale clearcutting, the Forest Service is
like a cutting surgeon who amputates limbs
from every wounded person brought to the
hospital. Worse than that, the Forest Service
goes out looking for healthy forests and
amputates them."

Fritz is a lawyer, not a forester. But he
leans on foresters for his expertise.

Part VI of the book contains regional
glimpses of the clearcutting campaign, from
the George Washington National Forest in
Virginia, to the Olympic NF in Washington.
The book tells us about people on the front
lines in the Second War On Clearcutting, like
scientist Dr. Bruce Means in Florida, and
hunter John Dennington in Oklahoma.

After exposing Forest Service chicanery

and delay tactics, the author concludes that
the agency is not likely to reform itself. It will
take a congressional strengthening of the
sieve-like National Forest Management Act
to achieve reform. The law must place a
finite maximum on the portion of commer
cial timberland in any National Forest that
the bureaucracy can log by even-age,
coupled with an inescapable requirement to
maintain native diversity. A large network
has adopted this policy.

Clearcutting restraint is only one of the
author's proposals. Saving of all remaining
old-growth is equally urgent, but that affects

•only 2or 3 million acres. Clearcuttingafflicts
the matrices between the old-growth jewels,
over 85 million acres on public lands.

Fritz's first book, Sterile Forest (Eakin
Press, 1983), is becoming a legend among
fighters for federal forest reform. Clearcutting
may become one of the scriptures.

Reviewed by George H. Russel.

COYOTE'S CANYON, text byTerry Tempest
Williams, photographs by John Telford;
Peregrine Smith Books; 1989; $15.95 large
format paper; 96pp.

It is my studied opinion that Coyote's
Canyon is the finest and most inspiring pic
ture book of the moonscape canyon country
ofsouthern Utah ever published. And philo
sophically, you know the book is on the right
track when the author acknowledges that "a
special debt must be paid to the public rela:
tions firm of Peacock, Abbey, Foreman and
Sanders for tutelage in desert etiquette."

Terry Tempest Williams is an award
winning Southwestern author, a former
teacher on the Navajo reservation in Utah,
and currently Naturalist-in-Residence at the
Utah Museum ofNatural History in Salt Lake
City. Her eight lilting, right-minded, largely
native-myth-based stories in Coyote's Can
yon are pure magic, reading like secrets
whispered close in the ear. Listen to this,
from the opening paragraph of "T~ Coyote
Clan":
When traveling to southern Utah for the first
time, itis fair to ask ifthe redrocks were cutwould
they bleed. And when traveling to Utah's desert
for the second or third time, it is fair to assume
that they do, that the blood ofthe rocks gives life _
to the country.

Photographer John Telford, Adjunct
Professor of Art at the University of Utah,
invested 10 years in creating the 60 haunt
ingly beautiful color images in this book 
an effort that unarguably puts him in a class
with Philip Hyde, David Muench, and the
handful of other true artists of western
American desert photography.

Reviewed by David Petersen.

Ned Ludd Books ~

I
I

ECODEFENSE
A Field Guide to Monkeywrenching
Edited by Dave Foreman and Bill Haywood

Forward! By Edward Abbey

Even before the FBI launched a $2 million campaign to intimidate us from
publishing and distributing it, ECODEFENSE was the most controversial con
servation book ever written. Now with the accelerating destruction of wilder
ness, the failure of "legitimate" means to halt the destruction, and the crackdown
byauthorities against monkeywrenching, ECODEFENSE is needed as never be
fore.

ECODEFENSE features detailed, field-tested hints from experts on:
"Decommissioning heavy equipment
" Closing roads
"Stopping off-road-vehicles
" Spiking trees
" Removing survey lines
" Hassling overgrazers
" Felling billboards ,
" Removing traplines
"Safety and security
" and much more!

HEAVlLYILLUSTRATED
311 PAGES
$13.50 Postpaid

NED LUDD BOOKS PO Box 5141, Tucson, AZ 85703

The Big Outside
A Descriptive Inventory of the Big Wilderness Areas of the

USA
By Dave Foreman and Howie Wolke

This landmark conservation book argues effectively that ecological wilderness
isbig wilderness. After8 years ofdetailed research the authorshaveupdated Bob
Marshall's historic 1936 Roadless Area Inventory. THE BIG OUTSIDE features:

.. Descriptions and status of every roadless area in America over
100,000 acres in the West and 50,000 acres in the East

.. Historical and ecological introductions for each state or region

.. 21 maps showing large roadless areas

.. History 'of large roadless areas

.. Ecological importance of large roadless areas

.. The factors destroying America's roadless areas

.. Large roadless areas ranked by size

.. Large roadless areas listed by states

.. Bob Marshall's 1936 roadless area inventory

.. Bob Marshall's 1927 roadless area inventory (never before
published) ,

.. Detailed guide for further reading

.. Foreword by MICHAEL FROME

.. 470 pages

$21 ..00 Postpaid

1M-PORTANT NOTE: All orders for ECODEFENSE and THE
BIG OUTSIDE (retail and wholesale) should be sent directly to
NED LUDD BOOKS, POB 5141, Tucson, AZ 85703. Do not
order from the Earth First! Journal.
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MODERNE MAN
COMICS
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A 6-RAPHIC, SEMI- SATIR.IC~L LOOK AT MODeRN
LIFE- AND liS E-N\lI~ONMENTA.L IMt'L\CA.TIONS

?A,PE-R.e,AC.K - cr6 PAC::rES - 3?4 COMIC STRIPS
('SOME: HA.VE- A.PPE-~RE-D IN E-AR.TH FIRST!)
lS5N O-Q6'24'218-0-4

$q.QS + IS"(" SHIPPING & HANDLINC:r (20/oFO~
OUTSIDE- U.S. - U.S. FUNDS, INTERNATIONA.L
MONE-Y ORDER.S ONLY,' PLE-A.SE-.')

mr:r 4;1~ OFF WITH THIS AD

O.K-· PRE-SS - P. O. B. 5'21
e,UT i E-, l'v\T Sq 703

DON'T MISS IT!

FRIENDS OF THE RIVER FOUNDATION

DO M I

1 6 •

TENTH ANNUAL
RIVER CONFERENCE
AND F EST I V A L

.Workshops. Speakers. Latest Whitewater EqUipment
(jafa.9luction & 'Dance. River running equipment SWAP

MEET (sell your old and bUy some new!)
• Special Kids Conference.

For information, call Merlyn Storm at 415 I 771-0400

ADVERTISE IN
EARTH FIRST!

Reach thousands of refined minds with
your slick Madison Avenue message in
our high-toned, sophisticated publica
tion. Rates are as follows:

MEET OTHER ECOLOG~

MINDED SINGLES through
the Concerned Singles News
letter. Nationwide~ Since
1984. Free sample: Box 555-B,
Stockbridge, MA 01262.

CQ-{)P AHERICA'S BUILDING OCONa'lIC ALTERNl\TIVES is a quarterly
mer.bership magazine filled with insightful articles on ways in
which you can challenge the inefficiencies and injustices of our
economic system. Each issue includes practical strategies for
integrating your politics, economics and lifestyle. In the most
recent issue, learn how to make recycling work on individual,
business, community, and even national levels. For a FREE copy,
write to Co-op America, 2100 MSt. N.W., Suite 310-P, Washington,
DC 20063 or call 1-800-424-2667.

The Job Seeker
Dept A. Rt 2 Box 16. Warrens. WI 54666

Columns are 2% inches wide. ·There
will be a minimum $25 extra charge
for any ads that are not camera-ready.
Ads that are not the proper width will
be returned or they can be PMTed to
fit for an additional $10 charge. Class
ified ads are available for 40 cents a
word ($5 minimum). Send your ads to

__E~~~~:82:..~~on!!':~~~__.J

Half Page $300
Quarter Page $150
Eighth Page $80
Column inch $10

The Job Seeker specializes in environmental
and natural resource vacancies nationwide.
Two issues each month are filled with current
vacancies from Federal, state. local, private,
and non-profit employers. A three month trial
subscription is only S15.00. Subscribe today!

. ~MAKE PROTECTING THE
...4IIf'~"'IVIRONMENTYOUR JOB

~ KAYAK. PADDLE, OR RAFT
THE GRANO CANYON

(or other riveri) 00'
THE COL.ORA

SAVEHE L.P Write:
AND FOR-Southwest

Box 1115
Flagstaff. AZ B6002

Commercially·operated and licensed
raftlpaddle trips and Kayak support
on Grand Canyon, Cataract. Green,
San Juan, Dolores. Ai SPECIAL
LOW PRICES, AS BENEFIT to
FRIENDS OF THE RIVER,
in its effort to protect the Colorado.
from "peaking power" and other
energy development.

:"iend for complete infimnalion packet or inquire:

National Audubon Society
. Expedition Institute

Sharon· Conn. 06069.
(203) 364-0522

Students aTe admitted regardless of their raCf!.

sex. religion or national origin.

WILD AMERICA
IS OUR CAMPUS
Career programs leading to

. AA, B.S.andM.S. degrees
You can't fully learn about the envi·
ronment by sitting in a classroom.
Our expeditions are small groups of
inquiring college, high school. grad
uate students and faculty who travel
across America as a learning com·
munity. As we camp out September·
Mayor summers-hiking, canoeing
and skiing-we visit people and
places to encounter deep ecological
problems. society and self Our 4
week to 4-year cross-cultural studies
-Newfoundland to California-lead
to naturalist, outdoor and educa·
tional livelihoods.

The Expedition Education Advan·
tage. Q incorporates all previous
undergraduate coursework. Q of
fers accredited career internships,
independent study, life experience
credit and transferable coursework.
Q awards financial aid and career
startup funding.

NOTECARD5· P0S'[@S·'S1ATld}lER'f
'fF',lNfEP ON RBCfCLED PAPER'

E'arl:h __ GraphICS

Choose
Recycled

We offer a beautiful selection of greeting cards,
gift wrap, note cards and siationery and a com
plete line of office, printing, computer and
copy paper-all printed on the jinest quality,
100% recycled paper. In the U.s.. people throw
away 100 billion pounds oj paper every year.
Send the recycling message to others by using
products that save tree and stop waste. Send
for our free, 32-page catalog.

Earth Care Paper Inc.
P.O. Box 3335, Dept. 19
Madison, WI 53704 FREE
(608) 256-5522 .

FO~ A F/26E CAIALDG AND 5AMPL£., 56",D
5A·'. E:. To· PH #1 0I2AN6E., MA. 01364.

G~APHIC DESIGN FOF? A HEALTH)' PLANET

HOW TO KILL A GIANT.
Thoughts on a final solution.
Read this book before it's

,... -, banned. $7. K. Williams, Box

811, Big Pine, CA 93513

DUPONT'S OZONE HOLE: ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF CFC-HCFC RELEASE

First comprehensive textbook? 320 page paperback, $20 postpaid.

Uole Truth, P.O. Box 44023, Tucson, AZ 85733.

The SAVE THE RAINFOREST COMMITTEE OF LOS ANGELES wishes
to unveil to the discriminating public, its limited edition leisure
shirts with the bold emblem: "Burger KILL" in bright Beverly Hills
red between two ..... buns. This at the usual price of $12. We also
have large bumperstickers for your Rolls at only a trifle $1 (or 50¢ for
20 or more). These say "Burgers Kill Rainforest". Both include our
name, "Save the Rainforest", at no extra charge. Both cause quite a
stir at garden parties and other social functions. Save the Dolphin
full-color sweatshirts are also available for $22. Make your checks
out to: SOuthern California Vegetarians Inc., PO Box 34427, Los
Angeles, CA 90034.
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EF! Pilgrimage. Visit the sacred
founding place of EF! in the Mexican
desert with an expert guide (March
1990).'· Re-live the early days of EF!
Climb Cerro Pinacate, search for
messianic visions, pray for Mother
Earth, then visit the famous bar in San
Luis, Sonora, for 'strength and revival
fire. Write for information to:
EI Gran Desierto Guides, PO Box 426,
Union City, CA 94587

[nvLnonmentaLL~m)

~oLLtLC~) ~oetny)
food &NutnLtLon)

SpLnLtuaLLty) "
S0 0 k 'R e v Lew~) .

& Othen Stull!

loun L~~ue~ pen yean
$4.00

The 'Rat 'Race 'Recond
? O. Box /6//

IlnLon) Nfl 07083
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~ THE RAVENS ro
~-~ ~fS a trap 1

~ she chews her leg Their voices fall like corks popping out of gusting clouds ~
~,. off silently They dive and play with boisterous wind ~
~ free she is notorious Roll onto their backs for a second of suspense f
!f police have verified it ' And roll back to look down on the eagle ~~

ill' wolfbone Their beaks wedge like ebonyI the blood is not human's Against the southward leading sky to
!l~ danger howls They eat what has to be eaten it
i~ won't wait for the moon And keep a giant profile !'-'
!l' in broad daylight ~
~ Broad black feathers realize strong wings .l[

~ aw, magically her leg is For traveling the coast and feasting the eyes ~
~ ACUMEN restored by a song Up and down where the horizon is heaven's summit ~t CROW a man looks for the Feathers as wide and stiff i'
l~ RAVEN mathematics section As cat tails in the wetlands I used to know ~
~ cravenings {Cs the holidays Jenny Hoegler I'
~ SIMPLE a lynx goes by in pink Villa Park tlf
~.~ FACTS our snow i~>
R' FACSIMILES- ~~ ;ff.. CROW: empty horns 4\}
~ caww! t4~R~,F(R~~(~~~(~~~~,,~q~~.:;{tf(f"J?~?r,-~~r~9,;.f~~i~~~ '1k
~\~ our wolf adapts 1l'
i,~, RAVE-UP: lays low in snow 1:
'J~~ awwk! !i'!f SPLIT-TONGUE scrambled with ham MUTE DAY ~
~ TALK nipping the heels tf
t}> ducking the wheels A forsythia sun sets %~
':\' SPIT-AT in the west comer of the window. if.,fr she knows the old _.u.
lffi~ human stories well The day isn't talking. ~~
1~ Em'rynn Artunian Ted Arvidson Her lips arc sealed with cloud *t~
~\ Malo Juneau and dusty cherry blossoms. }i
}i Deanna Kawatski ~
~ ~~ ~
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~. ~
~, In a house of bones we ~
~ ~,

~ ~~~ ~~:;I~~~Ss~~~.. ALL THAT BREATHES ~t: and the animals move freely. t
~ We light candles, calling for the return, ~i and the flame of life All the breaths all the people DIETY CHANT l
~ who ever lived or are alive now j~
~ burns through the buildings, .breathe in their life put together Pan ~
w nothing but ash, *. could fit in a space Wodan 'f
~ and the plants grow, . !-t
~ as big as Baphomet Q.
~ and the animals move freely. ~;;
i.._ Lake Michigan, Cercnunnos ~
~ Gary Lawless Whereas an ant's total breaths in its life Osiris t~t Margaret Leonard would fill a space Astarte i!
t~ Chimney Farms the size of Diana it,
i,~ your body, Hecate ~
~ MAiNE f
'~ And a human breathes Demeter ~

;i: a space of air in its life K,ali ~
~ a burial site, considered the size of Unanna ~
~ I d . 11 the Empire State Building, Craig Stehr ~
~~j, tape It we And a Blue Whale breathes a volume Yogaville l~
~; with magic Scotch so large in its life $~~
V~\ to hold in the stench you could go backpacking in it ~ a,j,::< ,~",",~h ~ .;0', '~'''''''~..i.~R.;;~R..!J'i~'p-'''';:::; f§,*~ ~ ~";.;pf'~';:"(r~'-=~",(,';~~\~~;::,,,~~ ~_ ~'4 __ r".. i'1~ """r; l (j -.: ~ *~;..
!(' buried it deep for a month li.~>
l;\i in a suitable, discrete spot ANIMAL LOVE 'ii'
{~ f h fl b d and see no one. ~~
~~ away rom t e ower e s Antler W
r.~~ near the back of my lot Milwaukee You purr in my arms .~
~~ on my neighbor's property like' a cat ~~
~t, something. to forget 1 t~~
¥~ now that it's under the ground ~-&.~~...q,;,-i:R~k!?.:.~%"fd.~f~~~",~ stretch your long supp e it'
~; I hear the faint roar of trucks ~~~~ like a cat ~~
i~~ speeding down the highway THE RETURNS FROM SOUTHERN sweet tawny fur :i?
l~ huge I8-wheelers with large canisters UTAH: NOVEMBER 8, 1988 soft and electric against my hand ~
"t\) covering up "activity" The tip of your little pink tongue It'
~o heading south with waste On the Escalante this morning on the tip of my nose ~.
~ to be carefully placed in salt beds sandstone voted to hold finn, you look deep into my eyes- rt in a neighboring city but the river was talking It's morning ~
~~ close to the border b' h G I d The winter clouds red il}.
~; something to forget Ig c ange. rass p otte h t)
~ now that it's under the ground to win by numbers, deer wit the sup. rising ~
~ were listening to every side We're warm in bed ii-:'~ f
~ they say "water runs down stream" and under all cliffs the scree and love is everywhere- f
f: ~oh~~;v: :m~~h:~~i;a:~: north was united-downhill, but slow. ~~~tp'sp~~: ~
~'t Cottonwoods carried a motion -t~
~ plates moving, fault lines so surprising ~i echoes of ancient rifts of wind, which quietly threw that for a mo:rnent I forgot it; under a neighboring city its support to the hawks, you and I are two different species- ~
i~ far away, they say and with the sky wide open forgot for a moment that Ilk

~~ something to forget to any suggestion, the sun '
you are in fact a cat. ~

~ since it's under the ground. took a while to make up its mind
( Elizabeth J. Roll BRoicukldeFrields ~l}I> before it said yes toeverything.i:"
't Albuquerque John Daniel ~.
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Good reading!

NEW BOOK,

Titles with asterisks (*) have been discontinued and will not be reordered when our
current stock is gone.

MAPS

ZODIAC "The Eco-Thriller" by Neal
Stephenson. Paperback, 283 pages. $9
THE WHISPER BEHIND THE WIND By
Walkin' Jim Stoltz. 44 pages. $7.50
RESPECT FOR NATURE A Theory of Envi
ronmental Ethics
By Paul W. Taylor. Index, bibliography,
footnotes, 329 pages. Paperback. $14.
WILDERNESS VISIONARIES By Jim dale
Vickery. $12.
ON THE BRINK OF EXTINCTION "Con
serving the Diversity of Life" by Edward C.
Wolf. 54 pages, index. $4.
RIVERS OF EMPIRE Water, Aridity & The
Growth of The American West By Donald
Worster.' Index, footnotes, paperback.
$14.50.
YELLOWSTONE AND THE FIRES OF
CHANGE By George Wuerthner. Many
color photographs, bibliography, maps, 64
pages, paperback, oversized. $10.

We are offeringseveral fine US Geological Survey
maps - all suitable for wall mounting, as well
as being necessary reference tools for wilderness
activists. Prices listed are postpaid. Maps are
mailed folded (although they can be sent rolled
for an extra $2 per order, except for the Wilder
ness System map)..
NATIONAL WILDERNESS PRESERVA
TIONSYSTEM This full color, largemap (40"
x 25") shows all designated Wilderness Areas
by agency in the US (including Alaska and
Hawaii), plus a list ofall the Wildemess Areas
by state with their acreages. Scale Is
1:5,000,000. Information Is current to Janu
ary 1987. Rivers, state boundaries, and major
cities are also shown. $3.25.
US POTENTIAL NATURAL VEGETATION
A beautiful multi-color map shOWing 106
different vegetative types in the US. This Is
the Kuchler Ecosystem Map the Forest Serv
Ice used in RARE II. The reverse side shows
Alaska and Hawaii and offers a fairly detailed
essay about the map and potential natural
vegetation. A National Atlas Separate; scale
is 1:7,500,000 (28" x 19") S3.25.
MAJOR FOREST TYPES A multi-color map
shOWing the 25 major forest types in the
United States including Alaska and Hawaii.
ANational Atlas Separate. 1:7,500,000 (28" x
19"). $3.25.
FEDERAL LANDS ANational Atlas Separate,
1:7,500,000 (28" x 19"), shOWing National
Forests, Grasslands, Parks, Monuments,
Wildlife Refuges, BLM lands, military, In
dian Reservations, Bureau of Reclamation,
etc. in different colors for all SO states. 53.25.
ALASKA NATIONAL INTEREST LANDS A
splendid color map of Alaska with shaded
relief, rivers, lakes, elevation points, commu
nities and roads. The National Parks, Pre
serves, Monuments, Wildlife Refuges, Wild
& Scenic Rivers and Wilderness Areas desig
nated by the December 2, 1980, Alaska Na
tional Interest Lands Conservation Act are
shown, as are the Tongass and Chugach
National Forests. 24" x 18". $3.25.

A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC By Aldo
Leopold. $9
HEADED UPSTREAM "Interviews With
Iconoclasts" by Jack Loeffler. 194 pages,
photographs, $12.50.
ALDO LEOPOLD "His Life and Work" by
Curt Meine. Hardcover, $32.
COMPANION TO A SAND COUNTY AL
MANAC "Interpretive & Critical Essays"
edited by J. Baird Call1cott. $14.50
QUATERNARY EXTINCTIONS "A Prehis
toric Revolution" Edited by Paul Martin and
Richard G. Klein. Paperback, index, foot
notes, references, 892 pages. $37.50.
WILDLIFE IN AMERICA By Peter Matth
lessen. Heavily illustrated with color and
black and white (including color plates by
Audubon). Index, 332 pages, hardcover.
Originally prices at $32 postpaid, now only
$18!
THE HUMAN CONDmON "An Ecological
and Historical View" by William H. McNeill.
Hardcover, 81 ]:>ages. $10
PLAGUES AND l'EOPLES By William H.
McNeill. Paperback, 291 pages, Index, foot
notes, appendix. $8.
WHATEVER HAPPENED TO ECOLOGY?
by Stephanie Mills. Hardcover, 253 pages,
$21.
WILDERNESS AND THE AMERICAN
MIND By Roderick Nash. $13.50
THE RIGHTS OF NATURE "A History of
Environmental Ethics" By Roderick Nash,
Hardcover, S29.
ENDANGERED RIVERS"And the Conserva
tion Movement" by Tim Palmer. 40 full
color photographs by the author. 316pages,
index, references, appendices. $15.
DOLPHIN LEAPING IN THE MILKY WAY
ByJeff Ponlewaz. $8
CADILLAC DESERT "The American West
and Its Disappearing Water" by Marc Re
isner. Sl1
MOUNTAINS WITHOUT HANDRAILS
"Reflections on the Natio~al Parks" by Jo
seph L. Sax. $9.50
DESERTs ON THE MARCH Fourth edition
by Paul B. Sears. Hardcover. S20.
THINKING LIKE AMOUNTAIN "Towardsa
Council of All Beings" byJohn Seed, Joanna
Macy, Pat Fleming and Arne Naess. Illus
trated by Dailan Pugh. 128 pages, references.
$9.50
SISTERS OF THE DREAM by Mary So
journer. Hardcover, 363 pages, S22.
CONSERVATION BIOLOGY "An Evolu
tionary-Ecological Perspective" edited by
Michael E. Soule and Bruce A. Wilcox. 395
pages, Index, bibliography. $26.50
CONSERVATION BIOLOGY "The Science
ofScarcity and Diversity"edited byMlchael
E. Soule. 584 pages, index, bibliography.
$29.50
THE OLD WAYS By Gary Snyder. $5.50
WITHJUSTICE FOR NONE "Destroylng an
American Myth" By Gerry Spence. 370
pages, hardcover, index, references. $21.
*THIS IS DINOSAUR "Echo Park Country
and Its Magic Rivers" edited by Wallace
Stegner. $10

FREEDOM AND WILDERNESS
Edward Abbey Reads From His Work
Two cassettes (2hrs. 52 minutes) of Edward Abbey reading selections from his books.
Includes Come On In (The Journey Home), Fire Lookout (Abbey's Road), The Dead
Man At Grandview Point (Desert Solitaire), Down There In The Rocks (Abbey's
Road), Cowboys (Desert Solitaire), Watching The Birds: The Windhover (Down The
River), In Defense Of The Redneck (Abbey's Road), Merry Christmas Pigs (Abbey's
Road), Freedom And Wilderness, Wilderness And Freedom (The Journey Home),
Planting A Tree (Down The River). Hear it from Cactus Ed hisself. $18.50 postpaid.

BOOKS ON TAPE
AN EVENING WITH JOHN MUIR
This is a recording of Lee Stetson's one'·man stage play, based on the life and
works of John Muir. In it, we join Muir in his home on the evening of Dec. 19,
1913, as he awaits a decision by President Woodrow Wilson. Wilson must sign
or veto the bill authorizing a dam within Yosemite National Park, a decision to
either proVide new water to San Francisco or to preserve the exquisite Hetch
Hetchy Valley. For Muir, this is the last battle in a 25-year-Iong struggle to
preserve the National Park System he helped create. Cassette, 90 minutes. $11
postpaid.

JOHN MUIR'S STICKEEN
Performed by Lee Stetson. This is Muir's gripping story of getting trapped on a glacier
during a howling storm in the company of the dog, Stickeen. This "little, black,
short-legged bunchy-bodied, toy dog," as Muir described him, "enlarged my life,
extended its boundaries." The tale was one ofmuir's most popular, and has lost none
of its power in this recorded performance. Cassette, 38 minutes. $10 postJ:>aid.

--------------------.-------
THE EARTH FIRST! LI'L GREEN SONGBOOK
78 terrific Earth First! songs by Johnny Sagebrush, Cecelia Ostrow, Bill
Oliver, Greg Keeler, Walkin' Jim Stoltz and others from Australia and
America. Guitar chords are included with most songs. An absolute must for
every true-green EF!er to sing along with our minstrels or to play the songs
yourself. Dealer inquiries welcome. $6 postpaid, $4 postpaid special to
Earth First! subscribers only! ($3 plus shipping for prepaid wholesale orders
of 5 or more).

--------------------------

ECOLOGICAL IMPERIALISM "The Bio
logical Expansion of Europe, 900 - 1900" by
Alfred W. Crosby. Index, references, maps,
illustrations, 368 pages. $13
SIMPLE IN MEANS, RICH IN ENDS "Prac
tlcing Deep Ecology" by Bill Devall. 224
pages, bibliography. $12.50.
DEEP ECOLOGY "Living As If Nature Mat
tered" by Bill Devall and George Sessions.
263 pages. $11.50
THE ARROGANCE OF HUMANISM By
David Ehrenfeld. Index, references, 286
pages. $12.50
THE NATURAL ALIEN "Humankind and
Environment" by Neil Evernden. $14
TROPICAL NATURE "Life and Death in the
Rain Forests of Central and South America"
by Adrian Forsyth and Ken Miyata. ~9

THE AMERICAN CONSERVATION MOVE
MENT "John Muir and His Legacy" by
Stephen Fox. $16.50
CLEARCUTTING: A CRIME AGAINST NA
TURE by Edward C. Fritz. Hardcover, 16
pages of color photographs, graphics.
$16.50.
STERILE FOREST "The Case Against
Clearcutting" by Edward C. Fritz. Special
discounted price of $6.50
TAME WILDERNESS By Dennis Fritzinger.
$6.
CONSCIENCE OF A CONSERVATIONIST
"Selected Essays" by Michael Frome. 288

•pages, $27.
PROMISED LAND "Adventures and En
counters in Wild America" by Michael
Frome. Originally priced at $18.95. Signed
by Mike Frome. Hardcover. $12 as a special
for EF!ers.
WHOSE WOODS THESE ARE "The Story of
the National Forests" by Michael Frome. $10
WAR AT HOME Covert Action Against U.S.
Activists and What We Can Do About It By
Brian Glick. 92 pages, paperback, footnotes,
resources for help. $6.
FEAR AT WORK "Job Blackmail, Labor and
the Environment" by Richard Kazis and
Richard L. Grossman. Special discounted
price of $9.50
SECRETS OF THE OLD GROWTH FOREST
By David Kelly with photographs by Gary
Braasch. Bibliography, 99 pages, oversized
hardcover. $32.
THE BREAKDOWN OF NATIONS By Leo
pold Kohr. Foreword by Kirkpatrick Sale.
Index, bibliography, appendices, paperback,
250 pages. $6.
SACRED LAND SACRED SEX "Rapture of
the Deep" byDolores laChapelle. One ofthe
best deep ecology books. 382 pages, Index,
footnotes, bibliography, oversized. $24.50.
EARTH WISDOM By Dolores LaChapelle.
$15.50
BEAR MAGIC A chapbook by the National
Grizzly Growers. $3.50

All prices listed below are postpaid. Order directly from Earth First!, POB 7, Canton,
NY 13617. Books are sent 4th class book rate. For quicker first class mailing or UPS
delivery please check with Nancy Z ( 602-622-1371) for additional shipping charges.

BACKLIST OF TITLES

Please note that Ecodefense: A Field Guide for Monkeywrenching is no longer sold
directly by the Earth First! Bookstore. All orders for it should be sent directly to the
publisher, Ned Ludd Books (PO Box 5141, Tucson, AZ 85703). See the Ned Ludd
Books ad in this issue for details.

By Edward Abbey
For all of you who last saw George Washington Hayduke hanging from a cliff above
the raging Colorado River, here is the sequel to Abbey's comic masterpiece, THE
MoNXEY WRENCH GANG. Bonnie Abbzug, Doc Sarvis and Seldom Seen Smith return
as well, with help from that wild and crazy outfit Earth First! (which two ofSeldom's
wives have joined) and the Lone Ranger. The villainous Bishop Dudley Love is back,
along with a bunch of new evil-doers including a BLM rangerette and shadowy
federal agents. When the Colorado Plateau is under siege by a multinational
uranium corporation and the world's largest strip mining shovel, GOLIATH, who ya
gonna call? Hayduke! Hardcover, 308 pages. $21 postpaid. '

HAYDUKE LIVES!

SLUMGULLION STEW "An Edward Abbey
Reader" by Edward Abbey with illustrations
by the author. Hardcover, 383 pages, $21.
THE FOOLS PROGRESS "An Honest
Novel" by Edward Abbey. Hardcover, 485
pages, $22.
THE MONKEY WRENCH GANG By Edward
Abbey. $6.
THE MONKEY WRENCH GANG (German
translation) By Edward Abbey $12.
DESERT SOLITAIRE By Edward Abbey. 255
pages, hardcover, $28.
DESERT SOLITAIRE By Edward Abbey.
Paperback, $4.50
THE JOURNEY. HOME "Some Words In
Defense of the American West" by Edward
Abbey. Illustrated byJim Stiles. $10
ONE LIFE AT A TIME, PLEASE By Edward
Abbey. $9
BEYOND THE WALL "Essays From the
Outside" By Edward Abbey. $9
LAST WORDS By Antler. Paperback, 191
pages. $6. ,
LAND OF LITTLE RAIN By Mary Austin
with an introduction by Edward Abbey. $8
A GREEN CITY PROGRAM For San Fran
sisco Bay Area Cities &Towns by Peter Berg,
Beryl Magilavy, and Seth Zuckerman. 70
pages, softcpver, $6.50.
THE GRIZZLY IN THE SOUTHWEST
"I;>ocumentary ofan Extinction" by David E.
Brown, with a foreword by Frank C.
Craighead, Jr. Hardcover. $22.
THE WOLF IN THE SOUTHWEST "The
Making of an Endangered Species" David E.'
Brown, editor. $11
STATE OF THE WORLD 1989 By Lester
Brown and Worldwatch. Index, footnotes,
256 pages, paperback. $11.50.
TOPSOIL AND CIVILIZATION Revised edi
tion, by Vernon Gill Carter and Tom Dale.
S13.
OVERSHOOT "The Ecological Basis of Revo
lutionaryChange" by William R. Catton, Jr.
Index, glossary, references, 298'pages. $12
AGENTS OF REPRESSION "The FBI's Secret
War Against the Black Panther Party and the
American Indian Movement" By Ward
Churchill and Jim Vander Wall. 509 pages,
index, extensively footnoted, heavily illus
trated with photos, softcover. $17.
THE HISTORY OF THE SIERRA CLUB,
1892-1970 byMichael P. Cohen. Hardcover,
550 pages, Index, footnotes. $32.50.
THE PATHLESS WAY By Michael Cohen.
$14.50
HOW NATURE WORKS "Regenerating Kin
ship with Planet Earth" by Michael]. Cohen
(a different Mike Cohen than the author of
"The Pathless Way"). 263 pages. $12.50.
CHANGES IN THE LAND "Indians, Colo
nists, and the Ecology of New England" by
William Cronon. 241 pages, index, foot
notes, bibliographic essay. $9.
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NEW MUSIC
The Wallys "Rainforest Roadshow '89" .

After years of playing second fiddle to John Seed, the Wallys have recorded a tape
of their own. If you've seen them at the Rendezvous, you know these cocky kids
can match any of our established old fart musicians for energy, commitment,
and clever lyrics! Imagine a garage band from the Australian rainforest and
you've got the Wallys. Includes: Once Upon A Planet, Lay Down Your Whopper,
Planetary Flag, That's Auker, Expanding Universe, Tonka·Toys, Use It Up,
Apeman, Leave It In The Ground. $10 postpaid.

John Seed "Deep Ecology"
Not to be outdone, John has released another tape of his own, combining his
words and music with that of many others, such as Dakota Sid, Greg Keeler,
Dana Lyons, Lone WolfCircles, and Bahloo. Includes: Invocation, Animal
Spirits, Expanding Universe, Earth First!, Magic Forest, Subvert the Dominant
Paradigm, Make Bucks, Burning Times, Gaia Meditation, I Am An Animal, Earth
Am I, The Rainforest Within, Tribesmen of Penan, Angel of Sunshine, Leave It In
The Ground, and Everyone is Everyone. $10 postpaid.

John Sirkis "The Wild West"
Sirkis showed up on our doorstep with another tape of his socially conscious
folk-rock tunes. This high-quality production might be mistaken for a product of
the cmporate music offices in L.A. if you missed the words. With compassion
and wit, he exposes the American Dream and pokes fun at both liberal and
conservative know-nothings while making pleasant bouncy music. Includes:
Solar Kills, In Jamaica, Roseville Fair, The Wild West, Think For Yourself, New
Morality, and Aztlan. $9 postpaid.

OLD FAVORITES

NOTECARDS FROM
HELEN WILSON

The Journal is proud to carry a line of
notecards from wildlife artist and EF!
activist Helen Wilson. They are 4" by
5 1/2" and printed on recycled
cardstock. $4 postpaid for a set of.
eight (two each of four designs), plus
envelopes.

Gary Paul Nabhan
David Quanunen
Wallac.. Stegner
David RaIns Wallace

Austin Lounge Lizards "Creatures
From the Black Saloon" $9 postpaid.

Austin Lounge Liz<ll"ds. "Highway
Cafe of the Damned" $9 postpaid.

Darryl Cherney "I Had To Be Born
This Century" $9 postpaid.

Darryl Cherney "They Sure Don't
Make Hippies Like They Used To!"
$9 postpaid.

Lone Wolf Circles "Full Circle" $10
postpaid.

Lone Wolf Circles "Tierra Primera! 
The Deep Ecology Medicine Shows."
$10 postpaid.

Dakota Sid Clifford"... For The
Birds" $10 postpaid.

Dakota Sid Clifford "No Mercy" $10
postpaid.

Kelly Cranston"For the Kalmiopsis"
$9 postpaid.

Mark Graham "Natural Selections"
$9 postpaid.

Greg Keeler "Songs of Fishing, Sheep
and Guns in Montana" $9 postpaid.

"

Greg Keeler "Talking Sweet Bye &
Bye" $9 postpaid.

Greg Keeler "Bad Science Fiction"
$9 postpaid.

Greg Keeler "Post-Modern Blues"
$9 postpaid.

Greg Keeler "Nuclear Dioxin
Queen" $10 postpaid.

Katie Lee "Fenced!" $12 postpaid.

Katie Lee "Ten Thousand Goddam
Cattle" $14 postpaid.

Katie Lee "Love's Little Sisters" $12
postpaid.

Katie Lee "Colorado River Songs"
$12 postpaid.

Dana Lyons "Our State is a Dump
site" $6 postpaid.

Dana Lyons "Animal" $11 post
paid. '

Mokai "Clearcut Case Of The Blues"
$9 postpaid.

Bill Oliver "Texas Oasis" $9 post
paid.

Bill Oliver & Friends "Better Things
To Do" $9 postpaid.

Bill Oliver "In These Ancient Trees"
$S postpaid.

Cecelia Ostrow"All Life Is Equal"
$8.50 postpaid.

Cecelia Ostrow "Warrior of the
Earth" $9 postpaid.

Rainforest Information Centre
"Nightcap" $10 postpaid.

Joanne Rand "Home" $10 postpaid.

John Seed, Bahloo & Friends "Earth
First!" $10 postpaid.

Jon Sirkis "A Few Less Colors" $9
postpaid.

Susan Grace Stoltz "Circle of
Friends" $10 postpaid.

Walkin' Jim Stoltz "Spirit Is Still On
The Run" $11 postpaid.

Walkin' Jim Stoltz "Forever Wild"
$11 postpaid.

Walkin' Jim Stoltz "Listen to the
Earth" $11 postpaid.

Glen Waldeck "Wreckin' Ball
Waldeck" $10 postpaid. '

..&DREAM GARDEN PRESS

Wilderness and National Park Calendars from
Dream Garden Press Available through Earth First!

-1990 Western Wilderness Calendar
Feeturlng: Ildwud Abbey Annie DIllard

Mary AUlIlin Jim Hanison
, Bytd Baylor Robinson JeUel'll

Carol Bly Barry Lopez

?fi;~i»~alJ-:~J·~ r-
'j! d ......c:aleilW~~.

"" Sp NatlonallIlStorlc SU.. and 11\ON.

1990 Redwoods and Bi~ Trees Calendar
, Our N..welIt CaJendar1eaturlng; Yosemite, Redwooda, Sequoia, Kings Canyon, Muir

Woods, California State Parka and other additional parl<s.

1990 Bi~ Bend National Park, Texas Calendar
"Fardown at Uw Mexican Border, theRio Grande malcn a great U-turn. Inside thla mighty
curvelles a remote and magnificent national park known as the Big Bend that relatively
lew have vlalted. The Fifth Annivenary Ildillon.

1990 Shenandoah I Great Smoky Mountains Calendar
The Appalachian, Great Smoldes and Blue Ridge Mountains are three of the great
ancestml mountain ranges of the eastern United Stat.... Together for the first lime with
the Blue Ridg.. Parkway.

$10.00 each postpaid directly from Earth First/
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EARTH FIRST! TRINKETS
WINDOW STICKERS CAMOCAPS NON-CAMO CAPS BUMPERSTICKERS

DAMN MOVIE VIDEO
We now have the cracking of Glen Canyon Damn for sale on video.
$20 postpaid.

SAVE TIiE WILD

RESIST MUCH, OBEY UTTLE

SAVE TIiE YEUOWSTONE GRIZZLY
(red & brown with bear & no ski ar... design)

RESCUE TIiE RAINFOREST

REDNECKS FOR WILDERNESS

HUNT COWS· NOT BEARS

PROTECT OUR ENVIRONMENT
STOP PUBUC LANDS LIVESTOCK GRAZING

PAY YOUR RENT
WORK FOR TIiE EARTIi

EARTIi FIRST!

NEANDERTIiALANDPROUD
(With 'Ned L~dd' logo)

OIL AND BEARS DON'T MIX
(with bear logo)

NATURE BATS LAST

Unless otherwise indicated, our
bumperstickers are green lettering on
long lasting white Vinyl and are $1
postpaid. *Starred bumperstickers are
multi-colored with designs and are

$1.25 postpaid.

NATIVE"
(blue words with bl~e, green & white globe)

I'D RATIiER BE MONKEYWRENCHING
(with MonkeywrenchlWar CI~b logo)

MUIR POWER TO YOU"
(white and black on brown with face otM~ir)

HUNTERS:
Did a cow get your elk?

AMERICAN WILDERNESS"
LOVE IT OR LEAVE IT ALONE

(with red, whi~& bl~e US flag)

IF YOUR PECKER WAS AS SMAU AS MINE,
YOU'D NEED A MUSCLE WAGON, TOO!

.(Important note: This b~mperstickeris --hopefully! - not tor
YOIlT own vehicle, b~t to S~"eptitiously paste on a iat:ked-~p

mllSc1e wagon you find in the local shopping center parking
lot Don'tget ca~ght! These stickers are consl7vcted O&It of
cheap paper with permanent adhesive to maximize the
fijtficulty otremoving them. Special price: 12 tor $S!)

MALTHUS WAS RIGHT

DREAM BACK TIiE BISON
SING BACK TIiE SWAN

DESERT RAPER
(bright red lettering - a sticker with many llSes)

ANOTHER MORMON ON DRUGS

DAMN TIiE CORPS NOT RIVERS

DEVELOPERS GO BUILD IN HELL!
(black and red lettering, 12 tor $5)

DARWIN
(Ietee.. in evolving fish with legs)

HAYDUKE LIVES

ESCHEW SURPLUSAGE

BACK TO THE PLEISTOCENE
(With 'Ned L~dd' logo)

BOYCOTT COORS "BEER"

SILENT AGITATORS

ANTI-GRAZING
A grazing cow and barbed wire with
the universal "no" slash, and the
words "Free Our Public Lands!" and
"Stop Destructive Welfare Ranching
End Public Lands Livestock Grazing."
1 5/8 inch diameter circles. 30 for
$1.25 postpaid.

COORS
Spread the word on these villains.
Black words on green stickers. 2 x 3
inch rectangles.· 10 for $1.25 post
paid.
Coors is Anti-Earth
Coors is Anti-Women
Coors is Anti-Labor
AND IT TASTES AWFUL!
BOYCOTT COORS

For you non-militaristic types out there,
we now have a non-camouflage cap
the fist and "Earth First!" in black inkon
a tan cotton cap with a cloth back. One
size fits all. $8 postpaid

EARTH FIRST! FISTS
Green EF! fist logo with words
"EARTH FIRST! No compromise in
defense of Mother Earth" in red ink.
1 5/8 inch diameter circles. 30 for
$1.25 postpaid.

"TOOLS"
The late John Zaelit's Monkeywrench
and Warclub aesign is back by
popular demand. Brown design with
"Earth First!" in green on 1 5/8 inch
diameter white circles. 30 for $1.25
postpaid.

Fun to stick anywhere - bar bath
rooms, Freddie offices, trail registers ...

. wherever the evil ones need to know
that we are about and watching.

We've got a variety of camouflage base
ball caps. They come in either wood
land or desert camo with 100% cotton
backs. We also have desert camo caps
with mesh backs. They all have adjust
able tabs so one size fits all. The EF! fist
logo and the words "EARTH FIRST!" are
printed in black. Be sure to specify what
style you want or we'll send you what
we have most of. $8 postpaid.

EARTH FIRST! FIST Green EF! fist
with the words "EARTH FIRST! No
compromise in Defense of Mother
Earth" in green on a 3 inch diameter
white vinyl circle. 4 for $1 postpaid.

The excellent 10 minute, color-sound 16 mm movie of Earth First! cracking
Glen Canyon Damn in 1981 starring Ed Abbey and]ohnny Sagebrush. An
inspiring and humorous introduction to the Earth First! movement. Rental
fee of $30 for shOWing to groups (includes shipping fee); $5 (shipping only)
for EF! groups. Note: rental only; not for sale.

OVERGRAZING
SLIDE SHOW

CRACKING OF
GLEN CANYON DAMN

MOVIE

"The Eating of the West" graphically displays the devastation of Western
public lands at the hands (and hooves) of the livestock industry. The show
consists of over 100 high-quality slides from National Forests, National
Wildlife Refuges, and BLM lands which portray the shocking magnitude of
the problems caused by grazing. The slide show comes with a written script
and is rented at cost, $10. Free copies of a 48-page tabloid on grazing are also
available. Please include with your order the name and phone number of
a contact person, and the date you need the show along with alternate dates.
Orders must include street address for UPS delivery. "The Eating of the
West" was funded by donations to Lynn]acobs and the Earth First! Foun
dation.

. NO COWS Cow and barbed wire in
black with "universal no" red slash
and circle. Words: Free Our Public
Lands! Stop Destructive Welfare
Ranching End Public Lands Livestock
Grazing. 3 inch diameter white vinyl
circle. 6 for $1 postpaid.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
EARTH FIRST! MERCHANDISE ORDER FORM

Make checks out to "Earth First!" or send cash. Mail to Earth First!, POB 7, Canton, NY 13617. Please allow five
weeks for delivery (contact us if it has not been received in that time). If possible, please use a street address so we can
ship by UPS. First Class delivery can be arranged. Enter size, color, style, etc. We are sometimes temporarily out of
certain items while waiting for stock to arrive. We'll send you the rest of your order immediately and the missing item
as soon as we receive it. If you are in a hurry, give us a second choice of colors and when you need it by. Orders from
outside of the United States must be in U.S. currency and include extra for shipping. Please use a separate subscription
form when sending in a subscription.

STOP TIiE FOREST SERVICE
SAVE OUR WIlD COUNTRY

STOP CLEARCurnNG
(Reg~larstickers tor reg~larprice. Also available on cheap,

. hard·to-remove paper, 12 for $5)

SUBVERT THE DOMINANT PARADIGM

TIiINKGLOBAUY -ACT WCALLY

VOTE GREEN

WOLVES!· NOT COWS

GET LIVESTOCK OFF
OUR PUBLIC LANDS

PUBLIC LANDS GRAZING =
WELFARE RANCHING

J
The following bumperstickers are
printed on cheap paper (very difficult
to remove) and look great on certain
signs throughout the West. We have
a large quantity available, and will
happily send you some if you'll cover
the postage. Send a 25 cent SASE for
two stickers, 45 cent SASE for six, or
write to inquire about larger volumes.

• Almost FREE•
• BUMPERSTICKERSI••••••

how Trinket Description Color Size Amountmany

Sub-total

Name Add 7% sales tax
if NY,delivery.

Street

City, State Zip
OKAY, HERE'S

•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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6SNAKEOIL T-SHIRTS
Unless otherwise noted, all shirts aTe 100% cotton and aTe available In.

sizes 5, M, L, and XL.

NEW!

EARTH FIRST!
SWEATSHIRTS

DON'T TREAD ON ME
Monkeywrenching rattler on front with the words "Earth First!" and "Don't Tread
On Me" (no longer printed on back). Brush Wolf's amazing full color snake seems
ready to lunge off the shirt. Now in two colors: sand (tan) and watermelon
(pinkish). Sorry, no large tans. $13 postpaid.

MOTHER GRIZZLY AND CUB
A pretty EF! shirt! A lovely full-color mother grizzly and cub against the rising sun
on a light blue shirt. "American Wilderness - Love It Or Leave It Alone" slogan. Art
by Susan Van Rooy. $13postpaid.

AMERICAN CANYON FROG
Roger Candee's popular American Canyon Frog (Croakus abyssus pistoffus) with the
message"AMERICAN WILDERNESS LOVE IT OR LEAVE IT ALONE." Avery colorful
4-color design on a grey shirt. $12 postpaid.

THE CRACKING OF GLEN CANYON DAMN
Jim Stiles' infamous masterpiece. Keep on praying for that one little precision
earthquakel Black design on blue heather 75/25 cotton/poly blend. $10 postpaid.

DEFEND THE WILDERNESS
The monkeywrencher's shirt. Art by Bill Turk. Silver design on black 100% cotton
Beefy-T for night work. $10 postpaid.

EARTH FIRST!
Fist logo with words "EARTH FIRST! No Compromise in Defense of Mother Earth!"
in black on green or red 100%cotton Beefy"T. $10 postpaid. In kid's sizes, too! Only
color is green, SO/SO blend, sizes S , M, and L. $7 postpaid. Be sure to speeify kid's
when you order.

TOOLS
John Zaelit's powerful impression of wilderness defense both old and new - the
monkeywrench and stone club crossed. Black design on tan or blue shirt (blue only
in S & M sizes). $10 postpaid.

, Years of requests and a trip to the Frozen Northlands
(upstate New York) finally convinced usto print an EF!
sweatshirt, and it turned out to be a beauty. It features
the fist and slogan in emerald green on a gray 50/50

-Hanes sweatshirt. $20 postpaid.

French'Cut Clearance'
Sale!

We are closing out our stock of womens' french cutt-shirts. All french cuts
will go for just $5 postpaid, as long as supplies last. Shirts are all SO/SO blends
in sizes S (all patterns), M, and L (Griz and Defend only), with colors and
patterns as described in t-shirt listing. Note that these shirts run very small.
Please give an alternate selection with your ord~r, just in case.

MOTHER GRIZZLY AND CUB
DEFEND THE WILDERNESS

EARTH FIRST!

NED LUDD BOOKS
The Ned Ludd Books logoofthe Neanderthal with a Monkeywren'ch (by Brush Wolf)
and the words "Back to the Pleistocene" and "Ned Ludd Books." Black ink on a tan
shirt. $10 postpaid.

FREE THE EARTH
A woman of power in an image by Gila Trout: Purple and silver ink on teal (dark
blue), fuschia (hot pink) or wild orchid (purple - NEW COLOR). Our stock of
fuschia is low and we can't get more, so give us an alternate choice if you order
fuschia. $12 postpaid. .

LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRTS
For cool-weather wear, we offer two of our t-shirt designs on long-sleeved
100% cotton shirts, with colors and patterns described in t-shirt listing.

MOTHER GRIZZLY AND CUB $16 postpaid. .
DEFEND THE WILDERNESS $13 postpaid.

Clip and send to: Earth First!, POB 7, Canton, NY 13617

SUBSCRIBE TO EARTH FIRST!

GIFT SUBSCRIVfIONS - Introduce others to Earth First! and receive the EF! bumpersticker of your choice or 30 silent
agitators for each gift subscription you make. Indicate your address and what you would like on the subscription form.

Keep us informed of ADDRESS CHANGES! The Post Office will charge us 3'0¢ for an address correction and won't
forward your paper. .

LIFE SUBSCRIVfIONS - Tired of that little red check mark every year? Want to really help Earth First! and insure that
you'll get Earth First! The Radical Environmental Journal for life (yours or ours, whichever is shorter)? Then become a life
subscriber. Send us $400 and you've gotit.,

Earth First! The Radical Environmental Journal - is an independent entity within the broad Earth First! movement
and serves as a forum for no-compromise environmental thought and action. Subscriptions go to publish this
n~wspaper and to fund a variety of Earth First! actions. Please subscribe or resubscribe today!

Name ---'- _
Street _
City State Zip _

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
II

~

__ Here's $20 or more for a one year subscription to Earth F.irst!
__.Here's $20 to resubs<;ribe to Earth First!

• __ Here's an extra $15. Send Earth First! First Class.
__ Here's $30 (US funds only). Send Earth First! to me First Class in Canada or Mexico or surface mail outside the USA.
__ Here's $45 (US funds only). Send me Earth First! Air Mail outside the USA.
__ We are a government agency or exploitative corporation. Here's $75 for a subscription ($100 for First Class mail).
__ Here's $400 or more for a life subscription to Earth First!.
__ Please send a gift subscription to the person below. Here's $20 or more.
__ I'm' broke. Please send me a subscription for $__.
__ Please change my address.' Myoid zip code was: _

••••
: The EF! subscription list is kept entirely confidential. You are welcome to use an alias. Make sure the mailperson knows
• that James What (or whoever) is getting mail at your address.
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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This embroidered patch features the
green fist and the words "EARTH
FIRST!" and "No Compromise." Green
and black on a white 3" diameter round
patch. $3.50 postpaid.

HAYDUKE LIVES

A NOTE ON
TAN T-SHIRTS

These are black 3 inch diameter round
embroidered patches with a red mon
keywrench and the words HAYDUKE
LIVES in red. $3.50 postpaid.

EMBROIDERED
PATCHES

EARTH FIRST!

Alas, we are victims of fashion! We
expect to be running out of all our tan t
shirts over the next few months because
we just can 't get any more. Current fash
ion trends run to day-glo colors, and
none of the big t-shirt makers are pro
'dueing heavy-weight tan t-shirts. Oh,
woe! Much as we at theJournal like tan,
our current stock is all we expect to have
for some months - until fashions
change again. Ifyou really want tan, get
it now.
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